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ABSTRACT

PERPETUATION OF THE GAY MALE STEREOTYPE:
A STUDY ON CAMPING & CLOSETING THE GAY MALE SUBCULTURE
IN HOLLINGHURST’S FICTION

Ertin, Serkan
Ph.D., Department of English Literature
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Nurten birlik
July 2012, 225 pages
This study intends to analyse the terms camp and closet in Alan Hollinghurst’s
fiction, since all four of his novels - The Swimming-Pool Library (1988), The Folding
Star (1993), The Spell (1998), and The Line of Beauty (2004) - investigate the gay
male experience throughout the late-twentieth century The point in analysing these
terms in Hollinghurst’s work is to find out whether the author writes from the margin
or in the centre to recreate the origin. Gay subjectivities are of great concern to this
study, yet it does not mean that it will be a product of identity politics. Identity politics
does regard gender, race, or ethnicities, which are nothing but social constructions, as
fixed or biologically determined traits. Thus, identity politics, while trying to recentre
the decentred and marginalised identities, re-establishes the binary structure of the
Western thought. This study analyses how Hollinghurst, by camping and closeting the
gay male, re-produces homosexuality as a distinct identity with a subculture of its
own.
Keywords: Gay, Camp, Closet, Gender, Hollinghurst
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ÖZ
BASMAKALIP ERKEK EŞCİNSEL İMGESİNİN İDAMESİ:
ALAN HOLLINGHURST’UN ESERLERİNDE
ERKEK EŞCİNSEL ALT KÜLTÜRÜN İFŞA VE TECRİT EDİLMESİ
ÜZERİNE BİR ÇALIŞMA
Ertin, Serkan
Doktora, İngiliz Edebiyatı Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nurten Birlik
Temmuz 2012, 225 sayfa
Bu tez çalışması camp ve closet terimlerini Alan Hollinghurst’un eserlerinde
analiz edecektir; zira yazarın romanlarının dördü de - The Swimming-Pool Library
(1988), The Folding Star (1993), The Spell (1998), ve The Line of Beauty (2004) –
yirminci yüzyıl sonlarında erkek eşcinsel deneyimini irdelemektedir. Bu iki terimin
Hollinghurst’un eserlerinde analiz edilmesinde hedef yazarın marjinden mi yoksa esas
varsayılan heteronormatif yapıyı yeniden kurgulayarak merkezden mi yazdığını ortaya
çıkarmaktır. Erkek eşcinsel kimlik bu çalışmanın odak noktasını oluşturmaktadır
ancak bu durum tez çalışmasının bir kimlik politikası ürünü olması anlamına
gelmeyecektir. Kimlik politikaları salt kurgudan başka bir şey olmayan toplumsal
cinsiyet, ırk, ve etnik kimlik gibi kavramları sabit ve biyolojik olarak kati
görmektedir. Bu nedenle, kimlik politikaları merkezden kovulan ve marjinalleştirilen
kimlikleri yeniden merkezleştirmeye çalışırken batı felsefesinin temelinde yatan ikili
zıtlık yapısını yeniden kurgular. Bu tez çalışması Hollinghurst’ün eşcinsel erkeği ifşa
ve tecrit yoluyla nasıl kendine has bir altkültüre sahip ayrı bir kimlik olarak yeniden
kurguladığını analiz etmektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Sefih, İfşa, Tecrit, Toplumsal cinsiyet, Hollinghurst
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Queer theory has been employed in the analyses of a great number of literary
or non-literary texts in the last few decades. These analyses aspire to detach sexuality
from the heterosexual gaze and re-establish its previously stolen fluid and
indeterminate character by subverting heteronormative texts, movements, and genres.
Queer studies are by their very nature contradictory and subversive; they lay bare the
heteronormative oppression and its mechanisms behind the deployment of sexuality;
and it is within these contradictory and fluid frames that “queer theory emerges to
augment lesbian and gay studies of the recent past.... Similarly, theorizations of
performativity and speech act theory, drag, camp, the carnivalesque, and masquerade
point in the direction of a reconceptualisation of sexuality and identity” (Waugh 444).
Indeed queer studies are anti-essentialist in nature which interpret and regard any and
every cultural form, not only sexuality and identity but also gender, class, race, desire,
norms, and so on, as discursive constructions which can be altered, subverted,
repeated, or

recreated.

Likewise, queer

fiction is

supposed to

question

heteronormative ideology and subvert mainstream values by laying bare the power
mechanisms which configure and maintain the perpetuation of stereotype identities.

1.1 Aim of the Study
This study intends to explore the terms camp and closet against the
background of Alan Hollinghurst’s fiction, since all four of his novels - The
1

Swimming-Pool Library (1988), The Folding Star (1993), The Spell (1998), and The
Line of Beauty (2004) – give a hearing to and reveal the gay male experience
throughout the late-twentieth century, and falsely claim to employ a queer narrative
style, which is supposed to be without any centralising or judgemental positions.
Along with these terms, this study will also employ a genealogical approach to GLBT
terminology in order to prepare the ground for a more comprehensive understanding
of the gay male subjectivities in these novels.
Alan Hollinghurst’s novels have been chosen for this study because in his
novels he deals with gay issues, and in his interview in The Guardian, after receiving
the Booker Prize, he underlines that he does employ gay narrative techniques. This is
of great significance for the study: Some writers themselves are gay; some writers –
gay or not- write on gay characters and themes; and some –gay or not- take up a
subversive and queer approach in their works. Hollinghurst claims that he is all! In the
interview, he explains his approach and authorial position: "From the start I've tried to
write books which began from a presumption of the gayness of the narrative position.
To write about gay life from a gay perspective unapologetically and as naturally as
most novels are written from a heterosexual position” (2004). His remark shows that
his approach aims to problematise dominant Western ideology, which is phallocentric,
as his work is, allegedly, freed from the mainstream binaries. He does not intend to
justify homosexual desire or apologise for being gay on behalf of all others. What he
says he wants to achieve is the naturalisation of homosexuality just like that of
heterosexuality. He does not mind being called a gay writer as long as people can see
all the other vital issues going on in his novels. His work deals not only with sex but
also with such significant issues as race, class distinction, history, culture, and so on.
His so-called subversive attitude and playful approach could be seen in the epigraph to
The Line of Beauty, which is an extract from Alice's Adventures in Wonderland:
`What do you know about this business?' the King said to Alice.
`Nothing,' said Alice.
`Nothing whatever?' persisted the King.
2

`Nothing whatever,' said Alice.
`That's very important,' the King said, turning to the jury. They were just
beginning to write this down on their slates, when the White Rabbit
interrupted: `Unimportant, your Majesty means, of course,' he said in a very
respectful tone, but frowning and making faces at him as he spoke.
`Unimportant, of course, I meant,' the King hastily said, and went on to
himself in an undertone, `important—unimportant—unimportant—
important—' as if he were trying which word sounded best. (ii)
The extract, which is promising in terms of a queer approach, is a witty play on
signifiers, and repeating the important/unimportant binary it blurs and erases the
difference between the opposite poles. Thus, this short extract could be suggestive of
the position and approach which the writer claims to possess. While exploring gay
subjectivity and its fight for recognition in a non-gay world, Hollinghurst does not
attempt to reach a single stable or universal truth: “I don't make moral judgments,"
Hollinghurst says, in the same interview, "I prefer to let things reverberate with their
own ironies and implications” (2004).
However, a close look at his fictional contexts reveals that while trying to
naturalise homosexuality, he overemphasises the previously and traditionally shadowy
leg of the binaries, and as a result, in his work the non-gay world almost does not exist
at all, and the gender roles and the mainstream culture of the heteronormative
discourse are kept alive and mimicked by gay individuals, ironically. Tim Edwards
argues that the denial of the dominant culture and ideology culminates in a paradox,
i.e., “in separating oneself from mainstream culture and asserting difference there is a
tendency to assert sameness within that separate community whilst the opposite
process operates in a politics of assimilation” (113-114). In Hollinghurst’s novels, the
assertion of sameness in the gay community not only re-establishes the campy gay
male subculture but also closets them by depicting gay male characters as
promiscuous and beastly figures that cannot distinguish between love and sex, often
mistaking the latter for the former, and sooner or later come down with AIDS and die
an unnatural death. As a gay writer he cannot escape the traps of the homophobic
discourses within the dominant Western epistemology. In such a context, it would not
3

be wrong to say that his authorial position falls short of meeting the expectations he
verbally promises and that, in fact, he undermines with his novels what he claims in
his interview given above.
The English context –under Thatcher’s government—in which Hollinghurst
wrote these novels has already changed and he is well aware of the fact: "When I
began, there was an urgency about it which isn't there now. Things have changed so
much over those 20 years; attitudes towards homosexuality are so different now."
Gays’ struggle for recognition or their own space and voice would be redundant in the
contemporary English context. His approach to queer movement and his narrative
style in these four novels sound repetitive and outdated considering the relatively
emancipated space occupied by gay male subjectivities at present. Moreover, although
he claims to maintain a queer and subversive approach in his work, he cannot go
beyond producing mainstream gay novels which are inevitably in line with identity
politics. This study is an attempt to analyse first four novels of the writer since all four
relate to one another in some way. Hollinghurst does not regard them as a tetralogy,
yet admits the parallelism: "I do have a sense of having completed a quartet of books
which, while not a tetralogy in any narrative sense, do cohere in a way" (2004). The
Stranger's Child, his fifth novel published in June 2011, is not included in this study
since it does not fit in the tertralogical frame –regarding camp and closet—of the first
four novels.The first four novels are important for the gay canon because they point
out an era in the historical deployment of homosexuality in England, which seems to
be over by the twenty-first century. However, they fall short of the claim as queer
texts since they are unable to reveal the ideological mechanisms at work in
constructing subjectivity, gender and sexual identity, and the discursively-constructed
nature of these epistemic categories.
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1. 2 Scientia Homosexualis: Historical Background
Although the 1Stonewall riots, commencing in New York on 27 June 1969, are
widely accepted and celebrated as the origin of gay liberation and queer movements in
the Western world, the theoretical base feeding and enabling the awareness of gay
subjectivity and the rejection of institutional oppression indeed dates back to the work
of such significant theorists and philosophers as Freud, Althusser, Saussure, Lacan,
and Foucault. Prior to these major thinkers, who led the way to the post-structuralist
ambience which problematised the taken-for-grantedness of gender itself, there had
already been quite a few abortive attempts to explore the reasons for and the nature of
same-sex desire and subjectivity, though there had been none to seek the origin of
heterosexual desire and identity. These attempts were extensions of modernity with its
positivism, which had an unquestioning faith in knowledge and progress, and which
took the innocence and naturalness of knowledge and language for granted. However,
they could not see through the gender politics of the dominant discourse within which
the meaning of woman is created “by excluding everything that is non-Woman, and
vice versa for Man” and idealized templates are configured “for what is perfectly
masculine or perfectly feminine by excluding whatever doesn’t fit: the queer, the
different, the mixed” (Wilchins 36). Their method was trapped in binarism and
dichotomous thinking, and accordingly they could not see that in these binaries what
one leg of the polarity refers to depends on the existence of the other, and thus, it
cannot be reliable or stable.
Many theoreticians, even while trying to get out of the heteronormative
system, failed to do so, since they could not go beyond binaries. In fact, they modelled
themselves after the previously established models of thinking. For instance, in the
nineteenth century German lawyer and social commentator Karl Heinrich Ulrichs
1

The Stonewall riots, a series of spontaneous, violent demonstrations against a police raid that took
place in the early morning hours of June 28, 1969 at the Stonewall Inn, New York, are frequently cited
as the first instance in American history when gays and lesbians fought back against a governmentsponsored system that persecuted homosexuals, and these reactions marked the start of the gay rights
movement in the United States and around the world.
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attempted to decriminalise homosexuality by defining and categorising it. He claimed
that urnings and uringins, feminine male attracted to men and masculine female
sexually drawn to women respectively, have the physical features of one sex and the
instincts of the other (Sullivan 5). By relying on the mind / body binary, he ended up
re-establishing the same old Cartesian dualism and excluded many other undefined
minorities like masculine gays or feminine lesbians. Hirschfeld attempted to develop
Karl Ulrich’s model and claimed that homosexuality was “an intermediate condition,
a ‘third sex’ that combined physiological aspects of both masculinity and femininity”
(qtd. in Jagose 23). These attempts were, indeed, the results of homophile movements
in the nineteenth century, which tried to increase tolerance for homosexuality and
even rouse pity and sympathy for homosexuals, in order to decriminalise
homosexuality. Homophile movements, thus, differ highly from gay liberation
movements, which were mass movements aware of their presence as a socio-political
minority imprisoned in a dominant heteronormative discourse. Whereas the former
wanted to present an acceptable image of the homosexual -based on the principle of
similarity- within the mainstream, the latter antagonised and shocked the society
highlighting their difference, which is very similar to what Hollinghurst does in his
novels. Edward Carpenter, British socialist pioneer of homosexual freedom and
women's rights who had an enormous impact on the cultural and political life of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, stated that homosexuals were superior to
heterosexuals (Sullivan 12). In this way, while trying to naturalise homosexuality, he
reversed the heteronormative binary Heterosexual \ Homosexual and created a new
one: Homosexual \ Heterosexual. These binary Western accounts fail to avoid being
prescriptive and reductive, and none of them is convincing for Claude J. Summers,
who states that “many individuals repeatedly participate in a wide range of
homoerotic behaviour without defining themselves as homosexual” (13). The signifier
‘same-sex sex’, therefore, does not necessarily refer to the signified ‘homosexuality’.
Moreover, the binary relation of the ‘homosexual’ to the ‘heterosexual’ is not a real
dichotomy; it is just one of the numerous reifications of Western thought. Peter Barry
6

states that apparently elemental classes like heterosexual and homosexual do not refer
to fixed essences at all; they are just like Saussurean signifiers flying in a structure of
differences without fixed referents (145). However, being an end product of power
relations and mainstream discourses on sexuality, the reified relation between
‘heterosexuality’ and ‘homosexuality’ persistently centralises and normalises the
former, whereas it marginalises and stigmatises the latter as the ‘other’.
The banishment and stigmatisation of the homosexual, though still a common
phenomenon in the twenty-first century, is not a universal truth whose existence dates
back to the earliest existence of mankind on earth. Sexuality, disregarding homosexual
or heterosexual binary, has been moulded and reconfigured in different forms by
dominant ideologies and discourses in the course of history, which have employed
simplistic binaries to create totalising hierarchies. Within the frames of totalising
ideologies and discourses, many theorists and philosophers since Plato attempted to
account for the construction of gender and sexuality; however, they failed in their
attempts as they could not move beyond binarism. They were still moving on a
Platonic discursive ground as they were looking for a single transcendental truth.
None of these philosophers and thinkers accused these frames or grand narratives of
being totalistic before Derrida, for whom all these frames were just myths to be
demystified. Derrida’s deconstructing Western thought led the way to the
deconstruction of any and every grand narrative. Wilchins reveals how the former
process paved the way for the latter: “If Derrida had deconstructed thought, it fell to
another French philosopher, Michel Foucault, to deconstruct the thinker” (47).
Foucault expanded the margins of deconstruction since it was him who critiqued the
universalising and totalising aspect of Western thought creating Certainty,
Knowledge, and Truth, and his groundbreaking work History of Sexuality was the first
extensive analysis of the production, configuration, and deployment of sexuality.
History and a diachronic approach to history were of great significance to Foucault in
that it would reveal the constructed and variable nature of sexuality. Drawing on
history, Foucault demystifies and deconstructs sexuality, by contrasting the practices
7

in his own society with those in Ancient Greece and Rome. In Ancient Greece, for
instance, there were not any rules or norms restricting sexuality. They never regarded
same-sex sex as unacceptable and “never imagined that sexual pleasure was in itself
an evil or that it could be counted among the natural stigmata of a transgression”
(Foucault, Sexuality 2: 97). The space of sexuality, for Foucault, is a historically
constructed apparatus; an elaborate system of morals, discourses, and procedures
created in order to control and lead sexual practices to the desired political ends.
Through the apparatus, Foucault argues, sexuality “was driven out of hiding and
constrained to lead a discursive existence. From the singular imperialism that compels
everyone to transform their sexuality into a perpetual discourse, to the manifold
mechanisms which, in the areas of economy, pedagogy, medicine, and justice, incite,
extract, distribute, and institutionalize the sexual discourse, an immense verbosity is
what our civilization has required and organized” (1: 33). Science is one of the major
sources of heteronormative discourses which deploy and control sexuality.
Accordingly, science is not always reliable. Chrys Ingraham underlines the fact that it
was science in the nineteenth century that claimed women should not be exposed to
college education lest it would harm their reproductive organs (74). Science
disregards relativity since there must be only one truth applicable in any context.
Foucault exemplifies the medical discourses which stigmatise homosexuality by
mentioning the science of perversion and the program of eugenics during the second
half of the nineteenth century, culminating in the theory of degenerescence, which
explained how a heredity that was burdened with various maladies (it made
little difference whether these were organic, functional, or psychical) ended by
producing a sexual pervert (look into the genealogy of an exhibitionist or a
homosexual: you will find a hemiplegic ancestor, a phthisic parent, or an uncle
afflicted with senile dementia); but it went on to explain how a sexual
perversion resulted in the depletion of one's line of descent -rickets in the
children, the sterility of future generations. The series composed of perversionheredity-degenerescence formed the solid nucleus of the new technologies of
sex. (Sexuality 1: 118)
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These technologies attempt to reify the so-called correlation, or rather a cause-effect
relationship, between perversion and other illnesses, and normalise heterosexuality.
However, trying to set norms on sexualities is not always possible. In the case of
intersexuality, for example, the individuals having both male and female sexual
characteristics and organs are revered in some societies because they are able to
inseminate and give birth, though not always in a literal sense. In many other cultures,
however, the intersexual individual is regarded as a deformity and is forced to
undergo surgery; s/he must choose male or female genitals. In patriarchal societies
privileging masculinity, parents tended to prefer male genitalia. This extreme sense of
discrimination stems from a misrecognition; which is the belief that the male is
completely different from, even opposite and superior to, the female. According to
Laqueur, since the first Greek anatomists, there had been one sex, the male. The
female body was regarded an inferior version “lacking in some vital essence that
caused it to be smaller, more delicate, and come with an inny instead of an outty” (qtd.
in Wilchins 90). Greeks, Foucault argues, believed that the desire for a boy or a girl
was subject to the single condition that the motive was noble. However, he adds;
they also thought that this desire called for a particular mode of behavior when
it made a place for itself in a relationship between two male individuals. The
Greeks could not imagine that a man might need a different nature—an ‘other’
nature—in order to love a man; but they were inclined to think that the
pleasures one enjoyed in such a relationship ought to be given an ethical form
different from the one that was required when it came to loving a woman. In
this sort of relation, the pleasures did not reveal an alien nature in the person
who experienced them; but their use demanded a special stylistics. (Sexuality
2: 192)
Misogynous and dualistic as this claim is, it reveals the fact that Ancient Greeks
defined sexuality on the principle of similarity, not difference. Accordingly, for
Foucault, human body is not sexed or gendered before it takes its place within a
discourse. Only after that and through its positionality among power relations can the
body have a meaning. Sexuality is a “historically specific organization of power,
discourse, bodies, and affectivity. As such, sexuality is understood by Foucault to
9

produce ‘sex’ as an artificial concept which effectively extends and disguises the
power relations responsible for its genesis” (Butler, Gender 117). He denaturalises
heterosexual / homosexual binary by contextualising and historicising it. In this way,
he reveals the fact that since sexuality is discursively constructed and it is historyspecific and culture-specific, there cannot be a fully reliable account of it. Thus, terms
such as invert, faggot, dyke, sodomite, and so on, are cultural artefacts “tied to ways
of understanding and of being that are specific to a particular cultural milieu”
(Sullivan 2). This is the reason why Foucault constantly compares the modern cultural
milieu to the others while denaturalising the dogma of sexuality and desire. For
instance, in his diachronic analysis of desire, he refers to the Ancient Greeks again
and states that they did not categorize desire into two; one for women and the other
for men. They were not bisexuals, either, since they did not have the modern dualistic
way of thinking. For them:
what made it possible to desire a man or a woman was simply the appetite that
nature had implanted in man's heart for ‘beautiful’ human beings, whatever
their sex might be. True, one finds in Pausanias' speech a theory of two loves,
the second of which—Urania, the heavenly love—is directed exclusively to
boys. But the distinction that is made is not between a heterosexual love and a
homosexual love; Pausanias draws the dividing line between ‘the love which
the baser sort of men feel’—its object is both women and boys, it only looks to
the act itself (to diaprattesthai)—and the more ancient, nobler, and more
reasonable love that is drawn to what has the most vigor and intelligence,
which obviously can only mean the male sex. (Sexuality 2: 188-189)
This does not mean they avoided categorising or naming desire, but they categorised
desire on the basis of the faculties of the brain rather than the biological givens, which
resulted in the conclusion that the desire for boys was more heavenly, as in
Shakespeare’s sonnets, than the one for women, which was seen a procreative act and
thus more nature-al, i.e., bestial.
The term “homosexuality” is quite a recent phenomenon. The relation of the
virile man to the effeminate one in Ancient Greece does not coincide with the modern
hetero / homo binary opposition nor with the active / passive homosexual binarism. In
10

the former, Foucault states, one’s attitude to pleasures determined his femininity or
masculinity. Provided that a man was able to control his pleasures and was active
during the sexual intercourse, he was not charged with effeminacy; however, a man
who became a slave to his desires was considered, disregarding his sexual object of
desire, feminine (Sexuality 2: 85). Contemporary traditional signs of effeminacy, also
signs of camp, such as too much preoccupation with looks, refusal to engage in the
relatively rough activities like sports, fancy for perfumes and adornments, interest in
visual arts, graceful use of gestures and so on, were not necessarily associated with
men in Ancient Greece who would be called effeminate or homosexual in the
nineteenth century and afterwards. Identifying individuals based on their object of
desire is a recent phenomenon invented by dominant heteronormative discourses. Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick argues that it is “a rather amazing fact that, of the very many
dimensions along which the genital activity of one person can be differentiated from
that of another... precisely one, the gender of object choice, emerged from the turn of
the century, and has remained, as the dimension denoted by the now ubiquitous
category of ‘sexual orientation’” (8).
Tracing the reasons for the sharp discrepancy between the past and his own
time on a diachronic level, Foucault, in the first volume of History of Sexuality, puts
the blame on the seventeenth century, the beginning of an age of repression by
bourgeois discourses, in which censorship and silence controlled the free circulation
of sex at the level of language. Ironically, for the last three centuries there has been a
discursive explosion, and too many allusions and metaphors have been codified.
Foucault’s “objective is to analyse a certain form of knowledge regarding sex, not in
terms of repression or law, but in terms of power” (Sexuality 1: 92). Power, which
may be taken as the origin of closet, in his view, is not a concrete or visible institution;
it is just a name attributed to complex strategies in a particular society. There has
always been resistance to power, for sure, but it has developed inside the discourse
power has created, since one is always inside power and there is no escaping it. As for
the relation between camp and closet, accordingly, it would not be wrong to state that
11

“[t]he closet has given us camp” (Case 189). Power is omnipresent, produced from
one moment to the next, at every point. It is everywhere and it actually comes from
below; there is no binary opposition between the ruler and the ruled at the root of
power relations (Sexuality 2: 94). In this way, Foucault located the long-mistaken
space of power and determined the way to fight it back.
Same sex sexual activities, disregarding the extent to which they were
accepted or rejected, have been documented in all primitive or civilised societies.
Until the late nineteenth century, when Western civilisation condemned and
stigmatised it, there was no categorical identification to refer to ‘the class’ of men
having same-sex sex acts. Richardson & Seidman acknowledge that same-sex
feelings, desires, or sexual acts may have always existed, but they deny the existence
of ‘homosexuals’, since it would be an anachronistic use of the term for individuals
(2). The term ‘heterosexuality’ actually appeared after the term ‘homosexuality’ was
coined first. Thus, the heterosexual was able to define himself only against the
homosexual, employing the homosexual as the suppressed leg of the binary. In such a
context, it might be interesting to give a hearing to Jagose, who summarises the
historical background and deployment of sexual categories in a rather humorous
manner:
First there was Sappho (the good old days). Then there was the acceptable
homoeroticism of classical Greece, the excesses of Rome. Then, casually to
skip two millennia, there was Oscar Wilde, sodomy, blackmail and
imprisonment, Forster, Sackville-West, Radclyffe Hall, inversion, censorship;
then pansies, butch and femme, poofs, queens, fag hags, more censorship and
blackmail, and Orton. Then there was Stonewall (1969) and we all became
gay. (75-76)
This short diachronic explanation mocks the configuration of sexual identities in the
course of time based on one’s sexual object of desire. It contrasts the freedom in
Ancient Greece where there were no sexual categories defining the participants of
same-sex sex acts to the Victorian Era when gay-banishing broke out and the clear-cut
distinction between the heterosexual and the homosexual was made. Eve K. Sedgwick
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, being against defining sexual identity based on one’s sexual object choice, mocks the
formation of these two terms: “The word ‘homosexuality’ wasn’t coined until 1869 —
so everyone before then was heterosexual” (52). The term ‘homosexuality’ was
coined in 1869 in Germany and preceded the invention of its so-called binary pole
‘heterosexuality’ by almost eleven years. However, the term, which originally
intended to decriminalise and normalise homosexuality, turned out to be a medical
and legal prescriptive term. This is the reason why critics like Sedgwick counterstrike
the fictitious ‘nature’ and reified essentialism of the terms which tend to categorise
sexual identities. Anti-essentialism regarding sexual identity is taken further by Judith
Butler, too. Butler argues that terms like homosexual and heterosexual function as
instruments of regulatory regimes. As a genealogical critique, rereading Foucault, she
does not look for the origins of gender or a genuine sexual identity. Instead, she states
that “genealogy investigates the political stakes in designating as an origin and cause
those identity categories that are in fact the effects of institutions, practices, discourses
with multiple and diffuse points of origin. The task of this inquiry is to center on—and
decenter—such

defining

institutions:

phallogocentrism

and

compulsory

heterosexuality” (Gender xxx). Even the discourse of homosexuality, as long as it is
produced within the phallogocentric heteronormative discourse, cannot break away
from the oppressive regimes. In other words, the concept and term of homosexuality is
itself inevitably a tool employed by homophobic discourses.
In England, during the pretentious Victorian Era, where the ‘other’ Victorians
were marginalised to the very end, homosexuality began to define “not simply what
one does but who one is” (Summers 14). The marginal Victorian figures, the most
famous of whom was Oscar Wilde, started to live as homosexuals, since
homosexuality had transformed into an identity and “for the first time it was possible
to be a homosexual” (Jagose 22). The radical change in the conception of
homosexuality marked its transition from doing to being, which paved the way for the
emergence of a distinct gay male subculture and identity seen in Hollinghurst’s
fiction. For Foucault, homosexuality as an identity “appeared as one of the forms of
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sexuality when it was transposed from the practice of sodomy onto a kind of interior
androgyny, a hermaphrodism of the soul. The sodomite had been a temporary
aberration; the homosexual was now a species” (Sexuality 1: 43). In terms of GLBT
struggles for more rights or equality, this might imply recognition to some extent;
however, this transition did not mean liberation in practice for the homosexual whose
being was eventually recognised. Halperin argues that Foucault draws on
homosexuality just in order to gain insight into power relations and their influence on
the deployment of sexuality and he did not regard homosexuality “as a newly liberated
species of sexual being but as a strategically situated marginal position from which it
might be possible to glimpse and to devise new ways of relating to oneself and to
others” (68). In other words, it was not Foucault’s main target to differentiate
homosexual identity from same-sex sex acts, but his work yielded invaluable results
and prepared the ground for his followers. His work led GLBT activists to form a
counter-discourse to fight heteronormativity:
There is no question that the appearance in nineteenth-century psychiatry,
jurisprudence, and literature of a whole series of discourses on the species and
subspecies of homosexuality, inversion, pederasty, and “psychic
hermaphrodism” made possible a strong advance of social controls into this
area of “perversity”; but it also made possible the formation of a “reverse”
discourse: homosexuality began to speak in its own behalf, to demand that its
legitimacy or “naturality” be acknowledged, often in the same vocabulary,
using the same categories by which it was medically disqualified. (Sexuality 1:
101)
This counter-discourse, whose counterpart in gay liberation movements is camp, used
the same weapons as heteronormative discourses to fight homophobia, an agent and
effect of closet, which is in accordance with Foucault’s argument that discourses have
their counter-discourses within their own domain. There is no discourse of power out
there and another one opposite it; they are, instead, elements of power relations.
In the mid-twentieth century U.S, the American sexologist Alfred Kinsey
amazed his readers when he published his famous reports demonstrating how common
homosexuality was among Americans (Richardson and Seidman 1). His reports,
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starting with the publication of Sexual Behavior in the Human Male (1948) and
followed by Sexual Behavior in the Human Female (1953), carried the discussions
regarding homosexuality to a more radical ground and pushed it out of the closet. His
publications, which led to a storm of controversy, became bestsellers catapulting
Kinsey to an instant stardom and are still regarded by many as an enabler of the sexual
revolution of the 1960s.

The increasing visibility of homosexual subjectivity,

however, did not lead to a higher recognition for the homosexual individual. On the
contrary, in many Anglo-American and European nations, homosexuals were
considered to be inverts until the mid-twentieth century and “the idea was well
established that the homosexual was an abnormal or deviant and dangerous type of
person” (Richardson and Seidman 1). In the 1950s homosexuals faced a severe form
of discrimination, harassment, and repression. Furthermore, homosexuality was
criminalized, psychologised, and psychiatrised institutionally. Particularly judicial
formulations, Sedgwick states, codified “an excruciating system of double binds,
systematically oppressing gay people, identities, and acts by undermining through
contradictory constraints on discourse the grounds of their very being” (70).
In addition to legal discourses, religious doctrines closeted homosexuals, too.
Dawne Moon argues that religions are inherently neither pro-gay nor anti-gay, yet
“many religious thinkers assume that homosexuality is a sign of humanity’s fall, that
human beings were created heterosexual and that homosexuality is a part of society’s
degeneration” (314). However, sexualities and even the same-sex sexual acts have
received different treatments and reactions in different historical periods and different
cultures. Therefore, legal or religious formulations have been incoherent and
contradictory, raising the recognition of homosexuals on one hand, i.e., allowing them
to camp, and denying their right to exist on the other, i.e., closeting them. Very
suitably, Jagose states that “modern knowledges about the categories of sexual
identification are far from coherent” (19).
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After the 1950s, especially in the following two decades, gay individuals
began to define and identify themselves as social and political entities to fight back
closet. They realised that they had to unite around a common purpose and, thus, began
establishing activist liberation organisations to seek social and legal reforms and
equality. Mattachine Society, for example, the earliest homophile organization in the
United States, emphasised the fact that homosexuals did constitute a population
unaware of its status as a social minority imprisoned within the heteronormative
system and aimed to “foster a collective identity among homosexuals who,
recognising the institutional and hegemonic investments in their continued
marginalisation, might consequently be energised and enabled to fight against their
oppression” (Jagose 25). In such a context, the initial objective was to achieve public
acceptance of homosexuality. Nonetheless, especially in the 1960s, these movements
turned out to be more revolutionary and aggressive. Especially after the Stonewall
riots, which were actually “modelled on the black civil rights struggle, the anti-war
movement of the day, and the new wave of feminism,” gay liberation movements
challenged the stereotypical ideas about homosexuality and foregrounded their shared
social and cultural experience, instead of their identification based merely on their
sexual activities (Summers 16). This was a sign of the transition from homosexuality
to gay identities, which would be hard to destroy once established. In this period, the
influence of religion on sexuality lost its earlier power, and it was replaced by
medical, literary, psychological, legal, and scientific discourses. There was a sense of
dissatisfaction with the earlier quietist methods and soon the activists began “to
critique the structures and values of heterosexual dominance. Instead of representing
themselves as being just like heterosexuals except in their sexual object choice, gay
liberationists… challenged conventional knowledge about such matters as gendered
behaviour” (Jagose 31). The discontent with the previous pacifistic policies paved the
way for the increasing radical liberation movements. Adam states that, in addition to
the factors mentioned above, increasing divorce, extra-marital births, children raised
by a lone parent, and infertile women helped decentre heterosexual institutions.
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Marriage as an institutionalised practice lost its privileged status and the heterosexual
couple married with children was no longer considered “the centre-ground of western
societies and... the basic unit in society” (34). Today even gay marriages, once a
dream, are a controversial topic and many activists are against the long waited and
demanded right. For them, marriage is a product of heteronormativity and it could, on
one hand, sound like more freedom and recognition for gay couples, yet it is the
reestablishment of heteronormativity on the other hand. There are different arguments
about gay marriages; for some, gay marriage is a way of normalisation, it dismantles
gender norms, and it is more equal, whereas for others, marriage bond is less
important in the twenty-first century, it is always-already transforming and not fixed.
The institution itself is very complex and the future regarding same-sex marriage may
be analysed referring to the term ‘precarity’, literally meaning ‘precariousness’, but
now referring to existence without predictability, certainty, or security, which does
bind the disenfranchised and criminalised GLBT individuals. In the past, Foucault
says, precarity referred to the fleeting character in a man’s erotic relationship with an
adolescent, i.e., the beloved losing his charm and the lover turning away from the
beloved. Foucault mentions this fear and makes some suggestions:
these relations needed to rid themselves of their precariousness: a
precariousness that was due to the inconstancy of the partners, and that was a
consequence of the boy's growing older and thereby losing his charm; but it
was also a precept, since it was not good to love a boy who was past a certain
age, just as it was not good for him to allow himself to be loved. This
precariousness could be avoided only if, in the fervor of love, philia—
friendship—already began to develop: philia, i.e., an affinity of character and
mode of life, a sharing of thoughts and existence, mutual benevolence.
(Sexuality 2: 201)
It is obvious that while precarity in Ancient times meant faithlessness or volatility in
same-sex relationships, in contemporary cultures it refers to the external threats and
agents of power who police and criminalise GLBT individuals, finally ending up
becoming criminals themselves.
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1.3 Genealogy and Deployment of Crimen Contra Naturam
It was Henry VIII who accepted sodomy as a civil offence in 1533. The law
was confirmed by Elizabeth I. At first the term ‘buggery’ was not defined. Later
jurists attempted to define it and in 1642 it was defined as anal penetration of a man or
a woman by a man. Regarding sexual acts between animals and men, only penetration
by a man was considered sodomy, whereas between animals and women any sexual
act was regarded as sodomy (Cocks 32). In nineteenth-century Britain, sodomy
referred not only to anal sex but also to all sexual practices without procreative aim.
Sullivan underlines the fact that the laws prohibiting crimen contra naturam were
only against sexual acts; not against sexual identities. However, sodomy had already
been gendered, due to a law in 1781. In order to convict someone of sodomy,
penetration and emission of seed had to be proved (3). This law meant that sodomy
was a crime attributed only to the male. There are still some countries in the world
which criminalise and persecute male homosexuality, while totally ignoring the
female one: “We have more words that insultingly describe men who are feminine for
the same reason that we fear and hate a man in a dress more than a woman in a suit:
His transgression is more of an affront to the politics of gender and therefore more
threatening” (Wilchins 38). This misconception is a direct consequence of the
patriarchal male \ female binary, which praises masculinity in a woman while
condemning femininity in a man. That is why all the interviewees in Wilchins’s
experiment accepted their homosexuality but denied being bottoms in same-sex sexual
intercourse.
In the 1950s homosexuality, regarded as the opposite of heterosexuality, was
still seen as a deviation to be treated. Many organisations were trying to decriminalise
homosexuality in the world and their work bore fruit with the emergence of liberation
groups. However, Sullivan critiques their arguments and policies which were based on
the principle of sameness as the objective of these groups “was (and still is) to be
accepted into, and to become one with, mainstream culture” (23). In other words, they
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were trying to prove that homosexuals were just like other people and they never
posed a threat to the heteronormative society, an argument which depoliticised the
movements.
In the 60s, gay liberation movements came up with the word ‘gay’, the
nineteenth century slang for immoral women, and redeployed it. Though the word
‘gay’ originally referred both to male and female homosexuals, later on it turned out
to signify only the male, and the female gay employed the term ‘lesbian’. Finally in
the 1980s, they started forming gay and lesbian communities, clubs, and institutions.
Ambiguity fascinated people in this era and the trend was to reject traditional forms of
categorisation. Transsexuals and transgendered individuals blurred the rigid binaries
like male / female or heterosexual / homosexual (Sullivan 99). In this process, the
term ‘homosexual’, which came into circulation in the late Victorian period, was
phased out since this term was originally associated with and created by pathologising
medical and scientific discourses. It was insufficient because it just referred to the
sexual-acts of its members and excluded their existences as individuals with
subjectivity and agency. ‘Gay’ and ‘Lesbian’, popular terms in the 1960s and 1970s,
were also challenged by such terms as ‘bisexual, transsexual, transgender, and queer’.
Joseph Bristow argues that “these labels emerge from dynamic mid- and late
twentieth-century struggles to emancipate anti-normative sexual desires and gender
identities from legal, medical and moral oppression” (217). In this way plurality and
variety of sexual identities would be established in the dominant discourse, and thus,
recognised. In addition to liberating anti-normative sexual desires from various tools
of oppression, the use and deployment of such terms as ‘homosexual, gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transsexual, transgender, and queer’ also highlight the change in how the
mainstream culture saw the stigmatised individuals and how these individuals defined
themselves.
Non-heterosexual subjectivity is characterised by plurality and multiplicity, as
in the examples given above. ‘Queer’ is quite a recent term to signify this multiple
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conceptualisation of reality; however, it is sometimes incorrectly used instead of gay
or lesbian. In fact the scope of the term ‘queer’ is not limited to homosexuality; it
marks “a flexible space for the expression of all aspects of non- (anti- , contra-)
straight cultural production and reception” (Doty 73). Queer is “by definition
whatever is at odds with the normal, the legitimate, the dominant. There is nothing in
particular to which it necessarily refers” (Halperin 62). During the last decades of the
twentieth century, gay and lesbian studies emerged as an academic field, yet some
activists and thinkers started to criticise their exclusionary politics. In 1990 Queer
Nation arose from the campaigning of the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power and they
reclaimed the word ‘queer’, which had previously been used to insult and discriminate
homosexuals: “They eagerly resignified the meaning of queerness in the face of what
they saw as an inert lesbian and gay politics that commonly refused to admit anyone
into its ranks who did not subscribe to an inflexible homosexual politics of identity”
(Bristow 219). They accused GLBT studies and politics of being in Western identity
politics and rejected their exclusive approaches. Queer Nation, instead, aimed to
embrace all stigmatised and marginalised individuals who did not conform to the
requirements of heteronormative ideologies. Posing a threat to all ‘normalising’
regimes, ‘queer’ is definitely “not the Other of straight; in fact, its deconstructive
position outside the hetero/homosexual binary makes its relationship to concepts like
straight and gay oblique” (Barnard 11). Queer is a slippery term and it is ungendered.
It means and covers a lot more than ‘homosexual’ or ‘gay’ do; cross-dressing, drag
queens, hermaphrodites, and even gender-corrective surgeries are all among the
numerous signifiers of the ‘Queer’. Jagose claims that the definitional indeterminacy
and ambiguity of queer is its main characteristic as queer studies analyse mismatches
between sex, gender and desire (3). Richardson and Seidman highlight the factors
moulding sexual identities, such as gender, class, race, and nationality; they argue that
there is no universal experience of being gay, and therefore, “queer approaches to
identity emphasize the fluid, performative character of identities” (5).
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Jagose agrees that a number of dynamics configure and pattern queer identity
and an all-inclusive approach is essential to fight back the heterosexist oppression. For
her, it is essential to achieve “the unity of all oppressed people –that is, there can be
no freedom for gays in a society which enslaves others through male supremacy,
racism and economic exploitation” (34). Some liberation movements fail since they
represent only one site of oppression, such as issues concerning white gays and
lesbians; therefore, these different forms of exploitation must be handled together.
These movements, whose traces abound in Hollinghurst’s novels, tend to regard their
experience as singular, and thus “universalize their limited understanding by
colonizing other subjects” (Barnard 3). Such exclusive attempts in the past have
always been bound to fail.

1.4 Heteronormativity and the Gay Male Subculture
As this study focuses on how Hollinghurst fictionalises camp and closet in his
novels against the background of queer theory, a brief genealogical look at the theory
might prepare the ground for a thorough analysis of these terms in his novels. Queer
theory adopted and, in fact, was based on the key points Foucault made in his History
of Sexuality. Particularly his analysis of the relation of power to the formation and
emergence of homosexual identity led to queer thought. Donald Morton states that
“the return of the queer has to be understood as the result, in the domain of sexuality,
of the (post)modern encounter with –and rejection of- Enlightenment views
concerning the role of the conceptual, rational, systematic, structural, normative,
progressive, liberatory, revolutionary, and so forth, in social change” (qtd. in Jagose
77). It was a reaction to clear-cut categories imposed by the Enlightenment and
Western metaphysics. It was a continuation, of course, of gay liberation movements,
yet a clear break with them. Queer theory focuses on heteronormativity - the
institutionalised heterosexual hegemony, and questions the validity of all categories,
even those of ‘man’ and ‘woman’, which have always been taken for granted,
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although they are reified and constructed. Just as one is not born a woman, but, rather,
becomes one, in Simone de Beauvoir’s famous quote, so does a gay man; one is not
born ‘a gay man’ but becomes one.
Unlike gay liberation movements which sought equality and reforms, queer
politics “aims to be transgressive of social norms, of heteronormativity. It is not about
seeking social inclusion, but nor does it want to remain on the margins” (Richardson
and Seidman 8). What it intends to achieve is decentralisation of heterosexuality and
disruption of the principle of difference and, in this way, to reveal the artificial
division between heterosexual and homosexual. Queer theory does not want to
establish primary signifiers or organising principles, but its goal, as Turner
summarises, is “to investigate the historical circumstances by which ‘sexuality’ —
especially the charge of ‘homosexuality’– can automatically render subjects the
somewhat pitiable victims of a determinism that ‘heterosexual’ subjects supposedly
remain free of” (38). Queer theory intends to denaturalise and deconstruct gender in
such a way that it will not end up in another reconstruction of the heterosexist
normative hegemony. This is why it intentionally avoids any specific definitions or
becoming a fixed normative discipline.
Regarding the intentions and elements of queer politics, it is obvious that
Hollinghurst deliberately sacrifices political aims for the sake of popularity. He
employs heteronormative definitions and attributes in his representation of the gay
male experience and he creates a new gay mainstream culture, which contradicts the
goals of queer theory. “Traditional gay culture is neither necessarily produced by nor
addressed to gay people: it is high straight culture or showbiz, and always an
identification with the ‘feminine’” (Finch 143). The subculture he represents is, in
fact, a discursive product of heteronormativity which partly covers the white middleclass and male gay community. In other words, his work is in accordance with the
mainstream identity politics which reify and regard the gay male as a distinct identity.
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With references to poststructuralist thinkers like Foucault, Derrida, and Lacan,
Judith Butler studied the production and deployment of sexualities and gender in
Western epistemology. Butler’s “mainly philosophical exploration frequently
integrated Foucauldian insights into her analysis of the ways in which modern culture
tended to use sexual categories as if they were natural, rather than socially
constructed” (Bristow 232). Integrating Foucault’s study on power relations and
sexuality into her own work, she states that sex is always-already normative and all
gender is, in fact, nothing but drag, which suggests “imitation is at the heart of the
heterosexual project and its gender binarisms, that drag is not a secondary imitation
that presupposes a prior and original gender, but that hegemonic heterosexuality is
itself a constant and repeated effort to imitate its own idealizations” (Bodies 125). For
her, drag cannot be an imitation since there is no original man or woman to imitate.
She claims that gender is performative, a metaphorical sort of theatrical performance,
and her conceptualisation of performativity cannot be grasped disregarding the
process of iterability, and a regularised and constrained repetition of norms. She
intends to denaturalise heterosexuality by way of illustrating a displaced repetition –
like womanliness reperformed on a male body- of its performance. However, the
repetition she mentions “is not performed by a subject; this repetition is what enables
a subject and constitutes the temporal condition for the subject. This iterability implies
that ‘performance’ is not a singular ‘act’ or event, but a ritualized production” (Bodies
95). Jagose sees eye to eye with Butler on the constitution of the subject by
performativity. For her, the subject does not deliberately assume; it is not something
the subject does, but “a process through which that subject is constituted” (87). By
enabling access into the formation of sexuality and gender, Butler denaturalises and
lays bare the working mechanisms of heteronormative frameworks and compulsory
heterosexuality.
For theorists of queer studies it is essential “to investigate the historical and
cultural underpinnings of nouns such as ‘woman,’ ‘homosexual,’ ‘gay,’ and ‘lesbian’
in order to examine what sorts of generalizations and assumptions enable the
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referential functions, and determine the meanings, of those terms” (Turner 33). These
investigations drained the social, cultural, and historical meanings attributed to the socalled categories and this new perspective has led the way to the conceptualisation of
sexual identities as:
a constant switching among a range of different roles and positions, drawn
from a kind of limitless data bank of potentialities. Further, what is called into
question here is the distinction between the naturally-given, normative ‘self’ of
heterosexuality and the rejected ‘Other’ of homosexuality. The ‘Other’, in
these formulations, is as much something within us as beyond us, and ‘self’
and ‘Other’ are always implicated in each other.… As basic psychology
shows, what is identified as the external ‘Other’ is usually part of the self
which is rejected and hence projected outwards. (Barry 145)
This notion, reconciliating self and Other, indicates one of the ways postmodernism
approaches sexual identities; “identity as a series of masks, roles, and potentialities, a
kind of amalgam of everything which is provisional, contingent, and improvisatory”
(Barry 146). This approach is anti-essentialist as it focuses on the fluidity of identities,
highlights the infinite nature of potentialities, and rejects any fixed or stale sexual
identity. Moreover, it is claimed that homosexuality is stigmatised as it is the outward
projection of heterosexuality. To put it differently, it is not possible to draw a clear-cut
boundary between the two terms since both are discursively produced and there is no
essential distinction at all.
In the heteronormative project of subordination, a drag, i.e., a man dressed as a
woman, will always be a man, since the second term will always lack the so-called
reality. Butler reveals the constructed nature of sexuality and denaturalizes its
apparent naturalness, by way of which she undermines and lays bare the imposed
obligatory heterosexuality. What she tries to achieve is quite similar to what Foucault
does; to indicate that sexuality and gender are discursive products constructed by
cultures and ideologies. Developing her account of gender performativity, she draws
on Foucault’s work on subjectivity and sexuality, Simone de Beauvoir’s account of
gender as an acquired set of attributes and actions, Joan Rivière’s notion of
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womanliness as masquerade, J. L. Austin’s speech-act theory, and Derrida’s
deconstruction of speech-act theory. In deconstructing acquired gender stereotypes,
however, Butler does not intend to subvert binaries lest it would culminate in new
hierarchies: “Sexual practice has the power to destabilize gender” and thus, one is a
man or a woman as long as one functions within the dominant heteronormative
system, and questioning the system might end up in loss of place and identity (Butler,
Gender xi). For Butler, gender is neither true nor false. The reason why she celebrates
drag is that drag subverts the notion of a true and stable sexual identity. Drag is a
female outside but has a male body inside; without woman’s dress, drag is male
outside but this time feminine inside. By giving this male drag example Butler aims to
indicate that there is no nature; what we have, instead, is mere naturalisation or
denaturalisation of things originally unnatural.
Although it has been nurtured and advocated by great philosophers and critics,
queer theory has provoked quite a few reactions and criticisms, too. One of the
defamations was the allegement that queer theory represents the values, desires, and
expectations of particular people and groups, ignoring or silencing those of others.
Accordingly, some theorists accused it of “repeating the same sort of exclusionary
logic that is often associated with the Homophile Movement, with liberationist
politics, and with second wave feminism” (Sullivan 48). Queer, for these critics, stood
for what the heterosexual did not; thus, it led to new binaries such as Queer \ Gay,
Queer \ Non-Queer, and so on. The solution to the conflict was suggested by Janet R.
Jakobsen: Queer, she put forth, must be considered a verb, a set of actions, rather than
a noun, an identity (qtd. in Sullivan 50). In other words, regarding queer as doing
instead of being would solve the problem. However, it is an oversimplistic account of
queer experience since it disregards and denies the existence of queer subjectivity. It
sounds like a regression to the times when there were no homosexuals but only samesex sex acts. Hence, it is vital to distinguish between queer theory and lesbian/gay
criticism. Barry itemises lesbian/gay critics’ tasks as follows:
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They identify and establish a canon of ‘classic’ lesbian/gay writers whose
work forms a distinct tradition; identify lesbian/gay episodes in mainstream
work; establish an extended sense of ‘lesbian/gay’ in order to signify a
moment of crossing a boundary or blurring boundaries; expose the
homophobia of mainstream literature and criticism; highlight homosexual
aspects of mainstream literature which have been disregarded before;
foreground previously overlooked literary genres influencing ideals of
masculinity and/or femininity. (148-149)
Lesbian/gay criticism, therefore, was separationist in its attitude as its intention was to
build up a gay canon which is essentially supposed to be different from the
heteronormative mainstream canon. The notion based on the principle of difference
instead of one on similarity helped broaden the polarisation between the binaries ‘gay’
and ‘non-gay’. Re-establishing Western binaries as in Hollinghurst’s novels,
gay/lesbian criticism comes to have little in common with queer theory, which
painstakingly avoids establishing new centres.

1.5 The Representation of the Gay Male in Anglo-American Fiction
Along with the liberation movements and the resulting theoretical framework,
the popularity of the representation of the gay male in Anglo-American literature has
boosted. Gay fiction consists of literary works written by gay writers, written about
gay characters, or written with a queer vision of life. Modern gay fiction in English
literature is generally believed to have begun with the work and life of Oscar Wilde,
the first sensational homosexual martyr, whose life and career was ruined by the
homophobic late-Victorian society. Summers mentions the highlights and background
of homophobia in England as follows:
Hatred of homosexuality has a long and ignoble history in England. As late as
1861, sodomy, frequently described as the crime not mentionable among
Christians, remained a capital offense, and executions for sodomy were
actually carried out as late as 1835, long after nearly all of Europe had
abolished capital punishment for the offense and after France had
decriminalized consensual homosexual activity altogether. When the death
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penalty was abolished in England in 1861, the penalty for sodomy was reduced
to penal servitude for life or for any term not less than ten years. (33)
Wilde, though sodomy was no longer a capital offense when he was put in prison, was
the sacrificed scapegoat of the Victorian homophobia. The time he spent in prison
ruined his career and some critics like André Gide believe that his only masterpiece
was his life. Despite the fact that his works have been met with modest acclaim,
Wilde’s Dorian Gray, in which Wilde depicts the rivalry of Lord Henry and Basil for
the love of a beauteous youth-Dorian, and De Profundis, Wilde’s letters -addressed to
his Bossie- on his prosecution and imprisonment, have been rather influential on other
gay fictions.
Gay fiction could not go beyond the bildungsroman structure in the second
half of the twentieth century. Most gay male characters in this period were indeed
male versions of Jane Eyre or Moll Flanders: The novels dealt with the spiritual,
moral, psychological, or social development and growth of the protagonists from
childhood to maturity, in both literal and metaphoric sense. Usually the protagonists
suffered from heterosexual oppression and gay-banishing social norms, and had
difficulty in coming to terms with their sexual identities. Melinda S. Miceli critiques
the fiction on gay youth as it “focuses on the negative aspects of growing up gay,
lesbian, or bisexual, giving the impression that homosexuality invariably leads to
suffering and unhappiness.… What is missed by such a perspective is an
understanding of g/l/b youth who have successfully avoided such negative
experiences and outcomes, and the variables that contributed to such success” (203).
On a cultural level, heteronormativity is still the dominant sexual discourse in
Western epistemology and determines what is right or wrong. Summers states that
“[a]n overwhelming issue in gay fiction is the relationship of the individual to society.
The incompatibility between the needs of the homosexual and the demands of a
hostile and conformist society is the source of recurrent conflicts” (22). This is why
the novels in this period were keen to analyse coming-out processes and how their
protagonists achieved or failed to realise their identities. E. M. Forster’s Maurice, to
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illustrate, one of the earliest –first wave, perhaps- gay fictions, seems to be under the
influence of the Wilde scandal of 1895 regarding both its paranoiac sense of being
‘out’ and its rejection of class barriers. Maurice, the protagonist, has the intense fear
of coming out; however, he cannot help falling for men of lower classes.
While the first wave of gay fiction in English “is the outgrowth of the early
homosexual emancipation movement and the Wilde scandal, the second wave is part
of the post-World War II literary boom, and it is predominantly American rather than
British” (Summers 23). James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room is an early example
written in the context of the homophobic and turbulent 1950s. Baldwin uses David as
an internally homophobic and unreliable narrator. What’s more, he depicts the gay
ambiance, places, individuals, and relationships as decadent and corrupt. Thus,
Baldwin, intentionally or not, allows an anti-gay interpretation of gay experience. The
repulsive depiction of the gay scene is a direct result of the homophobic reactions to
the increasing gay visibility. This is why gay places, especially gay bars, are depicted
in many novels as meat markets packed with lecherous wanton queens – another
stigmatising misconception, misrecognition, and misrepresentation in gay fiction.
Many novels attempt to represent gay experience within heterosexual
parameters, re-establishing compulsory heterosexuality since they end up depicting
gay individuals based on male \ female binary failing to give insight into the authentic
gay experience as it is lived. They fail to realise the fact that genders may be
considered opposites but regarding chromosomal sex XX is not the opposite of XY
(Sedgwick 28). Sexual identities may be completely different from chromosomal sex
or the socially-constructed gender stereotypes; however, some novels cannot break
with the Western binary logic. For instance, during -the depiction of- sexual
intercourse, one male character will “inevitably negotiate symbolic meanings usually
associated with the other sex.... [and] one partner will employ the signs and symbolic
language –acts, posture, stance, dress—of masculinity” (Wilchins 15). If a man is not
manly, then he has to be womanly; there is no other choice in this frame. Gay men in
these works, thus, must conform to the cultural stereotypes since, if they do not, they
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will claim to have the phallus, which is, for Butler, a challenge to the heterosexual
matrix. The stigma of homosexuality is socially and culturally enforced, and people
mostly see homosexuality in cultural stereotypes, media representations, or in
religious metanarratives. These intentional misrepresentations indicate that “the
process of normative heterosexuality is institutionalized and, therefore, produces a
systematic negative impact on g/l/b youth’s experiences and identities” (Miceli 209).
As a consequence of these impacts, a misconception emerges: gay men must be what
heterosexual men are not, for heteronormative system works on the principle of
difference. Peter Nardi calls this process of representing gay experience within the
heterosexual frame of reference ‘the mainstreaming of gay/lesbian issues’. He claims
that it is important to discuss the everyday lives of gay men in order to counteract the
stereotypes that sill exist in many societies, yet he admits that this tendency might
culminate in “depictions that often normalize and minimize the complexities of living
as gay or lesbian in heterosexually-oriented social world” (45). Thus, when gay
experience is depicted in heteronormative parameters, it cannot help being
mainstreamed. However, gay novels, no matter how dichotomous, by repeating
heterosexual constructs within gay culture, are actually supposed to denaturalise and
mobilise gender categories: “The replication of heterosexual constructs in nonheterosexual frames brings into relief the utterly constructed status of the so-called
heterosexual original. Thus, gay is to straight not as copy is to original, but, rather, as
copy is to copy” (Butler, Gender 43). For this reason, the novels failing to represent
queer perspective and apparently solidifying heteronormative system are expected to
help deconstruct the dominant system.

1.6 Camp and Closet in Gay Fiction
For a better understanding of gay male representation in fiction, two concepts
are of great significance; camp and closet. These terms are chosen in this study partly
because they abound in Hollinghurst’s novels and partly because they are
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indispensable elements and objects of gay studies and queer theory. The term ‘camp’
refers to a variety of concepts; aesthetic sensibility, irony, exaggeration,
outrageousness, theatricality, effeminacy, and homosexual behaviour. Many critics
believe that the word is derived from the French term ‘se camper’ (to flaunt), which
implies that homosexuality is something one should indeed feel ashamed of. As a
style, ‘camp’ dates back to the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, when
the rise of homosexual identity was felt in Europe. Camp was a way of revealing a sofar-invisible identity then, as “gays and lesbians needed to remain hidden yet visible
for so long that they developed ways of signalling their sexual orientation to likeminded people that would remain oblique to society as a whole. They also could
choose to be so flamboyant that their sexuality could not be ignored” (Eadie 226).
Emerging out of the need to be open in a hostile society, camp employed incongruity,
witty dialogues, cross-dressing, gender-bending, and aestheticism. Later on these
attributes began to signify homosexuality, particularly with the contributions of the
work of Oscar Wilde. However, for some critics, camp actually signifies much more
than homosexuality; it implies a political and revolutionary discourse challenging
heteronormative discourses and parodying them. Moe Meyer associates camp with
queer parody and believes that it is both political and critical. For him, camp “is not
simply ‘a style’ or ‘sensibility’ as is conventionally accepted. Rather, what emerges is
a suppressed and denied oppositional critique embodied in the signifying practices
that processually constitute queer identities.... Camp is political; Camp is solely a
queer (and/or sometimes gay and lesbian) discourse; and Camp embodies a
specifically queer cultural critique” (1). Susan Sontag’s 1964 essay Notes on ‘Camp’
was the first academic analysis and study on camp. However, Sontag’s essay looks
rather homophobic and prescriptive in the twenty-first century. Sontag, above all, does
not identify camp with the gay male and she puts forth that camp cannot be in nature.
It is, she claims, the love “of things-being-what-they-are-not,” a homophobic
utterance itself (56). She scorns and blames it for being duplicate, and thus, artificial.
When she deals with the relation of camp to homosexuality, she states that the direct
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identification between the two is arbitrary. Though she admits that homosexuals
constitute the majority of camp taste, she argues that “[c]amp taste is much more than
homosexual taste,” since –she suggests- camp emphasises the theatricality of life itself
(64). Thus, Sontag not only detached camp from its gay male origin, moving queer
politics back into heterosexual context, but also exiled the gay male from the
discourse.
Later critics have defined camp in various ways and today camp is still a
slippery term. Piggford states that this ambiguity about the definition of camp is “also
because camp functions within particular societies in particular periods in specific
ways that no generic definition of camp will ultimately suffice” (289). David M.
Halperin, for instance, defines it as a distinctively gay male practice and “a form of
cultural resistance that is entirely predicated on a shared consciousness of being
inescapably situated within a powerful system of social and sexual meanings. Camp
resists the power of that system from within by means of parody, exaggeration,
amplification, theatricalization, and literalization of normally tacit codes of conduct”
(29). In his definition, camp is a deconstruction and subversion of the mainstream
culture; and it is a form of resistance within power. Moe Meyer takes the term camp a
step further and identifies it with queer. He underlines the critical and political
significance of the term and adds that camp subverts and deconstructs the artificial
homosexual/heterosexual dichotomy imposed and reinforced by dominant ideologies.
He critiques Sontag’s facile approach to camp and re-establishes the relation between
queer and camp. For Meyer, “there are not different kinds of Camp. There is only one.
And it is queer” (5). He states that camp is queer, not only homosexual, because queer
implies and indicates the rejection of definition. Queer avoids the stigma of medical
sciences labelled on the term ‘homosexual’. Camp is always-already queer and its
raison d'être is to look for the loopholes in the dominant systems and to decentre them
by offering alternatives.
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Cynthia Morrill, another critic disapproving of Sontag’s approach, accuses
Sontag of being restrictive without any clear or reasonable explanations. As for the
relation of camp to sexuality, she argues that camp “has become appreciated as an
eminently postmodern form. Indeed, Camp has become recognized as an example par
excellence of a postmodern denaturalization of gender categories” (110). Andy
Medhurst defines camp as a political and pleasurable survival strategy which
highlights the performative nature of gender, sexuality, class, and so on, and
denaturalises and queers heteronormative conceptions of identity (qtd. in Sullivan
193). Thus, camp, in his definition, turns into a gay practice employed as a weapon
against heteronormative patriarchy. Camp is even regarded as an effect of
homophobia, which brings it closer to closet, as it “disrupts the dominant order by
serving as a marker for the queer subject’s uncanny experience of the impossibility of
representing his/her desire within the parameters of the essentialized ontology of the
un-queer” (Morrill 19). Therefore, it poses a threat and a challenge to the heterosexist
oppression and becomes a target for the homophobic encounters.
Closet is an effect of homophobia and in a sense it is in sharp contrast to camp.
Whereas camp implies and requires visibility, closet implies and requires invisibility
or privacy. Michael P. Brown refers to the genealogy and deployment of the term: It
“appeared in Middle English sometime between 1150 and 1500, and originally
referred to a small private room used for prayer or study. By the early seventeenth
century it referred specifically to a small room or cupboard, while later that century it
was resignified to connote ‘private’ or ‘secluded’” (5). Closet is a place to store or
hide things; thus, the word signifies lying, hiding, invisibility, secrecy, silence, and
pretending to be what one is not. It is a result and agent of the Panopticon prison—
which symbolises the surveillance of the dominant ideology. This prison was a type of
building designed by Jeremy Bentham in the late eighteenth century. The aim was to
observe the prisoners, while they would never know if they were being observed or
not. It had a circular structure with an observing point in the middle. Bentham
designed this building not only for prisons but also for hospitals, schools, poorhouses
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and mental asylums; however, later Michel Foucault, in his Discipline and Punish,
employed the term as a metaphor to designate the normative modern Western society
and its institutions like the army, schools and hospitals. Closet is an agent and effect
of the Panopticon project; it is the space where the nonconformist queer is supposed to
hide without knowing whether he / she is being observed or not. Since it is impossible
to be totally closeted, the sense of being closeted culminates in the paranoiac anxiety
of being under constant surveillance.
Closet is also the inevitable traumatic process by which a queer individual may
actualise himself / herself, achieve his/her self-realisation and come to terms with
his/her sexual orientation thanks to the sense of community and belonging it provides.
The process is inevitable because even modern societies are based on
heteronormativity and homosexaulity is not tolerated by their patriarchal systems.
Many gay teenagers have little support and insufficient information when they
become aware of their emerging feelings and desire. Seeing that heterosexuality is the
only way accepted by the society, they feel anxious and scared because of the
probability of being rejected by their families and friends. As a result, many of them
prefer to conceal, deny, or even repress their authentic subjectivity, which is
considered perversion or sin by social, medical, religious, or legal discourses. Due to
the oppression these discourses inflict, gay adolescents generally regard especially
their school life as “isolating, uncomfortable, and unsafe. Many g/l/b students endure
the effects of this heteronormative institution alone and in silence” (Miceli 209).
They are either considered nonexistent or invisible, because homosexaulity “indicates
merely the failure to fit precisely within a category, and surely all persons at some
time or other find themselves discomfited by the bounds of the categories that
ostensibly contain their identities” (Turner 8). Miceli states that while trying to deny
it, particularly to themselves, they act out, both for others and themselves,
heterosexual norms (202). Heteronormative sexuality inevitably leads to homophobia,
which originally and ironically means ‘the fear of the same’, discriminates, oppresses,
terrorises, judges, criminalises, and psychologises queer individuals; thus, there is no
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way out of the closet. Even if one does come out of the closet, there will always be
new barriers faced. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick agrees that ‘closetedness’ is a neverending process and adds;
[A]t an individual level, there are remarkably few of even the most openly gay
people who are not deliberately in the closet with someone personally or
economically or institutionally important to them. Furthermore, the deadly
elasticity of heterosexist presumption means that, like Wendy in Peter Pan,
people find new walls springing up around them even as they drowse: every
encounter with a new classful of students, to say nothing of a new boss, social
worker, loan officer, landlord, doctor, erects new closets whose fraught and
characteristic laws of optics and physics exact from at least gay people new
surveys, new calculations, new draughts and requisitions of secrecy or
disclosure. (67-68)
In addition to ‘closetedness’, coming-out is another never-ending process. Each time a
gay individual forms new social relationships, s/he encounters a dilemma: stay in or
get out of the closet. One can never be openly and fully out.
Homophobia was quite common even in the late 1990s. Valerie Jenness and
Kimberly D. Richman announce the bias-motivated offenses, committed between
1991-1998, reported by the U.S. Department of Justice. According to the reports, the
type of bias-motivation and the number of cases are as follows: Race, 5360 cases;
religion, 1475 cases; sexual orientation, 1439 cases; ethnicity, 919 cases (406). As
seen clearly, anti-gay violence is almost the second most common crime after racial
ones towards the twenty-first century. Even today homophobia exists to a large extent
in the very discourse science creates and circulates. For example, the homosexual is
“regarded (especially in psychoanalytic theory) as one who fears the difference of the
‘other’ or opposite sex, and, in flight from it, narcissistically embraces the same sex
instead.... In some instances ‘sameness’ comes to signify the tyranny of Western
patriarchal metaphysics, and homosexuality its practice or, more vaguely, its
metaphor” (Dollimore 249). The analogy drawn between homosexuality and tyranny
is far-fetched and it is not a satisfactory explanation for readers aware of the
heteronormativity underlying the Western patriarchy. The intentional misconception is
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a product of the system which created the closet as a ghetto for the gay. Indeed
closeting itself is a form of tyranny, since the term refers to “the denial, concealment,
erasure, or ignorance of lesbians and gay men. It describes their absence –and alludes
to their ironic presence nonetheless—in a society that, in countless interlocking ways,
subtly and blatantly dictates that heterosexuality is the only way to be” (Brown 1). A
gay individual who demands “a job, custody or visiting rights, insurance, protection
from violence…. could deliberately choose to remain in or to reenter the closet in
some or all segments of their life” (Sedgwick 68). The closet is not peculiar to
individuals facing sexual discrimination, yet it is still a fundamental and shaping
element in their life.
Foucault was right to claim that power comes from below; not from the ruler
to the ruled. He argues that “there is no binary and all-encompassing opposition
between rulers and ruled at the root of power relations.... One must suppose rather that
the manifold relationships of force that take shape and come into play in the
machinery of production, in families, limited groups, and institutions, are the basis for
wide-ranging effects of cleavage that run through the social body as a whole”
(Sexuality 1: 94). Likewise, homophobia or the stigmatisation of so-called unnatural
actions or identities is not directly imposed on individuals by the ruler. Sullivan
highlights the fact that even when people see one naked, they tend to disdain or
criticise, for individuals are “all both agents and effects of disciplinary regimes” (84).
Homophobia, as a device of identity politics and policing of identity, circulates in
order to reaffirm heterosexuality, i.e. the self, denying the existence of the other.
Heteronormativity, being the dominant ideology, rules in all domains of culture such
as language, education, religion. As for homophobia, it does exist even in queer
contexts. Most gay individuals cannot escape gender norms as they still tend to model
themselves on straight couples; the manly one and the feminine other. Wilchins claims
that this tendency “left the gay community with its share of internalized genderphobia.
It is not uncommon to see gay personals that read ‘straight looking and acting only’ or
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‘no butches need reply.’.... For many gay men, gender is yet another closet to come
out of” (18).
Discussing how power operated in the nineteenth-century society, Foucault
reveals that power was not always and only a suppressive or constraining element; on
the contrary, “it acted by multiplication of singular sexualities. It did not set
boundaries for sexuality; it extended the various forms of sexuality.… It did not set up
a barrier; it provided places of maximum saturation” (Sexuality 1: 47). For this reason,
the places or rights offering queer individuals comfort and security, which makes
them feel ‘normal’, are nothing more than make-believe. These pretentious and
illusory applications peculiar to queer people are intended to lock the ones who came
out back into the closet. Outside the closet, the gay will never be considered ‘normal’.
Halperin agrees that coming out of the closet does not bring one satisfaction or
freedom, and clarifies the function of the closet: “The only reason to be in the closet is
to protect oneself from the many and virulent sorts of social disqualification that one
would suffer were the discreditable fact of one’s sexual orientation more widely
known. To ‘closet’ one’s homosexuality is also to submit oneself to the social
imperative imposed on gay people by non-gay-identified people” (29). One can never
be totally in or out of the closet; it is full of contradictions and not a single absolute
act. Individuals just alternately get in and out of the closet in the course of their lives.
Sedgwick puts forth that being in or out is not a simple dichotomy as “[d]egrees of
concealment and openness coexist in the same lives” (qtd. in Barry 145).
Sedgwick, following Foucault’s concept of ‘many silences’ in discourses,
likens ‘closetedness’ to silence. For her, ‘closetedness’ is “a performance initiated as
such by the speech act of a silence—not a particular silence, but a silence” (3). Silence
in both theorists’ conceptions refers to the artificial dichotomy between what is said
and what is not. In this respect, one’s coming out of the closet and airing his gayness
and one’s remaining in the closet and concealing his gayness are not binaries indeed.
Nevertheless, the hetero/homo binary will always survive despite the so-called
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liberation movements, as will silences underlying and existing in discourses. Thus,
queer studies focus on the “analysis not only of the overtly homosexual, but also a
reading between the lines for patterns of absences and silences through which texts
deny same-sex desire” (Adam 19). Employing a deconstructive approach, they look
for loopholes in binary oppositions in the mainstream canon and decentre these
binaries.

1.7 Camp and Closet in Hollinghurst’s Novels
The crucial point in analysing these terms in Hollinghurst’s fiction is to find
out whether the author writes from the margin or from the centre to recreate the
‘origin’. Gay male subjectivities are of great concern to this study and it means that
the study will not be a product of identity politics, but in fact it will question the
operating principles of Hollinghurst’s representation of gay male identity. Identity
politics is another agent of essentialism, and it does regard gender, race, or ethnicities,
which are nothing but social constructions, as fixed or biologically determined traits.
Thus, identity politics, while trying to recentre the decentred and marginalised
identities, re-establishes the binary structure of the Western epistemology. This study,
in contrast, takes up a poststructuralist approach to identities and favours multiplicity.
Poststructuralism criticises the liberationist ideal of the freedom of the true self as it
finds identity politics inherently problematic. In poststructuralist mode of thinking
there are different accounts of subjectivity (Sullivan 41).

As this study will

problematise the deployment of camp and closet in Hollinghurst’s first four novels, it
will inevitably lay bare the decentred position of the marginalised gay male
subjectivity and its alienation from the mainstream culture with the reification of a
distinct gay male subculture.
Analysing camp and closet in Hollinghurst’s work also sheds light on the
social, political and economic atmosphere the author lived in while writing his four
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novels. Hollinghurst started writing during Thatcher’s administration and his work is a
mirror held to the mainstream course of things in England in the 1980s. Hugh David
states that in those years the image of the simpering stereotype homosexual man was
being replaced with a masculine macho image—which he calls ‘the clone’— in
England, and with the new government’s neo-liberal policies homosexual identity
became a part of consumerism:
There was an overt sexuality about the clone which was at once uniform —
the tight T-shirt or vest; the button-fly Levi 501 jeans; the cropped hair and
clipped moustache—and individual. His Clone Zone shops (a chain
established in 1981) stocked all the costumes as well as a range of props —
variously coloured handkerchiefs, fetish gear, American magazines,
specialist reading matter, bottles of 'poppers' (Amyland Butyl Nitrate
stimulants), a connoisseur range of condoms — which, for those in the know,
differentiated and deliciously delineated the pleasures in store. (254)
These changes strengthened the campy image of the homosexual as a distinct identity
and rendered him more visible. The gay community was financially important for the
new government and its new policies. That is why, for many, Thatcher’s government
gave the homosexual their golden age. Especially the year 1983, when Thatcher’s
party won a second term in office,
acquired mythic status —but only because - as Alan Hollinghurst recognized
when he chose to set his 1988 novel The Swimming Pool Library in that annus
mirabilis —parties, by their very nature, cannot run for ever. Had they but eyes
to see, all the revellers should have noticed, like Hollinghurst's hero William
Beckwith, that midnight was fast approaching: “My life was in a strange way
that summer, the last summer of its kind there was ever to be. I was riding high
on sex and self-esteem –it was my time, my belle époque— but all the while
with a faint flicker of calamity, like flames around a photograph, something
seen out of the comer of the eye.” (David 255)
Hollinghurst’s first novel, The Swimming-Pool Library, was published in 1988, the
year in which the notorious Section 28 –the item criminalising any promotion of
homosexuality or any teaching of homosexuality as a family relationship— passed
into law as a substantial part of the 1988 Local Government Act. This act revealed the
fact that the apparently pro-gay government was in fact trying to closet
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homosexuality, and it resulted in another disillusionment for the homosexual
individuals in England. The homosexual in England experienced both camp and closet
due to the ambiguious and inconsistent attitude toward homosexuality. On one hand,
Thatcher was one of the few MPs to support Leo Abse’s bill decriminalising male
homosexuality, she never showed any personal homophobic reactions or attitudes, and
she even appointed gay ministers. However, her speech in 1987 and the Section 28
addition, which prohibited any form of funding or promoting homosexuality, showed
that the underlying ethos of Thatcherism was homophobic. In his article, Brian
Coleman, a Conservative Party politician, refers to the irony of the period and states
that although the Thatcher government had an anti-gay aura, particularly due to the
notorious Section 28, in fact no one was prosecuted under Section 28, and many of the
gay Politicians in the Tory party joined the Conservative party and became active
during the Thatcher years, and she even appointed gay ministers including the tragic
Earl of Avon.
Alan Hollinghurst’s acclaimed first novel, The Swimming-Pool Library
(1988), gives a vivid account of London gay life in the early 1980s through the story
of a young aristocrat, William Beckwith, and his involvement with the elderly Lord
Nantwich, Charles, whose life he saves in public lavatories. The Swimming-Pool
Library is a sensational work as it holds a mirror to the double lives gay male
individuals lead in London. It was followed by The Folding Star in 1993, which was
shortlisted for the Booker Prize for Fiction and awarded the James Tait Black
Memorial Prize for Fiction. The novel is set in London and Bruges. The narrator,
Edward Manners, 33, travels to Belgium to teach English to two pupils. Soon he finds
himself in love with one of them; the cute and mischievous 17-year-old Luc, as a
result of which his life rotates around gay bars and passionate obsessions. Paul
Echevin - father to Edward's other pupil, Marcel - is the director of a museum and he
is devoted to the work of fin-de-siècle Belgian painter Edgard Orst. Edward soon
finds out that he feels drawn to the strange, twilight world of the painter. The Spell,
Hollinghurst’s third novel, portrays the complex and confusing relationships between
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Robin Woodfield, an architect in his 40s, his alcoholic lover Justin, and Justin's exboyfriend Alex, who falls in love with Robin's son Danny. The setting of the novel is
alternately the English countryside and London, where Danny introduces Alex to
drugs. The Spell is a conventional representation of the modern camp life. The Line of
Beauty (2004), traces a decade of change and tragedy. It won the 2004 Man Booker
Prize for Fiction and was adapted for BBC Television in 2006. In the summer of 1983,
twenty-year-old Nick Guest moves into the Notting Hill home of the Feddens as a
friend of their son Toby, though Toby does not live there any longer, and he becomes
a friend to their daughter Cathy. The novel is about the attempts of Nick to get rid of
his own social class and to live a campy life like the Feddens, representing the upper
class, do.
The first chapter of this study will deal with the term camp and analyse
Hollinghurst’s deployment and depiction of camp in his novels. It will discuss
whether Hollinghurst portrays camp as the parody and theatricalisation of
heteronormativity with a political purpose or as the apolitical imitation, i.e., a
sensibility and taste in the Sontagesque sense, which is secondary to the heterosexual
origin. Camp’s “derivative nature, and its dependence upon an already existing text in
order to fulfil itself are the reasons for its traditional denigration, a denigration
articulated within a dominant discourse that finds value only in an ‘original’” (Meyer
9-10). This sense of denigration has got political, social and cultural implications
which will be studied in Hollinghurst’s work, since his gay male characters, with their
life styles, affirm the existence of a ‘merely gay’ subculture and identity. For Sontag,
Camp involves a wide variety of things: “Not only is there a Camp vision, a Camp
way of looking at things. Camp is as well a quality discoverable in objects and the
behaviour of persons. There are ‘campy’ movies, clothes, furniture, popular songs,
novels, people, buildings” (54). Accordingly, The Swimming-Pool Library is camp,
particularly in Sontagesque sense, because main events take place in or around such
camp ghettos as The Corinthian Club; the homosocial club providing its members
with aphrodisiac air. It offers an alternative lifestyle which does not problematise or
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question dominant ideology which marginalises and stigmatizes gay male subjectivity.
The camp depicted in the novel as a sensibility is in fact the representation of a reified
gay male identity, “a male community, delighting in men, but always respectful and
fraternal” (SP2 10). There is class-consciousness as camp involves only the white,
middle-class and well-educated gay male characters, and there is a clear-cut boundary
between the heterosexual and homosexual world. Moreover, the gay male is depicted
as a stereotype; vulgar, indecent and hedonistic characters with no depth but with an
exaggerated sexual identity. With this oversimplified and exaggerated stereotype and
the transgender talk which is used by some characters as if it were peculiar to the
stereotype, the gay male is disenfranchised from the straight male and given an
apparently stable identity. The Folding Star is camp as it creates a non-realistic gay
world isolated from the heteronormative world where the gay male stereotype
ghettoises himself in the gay scene, sleeps around, and finally comes down with
AIDS. The author’s representation of the gay male seems to be under the influence of
ancient Greek stylistics of the love of boys and it is directly identified with hedonism,
foregrounding sexual characteristics in male-to-male intimacy. This identity full of
extravagance and extremities, however, is portrayed with a playful tone without any
judgments or questioning, which makes it Sontagesque camp. The Spell is camp
because even in the country gay male individuals, who are white middle-class men as
usual, make themselves visible and lead a campy lifestyle full of extremities. The
novel ignores the existence of heteronormativity to such an extent that in London
heterosexuality is marginalised; for instance, the restaurant Alex takes Danny to is the
one place among gay blocks, a haven for heterosexuals (TS 75). This representation,
ignoring the existence of the traditionally privileged leg of the binary, only affirms the
existence of a distinct and gay male subculture and a stable identity. The characters
are prurient, dandy, parasitical and nymphomaniac men who constantly cruise for
sexual gratification. Besides the representation of this reductive and prescriptive
2

The novels The Swimming-Pool Library, The Folding Star, The Spell, and The Line of Beauty will be
referred to as SP,FS,TS,LB hereafter.
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stereotype, the use of a transgender talk, in which obsession with sex is revealed, adds
to the disenfranchisement of the gay male. The Line of Beauty is camp because, just
like the other novels, it depicts a white affluent gay world with class solidarity
excluding the non-gay and the non-campy gay where gay male characters are just after
sex and drugs, as a result of which they sooner or later suffer from AIDS and die. This
depiction of gay life is camp because it is based on extremities and extravagance,
which is the hallmark of camp according to Sontag, who likens camp to “a woman
walking around in adress made of three million feathers” (59). Hollinghurst’s
deployment of camp strengthens the conventional notion of gay male subculture and
identity without intending to subvert or criticise heteronormativity and power relations
which establish and reinforce these reified constructs.
The second chapter focuses on the closetedness of gay male subjectivities and,
to some extent, it juxtaposes closet- the invisible- to camp- the visible. This chapter
will attempt to find out the extent to which Hollinghurst closets or discharges gay
male identity. The Swimming-Pool Library is closet with its depiction of the gay scene
closeted in modern heterotopias such as gay cinemas, bars, clubs, parks and bushes.
The characters encounter physical and psychological violence and they use a
transgender jargon to avoid the homophobic attitude. In their ghettos designated by
the heteronormative system, they form polyandrous relationship chains, which is
another indicant of closet in the novel. Finally, they are attributed clichéd jobs, which
are traditionally identified with women, or they are unemployed parasitic creatures
living off other men. The Folding Star lends itself for an analysis of closet as seen at
the beginning of the novel when Edward describes the room he rents: “The room I
chose was so hidden away that it gave me the sensation of having entered, with
dreamlike suddenness, into the secret inner life of the city” (FS 13). Just like this
room, the gay male is closeted in various other heterotopias of deviation such as bars,
public conveniences, hotel rooms and even in their own hometowns or homelands.
Moreover, even when in their closets, they face homophobia as there is no tolerance
for visibility, and thus, they are obliged to lead double lives. Last but not least, the
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depiction of the gay male in polyandrous sex chains is another indicant of closet in the
novel. In The Spell, despite being visible, gay male characters are still imprisoned in
closet. They seem to be enjoying their sexual freedom to pick up new men for sex
whenever they feel like it; however, their apparent liberty is a vicious circle indeed,
and the gay bars they go cruising in turn out to be their heterotopias of deviation.
Besides bars, the other major heterotopias are public conveniences, the characters’
houses, bushes and parks. In addition to the ghettos, the characters are portrayed in an
exaggerated sense of promiscuity and they sleep around. Finally, they are identified
with style jobs, attributed to the homosexual, which renders the representation of
camp in the novel Sontagesuqe. The last novel, The Line of Beauty, is also closet
because the characters are ghettoised in cinemas, bars, a nudist yard, parks, and
gardens. Outside these heterotopias, they are not allowed to become visible and they
are supposed to conceal their sexual orientation, which is an indicant of homophobia.
The characters are again depicted as promiscuous men in same-sex sex chains. Lastly,
they are identified with style jobs, illegal jobs, or parasitic lives without any job at all.
This representation regards and portrays the gay male as a type with a distinct identity
and subculture of its own; that is why it is camp in the Sontagesque sense.
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CHAPTER II
CAMP

CATHY. L'homosexualité est un délit!
NICK. Délit is a crime unfortunately.
CATHY. Oh, is it?
NICK. Delight is délice, délit is
misdemeanour.
CATHY. Well, it's bloody close.
NICK. Well, they often are! (LB 308)
The extract above, a dialogue between Cathy and Nick, illustrates how queer texts
should question and blur Western binaries such as Law/Desire, and it gives the reader
a hint about the desired camp structure in the twenty-first century novels. Today camp
colloquially refers to gay or non-gay individuals, usually male, acting effeminately or
flamboyantly, as if mimicking the other gender. When used within a gay context,
camp denotes overt homosexuality, through verbal and/or non-verbal means.
However, in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries the gay male nature and
origin of camp have been reclaimed and redeployed by critics. Fabio Cleto underlines
the queer origin of camp, which underlies the difficulty of reducing it to a single
definition: “Tentatively approached as sensibility, taste, or style, reconceptualised as
aesthetic or cultural economy, and later asserted/reclaimed as (queer) discourse,
camp hasn’t lost its relentless power to frustrate all efforts to pinpoint it down to
stability” (2). In accordance with its ambiguous origin and nature, the term has got
multiple forms: it is used as an adjective: camp, campy, campish; it has got noun
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forms: camp, campness, campiness; an adverb form: campily; and verb forms: to
camp and to camp (sth) up. Cleto states that Sontag had degayfied and depoliticised
camp before Esther Newton described it as an exercise in homosexual taste and a
mode of existence. Jack Babuscio also equalled camp with the gay sensibility a few
years later and defined gay sensibility as:
[A] creative energy reflecting a consciousness that is different from the
mainstream; a heightened awareness of certain human complications of feeling
that spring from the fact of social oppression…. Such a perception of the world
varies with time and place according to the nature of the specific set of
circumstances in which, historically, we have found ourselves. Present-day
society defines people as falling into distinct types. Such a method of labelling
ensures that individual types become polarised. (118)
What he suggests is that the notion of camp is in fact relative, for it is time and
culture-bound. A campy object may not be considered campy in a different culture or
in a different era. This notion of camp as taste and sensibility, which was common in
the late 60s, changed with the contribution of gender studies and queer theory
especially in the late 80s and camp gained importance thanks to the parodic mode of
gender deconstruction (Cleto 202).For example, Meyer states that camp encompasses
the oppositional critique within power and it is an ontological challenge to the system.
It is the political, critical and discursive voice of the queer. As stated above,
previously camp was regarded as an aesthetic experience which was essentially
apolitical. Moreover, Susan Sontag had accused camp of being anti-serious and
related it to comedy, denying its identification with the homosexual. Differentiating
camp from its incorrectly-attributed non-gay and apolitical tags, Meyer establishes
that camp is only and always queer, and states that:
[A]ll un-queer activities that have been previously accepted as “camp,” such as
Pop culture expressions, have been redefined as examples of the appropriation
of queer praxis. Because un-queer appropriations interpret Camp within the
context of compulsory reproductive heterosexuality, they no longer qualify as
Camp as it is defined here. In other words, the un-queer do not have access to
the discourse of Camp. (Meyer 1)
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Camp is the theatrical, the parodic, the oppositional, the ironic, the outrageous and the
revolutionary; it cannot be expected to fit in the heteronormative system because it
cannot be defined and assessed within mainstream parameters. It is the queering
parody of the non-queer.
Jonathan Dollimore refers to the ambiguous nature of camp and agrees that its
definition “is as elusive as the sensibility itself, one reason being simply that there are
different kinds of camp” (224). In accordance with Dollimore, Meyer points out
various perceptions of camp, such as camp and pop camp: the former being naïve and
pure, while the latter is deliberate and corresponds to Sontag’s definition of camp.
However, Meyer argues that this is a misconception as there are not kinds of camp;
there is only one and it is queer (4). He considers camp and pop camp as two halves of
a single phenomenon. By eliminating the queer from the camp discourse, Sontag
superficially created the so-called pop camp. Otherwise, nothing within the popular
culture could become camp. Cleto too agrees that queer is the key to camp discourse
and shows how Sontag unintentionally led to the appearance of pop camp: “In order to
restore camp to its original, and true, mode of existence, one would need to restore its
critical and political value, and its foundational element, the one corresponding to its
intimate essence –the queer—without which we have the fundamentally ‘else’ of Pop
camp” (17). As a result, writers and critiques following Sontag simply deny camp as a
queer discourse, and gay writers seeking to reclaim the discourse of camp through a
restoration of its homosexual origins fail to address issues of non-queer and pop
culture appropriations (Meyer 6). In fact, Meyer’s classification is one of the latest
among different definitions and categorisations of camp, which were all triggered by
Christopher Isherwood’s definition of camp in his novel The World in the Evening. In
the novel, Charles, the elderly man whose life William saves in the public lavatories,
asks his friend Stephen—a minor character in the novel, whether he has ever heard the
word ‘camp’, and later interrupting his friend, explains it himself: “You thought it
meant a swishy little boy with peroxided hair, dressed in a picture hat and a feather
boa, pretending to be Marlene Dietrich? Yes, in queer circles, they call that camping.
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It’s all very well in its place, but it’s an utterly debased form.” Charles adds that it is
called Low Camp, and then gets to the main point:
High Camp is the whole emotional basis of the Ballet, for example, and of
course of Baroque art. You see, true High Camp always has an underlying
seriousness. You can’t camp about something you don’t take seriously. You’re
not making fun of it; you’re making fun out of it. You’re expressing what’s
basically serious to you in terms of fun and artifice and elegance. (125)
It could be argued that there are at least two kinds of camp, both of which are queer:
The first one is naïve, natural, feminine and apolitical. It is the one usually identified
with sensibility, taste, dandyism, and flamboyance. The second form of camp is
intentional, political, but still not masculine. There is no agreement on how many
types of camp there are, but the claim that camp is originally gay seems to be wellaccepted. Jeffrey Escoffier refers to how it emerged and restores camp back to its gay
context:
Camp originated among homosexuals many decades ago. Gay men widely
appreciated it as a form of ironic commentary and broad humor that plays with
the situation of a man’s being sexually attracted to another man (“Is a man
attracted to another really a woman?”) a man would adopt feminine
mannerisms and sometimes dress as a woman to comment ironically on male
homosexual life. (147-148)
There are some disagreements about the gay origin of camp and some claim that
women can be camp, too. Pamela Robertson strongly disagrees and argues that the
denial of camp’s affiliation with gay male subculture would be foolish, adding that
women may be objects of or subjects to camp but definitely not camp subjects (267269).
As for the deployment and use of camp, it may be used against gay individuals
as well as being used in favour of them. Andrew Ross explains why camp may turn
out to be harmful for queer movements:
Because of its zeal for artifice, theatricality, spectacle, and parody, camp has
often been seen as pre-political, even reactionary. In its commitment to the
mimicry of existing cultural forms, and its refusal to advocate wholesale
breaks with these same forms, the politics of camp fell out of step and even
into disrepute (as a kind of blackface) with the dominant ethos of the women’s
and gay liberation movements. (325)
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Camp is conventionally associated with extravagance and this extravagance results in
the invention of gay male stereotypes. For instance, in the media campy characters are
employed to arouse laughter. These characters, real as in a reality show or fictional as
in a TV show, use exaggerated mimicry and gestures, wear lots of make-up, and
change their pitches of voice to sound more feminine. This artifice may seem to be
stemming from a gay friendly attitude; however, it sooner or later culminates in
homophobia and re-establishment and affirmation of cultural archetypes, such as the
misbelief that all gays are feminine, flamboyant and bottom. This is the representation
of the psychologised and parodied ‘homosexual’ in the mainstream culture. Similar to
the notion of sexuality which was most rigorously subjugated by the dominant
discourse and which was strengthened by various discourses producing the truth about
sex, misrecognition or misrepresentation of camp in the mainstream is in line with
bourgeois values and it reaffirms them.
Hollinghurst, as an allegedly queer writer, depicts male gay characters who
have established their own campy world and who, in that world, imitate the fictional
heteronormative society. However, the author’s representation of relationships in this
alternative world—from which the non-gay is almost totally banished— does not
intend to pose a challenge to the mainstream culture by revealing the performative
nature of gender. Camp as queer parody and critique has its own voice and space only
when uttered or employed by the queer with a queer approach; however, as Meyer
suggests, it would be wrong to subvert the binary and banish the non-queer from the
discourse (10). Therefore, Hollinghurst’s fiction fails to meet queer expectations and
cannot go beyond the earlier gay novels. He claims and, perhaps, intends to have a
queer vision in his writing, yet he ends up portraying gays fascinated by a life of sex
and drugs in the gay scene which, at times, culminates in a tragic death from AIDS,
the syndrome often attributed to same-sex sexual intercourse by heterosexist
discourses. This gay male subculture is directly related to the conventional affinity
between camp and homosexual as type:
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Given the stereotypical merging of theatricality, male homosexuality, and the
aesthetic sense whose discursive origins can be traced in Oscar Wilde’s
martyrdom, we can draw an hypothesis in which the origins of camp and those,
by way of the Wilde trials of 1895, of the homosexual as ‘type’, identifiable
because articulated on the effeminate Wildean theatricality, are inextricable.
(Cleto 21)
Camp, in the political sense, aims to critique and decentre the mainstream by
parodying, exaggerating, showing loopholes in the system, and it proposes
alternatives. Hollinghurst, however, depicts an alternative lifestyle, which is actualised
in an unrealistic, even in a utopian context, and his apolitical depiction does not
critique or problematise the life outside of his work. His male gay characters’
fascination with sex and drugs, in addition to other conventional attributes like
cruising in parks and cottaging, ends up in the reinforcement of the stereotype male
gay image and this image, which is based on the performative, acquired and theatrical
gay role, is camp, yet in the Sontagesque sense.
Camp affords some advantages for gay individuals. It enables intersubjectivity and the feeling of solidarity and a sense of community. It is entertaining
and full of witty remarks, which critique and parody the loopholes in heteronormative
systems. However, the hindrances of camp might outweigh its benefits. First of all,
camp is discriminatory; it leaves the non-camp out. Richard Dyer argues that not
every one is camp and a “bunch of queens screaming together can be exclusive for
someone who isn’t a queen or feels unable to camp” (111). Such queens denigrate the
non-queenly or the straight-looking/acting gays, and in return activists scorn campy
gays and queens since they do reinforce the public image of gays as marginal,
decadent, degenerate, frivolous and dandy. In this way, the queer subjects are divided
into discriminatory subcategories and conflict with one another, replicating the
stigmatising and binary nature of heteronormative discourses it is supposed to
challenge and subvert. Secondly, the campy image of the gay male as dandy,
nymphomaniac, flighty, and hedonistic is, in addition to the discriminatory aspect of
camp, another issue to be tackled as it reinforces the stigmatised identity of the gay
male which is reduced to and based on only same-sex sex acts by heteronormativity.
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This misconception gives the impression that gay identity is all about sexuality and
the gay is equal to the Homo-sexual. The repetition of the same image of the gay male
in the novels affirms the reified identity of the gay as a stable and fixed group of
individuals. Thirdly, camp shows itself in the use of language, i.e., the coarse gay
jargon employed by gay characters. Dyer refers to the use of fun, humour, and selfmockery in language and states that when overused, they would result in the
impression that campy people cannot take anything seriously and act as if they had to
turn everything into a joke or a witty remark (111). Furthermore, he argues that self
mockery may have a corrosive effect on individuals in that they could keep mocking
themselves to the point where they will really be convinced that they are pathetic and
inferior. He puts the blame on the situation, not individuals, and states that camp
sometimes prevents people from seeing that (111). These features abound in
Hollinghurst’s novels, which lends the quality of Sontagesque camp to his work and
adds to the always-already high notoriety of homosexuality.
Piggford states that camp, without dividing it into subcategories, undermines
the gender assumptions of particular societies and it celebrates alienation and distance
since it moves beyond the boundaries outlined by mainstream notions of identity,
gender, and sexuality (297). Hollinghurst’s use of camp is far from going beyond
heteronormative values and definitions; moreover, he homosexualises even nonhomosexual elements, such as drugs, promiscuity, and AIDS, whereby his portrayal of
the gay male is nothing but a traditional stereotype who is imprisoned in a distinctly
depicted gay male subculture. For this reason, whether it is called low or pop, it would
not be wrong to claim that his use of camp is Sontagesque.

2.1 Camp as Disenfranchisement: Homosexual / Heterosexual
Susan Sontag argues that camp, which is a taste for her, “is by its nature
possible only in affluent societies, in societies or circles capable of experiencing the
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psychopathology of affluence” (63). Accordingly, in Hollinghurst’s four novels
protagonists and many major characters are white upper class élite gay men, which
makes his fiction restrictive and reveals that his representation of the gay male bears
traces of the social milieu in which he was raised. The author himself was born to an
upper-middle class family—the only child of a bank manager father, got his
bachelor’s and master’s degrees at Oxford, and then worked as a lecturer and editor.
Sontag claims that “as the dandy is the nineteenth century’s surrogate for the aristocrat
in matters of culture, so Camp is the modern dandyism” (63). Similarly, the author’s
representation of camp excludes the non-camp, reinforces the dandy libidinous
performative image and role of the homosexual, and culminates in the impression that
it is anti-serious. Sontag agrees that camp is anti-serious, for it just proposes a comic
vision of the world without offering a bitter or polemical comedy (63). By rejecting
the political facet of camp, Hollinghurst, in line with Sontagesque camp, fails to
subvert or queer heteronormative values of the dominant discourse and represents the
sensibility of a certain class of gay men. This seems to be a consequence of the fact
that from the 1970s on, monogamy, a construct of heteronormativity, lost its meaning
among gay communities and their drift away from stable long-term relationships led
them “into the trap of creating stereotypes, particularly white, middle-class, welleducated stereotypes of emotional inadequacy. It was, and is, primarily a heterosexual
stereotype to which gay men in general found it difficult to relate and felt excluded
from and therefore effectively remained disinterested” (Edwards 115).
The Swimming-Pool Library, to start with, depicts a campy heaven designed
for the homosexual and it leaves out not only the non-homosexual but also the noncampy homosexual. In this way, the representation of gay life is reduced to campy
queens, who constitute a white gay male class with internalised bourgeois values.
Sontagesque camp “sees everything in quotation marks. It’s not a lamp, but a ‘lamp’;
not a woman, but a ‘woman’” (56). Hollinghurst’s gay characters, likewise, are not
simply gay, they are ‘gay’, or rather ‘Gay’ representing a class of individuals. For
instance, the narrator and protagonist of the novel, William Beckwith is the idle son of
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an aristocratic family who devotes almost all his time and energy to his hectic sex life
cruising men here and there. Brookes likens him to a vampire as he leads a loitering,
leisure-class way of life which may be seen as parasitic (132). At the age of thirteen,
he gets his first recognition and status in the society when he is appointed
“Swimming-Pool Librarian,” a title given to prefects according to their aptitude for
particular tasks or interests at his school. The incongruous use of ‘swimming-pool’
and ‘library’ together implies the binary relation of nature to culture, sexuality to
taboos, homosexuality to heterosexuality, and so on. It also refers to the campy lives
they lead, which William regards as “a notion fitting to the double lives we [lead]”
(SPL 141). The Library, which has got nothing to do with books, in fact, turns out to
supply the private campy space for the randy gays to alleviate their insatiable libidinal
energy. Duff claims that “Thatcher’s shift away from socialism changed not only the
industries and spaces that had been state run but also suggested a shift toward a British
identity that was becoming increasingly privatized” (185). This process of
privatisation allowed for the emergence of gay space, while, at the same time, it
clarified the boundary between the gay and heterosexual space. The relation of gay
space to the outside world, during Thatcher’s government in England, where
heteronormativity reigned, would fall into the category of closet; however, the space
itself is camp, though not political but Sontagesque camp only, which strengthens the
reified binary homosexual / heterosexual.
Booth, referring to how Versailles became a paradigm of high camp society
with Louis XIV, who pulled the nobles into margins, and his brother, who held camp
fantasy parties where people dressed as shepherds and shepherdesses, highlights the
extravagant nature and class-solidarity of camp: “All camp people are to be found in
the margins of society, and the richest vein of camp is generally to be found in the
margins of the margins” (76). William’s involvement and advance in Sontagesque
camp, a life led in the margins of the margins, accelerates as soon as he gets into
university life. There he meets James at one of the little parties organised by his tutor.
The parties were “genially queeny occasions where gay chaplains (chaplains, that is to
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say) and the more enlightened dons mingled with undergraduates chosen for their
charm or connections.... I was feeling particularly full of myself: I had been fucking a
French boy from Brasenose” (SPL 16). The idea of tutors having posh fantasy parties
with their undergraduate students, clergymen, and noblemen sounds like a campish
fantasy of the gay male libido and they bear similarities to the aforementioned
Versailles parties. These parties also function as carnivalesque because no matter what
one’s social or economic status is they strip off all their roles and act as they feel like
at those parties. These are one of the rare occasions where gay individuals can liberate
their sexual urges and desires. However, in the absence of the other leg of the binary,
and in the absence of the castrating power of the patriarchal metaphor, the characters
are driven by and suffer from the lack of jouissance and they can never experience
total satisfaction but always yearn for more.
Class-consciousness is a must in the representation of camp. Brookes states
that the kinds of sexual relations William enjoys are determined by the reactionary,
sexist, and racist attitudes of his class and that he is attracted to power, to the exercise
of it, and to men who wield it (30). Arthur is in William’s life only because he is an
attractive black bottom boy; otherwise, shouldering the weight of a monandrous
relationship is not possible for William. He explains how he abided those hard times:
If I had not been so fiercely and sexually in love with him, these days would
have been utterly intolerable. And even so there were spells of repugnance,
both at him and at my own susceptibility. Sex took on an almost purgative
quality, as if after hours of inertia and evasion we could burn off our unspoken
fears in vehement, wordless activity. Sex came to justify his presence there, to
confirm that we were not just two strangers trapped together by a fateful
mistake. (SPL 29)
The depiction of his relationship with Arthur, owing to the exaggerated significance
attached to sexuality, is camp. Without sex, he claims, they would be two
incompatible strangers in the same place, which would be a mistake regarding their
social, economic and cultural status. The portrayal is again exclusive in that it reduces
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the base of relationships to sex as there is no compatibility between two individuals of
different classes.
Sontagesque camp as taste and sensibility of a certain class of people, which
can also be seen in furniture and buildings, reveals itself in the houses and
neighbourhoods gay characters live in. The over-fondness of luxury, comfort, wealth,
élitism, and the inevitable boasting that accompanies all confirm Sontagian definition
of camp. Booth distinguishes camp from kitsch as “camp does not even have
honourable intentions. Yet, although kitsch is never intrinsically camp, it has a certain
toe-curling quality that appeals to the camp sense of humour. Kitsch is one of camp’s
favourite fads and fancies” (70). Kitsch is generally identified with coarseness and
vulgarity, which brings it closer to camp. In the novel, the day William waits for the
Arab boy in Kensington Gardens lavatory, an old man has a heart attack and falls
down in front of him. William helps him thanks to his experience of swimming-pool
librarianship. After a while, William comes across the old man in the showers at the
Corry and introduces himself. The old man, Charles, eighty-three years old and known
as Lord Nantwich, invites William to his place for a luncheon. The depiction of
Charles’s house consolidates the features of both kitsch and camp. Among the first
details William notices are the classical figures on the library walls; “it was almost
with embarrassment that I noticed that exaggerated phalluses protruded in each case
from toga and tunic” (72). Classical figures represent the campy ancient Greeks, who,
Foucault claims, were bisexual since they did not have a dual notion of gender or
desire; desire was one and it was for beautiful human beings. Thus, there was no
binary division of heterosexual / homosexual love in their society (Sexuality 2: 188).
The use of “exotic” classical images in a house in England might also represent their
yearning for liberation from heteronormative stigmatising categories. The use of these
figures, homo-erotic or rather pornographic, in an English library is not
heteronormative or conventional. The books in the library, a place representing the
dominant heteronormative culture which colonised the gay—its Other, conflict with
the obscene drawings and figures on the walls, which represent the repudiated
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homosexual nature, i.e., camp. Then Charles takes William to a section in his house
which he is proud of and which he claims is unique. There is a Roman pavement in
the room with many figures from Roman London. Charles fantasises about naked
legionaries, though he does not need to, since the figures are so obscene that they
leave no room for one’s imagination. There is a gleaming slave who “was towelling
down his master’s buttocks. In front of them two mighty warriors were wrestling, with
legs apart, and bull-like genitals swinging between” (80). Charles finds this scene
amusing, which brings to mind Sontag’s “ultimate Camp statement: it’s good because
it’s awful” (65). Camp, in other words, is not only a fondness of vulgarity, kitsch or
bad art, but it is the appreciation of the vulgar and kitsch. That is why Charles’s taste
of decoration, architecture, and amusement is definitely camp. Brookes sees not only
the promiscuous way of life Will leads but also the long history of homosexuality in
this scene, and he underlines the link and continuity between the idealised malecentred pagan Roman world and the contemporary gay scene in Will’s everyday life
(138).
There is a popular assumption that camp exists only “in the eye of the
beholder” (Cleto 89). Charles’s requesting William to write his biography and
offering to pay in return, thus, reveal how campy –at least he, being the beholder,
finds- his life is and how narcissistic he is. He regards his life as a work of art, his
masterpiece, which must definitely be transmitted to younger generations, which is
another campy notion. The depiction of his house, furniture, ornaments, mind, of
camp in brief, solidifies the boundary between the straight world and the queer one,
distancing, alienating, and banishing the gay male from the non-gay world, or vice
versa, the non-gay from the gay space. Les Brookes agrees that The Swimming-Pool
Library is exclusive and argues that it is a ghetto novel with its focus on the gay male
subculture. He also states that if Hollinghurst is ambivalent in his attitude to this
culture, he, nonetheless, shows “a strong sense of identification with it, as well as an
urge to record its particularity, its distinctive ‘feel’. [He writes] primarily for a gay
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readership, and [he makes] the sexuality of [his] characters central, as if to lay stress
on this as the core feature of their identity” (15).
The Folding Star is a novel depicting Belgium as the embodiment of camp in
contrast to the closeting England; however, this portrayal is also exclusive and it
functions as an empty signifier without the presence of the heterosexual or the noncampy homosexual. The narrator of the novel, Edward Manners, is a white welleducated middle-aged English teacher who moves to Belgium for a while and starts
teaching two pupils there. However, very soon Edward loses his control and gets lost
in the constant search for sex, gay bars, and young lads, which culminates in the
representation of gay men as a distinct category clashing with the mainstream culture.
The stylistics in the depiction of a middle-aged man falling for young lads seems to
reflect the influence of the texts from Socratic and Platonic tradition. Foucault states
that ancient Greeks did not believe that the nature of a man who loved men was
different from one who loved women; however, loving a man, for the Greeks,
required a special stylistics and it was different from loving a woman: The first
requirement was an age difference between lovers. Such a relationship was possible
only “between an older male who had finished his education—and who was expected
to play the socially, morally, and sexually active role—and a younger one, who had
not yet achieved his definitive status and who was in need of assistance, advice, and
support. This disparity was at the heart of the relationship” (Sexuality 2: 195).
Edward’s obsession with Luc and passion for many other lads in the novel does
nothing more than reproduce the ancient tradition and stylistics, which reveals that in
this novel class-consciousness is not only of social and economic parameters but
rather of a life style dedicated to pursuit of pleasure.
There is a close relationship between camp and hedonism in Sontagesque
sense: “The man who insists on high and serious pleasures is depriving himself of
pleasure; he continually restricts what he can enjoy…. Camp taste supervenes upon
good taste as a daring and witty hedonism” (65). As for the hedonistic and campy
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nature of the novel, the opening scene is more than foreshadowing; Edward sees a
man at a tram stop and just because he is charmed by his eyes and smile, he decides to
follow him (FS 3). Unlike The Swimming-Pool Library, this novel gives voice and
room to the non-gay and the non-campy at least in this scene, whereby Edward cannot
have the man, who gets off at the next stop and hugs a woman waiting there for him.
Just like William in The Swimming-Pool Library, Edward is one of the campy kind; a
stereotype falsely representing all the individuals in a reified class, the emergence of
which dates back to the emergence of capitalism and bourgeois discourse, when
labour capacity had to be utilised to the greatest extent. The primary aim of sex and
sexuality had to be reproduction to maintain the survival of the system, and other
purposes like pleasure pursuits were out of question. Eventually, population became
an important concern in the eighteenth century and “it was necessary to analyze the
birthrate, the age of marriage, the legitimate and illegitimate births, the precocity and
frequency of sexual relations, the ways of making them fertile and sterile, the effects
of unmarried life or of the prohibitions, the impact of contraceptive practices—of
those notorious ‘deadly secrets” (Foucault, Sexuality 1: 25-26). The gay male, in this
way, became a personage and was regarded as a threat to the system since he did not
conform to the needs of the capitalist society. Donald Hall emphasises the significance
of class theories for lesbian and gay history and politics referring to John D’Emilio’s
groundbreaking essay “Capitalism and Gay Identity,” which
explores how previously unknown patterns of social organization arising from
capitalism...allowed for new opportunities for homosexual behavior and a new
consciousness of specifically homosexual identity during and after the latter
part of the nineteenth century…. Thus capitalism both enables contemporary
notions of lesbian and gay identity and, inevitably, helps determine its least
laudable aspects (consumerism, blindness to class inequities, etc.). (88)
Capitalism not only commodifies gay identity but also takes part in the configuration
of it. However, by not marrying and refusing to reproduce, gay individuals pose a
challenge to the system and this is why the dominant ideology stigmatises them as
dandy, nymphomaniac and hedonistic. Hollinghurst’s repetitive use of these attributes
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affirms the conventional deployment of homosexuality and, in the novel, it leaves no
room for the non-dandy, non-nymphomaniac or the non-hedonistic.
The identification of hedonism with homosexuality may also be seen in
relation to narcissism in the novel. When Edward first visits the Altidores, Luc is
away on a trip, but Mrs. Altidore tells him that Luc used to be a student at a very old
and exclusive Jesuit college, St. Narcissus; however, because of an obscure event, he
was expelled (FS 18). The name of the college is significant since it implies the
hypocritical attitude of the heteronormative society. On one hand, Narcissus, the
young man in Greek mythology falling in love with his own image in a pond,
connotes same-sex affection. Steven Bruhm refers to man’s deployment in the
Symbolic and likens it to Narcissus’s pool, which can be taken as a signifier of man’s
presence, while at the same time it displaces man and he suggests that “Narcissus’s
presence destroys the illusion of self-presence yet inscribes queer desire where
presence might be” (17). This is the conventional identification of Narcissus with
homosexuality, which is also employed by positivist psychology. On the other hand,
St. Narcissus, an early patriarch of Jerusalem, is a symbol of religious and
heteronormative doctrines. Moreover, the name of the college has wider implications
in psychoanalysis as in both Freudian and Lacanian psychology narcissistic phase is
the cognitive phase in which the infant has a symbiotic tie with the mother in precastrated register. Narcissism has close affinities with the infant’s formation of its
ideal ego. Lacan, rereading Freud, argues that before the ego develops, an infant first
identifies with his / her mirror image and perceives the image as totality of its own
being. This imaginary function, he suggests, is narcissistic (696). In other words, the
ego –which emerges during this fascination—is based on misrecognition as it is based
on an illusory narcissistic image of wholeness and perfection. Consequently, whereas
a subject is constituted in the symbolic order, the ego functions in the imaginary
register. Butler likens heteronormativity to the primary narcissism and claims that
“heterosexual matrix proves to be an imaginary logic that insistently issues forth its
own unmanageability” (Bodies 239). To gain access to the symbolic and to be defined
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as a Man, the initial step is to repress same-sex desire and leave it in the imaginary
realm. Since the identification with the specular image helps the formation of the ego,
an individual finds himself / herself in the deceptive realm of surface appearances.
Taken-for-grantedness of heteronormativity, thus, is exposed and undermined through
the author’s choice of the name “St. Narcissus,” and through the context and the
connotations of the name, it becomes clear that heteronormativity is also transient,
deceptive and imaginary.
The Spell, too, depicts a magical heterotopic world belonging to the white
affluent and well-educated homosexual, and it excludes all that do not fit in. The
novel opens with a retrospective narrative depicting the first visit of a twenty-threeyear old British man, Robin, in the United States for research towards a dissertation.
Robin’s first portrayal is given within the frame of a homoerotic trip with a local
Indian pick-up driver who gives him a lift. He is the Englishman in America and his
identity is constructed in opposition to the Other. In terms of ethnicity, the local
Indian boy is the Other to an Englishman, so both are positioned in the margin of the
mainstream discourse. However, regarding sexual orientation, the well-educated gay
Englishman is the Other to the straight Indian, and the situation, which involves
repressed feelings which are seen as threats to the ego, results in feelings of
discomfort or repulsion. Thus, when individuals resort to projection as a defense
mechanism in case of failure to differentiate themselves—for sexual identity,
ethnicity, and race are a priori truths constructed by dominant ideologies—they regard
the one they cannot distinguish as the Other. This is exactly what Robin tries to do
when he meets the local man. When they part, Robin “smiled his clean seducer’s
smile, though it was a mask to his confusion, his fleeting apprehension not of the
honoured quaintness of being British, but of the class sense which tinted or tainted all
his dealings with the world” (TS 7). The beginning of the novel gives the reader an
insight into how exclusive camp could be, not only in terms of sexual orientation and
ethnicity but also class distinction.
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In the novel, the main characters, as are many others in Hollinghurst’s work,
are of white upper class élite gay community. To illustrate, Robin, a PhD candidate at
the beginning of the novel, as soon as he gets off the pick-up, goes to a bar, The Blue
Coyote, where he meets Sylvan, a rough, beautiful, and available man. During their
conversation, he leaves the man for a while and calls Jane, whom he left two days ago,
only to learn that she is pregnant and he is going to be a father. The only information
about Jane is that she is not married to Robin; however, there is still a new life
awaiting both of them and Robin, unlike a father-to-be who has just been told he is
going to be a father, is indifferent:
He would go back into the bar as if he hadn’t just had a conversation that
changed his life. He saw perhaps he could forget the conversation, and put off
his new life till the morning. A beautiful man was waiting for him and Robin
glowed in the urgency and the lovely complacency of their wanting each other.
He wanted nothing in his mind, in his sight, in his hands but Sylvan. (TS 13)
Robin’s indifference is obviously an example for the aforementioned exclusive
stereotype gay male of emotional inadequacy. Terry Boggis, analysing gay
parenthood, states that GLBT individuals face a vast variety of considerations when
they plan their families. These considerations are those which heterosexual families
do not have to deal with: “surrogacy or adoption? adoption or alternative
insemination? alternative insemination with a known donor, or with an anonymous
donor? Will a known donor be a father to the child, an involved parent, or will he be
defined and identified as an uncle, a friend, or merely a donor to his biological child?”
(175). These concerns may be the reasons behind Robin’s apparently indifferent
parenthood. Another interpretation is that sylva, in Latin, means forest and the choice
of this name highlights the libidinal and bestial energy which this man creates and
which makes Robin desire him desperately. Forest, in mainstream psychology, may
refer to the unconscious, primitive instincts and the mysterious, which, in this
encounter, implies Robin’s released life instinct and libido. He does not even get
excited about the baby he is going to have. The only feeling he has is the fear that he
might have to marry Jane when the baby is born. This attitude is exclusively camp
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because a male individual is supposed to repress his latent homosexual inclination in
order to be configured in the symbolic register; nevertheless, Robin refuses to be
deployed in the mainstream and remains campy, a decision which challenges the
dominant patriarchal discourse, yet excludes the non-campy.
Sontagesque camp taste “has an affinity for certain arts rather than others.
Clothes, furniture, all the elements of visual decor, for instance, make up a large part
of Camp. For Camp art is often decorative art, emphasizing texture, sensuous surface,
and style at the expense of content” (55). Robin is a good example to illustrate camp’s
affinity for decorative art as well as for promiscuity since, in the main story line, when
he is in his late forties and his son Danny is a grown-up young man in his early
twenties, he is a campy architect working mainly on houses which belong to old
queens.
The Line of Beauty is the last ring of Hollinghurst’s chain of deploying the gay
male within the stigmatising and degrading heterosexual frame, excluding him from
the heteronormative world, and representing a distinct category of gay men. The ‘line’
in the title of the novel refers to a line of cocaine, which supplies the gay individuals
in Hollinghurst’s work with ‘beauty’ and renders them disoriented in the
heteronormative world. As in the other three novels, the world in which the queer
characters are depicted is exclusive. Gerald and Rachel Feddens are the affluent
couple in the novel hosting Nick in their mansion as a friend of their son’s. Nick and
Toby are Oxford graduates—typically white, at-least-middle class, and well-educated
characters, and although Toby does not live with his parents any longer, Nick stays
there and accompanies Catherine as a surrogate brother, and a surrogate son for the
couple. Gerald is an MP working for Thatcher’s Tory government. Nick, with a
humble background and parents in Barwick, does not, indeed, fit in or belong with
these upper class people; however, he aspires for the campy life they lead and this is
one of the reasons why he lives with the Feddens for more than four years until he is
forced out. His moving in and staying there also has to do with subjectivity formation;
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Nick desperately seeks to regain the lost narcissistic perfection of the imaginary
register and re-build his imago, ideal ego, in the Symbolic register. He unconsciously
wants to do it by identifying with the Feddens, who, in fact, function as the Other in
this identification.
Camp’s supportiveness of class solidarity, and thus of exclusiveness, finds
embodiment in the portrayal of the Feddens’ house, which is a big white Notting Hill
building in Kensington Park Gardens. Sontag’s camp is “either completely naïve or
else wholly conscious” (59). In Nick’s case, he definitely plays at being, or rather
becoming, campy. As a result of his fondness of extravagance, Nick is carried away
with the house and the neighbourhood:
He loved coming home to Kensington Park Gardens in the early evening, when
the wide treeless street was raked by the sun, and the two white terraces stared
at each other with the glazed tolerance of rich neighbours. He loved letting
himself in at the three-locked green front door, and locking it again behind
him, and feeling the still security of the house. (LB 5)
Nick is fascinated with the living standards and prosperity of the residents in the
neighbourhood. When he gets into the Feddens’ house, he feels as if the house
belonged to him as he wants to re-home himself. He even poses as the owner of the
house to impress outsiders and to feel the lower-class heterosexual gaze. By doing so,
he reveals his desire to be discursively positioned in the mainstream discourse. For
instance, wandering on the balcony and watching the scenery, he notices a girl
walking a white dog and wonders “how he might appear to her, if she glanced up, as
an enviable figure, poised against the shining accomplished background of the lamplit
room” (LB 17). He poses as if he were a motif in an elaborate landscape painting
using the girl as a mirror reflecting his superiority to the other. He looks at himself
from the position of the gaze or the girl can also be taken as the Lacanian gaze. James
Mellard states that the gaze “cuts in many directions, as it links the subject to the
object and by that linkage turns each into the other whenever one reverses (by a shift
in point of view) the scopic field” (84-85). In other words, the girl is the object since it
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is Nick who spots the other and narrates the moment, yet Nick’s narration reveals that
in fact he desires to be the object of the public gaze. Nick’s desperate efforts to fit in
the upper-class life are essential to demonstrate and comprehend how Hollinghurst’s
portrayal of the camp excludes the non-camp in the novel. There are characters of
lower classes, of course, but the main plot takes place around the upper class campy
figures living in ivory towers.
Core is among the numerous writers who defined camp: “Camp is laughing at
The Importance of Being Earnest without knowing why. Camp is laughing at The
Importance of Being Earnest and knowing why” (81). Camp is, in other words, a
comedy of manners with or without political ends—the latter is the case in
Hollinghurst’s fiction. Toby’s birthday party held at his uncle’s house reveals the
extent to which camp could go, particularly in terms of mannerisms. His uncle Lord
Kessler lives at Hawkeswood, built in the 1880s for the first Baron Kessler. Nick’s
birthday is eight days later and the party is first planned to be a joint celebration, yet
Gerald and Rachel never mention it again. Hawkeswood, a product of Victorian
monstrosity, impresses and charms Nick at first sight: “On the ceiling, in a flowered
ellipse, two naked females held a wreath of roses. Nick saw at once that the landscape
over the fireplace was a Cézanne. It gave him a hilarious sense of his own social
displacement. It was one of those moments that only the rich could create” (LB 45).
Feeling ashamed, Nick denies both his upbringing and family, yet even he, as a
wannabe aristocrat yearning for upper-class life standards, feels alienated in Lord
Kessler’s chateau-like campy house. The extravagant settings both here and at
Kensington Park Gardens are exclusively camp in social and economic terms, shutting
out all that do not fit in.
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2.2 Camp as the Oversimplified Homosexual Stereotype
Sontagesque camp is “esoteric –something of a private code, a badge of
identity” (53). It is, after all, a style or sensibility which is attributed to a heterogenous
group of individuals. Hollinghurst’s depiction of camp, therefore, is exclusive in many
respects and it also shuts out the gay male individuals who do not fit in his
homophobic depiction: the Gay as prurient, unable to distinguish between love and
sex, junkie, and sooner or later afflicted with AIDS. The campy image of the
homosexual is a constructed performative role and identity, and Hollinghurst’s
repetitive use of it re-establishes conventional notions and attributes related to the gay
male. Claire Colebrook claims that “stereotypical representations of certain groups in
the media reinforce rigid norms, preclude self-constitution and do not allow for
subjects outside those norms to be recognised. On the other hand, there can be no
creation of oneself ex nihilo” (14). Accordingly, Hollinghurst’s male gay characters
are extensions of cliché representations of homosexuality dating back to the ancient
world and earliest civilisations, and they are also embodiments of Sontagesque camp.
Camp adores cliché, surface, and image (Flinn 440). These clichés can be analysed in
Hollinghurst’s novels under four main categories: polyandrous relationships and
obsession with sex, confusion between or interchangeable use of love and sex, drug
addiction, and AIDS.
Exaggeration of the sexual characteristics is an element of Sontagesque camp.
In accordance with this feature, in The Swimming-Pool Library, Hollinghurst’s gay
male characters demonstrate how far obsession with sex could go and how far
sexuality could be exaggerated in fiction. Edwards questions why gay men are
apparently so obsessed with sex and asks if they really practise a lot of sexual
activities with a lot of sexual partners and if this promiscuity is really more significant
for them than for their heterosexual counterparts. He refers to some sex studies of the
late 1970s which reveal significant, but not extraordinarily high, degrees of sexual
activity in some cities, and states that:
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More insight is perhaps developed in more personal or literary studies
including the American work of acclaimed writer Edmund White (1986) and
the ethnography of John Rechy (1977) and John Alan Lee (1978) or the UK
comparisons of Quentin Crisp (1968) and Alan Hollinghurst (1988). All of
these are fairly or even very positive pro-promiscuity pieces of work. (105)
The novel is seen as a pro-promiscuity fiction as sex does make characters feel
satisfied for a short while, yet soon they get hungry and start looking for more. The
characters glance at one another in the showers, or sometimes just a smile would be
more than enough to have casual sex. William admits that he sometimes ends up in a
bedroom of the hotel above the Corry with a man he smiles at in the showers, which,
for him, proves the benefit of smiling in general (SPL 10). However, sexual
gratification does not mean satisfying desire; desire is insatiable for Lacan and
individuals are bound to feel disappointment as a result of knowing that there must be
something beyond pleasure—jouissance—to be experienced but that they will never
be able to get it (Homer 90). The permanent lack of jouissance is the reason lying
beneath the prurient nature and continuous undersatisfaction of the gay characters in
Hollinghurst’s fiction. Another explanation, offered by Edwards, is that easy access to
cruising places and the availability of many gay ghettos create the sexual activity: “A
second explanation is that the stigmatisation of sexuality leads to an explosion of
sexuality when presented with plenty of opportunity to practise it. This domino theory
of sexuality also rests on a series of essentialist assumptions and the problem, at least
partly, seems to be one of maintaining an identity” (105).
Sontagesque camp has affinities with the vulgar, coarse, indecent and
exaggeratedly sexual: “The connoisseur of Camp has found more ingenious pleasures.
Not in Latin poetry and rare wines and velvet jackets, but in the coarsest, commonest
pleasures, in the arts of the masses” (63). In the novel, the relentless yearning for sex
and consummation of this desire comprises most of the storyline and the narrative
stars William with his endless libido and desire. The exaggeration of homo-sexuality
and the coarse nature of gay male intimacies correspond to Sontag’s definition of
camp. For example, the scene depicting William’s coming across Colin, the tanned
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boy from the Corry shows Hollinghurst’s narrative position: Colin and William hold
each other’s gaze for a moment and in this way “the sudden precipitation of sex”
begins, despite all the efforts of William’s other suitor on the train; Colin gets off the
train with William and when asked if he lives there he just says he does not but he
thinks he might go and check Will’s place, after which they go to Will’s place and
have “some efficient sex” (SPL 94). Gay sex is very easy to find and loses its meaning
as soon as partners get sexual gratification in the novel.
Polyandrous happenings do not ever slow down in the novel, in accordance
with the promiscuous nature of camp, and gay male characters make use of public
conveniences for sex. Edwards argues that after cruising, the next step is to find
“nooks and crannies for sexual activity to take place, privately. This process of
simultaneous exhibitionism and voyeurism is central to all public sexual activity”
(93). This makes cottaging an integral part of the depiction of camp. William is the
butterfly man perching on different male flowers for a short while and soon flying
away, and so does he when he comes across Arthur long time after they break up. He
realises that he misses him and even doubts whether he is alive. As soon as he sees
him in a gay bar, he leaves his friends Phil and Archie and gives him a hug kissing
him. He immediately takes him to the lav, pushes him into a lock-up, pulls his trousers
down his knees, and feels in ‘love’ again—‘love’ consummated right there in the
lock-up. Nonetheless, even after this casual sex in the lav, William feels “abjectly
unhappy” (SPL 203). He might be regretting for losing his control and acting like a
beast, but he already has a bestial nature regarding sex.
Casual sex is literally casual; it is deprived of all the rituals in the mainstream
practice. It has become an object of consumption and it might emerge anywhere
anytime and with anyone in the campy world Hollinghurst describes. The gay male
characters’s obsession with sex, Edwards suggests, may also be a consequence of
their;
sense of distance or difference that can potentially create a psyche so
convinced of its isolation that relationships are put under particular stress and
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intensity. This sense of otherness, outsider identity, or simply difference, is
partly the outcome of the definition of gay sexuality itself as other and
different and partly the result of the practical and social parameters put around
potential same-sex relationships. (112-113)
In other words, the representation of this obsession is a direct influence of the
stereotype gay male identity and the subculture camp leads to. The approach to sex is
also directly related to the increasing consumerism during the 1980s in England under
the Thatcher government. With the growing emphasis on neo-liberalism and free
market economy, same-sex desire and sex were commodified and were launched as
consumption goods. William’s sexual intercourse with Abdul illustrates the
spontaneous and instant notion of sex: William, writing his biography, needs to ask
Charles whether he has been in prison. Hoping to find him at the Club, William goes
there, but sees Abdul closing the gate as he is about to lock and leave the place. Abdul
affirms that Charles has been in prison and that everyone knows it. Then Abdul invites
him into the kitchen, undresses him, turns him round and meanwhile Will waits
greedily. William narrates the intercourse enthusiastically and describes how Abdul
took him giving him both pleasure and pain. He adds that “[i]t was quickly finished,
and he slurped out of me, and slapped me again. ‘Hmm,’ he said noncommittally;
then, ‘Fuck off out of here, man’” (SPL 262). It starts like an assault, but William
seems to have been looking forward to the occasion. His consent, or desire— to be
more precise, to get laid is camp; this is the camp fantasy, like the Versailles fancy
dress parties, to get raped by a macho man, a voluntary rape in other words. As soon
as the act is over, Abdul is very rude to him and dismisses him, which gives an insight
into the author’s notion of campy relationships; a masculinised macho man, straight if
possible, and a feminised gay male, younger if possible. The narration in this scene
reveals how Hollinghurst’s attitude gets phallocentric as he employs the straight
macho figures as object of Desire. Moreover, in this scene, homosexual sex acts are
described in masculine terms of orgasm; there is an emphasis on silence and verbal
communication does not exist. “The point is: it won’t work including talking. Talking
leads to distraction and more importantly personal communication and emotional
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attachment. Its excitement comes from its lack of contact: its minimalism” (Edwards
106). The anti-serious, irresponsible, carefree, prurient, and hypocritical image of the
Homosexual confirms the gay male stereotype defined by homophobic dominant
ideologies and renders Hollinghurst’s depiction of camp Sontagesque.
Sexuality is on top of the list of priorities as a result of the male homosexual’s
social, economic, and political definition of identity through his sexuality (Edwards
105-106). In accordance with this identity in addition to the heteronormative biases
and clichés regarding homosexuality, sex is always in the limelight in The SwimmingPool Library. In the novel there is even a long paragraph dedicated to kinds of penis,
which is like a mock-epic catalogue of the male organ:
I was amazed and enlightened by the variety of the male organ. In the rank and
file of men showering the cocks and balls took on the air almost of an
independent species, exhibited in instructive contrasts. Here was the long,
listless penis, there the curt, athletic knob or innocent rosebud of someone
scarcely out of school. Carlos’s Amerindian giant swung alongside the
compact form of a Chinese youth whose tiny brown willy was almost
concealed in his wet pubic hair, like an exotic mushroom in a dish of seaweed.
(SPL 164)
The catalogue is written with a tone of scientific seriousness and everything is
calculated in detail; size, colour, shape and circumcision all are mentioned in a highly
metaphorical language. However, the weird theme is in contrast to the tone, which is
solved at the end of the paragraph with the two characters ejaculating in the lav. The
obsession made clear with the long detailed description of penises also reveals the gay
characters’ desire to be the phallus, whereas heteronormative systems requires them to
have the phallus instead, which, for Lacan means being the signifier of the Other's
desire. For women, it involves rejecting the attributes of femininity and in
Hollinghurst’s fiction gay characters feminise themselves as a result of their obsession
with the phallus. Lacan suggests that “male homosexuality, in accordance with the
phallic mark that constitutes desire, is constituted along the axis of desire, while
female homosexuality, on the contrary, as observation shows, is oriented by a
disappointment that strengthens the axis of the demand for love” (583). The
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configuration of male homosexuality, therefore, which is based on same-sex desire
only, is the underlying reason for the gay characters’ preoccupation with the penis,
i.e., the incarnation of the phallus. As for the use of public conveniences for sexual
purposes in this scene, which is, for Edwards, probably the most established and
oldest male homosexual informal institution, there are two reasons: accessibility and
its maleness (100).
The Folding Star is another novel quite rich in the sexual extremities ascribed
to gay characters and the depiction of Sontagesque camp as meat market. This
representation harms the struggles of queer movements, culminating in the reproduction of dominant ideologies and clichés. For example, Edward’s obsession with
Luc does not constitute an impediment; he has random sex with anyone he finds.
Restuccia refers to Lacan’s transcendence and explains that in non-narcissistic love,
i.e., second-order love, there is transcendence to the object, but in the narcissistic love,
i.e., first-order love, there is not (373). Therefore, in the former, love is more than the
love object and the love object is a person who is, in fact, not there. Edward’s love,
likewise, goes beyond Luc and he is permanently deprived of Luc as the love object.
That is why he is after many other male gay characters in the novel even when he
thinks he is in love with Luc. To illustrate, the second most important man in the
novel for Edward is Cherif, a Moroccan born in Paris. Edward meets him in the Town
Museum, where Cherif had cruised men before although he was not interested in
paintings at all. The invention of cruising is a modern phenomenon centred on the
separation of sex from procreation; thus, it is not surprising that it should originate
with gay men whose sexual activity is already regarded as separate from procreation
(Edwards 93). As soon as the cruising stage is successfully completed, consummation
comes as the next step. Accordingly, as soon as Edward and Cherif meet, they go to
Edward’s hotel, called ‘the Mykonos’, for sex. Mykonos, the famous holiday
destination for queer people, symbolises the Englishman’s longing for the liberty in
(ancient) Greece. In The Swimming-Pool Library parks and public lavatories were
cruising places, but in this novel characters lead a life of higher standards and they are
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campier, at least in terms of cruising places. Meanwhile, Edwards writes a letter to his
old friend Edie and tells her about his rapid start with Cherif; however, the same day
he goes to the Bar Biff and starts looking for new preys:
I leant against a mirrored pillar and kept my eye on a bunch of kids who hung
around mocking and caressing each other, sipping quickly and shiftily at
Cokes.… I found myself wondering as I watched a muscly little lad in a string
vest and baggy hitched-up jeans licking blond froth from the black down on
his upper lip and holding forth hoarsely like a schoolyard gangster. He
couldn’t be more than sixteen, surely? But that was okay here, unlike at home.
(FS 22)
Gay bars, in Hollinghurst’s novels are often characterised through their isolation from
the heteronormative world outside and one needs to know the place somehow to gain
access. These gay bars, called “Formal Public Sex Contexts” by Edwards, which are
defined as formal, institutional, intentional and manifest functional places,“reflect the
temporal and spatial segregation of the homosexual subculture which ultimately
becomes a complete counter-cultural separation: ghettoisation” (99-103). The
ghettoisation of this stigmatised minority inevitably reinforces a distinct gay male
subculture and identity primarily based on sexuality.
Sontag’s camp relishes the little triumphs and awkward intensities of character
and this taste identifies with whatever it is enjoying (65). Since camp is directly
associated with hedonism and extremities, the use of polyandrous relationships and
promiscuity in the representation of the campy gay male stereotype is not
unpredictable in Hollinghurst’s novels. Edward gets wild with the joy and freedom he
finds in Belgium; he does not even mind seducing a sixteen-year-old boy in a gay bar.
When he sees that the boy is indifferent to him, he finds another guy, Ty, a model who
thinks Edward could help him go to London and have a successful career there. Cherif
is also in the bar, but Ty apparently knows and dislikes him. Surprisingly, going home
with the young lad, Ty, or Cherif does not make much difference to Edward: “I was
already warming to Cherif’s hand moving gently on the small of my back and could
see and feel the pleasure of going home with him just as certainly as I could envisage
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the meaningless and unarousing performance I might have gone through with Ty” (FS
25). Edward, like many other gay characters in Hollinghurst’s work, has sex for sex’s
sake; he is not selective and any guy will do. Sex loses all its ritualistic connotations
and is far from giving any form of satisfaction. The characters’ constant search for sex
can be analysed with reference to Lacan, too. For him, desire is for a lack, something
missing, and even when the need is met, the desire cannot be satisfied. Gay characters
in the novel desperately try to fill in that lack, which seems to be love, or try to
replace it with sex; however, the result is frustration and dissatisfaction. Likewise,
Edward takes Cherif home and sleeps with him, yet he is of no special importance. He
straightforwardly tells Cherif he is in love with his pupil Luc, though he knows Cherif
loves him. Edward is definitely not in love with Luc; Luc is the only one he cannot
gain access to and this is the only thing rendering him unique. The longer he fails to
have him, the more valuable he gets. For the time being he enjoys sleeping with
Cherif and exploits his feelings for himself. If Cherif functions as satisfaction for
Edward, Luc is jouissance for the time being. Pleasure gives Edward a limited form of
satisfaction and it is temporary; however, he constantly tries to go beyond it in his
attempts to have Luc and suffers as a result of his futile attempts from pain, which
turns out to be the embodiment of jouissance.
Male homosexual activity, Edwards puts forth, is defined in masculine terms
of orgasm as it is completely separated from procreation and partly separated from
some forms of affection and emotional bonding. It is also limited to nondemonstartive gestures, few kisses, few cuddles and definitely no tears (106). Edward,
accordingly, likes and sleeps with anybody without emotional bonding or a sense of
attachment; he even finds Luc’s father Martin hot and he admits he would love to
have sex with him (FS 185). Matt is the second only to Edward regarding random sex.
Once two guys attempt to steal Edward’s wallet in the showers and Edward decides
not to complain only when the darker of the boys, whom he really falls for, offers to
do anything Edward wants. Upon hearing of the incident Matt tells Edward that he
should have brought the guy to his place so that they both could have taken turns with
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him (FS 85). Matt is into any kind of sex, including orgies, and he does not want to
miss any opportunity regarding sex. The idea of orgy is still camp in the world and it
is usually associated with porn pictures—particularly gay or bisexual ones; it is
regarded only as a camp fantasy by many. As well as being Edward’s partner, Matt
has casual sex with many others and wants to have sex with even more boys. He is the
embodiment of camp features and that of heteronormative representations of camp in
Hollinghurst’s work. One day his trick does not show up and instead he goes with
Cherif: “I ended up with your friend, the Frenchman, the Moroccan.… He told me that
he loves you, and he is wild” (FS 74). Matt tells him the details just in order to hurt his
feelings or to find out about his feelings for Cherif. Matt even has Luc, which Edward
learns from the barman in the gay bar. The barman says Matt picked the seventeenyear-old boy one night, and the next night he came and told the barman “he had him
seven times—and that was just the first night” (FS 435). On sexual freedom these
characters enjoy, Edwards states that the first level of liberation is the individual one;
the idea is that public sex liberates personal hang-ups and inhibitions about sexuality.
Second, there is a collective level of liberation as “every fuck is a fuck for freedom,”
like a challenge to the heteronormative monogamy (94). However, the repetitive
identification of camp and homosexuality with promiscuity makes the novel a propromiscuity novel and the gay male subjectivity a stable identity.
The Spell, just like the other novels analysed, renders the homosexual prurient
and even nymphomaniac. Alongside with queer movements, camp is restored back
into its queer origins; nevertheless, Cleto suggests that “the ‘appropriate’ queerness of
camp can’t be tamed into a homosexual property—on the contrary, such property
should be refused as an effect of the bourgeois cognitive ordering” (33). Nevertheless,
Hollinghurst depicts camp as gay sensibility and reduces it to sexual acts and desire,
which is the image of the homosexual in heteronormative discourses since dominant
ideologies do not recognise love or marriage between two men. It is the uncanny for
the oppressive traditional patriarch. Truman Capote contrasts earlier homosexuals,
who thought camp freed them from social exclusion and persecution, to the militants
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of the 1970s, who defined it as “a form of ghettoisation, which is complicit with
mainstream culture in the reinforcement of the sexual binaries of gay and straight”
(54). The Spell, just like the definition of camp in the 70s, isolates the homosexual
from the heterosexual and in this way reinforces the dominant heteronormative values.
This separation can be seen in the gay male characters’s relationships and conceptions
of sexuality. For instance, knowing that Justin had a boyfriend, Robin wanted to find
out more about his rival, drove to the street they lived in, and began watching their
house. He aspires to scrutinise his rival to compare him to himself; he wants to make
sure that he is better than his rival. When he saw Alex, the boyfriend, Robin found
him much more handsome than he had expected. “At the same time he thought
brutishly of the sex-life he had with Justin and couldn’t imagine how this man could
ever have satisfied him” (TS 41). Robin’s desire for his rival, even when Justin was
still living with Alex, showed how shallow his feelings for Justin were. For Lacan,
love “requires that the subject be prepared to give nothing of him or herself to the
other and is also willing to accept in return the nothingness in the other…. Lacan calls
for a mutual narcissistic divestment in both partners, which leaves each person being a
lacking object for the other but who is loved anyway despite and with its lack”
(Bernstein 720). This is the narcissistic nature of the gay characters in the novel; they
give nothing and receive nothing in return, for they already do not possess it. If this
“love” triangle were to be put into heterosexual frame, the oddity of the triangle would
become more visible: the feeling upon seeing the same-sex person with whom a man
or a woman is cheated on by their partners would probably not be desire for the
stranger, even if same-sex desire itself were considered acceptable.
In this novel, too, Sontagesque camp appears in the form of promiscuity,
hedonism, and exaggeration. Edwards refers to the mainstream pressures to couple up
and the gay community’s reactional resistance to long-term relationships, and states
that it is only natural that “the outcome in the gay community is slightly contradictory
as they do and they don’t, it seems, succeed at personal relationships. The situation is
worsened through…a whole series of heterosexist stereotypes” (120). Justin is one of
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these stereotypes; when he is in a relationship with Robin and living in his house, he
looks for satisfaction somewhere else. To their country house, they invite Alex and
Danny for dinner. Justin does not know exactly why he has invited Alex but he is
obviously delighted to see two men in his life who still desire him. He is also restless
and desperately in need of trouble. Right after the dinner, he watched the night, the
sky, and the stars, thinking of his life, he realised:
He longed for crowds and the purposeful confusion of the city; he wanted
shops where you could get what you wanted, and deafening bars so full of men
seeking pleasure and oblivion that you could hardly move through them.… He
thought there were the great high times, the moments of initiation, new men,
new excitements; and then there was all the rest. He turned back towards the
lighted door. Only candlelight, but a subtle glare across grass and path. He
thought resentfully of how this wasn’t his house; it had been patched and
roofed and furnished to please or tame another partner. (TS 43-44)
Sontagesque camp is “a mode of enjoyment, of appreciation –not judgement…. What
it does is to find the success in certain passionate failures” (65). Likewise, the
characters fail to achieve long-term and monandrous relationships or settle down, yet
the narrative is like a celebration of such failures. Justin knows very well that he does
not fit in a settled life. He aspires to be the flamboyant queen of crazy parties and he
wants to lead a polyandrous life. A campy life is the only thing that can give him
satisfaction, but not jouissance. In their country house, he is bored to death and
develops a new desire for Robin’s son Danny now and desperately desires him. Just as
he lived in Alex’s house for some time and left him to start a new life with Robin, he
might start a new affair and move into someone else’s house anytime. This is why he
does not feel it is his house and states that it was decorated for another partner, not for
him.
The Line of Beauty is also a novel portraying the gay male as obsessed with
sex and polyamorous. Edwards considers the gay male obsession with sex as a
reaction to dominant heterosexist ideology. “In the 1970s, monogamy in the gay
community was in many ways perceived of as profoundly untrendy, and an ideology
developed around the idea of the negativity of monogamy and the positivity of
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promiscuity” (114). Although this promiscuous image of the gay male characters
seems to be apolitical in Sontag’s sense of camp, since it does not serve queer politics,
it does serve heteronormativity by way of reifying and solidifying a stable homosexual identity, and thus, it is highly political. Nick is an example to illustrate this
promiscuous stereotype; after the first meeting, he finds himself in a relationship with
Leo which he cannot name. The couple decide to keep seeing each other; however, a
monandrous life is not satisfactory for Nick, as is typical in Hollinghurst’s works.
Thus, he manages to harness his lust only until the birthday party at the Hawkeswood
and there he sets his libido free. At the party, he first feels attracted to one of the
waiters, Tristão, and observes him from top to toe: “His hands were huge and
beautiful, the hands of a virtuoso. His dressy trouser-front curved forwards with
telling asymmetry. When he saw that Nick was looking his way he gave him the
vaguest smile and inclined his head, as if waiting for a murmured order. Nick thought,
he doesn’t even realize I like him” (LB 63). The waiter charms Nick and staring at him
fantasising Nick completely forgets about Leo. Among the party guests is Wani
Ouradi, another obsession for Nick from university years. He attends the party with
his intended Martine:
Nick sometimes greeted Wani with a friendly grope between the legs, or a long
breathless snog, and he’d once had him tied up naked in his college room for a
whole night; he had sodomized him tirelessly more often than he could
remember. Wani himself, glancing back to see if his girlfriend, his intended,
was following, had no idea of all this, of course; indeed, they hardly knew each
other. (LB 65-66)
Nick has had a crush on Wani for years apparently and now and again he indulges in
sexual fantasies about him. Wani, whose real name is Antoine, is of a prosperous
Lebanese family and he uses his intended as a paid front to conceal his homosexuality.
Martine functions as the mirrored image of Balzac’s character Sarrasine in his novella
called Sarrasine—the story of a French sculptor, Sarrasine, who goes to Rome and,
not knowing that there are no female singers on stage and all soprano roles are
performed by castrati, falls in love with a soprano named La Zambinella. Sarrasine’s
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“e” at the end is a feminine linguistic property and its masculine form Sarrazin also
exists in French; the play with the word highlights the castration of the male
protagonist by a castrato, like “the discarded men of the story, all castrated, cut off
from pleasure” (Barthes, S/Z 38). Likewise, Martine’s “e” at the end emphasises
femininity, whereas Wani would love a Martin. In the process of his subjectification,
Wani is castrated by the heteronormative society, who is represented by his cover
intended Martine, and he is cut off from pleasure.
Foucault, contrasting the frankness of the seventeenth century to the normative
prudence of Victorian bourgeoisie, analyses how power silenced behaviour or acts it
considered abnormal. If any form of unacceptable trait or act “insisted on making
itself too visible, it would be designated accordingly and would have to pay the
penalty.... Not only did it not exist, it had no right to exist and would be made to
disappear upon its least manifestation—whether in acts or in words” (Sexuality 1: 4).
As Wani lives within the closet, Nick does not know the fact that Wani is gay yet and
thus he keeps dreaming of him. Thinking of Tristão and dreaming of a future with
Wani, Nick has enough room both in his mind and heart for Toby. Toby, just like
Wani, “remained in the far pure reach of fantasy, which grew all the keener and more
inventive to meet the challenge of his unavailability” (LB 59). The more unattainable
a man looks, the more tantalising he is likely to become for Nick. Tristão, Wani, and
Toby are straight, at least Nick thinks so, and this makes them, along with many
others, a lot more desirable for a homosexual—in Hollinghurst’s point of view.
Flaunting is associated with camp and by portraying the protagonist in a constant
search for random sex, Hollinghurst carries on and builds up the ongoing homophobic
discourses; the only thing the Homosexual cares for is same-sex sex, whether with
another homosexual or heterosexual man.
Hollinghurst’s persistent emphasis on the bestial nature of gay relationships
and their insatiableness might be an intentional attempt to naturalise same-sex sex acts
in Platonic-Socratic sense. Love of women, in ancient Greece, was seen as “natural”
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simply because it was based on pleasure principle. Pleasure being the only concern for
Hollinghurst’s gay characters, the characters heterosexualise themselves by seeking
sexual gratification in their partners. The obsession with pleasure and the search for
jouissance which underlies it come out in the author’s depiction of the party at the
Feddens’ house to which the Prime Minister is invited. Nick sees Jasper and Wani
coming out of the same bedroom. Later on they go to Nick’s bathroom, but this time
with Tristão. There it comes out that at Toby’s birthday party the waiter did not meet
Nick because Wani gave him coke and money in return for sex. Now the couple rent
the waiter, give him Charlie, and have orgy. Nick discovers that Wani time and again
has the waiter to show him his tricks. The deal is very simple, explains Tristão: “He
give me coke and I fuck him in the hass.… He always pay the best” (LB 339). The
rich campy queen renting masculine straight guys to entertain him and get laid is one
of the numerous homophobic myths circulating in many cultures, yet it is not realistic.
Also the scene involving the waiter’s stripping and seducing the two is weird, for
Tristão acts like a professional stripper or a character in gay porn, as if confirming all
heteronormative clichés.
Hollinghurst’s gay male characters reject the imposed ethical or moral values
of the dominant ideology. Apparently they challenge the possession of their bodies
and subvert the notions of pairing and monogamy. On the surface, this presentation
queers the accepted values and norms which are traditionally attributed to married
couples and it renders a queer approach to the author’s work. However, in fact it does
not go beyond reproducing and re-establishing the traditional image of the gay male in
the heteronormative world. The characters, conforming to all clichés attributed to
themselves, do not hesitate to make advances even to their friends’ lovers. To
illustrate, when Nick goes to France to stay at Toby’s place with Wani, Catherine is
there with her new boyfriend Jasper. Nick is so bold that he can imagine having Jasper
and regards his acts as signals of flirting and seduction. For instance, once Cathy and
Jasper were in the swimming-pool making love and kissing, and Nick “felt Jasper
might try to involve him too if he went in.… He thought he could probably have him
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if he wanted, but he didn’t want to give him that satisfaction. A minute later they got
out, intently casual, Jasper’s stocky hard-on sticking up at an angle” (LB 273-274).
Nick obviously feels sexually attracted to Jasper and desires him, just as he does many
other men. Stephen Mitchell suggests that it is safer to have romance and excitement
with someone you cannot spend much time with or one you will not see again; “What
is far more hazardous to explore than the unknown in a passionate romance is the
unknown in the familiar, the ‘heimliche’ in the other” (Bernstein 713). The precarious
nature of love underlies the fear of falling in love because love means risking all
narcissistic illusions and misrecognitions.
In addition to promiscuity, the gay male in Hollinghurst’s novels is also
associated with the confusion between love and sex. In The Swimming-Pool Library,
Sontagesque camp is employed to depict a lascivious and insatiable stereotype of gays
who prioritise sex over love, or rather who fail to tell the two concepts apart. Priority
of pleasure and sexuality is an indispensable element in Sontag’s definition of camp:
“Allied to the Camp taste for the androgynous is something that seems quite different
but isn’t: a relish for the exaggeration of sexual characteristics and personality
mannerisms” (56). Since Hollinghurst follows the established patterns in his
representation of the gay male subculture and identity, it is not surprising that his male
gay characters fail to tell love and sex apart, mistaking the latter for the former.
Frances Restuccia suggests that since love is the basis of the striving of the sexual, it
is affiliated with the drive, and seems to be interchangeable with desire (372).
Similarly, the characters in the novel experience only pleasure, but they cannot
experience a narcissistic identification which would lead to an encounter with their
desire. In other words, they use one another as objects of pleasure, which gives them
only temporary satisfaction, yet their sexual gratification does not result in jouissance.
For example, William’s love for Arthur is not love but pleasure only, which is
revealed in his being proud of his relationship the first week of which was all spent in
bed. Actually this fact is revealing about the true nature of their relationship. Telling
James about Arthur in detail, William cannot find any words to describe him but “total
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bliss, endless fuck, suck, schmuck” (SPL 19). Moreover, he admits that one day the
conversation with Arthur during dinner at a restaurant was so tedious that he had (to
have) Massimo, a waiter, in the back yard while Arthur was waiting for him at the
table. Indeed Massimo wanted to have Arthur, too, but, funnily enough, William states
that he knew where to draw the line. William tries to justify his insatiable libidinal
energy and unfaithfulness by accusing Arthur of being dull.
The Line of Beauty is another novel portraying a male homosexual space
where love and sex are confused, and there is no room for the love of women, which
is a reflection of the traditional camp stylistics. The superiority of the love of boys to
the love of women goes back to ancient Greece. Foucault explains why love of boys
was favoured over that of women. First, female beauty was considered artificial
because of adornments and perfumes, which sharply contrasts with the natural beauty
of boys. However, the main reason was that having sex with women was considered a
natural inclination, which was “a behaviour found everywhere in the animal world, a
behaviour whose reason for being is basic necessity…. The other difference is marked
by the role of pleasure. The fondness for women cannot be detached from pleasure.
The love for boys, on the contrary, does not truly accord with its own essence unless it
frees itself of pleasure” (Sexuality 3: 200). However, in the novel it is hard to
distinguish between the love of boys and pleasure; the two terms, love and pleasure,
constantly overlap. In this respect, the depiction of homosexual love / sex act is
similar to the portrayal of heterosexual love / sex in ancient Greece. Whether it is with
a friend, a friend’s father, or a servant in the household, sexual satisfaction always
overweighs in the novel and has privilege over anything and everything else. For
instance, the protagonist Nick had a crush on his friend Toby at college and this is the
beginning of the entire story:
He had only come out fully in his last year at Oxford, and had used his new
licence mainly to flirt with straight boys. His heart was given to Toby, with
whom flirting would have been inappropriate, almost sacrilegious. He wasn’t
quite ready to accept the fact that if he was going to have a lover it wouldn’t be
Toby. (LB 24)
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His crush on Toby was a typical one that a young gay individual, usually not out yet,
experiences. His feelings for Toby were much more than friendship, yet either he was
unaware of or did not voice them. Thus, somehow they became close friends but what
triggered their relationship was not only friendship, at least it was not so for Nick.
Toby took Nick to their house on summer holidays when they were at Oxford and
after graduating all of a sudden Nick becomes the family’s lodger, though Toby has
already started phasing out his existence at home. Not having Toby around, his lack,
fuels Nick’s desire further. Now he is apparently in love with Toby but cannot gain
access to him; he is straight. Having lived with the Feddens for about a year, he thinks
back; “sliding on to the seat beside Toby, taking in the soap and coffee smell of him,
pressing briefly against his bare knee as he reached for the sugar, he felt what a
success he had had,… he picked up the notebook, which had barely been looked at,
and stroked the soft pile of its cover, to make up for Toby’s lack of appreciation and
remotely, too, as if he were thumbing some warm and hairy part of Toby himself” (LB
22). Nick just cannot express his feelings to Toby, for it would be futile and
unacceptable to a straight man who considers him a close friend.
For Sontag, in fact for many other critics and writers too, camp is feminine, or
at least not masculine. As “[t]he separation of sex and love is a deeply masculine
construction,” the gay male stereotype who cannot distinguish between the two is
camp. In the novel same-sex desire, which can never be satisfied and which leads to
the overlap between love and sexual gratification, is seen even between Nick and
Gerald. Nick’s ‘love of boys’ cannot rid itself of pleasure and in this respect resembles
the love of women in ancient Greece, which was regarded as natural and bestial. In
other words, Hollinghurst puts gay relations in a heterosexual context by gendering
gay male individuals. When the Feddens came back from France, Nick had already
seen Leo’s ad –“Black guy, late 20s, v.good-looking, interests cinema, music, politics,
seeks intelligent like-minded guy 18-40”— in a newspaper and started corresponding
with him, but they had not met yet (LB 8). Since Nick was a lonely and desperately
horny young gay man having no other man nearby, he felt sexually attracted even to
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Gerald: “He couldn’t help noticing the almost annoying firmness of the MP’s
backside, pumped up no doubt by daily tennis and swimming in France. The
suntanned legs were a further hint of sexual potential that Nick would normally have
thought impossible in a man of forty-five—he thought perhaps he was so excited by
the prospect of Leo that he was reacting to other men with indiscriminate alertness”
(LB 21). Nick thinks it might be his lust for Leo that makes him desire Gerald;
however, Hollinghurst’s choice of words reveals that Nick’s desire for men is
indiscriminate and any man will do for him. This is ‘sex for sex’s sake’ attitude in the
homosexual world depicted in Hollinghurst’s interpretation of camp.
Besides polyandry and the confusion between love and sex, drug addiction is
another essential element in Hollinghurst’s deployment of Sontagesque camp in order
to re-produce the gay male stereotype. The Spell is one of the novels representing gay
characters who cannot live without drugs. For example, while Danny and George
were planning Danny’s birthday party and talking about the guests to be invited,
George warned Danny about one of the most important issues: “[The Guests] may not
be able to breathe country air. You’ll need respirators of poppers and CK One” (TS
100). Drug addiction even causes Danny’s losing his job, as mentioned before, and
this representation in the novel shows that the characters can risk anything and
everything for drugs.
Drug addiction is a major theme in The Line of Beauty, too, and it is associated
with a certain class of people and a life style, which makes it camp. Satoshi
Kanazawa, evolutionary psychologist, refers to the scientific fact that there is a
correlation between the level of intelligence and consumption of psychoactive drugs.
In the studies and research carried out in the United Kingdom it was discovered that
more intelligent individuals used various types of drugs because drug is a recent and
evolutionarily novel addictive substance, compared to more traditional examples like
tobacco or alcohol. This correlation does not mean that drug addicts are more
intelligent than people who do not use drugs; it just compares drug addiction to the
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traditional addictive substances like tobacco. This comparison also highlights the fact
that drug use is attributed to a certain class, which makes it camp, and it, thus,
excludes those who do not fit in. This is significant because Hollinghurts’s gay
characters are not alcoholic, but they prefer psychoactive drugs, which is campy and
shows their social status. Likewise, the characters in The Line of Beauty cannot
breathe without drugs, especially cocaine. At the nudist yard, Leslie talks across
Wani—who was stoned—to Nick: “KY not good enough any more, apparently. We
have to have some other substance called Melisma. Then Melisma’s not good enough,
apparently, either. We’re moving on to Crest” (LB 164). He talks as if homosexual
identity were such a heavy unbearable burden that the only way to cope with it and
lessen the pain was using drugs. These characters have their own space, though they
cannot be fully out, and they lead campy lives. None of them suffers from
unemployment or loneliness or gay bashing apparently. They are not living in the
1960s either, yet they still break ties off with the world outside and take refuge in the
affectionate warmth of drugs, living in illusions. Quite frequently in the novel, the
reader comes across gays—mostly Wani and Nick—chopping a spill of coke, drawing
the powder into lines and snorting it. The novel itself is named after the line of coke,
the sense and sensibility of campy beauty. Nick is Wani’s intermediary responsible for
drug dealing, in addition to rent boy dealing. Ronnie is the drug dealer Nick has to get
in touch with; however, he is reluctant to call him: “He wished Wani could have done
this, as usual, in the car, with the Talkman. Having given Nick the money, Wani liked
to set him challenges” (LB 204). Wani employs Nick as a puppet and uses his
financial power to reinforce his control over him. Because of Wani, Nick takes drugs
into the house where he lives as a guest and does not mind risking neither his own life
nor Gerald’s career and seat. Moreover, Nick finds the dealer Ronnie hot and dreams
having sex with him, while Ronnie is giving him a lift home. This is exactly where
and how gay characters mingle sex and drugs, two vital and indispensable things in
their life and it looks as if one triggers the need for the other and having only one of
them does not satisfy. For instance, when the Prime Minister is at the Feddens’, Nick
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catches Wani coming out of Gerald and Rachel’s bedroom, but Nick himself “was too
drunk and high himself to take the danger at all seriously.… Nick loved the way the
coke took off the blur of champagne. It totted up the points and carried them over as
credit in a new account of pleasure. It brought clarity, like a cure—almost, at first, like
sobriety” (LB 330). Nick has become an addict and he cannot do without coke;
cocaine is his sense of sobriety. Wani and Nick often appear in the novel taking drugs,
getting high, getting aroused and then getting laid. For example, during the same
party, Nick and Wani give some coke to Tristão in the bathroom and have sex after
getting stoned:
Wani had got his wallet out, and was crushing and chopping a generous spill of
coke on the wide rim of the washbasin. ‘A lot of funny old stuff in there,’ he
said. ‘I know,’ said Nick.… He loved the etiquette of the thing, the chopping
with a credit card, the passing of the tightly rolled note, the procedure
courteous and dry, ‘all done with money,’ as Wani said—it was part of the
larger beguilement, and once it had begun it squeezed him with its charm and
promise. Being careful not to nudge him as he worked, he hugged Wani lightly
from behind and slid a hand into his left trouser pocket. ‘Oh fuck,’ said Wani
distantly. In about three seconds he was hard, and Nick too, pressing against
him.… Nick didn’t know how long it could go on –he didn’t dream of it
stopping, but it was silly and degrading at twenty-three to be sneaking sex like
this, like a pickpocket as Wani said. (LB 190)
The campy aspect of using coke is revealed here; using credit cards and banknotes to
chop coke and draw lines makes it exclusive and stylish. The author uses the word
‘sneak sex’ describing Nick’s desire, yet the word, which connotes quiet, caution, and
secrecy, is not appropriate for Nick or Wani, who do not hesitate to take any risk in
order to have fun. They meet strangers, enjoy orgies, take their tricks home, reveal
their own names and jobs, and they are in touch with drug dealers. However, sex acts
must be problematised here because they are depicted as if they were something one
cannot bear when sober. Drug use may be an escape from the heteronormative world
which functions as the symbolic register for the gay characters where they cannot
position themselves. Drugs offer people an escape from the self and/or the real life.
Sometimes it is an escape from an undesirable or unacceptable situation or even from
individuals’ own identities when they have difficulty in coming to terms with their
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reality. Drugs provide temporary relief from such experiences and help re-establish
the imaginary within the symbolic. Lacan’s mirror stage
is a drama whose internal pressure pushes precipitously from insufficiency to
anticipation—and, for the subject caught up in the lure of spatial identification,
turns out fantasies that proceed from a fragmented image of the body to what I
will call an "orthopedic" form of its totality—and to the finally donned armor
of an alienating identity that will mark his entire mental development with its
rigid structure. (78)
The gay characters taking refuge in the soothing arms of drugs temporarily see their
fragmented and insufficient images as complete and flawless; however, in the
heteronormative system, functioning as the Symbolic in this respect, they fail to see
that their temporary vision is nothing but an illusion and a misrecognition.
Hollinghurst’s overemphasis on and the frequency of his use of drug addiction falsely
identifies drug use with homosexuality. The repetitive theme of drug use is the same
with the conventional gay porn industry; gay male porn stars use poppers before and
during the intercourse, while there is no drug used in straight porn. This
heteronormative image and the representation of the homosexual as a nymphomaniac,
dandy and junkie point out a sensibility, a gay sensibility, which is Sontagesque camp.
In Hollinghurst’s representation of the gay male stereotype, AIDS is the last
major attribute ascribed to the characters. AIDS is associated with camp as it
traditionally implies a particularly sexual lifestyle, i.e., a homo-sexual lifestyle in
particular. Edwards claims that even the shift from a focus upon risk categories to risk
activities, a change from being to doing, has not changed much mainly because of the
association of these activities with particular groups or lifestyles such as
homosexuality and anal sex, or drug use and sexual permissiveness (123). Butler
criticises the presentation of the syndrome as one peculiar to the homosexual and
argues that “throughout the media’s hysterical and homophobic response to the illness
there is a tactical construction of a continuity between the polluted status of the
homosexual by virtue of the boundary-trespass that is homosexuality and the disease
as a specific modality of homosexual pollution” (Gender 168). Hollinghurst took up
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the theme because as a gay writer he felt he was obliged to deal with the issue.
Actually he was not; for AIDS, the horrible ‘disaster’ appearing in the late twentieth
century, was attributed to homosexuals, drug users, and prostitutes for a long time, yet
it is interesting that in the twenty-first century, a gay writer reproduces the old
identification between the disease and homosexuality. In the 1980s AIDS became a
fact of life and gay community in England looked desperate since “the new Thatcher
government appeared to be doing little or nothing to support them.... Against this
background, large numbers of homosexuals – in common with many youth, ethnic and
minority groups — lost faith in Thatcherism” (David 256). Hollinghurst was
inevitably influenced by the social and political atmosphere and, as a result, he uses
the theme of AIDS to a great extent especially in this novel. Nonetheless, now it is an
established view that AIDS is not peculiar to homosexual men or any group of people
and HIV may be transmitted through various ways such as unprotected anal or vaginal
intercourse, transfer of contaminated blood, using contaminated needles, or from a
mother to the baby during pregnancy, or breastfeeding.
Despite the medical improvements and discourse at present, Hollinghurst’s
male gay characters in general and in The Folding Star, as a result of their campy lives
of lust, lechery, and vanity, sooner or later end up coming down with the syndrome.
One of the examples is Dawn, whom Edward liked at school. They were in a sort of
relationship for a while, but later Edward left England and Dawn had a new boyfriend,
Colin. The couple die in a car crash, Edward explains to Luc: Dawn “was killed in a
car-crash. It was very sad. He was very ill anyway, he had AIDS; but he probably had
a few more months to live” (FS 276). Orst dies of syphilis, another venereal disease,
yet he is the heterosexual artist in the novel and whereas the stigma of the homosexual
is known by everyone, that of the straight is concealed. Paul, despite his own queer
background, does not want to make this information public in the guide they prepare:
“I’m afraid I’m of the school that rather disapproves of publicising artists’ private
lives” (FS 289). This special care for the privacy is not the same as the treatment of
the homosexual, who must be visible and flamboyant, a must of camp.
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A recent and controversial employment of camp is in the representations of
AIDS and camp AIDS texts used for this purpose “exploit the ability of camp to
unsettle the rigidity of identity, thus healthily destabilizing the association between
AIDS and homosexuality camp AIDS narratives call into question the stereotypical
image of the depressed, lonely and promiscuous dying homosexual so firmly
established by mainstream media” (Truman 55). The traditional identification of the
syndrome with the gay male, on the other hand, dates back to the nineteenth century,
when, Foucault explains, medical discourse produced “truths” and named a dynasty of
evils to be passed on to future generations. It built up on the old fears of venereal
diseases and “claimed to ensure the physical vigor and the moral cleanliness of the
social body; it promised to eliminate defective individuals, degenerate and bastardized
populations” (Sexuality 1: 54). In the nineteenth century, when medical discourse
claimed to be the supreme power and authority in health issues, there was no
distinction between venereal diseases and homosexuality, which was considered a
form of perversion. Both belonged to the same group of anomalies which, according
to the dominant ideologies of the time, required treatment or elimination.
In The Spell, in accordance with the mainstream medical discourse,
Hollinghurst directly identifies the syndrome with the gay male stereotype. This is one
of the reasons why his use of camp is anti-serious and apolitical, just as in the
Sontagesque sense. When Hollinghurst portrays the hospital scenes in which Simon is
in bed suffering from a fatal illness and Robin the faithful lover is depressed and
doing his best for his lover, he does not reveal what illness Simon is inflicted with.
Later on, when Alex asks Danny about Robin’s boyfriend, Danny says that he had
died the previous year:
Alex raised his eyebrows and nodded, taking in the fact and with it a sense that
he might have been unfair to Robin, whom he’d thought of up to now as a
mere loose libido, a lordly saboteur of other people’s happiness. ‘AIDS?’
Danny paused and said ‘Yeah’, as if it was unnecessary or even bad to mention
it. (TS 76)
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Even a gay man hesitates to mention the word AIDS and feels it is not necessary to
say what killed a gay man; it is always AIDS in Hollinghurst’s four novels. AIDS is
the fatal venereal ‘disease’ circulating and spreading among male gay individuals only
and in this novel, as in the others, there is no gay dying a natural death. Leo Bersani
argues that non-gay individuals;
may think of themselves as watching us disappear. The heightened visibility
conferred on gay men by AIDS is the visibility of imminent death, of a
promised invisibility.... In February 1993 the National research Council made
public a study asserting that the AIDS epidemic will have little impact on the
life of most Americans. Since AIDS is concentrated among homosexuals, drug
users, the poor, and the undereducated—what the council calls “socially
marginalized groups” with “little economic, political, and social power” –the
epidemic will have minimal effect on “the structures and directions of
[American] social institutions.”
(21)
AIDS, the ‘devastating plague’ which became widespread and visible in the 1980s,
was attributed to marginalised minority groups and the homosexual was standing out
among all since it is the only group defined on the basis of sexual orientation. With
the increasing visibility of the homosexual thanks to the Gay Liberation movements in
the same decade, the identification of one stigma with another was inevitable.
Visibility is not always good; in fact it “marks the beginning of a complex process.
The emergence into public view can aid in the process of liberation; surely liberation
cannot be won from the space of the crowded closet. Yet the glare of commercial
culture can often produce a new kind of invisibility, itself supported by a relentless
march toward assimilation” (Walters 340). Hollinghurst had the first-hand experience
of the 1980s, the Thatcherite period in England, and this is why he is under the
influence of the medical discourses of the period. However, by repeating the same
stigma, i.e., the identification of the syndrome with homosexuality, he affirms the
performative identity tailored for the gay male by the heteronormative society.
AIDS is a major concern and a stigma identified with the gay male in The Line
of Beauty, too. Hollinghurst, in this novel, re-stigmatises the homosexual with the
syndrome and rejuvenates the homophobic myth. HIV weakens the immune system
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and renders it vulnerable to many other infections. However, not every person with
HIV suffers from the AIDS symptoms and with treatment it is possible to slow the
course of the disease. However, in The Line of Beauty many gay characters become
older and weaker in a very short time and die at a young age. Edwards lays bare the
misconceptions and overstatements about AIDS, which is exaggerated and depicted as
a well-deserved disaster ascribed to the stigmatised gay male in the novel:
AIDS was barely conceived of in Britain before 1983 or 1984…. AIDS was,
and is, defined as a deadly disease, and as an epidemic of unparalleled scope
when it is neither of these things. It is a syndrome not a disease, it is not
necessarily deadly, and compared with other similar epidemics in the past such
as cholera or syphilis, it is not particularly contagious or rapid in its spread
through the population overall. The number of AIDS cases in Britain remains
relatively small compared with other infections or causes of death such as
heart attacks, cancer, or accidents. (123)
Despite the relatively small cases of AIDS in Britain, the novel is rich in gay male
characters suffering from the syndrome. One of the deaths from AIDS is that of Leo.
Nick does not see him for a long time while he is with Wani. One day he goes to a bar
when Wani is abroad. He notices a little black guy talking to a middle-aged white
man, with his back to him. The guy’s beltless jeans, the muscular bottom, and the
glimpse of his blue underwear suddenly and unexpectedly remind him of Leo;
however, compared to Leo, thought Nick, this guy “was much too skinny, really, to
excite him, and too odd: he had a beard that was so bushy you could see it from
behind, the black touched with grey beside the ears.… The greying beard hid the
gauntness of his features, and the hat was rolled down to his eyebrows” (LB 368-369).
It is only when Nick sees the guy in profile does he realise that it is Leo. Frightened,
he walks into another room, then into the Gents, where he comes across a guy he has
seen before and decides to go to his place. Nick does not know that Leo is HIVinfected and acts like a coward, but how he describes the little black guy in the bar
gives the reader the author’s view of the disease, which reflects commonplace
prejudices of the Thatcherite period:
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AIDS rapidly and inevitably became the issue uppermost in the mind of this
new generation of agitators and, selfishly, as some saw it, they began trying to
keep it for themselves, even positively embracing once-gibed-at references to a
'gay disease'. Gay men were, after all, inescapably the 'victims' of a brutal
blend of prejudice and medical over-reaction. (David 257)
Leo becomes the embodiment of this mixture of biases and over-reaction; his weight
loss is one of the most striking changes he has gone through, and his greying beard at
a very young age is horrifying. Hollinghurst’s dealing with the theme reactivates all
misconceptions and fears of the ‘disease’. After the incident, Leo’s sister, Rosemary
Charles, visits Nick with her girlfriend. She tells Nick that his brother died about a
month ago and that they cremated his body. She shows him some photos of Leo and
the last one horrifies Nick:
[A] Leo with his life behind him. Nick remembered making jokes, early on, in
the first unguarded liberty of a first affair, about their shared old age, Leo
being sixty when Nick was fifty. And there he was already; or he’d been sixty
for a week before died. He was in bed, in a sky-blue hospital gown; his face
was hard to read, since AIDS had taken it and written its message of terror and
exhaustion on it; against which Leo seemed frailly to assert his own character
in a doubtful half smile. His vanity had become a kind of fear, that he would
frighten the people he smiled at. It was the loneliest thing Nick had ever seen.
(LB
357358)
It seems that this is not what Nick sees in the photo, but how Hollinghurst himself
sees and feels about AIDS, i.e., his own castration. Another HIV-infected character,
Pete, Leo’s ex-boyfriend, had been ill for some time, but no detail was given about
what his illness was. On their second date, Leo had taken Nick to visit Pete’s antique
shop and they had visited him, yet Leo did not tell Nick about Pete’s illness.
Rosemary and Nick mention Pete’s death and then Rosemary’s girlfriend Gemma asks
whether Nick is all right. Nick says he is fine and adds that he was “lucky” and then
“careful” (LB 350). The prurient polyandrous characters in the novel apparently do not
use condoms and it is just by chance whether they get infected or not. Nick does not
know whether he got infected or not, either. He has an HIV test at the end of the
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novel, but it is not known whether the result is positive or not; these characters’ lives
hang by a thread.
Wani is another camp character who gets infected and dies. However, his
health decays unrealistically fast and in a year’s time after Leo’s death, it is hard to
recognise him. He appears in the business lunch scene, where Nick meets Brad and
Treat to talk about the film they are making since he has written the script for it.
Talking to the film-makers, Nick notices Wani entering the restaurant. Wani, at the
age of twenty-five, who once aroused the feelings of charm and beauty, now arouses
pity and fear:
[Nick] raised a hand as Wani appeared at the desk by the door, and as he got
up he heard both Americans murmuring, “Oh my god….” He went over to
him, smiling and capable but in a fluster of emotions—pity, defiance, a desire
to support him, and a dread of people seeing him. The girl held his stick for
him as she helped him off with his coat.… He still wasn’t quite convincing
with the stick; he was like a student actor playing an old man. (LB 374)
The tragic discrepancy between his age and his appearance shows the author’s attitude
towards HIV patients. Hollinghurst, by depicting a young boy who is addicted to
bareback sex and drugs and who finally comes down with HIV getting old in a few
years, affirms the heteronormative misconception that having bareback sex with gays
will almost certainly infect you with AIDS, and you will soon lose many bodily
functions and perish.
Pat Grayson is another character stigmatised with AIDS and given the end a
gay character –in Hollinghurst’s work—deserves. Pat was regarded as an old silly
campy queen people made fun of and laughed at, and thus, he proved to be the
unwelcome future to Nick. He was a friend of Rachel’s at Oxford and godfather to
Catherine. Rachel gives the household the bad news, yet does not say it was AIDS he
dies of. Catherine reacts: “Mum, for Christ’s sake.… He had AIDS!”—with a
phlegmy catch in her voice, which her anger fought with. “He was gay…he liked
anonymous sex” (LB 292). Catherine is Nick’s close friend and she is not homophobic
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indeed; nevertheless, her attributing Pat’s fondness for casual anonymous sex to his
being gay indicates how established the heteronormative myths marginalising the
homosexual are. Besides Pat, George is another minor gay character dying of AIDS.
At the nudist yard, an old man talks to Nick and Wani, apprising them of a man’s
death. The man, whom Nick and Wani do not remember but the old man insists they
do, was called George. He was one of the regulars of the place and he died at the age
of thirty-one. This is another depressing depiction of camp sensibility. Many young
gay men seem to have wasted their life because of too much involvement in
anonymous sex and drugs, and the author’s repetitive portrayal of such scenes is camp
as a distinct gay male sensibility.

2.3 Camp and Transgender Talk
Camp excludes anything non-camp, and when misused it triggers homophobia
by misrepresenting the homosexual. In addition, the self mockery, humour, and wit
could have a negative effect on queer politics and subjectivities since when overused
humour will give the impression that there is no seriousness, which paves the way for
Sontagesque camp. Camp might prevent gay individuals from seeing that there is
something wrong with the heteronormative system; instead, they put the blame on
themselves or degrade themselves to the point where the dominant ideology wants to
deploy and keep them. The language Hollinghurst’s gay male characters employ
reveals how they further marginalise and stigmatise themselves, creating a world of
their own. Capote explains the function of camp and transgender talk as an element of
camp:
[C]amp was a coded form for many gays and lesbians in the first half of the
twentieth century to signal their queerness. It was central to a discourse
through which homosexuals could come out to other homosexuals and thus
form larger groups of individuals who shared the same sexual orientation.
Camp strategies such as the substitution of female pronouns for male ones, and
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the reliance on double-entendres and on covert meanings were ways of
claiming an insider’s status in gay culture. (53)
Transgender talk, therefore, is a camp strategy and it is definitely a discursive
practice. However, the use of a jargon peculiar to the gay male, helps the reification of
the gay male subculture and identity. Booth states that “the traditionally feminine” is
the primary type of the marginal and camp parodies it in a stylised effeminacy (69).
Therefore, the stylistic effeminacy in the jargon does feminise and further marginalise
the gay male.
In The Swimming-Pool Library, the transsexual talk at the Corry shows the
corrosive influences of camp. Transsexual talk is the jargon used by and among
GLBT individuals to avoid intelligibility and oppression. Butler explains the
emergence of this oppression referring to the sexualisation of speech. For her, speech
incites action and the utterance of homosexuality itself is regarded as an offensive
conduct only because it makes people think of the act (Excitable 74). As a
consequence, statement of being gay implies same-sex sexual acts and it brings the
reactional oppression, persecution, and prosecution. This is why, using a jargon of
their own, these people intended to speak of sex and sexuality without other people
understanding them, and thus they wanted to create a space for themselves. For
instance, it is common in the novel to hear gays referring to their gay friends as an
auntie, sister, mommy, and so on—depending on the relationship and age. Thus, their
language takes on a transgenderist feature and blurs the binaries. However, relegating
a gay male who is insulted and discriminated by heteronormativity to womanhood,
always-already insulted and discriminated by patriarchy, is nothing but the
reaffirmation of the existence of so-called intrinsic genders Man and Woman.
Bernstein refers to Freud’s ‘Fort/Da game’ in his 1923 paper “Beyond the Pleasure
Principle” and puts forth that the mother’s absence is the reason for the child’s
substituting words and attaching meanings for and to the loss. However, she adds, the
meanings constructed around the loss produce a remainder which reminds the
becoming-subject that there is something wrong and permanently lost in this moment
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of symbolisation (715). Transsexual talk is the remainder and the reminder of the
long-lost liberty the homosexual enjoyed in ancient times. Its absence motivates the
emergence of this jargon, yet the subjects, just like the child, are aware of the fact that
linguistic substitution will never give them the primal lost object, which is their
freedom, and they are bound to live among empty signifiers.
In The Swimming-Pool Library, the language used by the members at the club
is gender-bending, i.e., using a non-traditional and androgynous language to subvert
gender roles. Foucault argues that power itself urges individuals to speak about sex
rather than keeping silent. However, this apparent freedom is misleading because
power, on the other hand, aims to create and control discourses. Foucault refers to the
way power operates giving examples from the evolution of the Catholic pastoral and
the confession culture. Whereas many authors like Tamburini and Sanchez believed
that a confession would be incomplete without the “description of the respective
positions of the partners, the postures assumed, gestures, places touched, caresses, the
precise moment of pleasure,” according to the new pastoral discretion was essential
and it gained increasing emphasis (Sexuality 1: 19). Power, in other words, wants
everything to be told, but it also stigmatises anything that does not conform to the
dominant ideologies and their discourses. In the course of time, this contradictory
attitude to the mention of sex and sexuality obliged queer individuals to create an
alternative talk, an antidiscourse to subvert traditional gender roles. This is why in the
novel when gays talk of other guys they refer to them using ‘she’ pronoun:
I know—well, that’s what she said.
But have you seen her since?
Only briefly, and then I couldn’t say anything, because of course you-knowwho was in attendance.
I really like her actually; from what I’ve seen of her, that is. (SPL 66)
Here two gay men are talking about a boy using the feminine pronoun ‘she’. This is
definitely an insult and a product of heteronormativity. It is an insult not because
being a ‘she’ is a lower rank than being a ‘he’, but because regarding a male gay as a
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‘woman’ accusing him of effeminacy is a machination of heterosexist ideologies. This
is the same with female gays considered ‘manly’ because they are masculine in the
dominant parameters and benchmark. Butler suggests that;
sexed positions are themselves secured through the repudiation and abjection
of homosexuality and the assumption of a normative heterosexuality. What in
Lacan would be called “sexed positions,” and what some of us might more
easily call “gender,” appears then to be secured through the depositing of nonheterosexual identifications in the domain of the culturally impossible, the
domain of the imaginary, which on occasion contests the symbolic, but which
is finally rendered illegitimate through the force of the law. (Bodies 111)
Heterosexist ideologies are oppressive and thus leave no room for diversities or
differences. They define the other as transient, imaginary, or perhaps as the real since
they cannot actually define it. For these ideologies and discourses, therefore, one is
either a woman, i.e., a womanly woman, or a man, i.e., a manly man. In-betweenness
is not tolerated by these regimes and the punishment is castration. For William, it is
only an innocent game:
It was the typical transsexual talk of the place, which had been confusing to me
at first and which had thrown poor James into deep dejection when he
innocently overheard a boy he had a crush on talking of his girlfriend. It was
all a game, any man in the least attractive being dubbed a ‘she’ and only males
too dire for such a conceit being left an unadorned ‘he.’ (SPL 66)
It might be only a game for campy gays, yet this game was definitely designed and
plotted by the homophobic and heterosexist ideologies and discourses. These systems
and discourses feminize the male gay, while at the same time they virilise the female
one. Butler problematises the assumption and acquisition of masculine and feminine
attributes and argues that these attributes are;
for the former; a descent into feminine castration and abjection and, for the
latter, the monstrous ascent into phallicism.... If a man refuses too radically the
“having of the phallus,” he will be punished with homosexuality, and if a
woman refuses too radically her position as castration, she will be punished
with homosexuality. (Bodies 103)
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Heteronormative sexuality bases its notion of the Other on the conventional binary of
feminised male homosexuality / masculinised female homosexuality. In this respect,
lesbian femme, a masculine gay, or any diversity may easily challenge and subvert the
prescriptive and limited understanding of homosexuality in Western epistemology.
These unidentified subjectivities pose a threat to the dominant ideologies because they
remain outside the symbolic register, queer itself being a challenge to the logos.
The Swimming-Pool Library is the novel with the most visible examples of the
jargon. It is not that the characters in the novel voluntarily want to distance and
differentiate themselves from the heterosexist society but, in fact, they use a different
jargon to avoid homophobic reactions:
‘You know that new girl behind the bar?’ one square-jawed athlete enquired of
his bearded companion.
‘What, the blonde, you mean—no, she’s been there a while.’
‘No, not her, no, the dark one with big tits.’
‘I’m not sure I’ve seen her. Nice, is she?’
It was conversation thrown out with a complex bravado, its artifice defiant as it
was transparent. (SPL 66)
Metaphors, metonymies and conceits are integral parts of transgender talk because
gay people are obliged to refer to the intended signified with different and socially
acceptable, or unintelligible, signifiers. Only in this way can they flee from
harassment and homophobic attitudes. As the words ‘bravado’ and ‘defiant’ also
suggest, there comes an expectation for a deconstructive challenge and resistance in
transgender talk. However, there is always fear underlying the apparent boldness and
courage.
Repressed sexuality shows itself in the use of language and if individuals
cannot overcome the barriers they encounter, language becomes the medium to
compensate for and replace unfulfilled desires and sexuality. To illustrate, Charles,
when he was sixteen years old, after his relationships with Stanbridge and Strong,
lived a life full of passionate couplings and orgies. During the day they just looked
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forward to the night-time. Night and darkness covered their socially unacceptable sex
acts. In the diary, Charles writes: “Not that we didn’t frig in the day-time too. Our
conversation was as salty as we could make it, and there was excitement to be had in
seizing brief opportunities for lust in ever more public places” (SPL 113). In contrast
to polyandrous happenings at night in the dark, day-time and the light symbolise
heteronormativity and the monitoring system. Thus, gay characters in the novel
deploy sex and sexuality in their language, for they are yearning for publicity and
exposure. A trait of heterotopias “is to create a space of illusion that exposes every
real space, all the sites inside of which human life is partitioned, as still more illusory”
(Foucault, Of Other 27). The space these characters create through language is,
therefore, a heterotopia, which solidifies the established gay male subculture and
identity.
The Spell is another novel to illustrate the overuse of fun, humour and selfmockery, which culminates in the image of homosexuals as a homogenous group
consisting of pathetic and inferior humanbeings. Humour is another characteristic of
camp, but it is not sufficient on its own to subvert heteronormativity. Babuscio
analyses the emergence of humour as a camp device and states that it “results from an
identification of a strong incongruity between an object, person, or situation and its
context…. But in order for an incongruous contrast to be ironic it must, in addition to
being comic, affect one as ‘painful’” (126). Humour, to put it in other words, must be
employed as a strategy to deal with heteronormative identity politics and it must
reveal the performativity and theatricality of the stereotypes created, which
Hollinghurst deliberately ignores. In his novels, while blaming others for duplicity,
sluttishness, and prurience, the characters fail to realise that it is the system that
compels them to duplicity. The heteronormative ideologies oblige them to lead double
lives; on one hand, an apparent heterosexual appearance at school, at work, or in any
situation where they feel they have to look straight, and on the other hand, their own
authentic identities which they can enjoy and expose only in their camp ghettos. They
are torn between these two identities, one of which is false. These characters are
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vigorously struggling to fit in the straitjacket tailored for them by the heteronormative
society. They welcome the identity defined on the basis of sexual orientation and lead
their lives in their ghettos, the borders of which have been made invisible so that they
could feel liberated. However, the liberty in Hollinghurst’s work is just an illusion; it
imprisons the gay male in a standardised life of sex, drugs, and duplicity, which takes
a step further with the marginalisation of the gay male with a language of their own.
The language used by some characters shows the alienation of the homosexual
from the heteronormative world. When Alex and Danny go out in Soho, Alex resents
Danny’s knowing every good-looking person they see. Danny is like a star or a
mascot and the talks between him and his acquaintances are campy. Alex feels
excluded: “Words like Trade, Miss Pamela and Guest-list were produced and received
with the gratified ennui accorded to a well-established ritual. Anecdotes of excess got
the most laughs” (TS 74). This is the queer register, a subverted form of the symbolic,
and the non-camp cannot get into this register. The camp jargon banishes the noncamp from the discourse.
Apart from the transgender aspect, the language used by the gay male
characters is also campy in the Sontagesque sense because it is amoral, coarse,
unnatural and full of sexual characteristics. Hollinghurst’s gay male characters seem
to have no sense of privacy in the novel. The conversation between Alex and Hugh,
his friend from university years, demonstrates the lack of privacy:
Alex chose not to be tryingly truthful. ‘The last two weeks have been
extraordinary—I feel as if I’m under a beautiful spell’.
‘The thing about spells,’ said Hugh, ‘is that you don’t know at the time if
they’re good ones or bad ones. All black magicians learn how to sugar the
pill.’
‘Well I never had your mastery of the occult.’
‘What’s his dick like, by the way?’ (TS 107)
Once a character states that he is in a new relationship or has slept with someone, the
listener immediately asks about the mentioned partner’s penis size. Size queens are
very common in Hollinghurst’s work and asking about one’s lover’s or partner’s penis
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is quite casual, a question these characters cannot live without. Alex, however,
politely refuses to talk about such things, to which Hugh bitterly replies: “It’s like
money, it’s easy not to care when you’ve got it” (TS 107). This is the campy’s critique
of the non-campy attitude, which may confirm the intended reader’s ego, yet further
repulse the real reader. The characters’ obsession with sexual performance or virility
is another important point. This concern reflects the Platonic and Socratic stylistics,
too: The juvenile body of the adolescent was the object of desire then, but the boys
were supposed to avoid degenerating into softness or effeminization. What made their
body charming to the male gaze was their developing virility, strength, and endurance
(Foucault, Sexuality 2: 200). The superiority of the love of boys to that of girls can be
seen in The Symposium:
The Love who belongs to Common Aphrodite is truly common and engages in
his activity as opportunity offers. This is the Love that inferior people
experience. In the first place men of this sort love women quite as much as
boys, and secondly, their bodies more than their souls, and thirdly, the
stupidest people possible, since they have regard only for the act itself and do
not care whether it is rightly done or not. Hence their activity is governed by
chance, and as likely to be bad as good. The reason is that the Common
Aphrodite, with whom this Love is associated, is far younger than the other
Aphrodite, and because of her parentage she has characteristics both of the
male and of the female. ‘However, the Love who accompanies the heavenly
goddess (and who does not descend from the female but only from the male) is
the love of boys, and that goddess is older and entirely free from wantonness.
Hence those who are inspired by this love incline to the male, preferring what
has by nature more vigour and intelligence. Moreover, even among men who
love younger members of their own sex it is possible to recognise those who
are motivated purely by this heavenly love, in that they do not love boys before
the stage when their intelligence begins to develop, which is near the time
when they begin to grow a beard. I believe that those who wait until then to
embark on a love affair are prepared to spend their whole life with this
individual and to live in partnership with him. They will not take him at a time
when he is young and inexperienced, and then deceive him, contemptuously
leaving him and running off to someone else. (Plato 12-13)
Love in the extract means same-sex desire; the right time to take a boy is associated
with the growing beard, which shows that the love affair mentioned is sexual
intercourse indeed. In Platonic stylistics, then, there is nothing wrong with loving or
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desiring men, yet submitting oneself to desire meant effeminateness and
Hollinghurst’s characters’ obsession with penis size is a consequence of the futile
efforts to mimic the act of having the phallus.
In the novels it is seen that the campy nature of Hollinghurst’s gay male
characters becomes visible in the transgender and campy language they use.
Robertson criticises the general tendency to associate the male gay with femininity:
“We also take for granted gay men’s camp appropriations of female clothing, styles,
and language from women’s culture: consider drag and female impersonation, or gay
camp slang such as calling one another ‘she’” (267). This jargon reveals the
heteronormative idea that a gay man, who is not and cannot be manly, must be
womanly. This misconception not only demonstrates the traditional subordinate role
of the woman, as the secondary gender, but also alienates the gay male from the
heterosexual male and reifies the constructed binary. As for the vulgarity of the
language they use, which is in accordance with Sontag’s definition of camp, their use
of language seems to be an attack on the pretentious prudence of bourgeois morality.
The characters in Hollinghurst’s novels do not have any reservations whatsoever; they
can talk about anything to anyone anywhere anytime. Homosexuals, the Other
Victorians, cannot deploy themselves in the symbolic order of the bourgeois culture;
therefore, they establish an antidiscourse to have their own voice and space.
Nevertheless, Hollinghurst’s characters’ use of language reveals an obsession with sex
and the repetitive use of this jargon further stigmatises and alienates the gay male
from the domain of the heterosexual and it culminates in the perpetuation of the gay
male stereotype with a stable identity and subculture of its own.
As a conclusion, camp cannot be separated from its gay male origin since these
two “share the contemporary critical stage, the latter being a central issue for ‘queer
theory,’ one of its partially definitional objects of analysis” (Cleto 12). However, in
Hollinghurst’s novels, the non-gay is denied access and is not allowed into the camp
discourse; it is exclusive. Instead of attemting to subvert heteronormativity, his work
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further alienates and banishes the gay male from the heterosexist world outside, and
similarly the author leaves no room for the heterosexual in the fictional world created.
His notion of camp is defined within heteronormative parameters, failing to meet
queer-political expectations. David Ruffolo argues that queer has already achieved
its political peak and its “theoretical movements have become limited by its incessant
investment in identity politics and its political outlook has in many ways attained
dormant status due to its narrowed interest in heteronormativity” (1). Similarly,
Hollinghurst invests too much in identity politics and cannot avoid his preoccupation
with heteronormativity, the norms of which he has already internalised. Cleto puts
forth that “[b]oth camp and queer (and camp as queer) should in fact be assumed as
discursive processes” (33). However, Hollinghurst does not question camp as a
discursive product and instead, as a result of the performative role and identity of the
gay male which he has internalised, he endorses the homophobic and heterosexist
stereotype of the homosexual in his novels, which may be a reason underlying the
popularity of his novels. First, he represents the gay male as if they were a
homogenous category and banishes the non-gay from this portrayal. In this way, he reproduces gay male identity as a distinct class with its own sub-culture. Next, he
identifies the homosexual with all heteronormative clichés; dandyism, flamboyance,
decadence, degeneration, frivolousness, nymphomania, hedonism, and flightiness are
all attributed to the Homosexual in his work. Finally drug addiction and AIDS are
portrayed as indispensable elements of the gay male identity. In this way, he
reconstitutes hetero-cultural misconceptions and biases. As a result, he ends up
popularising camp and making it a sensibility; nonetheless, his camp lacks the
seriousness present in political camp.
Camp has always been blamed for being a taste and sensibility, which renders
it apolitical, apparently. Sontag, for instance, argues that camp “doesn’t reverse
things. It doesn’t argue that the good is bad, or the bad is good. What it does is to offer
for art (and life) a different –a supplementary—set of standards” (61). This is exactly
what Hollinghurst does in his work; he represents the well-established norms and
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values of heteronormativity flavoured with the apolitical, dandy, coarse, classconscious, amoral, hedonistic, unnatural, exaggerated, duplicitous, and extravagant
nature of Sontagesque camp. However, the critical and political value of camp needs
to be restored, and its theoretico-historical framework should be re-established by
underlining the distinction between different kinds of camp. Sontagesque camp is
apparently apolitical, yet it is apolitical only from the viewpoint of the stigmatised
minority. As for the heteronormative ideology, it is highly political because all
attributes identified with camp, in fact, serve mainstream discourse and help reify a
stable gay male identity and subculture. The meanings and possibilities of camp, its
signification for the gay and its conceptions by the gay have changed in the course of
time. However, Pellegrini suggests that camp “responds to the experience of
homosexual stigmatization by sending up and theatricalizing the stigma, thereby
ameliorating its impact. As a survival strategy this is absolutely necessary” (170).
Hollinghurst’s four novels are far from responding to the stigma ascribed to the
homosexual, theatricalising it or queering the stereotypical attributes of the
homosexual; instead, they re-establish the already-well-established campy image of
the homosexual and present camp as a gay, or even homosexual, sensibility, which
brings the author’s employment of camp closer to closet.
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CHAPTER III
CLOSET

Camp is a process whereby the queer gains visibility and is positioned in
relation to, either within or outside, the society. Therefore, it is directly related to the
notion of space, which is a significant concern for Foucault. He refers to the history of
space in Western experience and argues that medieval space was configured on a
dualistic basis, such as urban / rural, supercelestial / celestial, which reveals the
hierarchical structure underlying. However, with Galileo’s intervention, the location
of an object was no longer considered stable but a point in its indefinite movement.
Despite Galileo’s effort, contemporary space, Foucault claims, is still not completely
desanctified and binary oppositions –like private\public space or family\social
space— still predominate in our lives. Foucault focuses on the cluster of relations
among sites and emphasises his concern with sites which are “in relation with all the
other sites, but in such a way as to suspect, neutralize, or invert the set of relations that
they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect” (Of Other 24). These spaces, linked with
all the others but also contradicting the others, are divided into two by Foucault: First
there are utopias with no real location; they depict society in a perfect form or turned
upside down. Second there are heterotopias, counter-sites which are outside of all
places but at the same time located in reality. For Foucault, the latter is a type of
represented utopia which reveals, contests, and inverts the real sites of the culture (Of
Other 24). Closet is a kind of heterotopia because it exists within societies, yet it is a
counter-space as it challenges and subverts heteronormative values. It is real due to
the individual experiences and existence; however, in oppressive cultures its existence
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is denied and it is treated as if it were unreal. Thus, in these contexts closet can also be
called a hetero-utopia, something which is ignored although it does exist.
Coming out and beginning to camp designate the instant when the queer begins
to be represented within the dominant framework by the mainstream parameters.
Closet, in contrast to camp, implies secrecy and covertness. Literally, as a noun, closet
denotes a small private room, a state of secrecy, or storage space; as an adjective, it
means private or confidential; and as a verb it means to hide, to confine, or to isolate.
George Chauncey researched and reconstructed the historiography of gay New York,
but could not find the term closet before the 1940s. Closet, he argues, emerged in the
mid to late 1960s: “Regardless of its precise origins, it is clear that between 1968 and
1972 the term came to signify the concealment and erasure of gays and lesbians
specifically in the US. By 1970 the slogan ‘Come Out!’ was a rallying cry in the
nascent gay liberation struggle in New York City” (qtd. in Brown 5-6). The term is
quite recent because there was no homosexual “identity” to closet in the earlier
centuries. Only after the homosexual became visible and came out did the challenged
heteronormative society, who had never considered itself heterosexual before meeting
the Homosexual, want to push them back into the closet.
Same sex sexual intercourses and relationships have always existed but only
from the seventeenth century on the awareness of sexual orientation highly increased
and normative discourses began to categorise people on the basis of their sexual object
choice. This classification normalised and privileged heterosexuality, while abjecting
and stigmatising homosexuality. Coarse axes of categorisation had already been
configuring identities based on gender, class, race, and nationality. With the addition
of sexual orientation as an identity taxonomic designations rigidified their essentialist
nature. Medical, legal, religious, social and psychological discourses all set the norms
and regulations on sexuality, and thus defined what was “normal” and what was not.
Marginalising the homosexual culminated in the never-ending hatred called
homophobia, which displaced them from the public sphere and forced them to
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privatise their lives in order to lessen their undesired visibility. William N. Eskridge
employs a diachronic approach and examines the evolution of closet space in the
United States, dividing the process into several periods roughly. The first one covers
the years from 1880s to 1946. Since the mention of closet as a term before the
nineteenth century would be anachronistic, beginning the analyses from the Late
Victorian times is common and acceptable. Eskridge begins his study by showing how
the Late Victorians transformed the sexual invert into homosexual and how they
created new laws to regulate same-sex relationships and gender-bending. This
transformation was of course intentional; the sole purpose was to give a standard
definition of homosexuality to create a type. Sedgwick states that any ideology or
politics depends for its survival on the definition of homosexual individuals as a
distinct minority group and the definition does not dissolve not because of the efforts
of those whom the term involves but because of the struggles of those who define
themselves against it (83). In the 1900s these attempts to form regulations mostly
consisted of family and social pressure, out of the state control. Then, between 1946
and1961 people turned to law and by the Second World War “legal officials in big
cities outside the South were vigorously arresting cruising homosexuals, censoring
homoerotic publications, closing down meeting places, and excluding genderbenders
from admission to this country and its armed forces. This new legal regime
represented society’s coercive effort to normalize human relationships around
‘heterosexuality’” (18). This was due to the increasing visibility of the homosexual
between the two world wars. During that period, many parks, streets, cafés, public
lavatories, YMCAs, theatres, subways, diners, bathhouses and bars became places
where queer individuals went cruising, felt safe and met other queer people. The
appearance of closet spaces brought so-called liberty to queer people, yet it also meant
the erasure of homosexuality in all other real public spheres. In the third period, from
1961 to 1981, Eskridge states that the homosexual was monitored, exposed,
persecuted, and punished:
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She or he risked arrest and possible police brutalization for dancing with
someone of the same sex, crossdressing, propositioning another adult
homosexual, possessing a homophile publication, writing about homosexuality
without disapproval, displaying pictures of two people of the same sex in
intimate positions, operating a lesbian or gay bar, or actually having oral or
anal sex with another adult homosexual.… If the homosexual were a
professional—teacher, lawyer, doctor, mortician, beautician—she or he could
lose the certification needed to practice that profession. If the charged
homosexual were a member of the armed forces, she or he might be courtmartialed and would likely be dishonourably discharged and lose all veterans’
benefits. (98)
These homophobic acts triggered Homophile and Gay Liberation Movements and
made queer activists start pursuing the rights of privacy, equality, association, speech
and press. As a result, this period turned out to be the one in which GLBT individuals
began coming out of their closets and challenging the closet. Closetedness, for
Sedgwick, is a performance initiated by the speech act of a silence in relation to
discourses surrounding and manipulating it. Likewise, the speech acts which coming
out may constitute, she adds, are as strangely specific. These speech acts might not be
related to the acquisition of new information (3). In this case, rather than being
homosexual, uttering the phrase of coming out itself gains importance since when one
can say “I am out,” it constitutes a clear-cut break from the previous state of
closetedness with this performative work of coming out. From the 1980s on, with this
new awareness, many things have changed, but there are still remnants of the closet.
Postmodernist thought, gender studies and queer theory have contributed to the
approach to the homosexual to a great extent, yet homosexuality is still a crime
requiring death penalty in some countries and an unacceptable wrongdoing in many
others.
Cheshire Calhoun, in Feminism, the Family, and the Politics of the Closet:
Lesbian and Gay Displacement, claims that what GLBT individuals go through is not
oppression but only subordination, on the grounds that homosexuality, unlike gender
and race, can be concealed. She states that “unlike social groups whose members are
readily identifiable, gays and lesbians evade statistical concentration in a
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marginalizing place. Thus, sexual orientation does not make the kind of difference to
one’s material conditions that, by contrast, gender and race do. Lesbian and gay
subordination does not materialize” (80). She believes that the homosexual’s case is
very much like the Anti-Semitism case; one can gain public acceptance as long as he /
she manages to conceal his / her identity. Her analysis and comparisons are horrifying
because she supports one’s closeting his / her identity in order to get accepted by the
mainstream people. Sedgwick is another writer who claims that some oppressed
minority groups are luckier in that they can conceal their identity. For her,
discrimination based on race, gender, age, size or physical handicap are inevitable
since the victims are visible and prone to stigmatisation. Other minority groups, on the
other hand, have “at least notionally some discretion” (75). Last but not least, Ned
Rorem draws a contrast between homosexuality and negritude and states that race
cannot be concealed but homosexuality can (qtd. in Higgins 2). Nevertheless, what
these writers claim cannot be accepted, for conditional and limited liberty cannot be
called “liberty” at all. Moreover, visibility is a relative and slippery term. It cannot be
scientifically proven whether gender, race, or sexual orientation is easier to disguise.
If there are numerous hate murders targeting GLBT individuals all over the world, this
demonstrates that many queer individuals fall prey to homophobic or transphobic
attacks since they fail to disguise their identities. For Summers, homosexuality goes
beyond recognition of sexual attraction toward individuals of one’s own sex and it
reveals “something important about the individual’s very being and his relationship to
a society that would penalize him for who he is” (14). It is true that some countries
and cities grant GLBT individuals equal rights and protection against discrimination
and violence; however, these places are actually nothing but the twenty-first-century
versions of Panopticon prison, i.e., new GLBT ghettos. Outside these ghettos, queer
people are unable to exist, get married, adopt children, get the custody of their
children and get visiting rights to their partners / spouses or children. Sedgwick finds
it understandable;
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that someone who wanted a job, custody or visiting rights, insurance,
protection from violence, from ‘therapy,’ from distorting stereotype, from
insulting scrutiny from simple insult, from forcible interpretation of their
bodily product, could deliberately choose to remain in or to reenter the closet
in some or all segments of their life. The gay closet is not a feature only of the
lives of gay people. But for many gay people it is still the fundamental feature
of social life; and there can be few gay people, however courageous and
forthright by habit, however fortunate in the support of their immediate
communities, in whose lives the closet is not still a shaping presence. (68)
As a result of the never-ending process of coming out, or rather the boundlessness of
the closet, in order to get and retain a job, queer individuals are obliged to hide their
queerness and pretend to be heterosexuals. They have to avoid displaying any
affection in public places for fear that they will be harassed or assaulted. They are
sometimes denied accommodation or are compelled to move out as a result of
homophobic or transphobic neighbours. If they get out of the closet, they will face
discrimination, harassment, and even physical attacks including murder. Regarding
their

families,

they

are

also

subjected

to

therapies

and

scrutiny

of

psychologists/psychiatrists, some of whom will look for symptoms of and reasons for
their “improper” manly or womanly attitudes, acts, interests and dressing so as to
repair them back to heterosexuality.
The homosexual, allegedly rejecting breeding, poses a threat not only to
patriarchy but also to the institutions of family and marriage. Thus, heteronormative
registers banish the homosexual from the Discourse. Harold Beaver illustrates how
rich the oppressive heterosexist discourses are, stigmatising the homosexual
employing a vast spectrum of synonyms; “angel-face, arsebandit, auntie, bent, bessie,
bugger, bum-banger, bum boy, chicken, cocksucker, daisie, fag, faggot, fairy, flit,
fruit, jasper, mincer, molly, nancy boy, nelly, pansy, patapoof, poofter, cream puff,
powder puff, queen, shit-stirrer, sissie, swish, sod, turd, burglar, pervert” (qtd. in Cleto
163). It is not possible to find such rich vocabulary describing the heterosexual since
heterosexuality is compulsory and it wears a mask of naturalness. In order to achieve
this end, heteronormativity feeds upon the pseudo-symmetrical opposition
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Heterosexual / Homosexual. After reifying binaries, dominant discourses produce a
variety of derogative and / or distinguishing words to depict the repressed, the
marginalised and the minority. Thus, one can find more words referring to the
homosexual than to the straight, or to the black than to the white, who are considered
uncanny by dominant ideologies. The dominant power holder itself does not need any
justification or definition. Calhoun argues that the homophobia resulting in the
production of the closet
is ultimately rooted in a particular way of thinking about homosexuality and
lesbianism. Homosexuality and lesbianism are equated with sexual acts,
especially with sodomy, in a way that heterosexuality is not similarly reduced
to a set of sexual acts. As a result, we as a culture think that it is reasonable not
to mention homosexuality and lesbianism in the public sphere, either because
the acts are too morally abhorrent to bear public mention or, more neutrally,
because sex is a private matter that belongs in the bedroom, not in public
spaces. Oscar Wilde’s famous description of homosexuality as the ‘love that
dare not speak its name’ reflects a long history of referring to sodomy as the
‘unmentionable crime’. But even in a more sexually liberalized era,
homosexuality continues to be publicly unmentionable because it is equated
with private sexual activity. (82)
Reducing homosexuality to sexual acts themselves, while never questioning
heterosexuality because of taking its naturalness for granted, is a significant feature of
the phallocentric identity politics of the dominant discourse. What is worse, these
same-sex sex acts constitute crimes against nature, whereas their heterosexual
counterparts do not. Homosexual love is the one which dare not speak its name
because in the course of time the flourishing heteronormative discourses stigmatised it
with perversion and forbade even its mention, replacing it with silence, for the name
itself suggests the act itself. Foucault, explaining how the seventeenth century western
culture began to regulate and police sex through creating discourses, states that
“[t]here is no binary division to be made between what one says and what one does
not say.... There is not one but many silences, and they are an integral part of the
strategies that underlie and permeate discourses” (Sexuality 1: 27). Brown argues that
by saying ‘I am gay’, a performative speech act, one can get out of the closet, but in
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fact this coming out will definitely be a never-ending process, for every single new
person or atmosphere a gay individual faces will turn out to be a new closet for
him/her (37). Another problem queer individuals encounter on coming out is that even
after coming out these individuals cannot break off with the heteronormative system.
The system moulds individuals within its body and assimilates them for good.
According to Meyer, “exiting the closet, all too often the queer discovers herself to be
wearing the inappropriate clothes of the heterosexual” (113). For instance, the
institution of marriage is a product, a construct of heterosexist ideologies and, as a
result, the increase in the allowance and recognition of gay marriages should be
problematised instead of being celebrated. The institution is a straitjacket presented to
queer individuals as a gift, yet it intends to regulate and police queer sexualities. Thus,
instead of rejoicing, one should move queer politics into heterosexual framework and
critique the loopholes in the dominant order. However, not being given the right to
marry, the queer is also discriminated and closeted since laws treat married
individuals in a different manner than they treat single individuals in almost every
field of social regulation such as “taxation, torts, evidence, social welfare, inheritance,
adoption, and on and on” (Chambers 306). These social, legal and economic
impediments serve heteronormative ends and present heterosexual marriage as the
only way to benefit from some of the rights which should be granted to every human
being regardless of sexual orientation or marital status.
In addition to its assimilationist policies, closet is also capitalistic. Since closet
space seems to be the only place for the queer to be accepted and visible, it cannot
help falling prey to capitalistic predators and their opportunistic ends. Brown puts
forth that the closet is “a material production of heterosexism and is inscribed in urban
space. The closet also enables gay desire to be commodified for profit. And in that
way the closet is a production not only of heteronormativity in urban space, but
simultaneously of capitalist relations” (56). Consequently, gay ghettos emerge as
closeted space allowing the visibility of same-sex intimacies and relations, especially
in urban settings, to be exploited and commodified for profit not only by
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heteronormative ideologies but also by capitalism. Queer individuals who prefer to
gain visibility and feel a fake sense of freedom in these ghettos actually endorse and
serve the heterosexist and capitalistic ends.
Meyer argues that camp transgresses the boundaries established by
heteronormative regimes, yet at the same time it does reinforce the dominant order
(11). Thus, there is an interaction and a reciprocal relationship between camp praxis
and dominant ideologies. Likewise, closet is both transgressive and oppressive. It is
transgressive because in closet space LGBTQ individuals make believe they live and
act freely. On the other hand, it is oppressive because what allows the existence of
these individuals only in specified places is the tyrannical order itself. In other words,
there are indeed two agents of closeting; the first one is the dominant heterosexist
order and the other is queer individuals themselves. Foucault, regarding power, states
that power comes from below and there is no direct confrontation between the ruler
and the ruled. Accordingly, it is not fair to put homophobia and being closeted down
to the system only. GLBT individuals are, to a certain extent, blameworthy for
internalising homophobia and reconstituting the closet by ghettoising themselves. It is
true that the dominant ideologies create GLBT ghettos, and exile and relocate these
individuals in those specified places. These ghettos, or heterotopias, may be in such
various forms as a country, a city, a district, a café, a bar, a sauna or a store. The
system wants to ensure that it has marginalised all these individuals and that they will
not be visible anywhere they like. This is the reason for creating queer space and
closeting queer individuals. However, some GLBT individuals, like Hollinghurst’s
characters, endorse and reinforce closeting by encouraging discriminatory attitudes
and enterprises with their own homophobic, transphobic or even heterophobic
attitude. Opening a gay bar may look quite liberalising, but it should not be forgotten
that creating a gay space means excluding the non-gay and the transgender and even
excluding and alienating gays themselves from the non-gay space. Similarly, a lesbian
café excludes all the non-lesbian subcategories such as the straight, the male gay and
the transgender, erasing the lesbian existence elsewhere. Today in many parts of the
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world, there are exclusive queer ghettos reserved for a single category, which ends up
triggering different forms of phobia and discrimination. Hollinghurst fictionalises
reinforced closeting. By giving voice to the misconceptions of society and reifying a
stereotypical homosexual identity, the author fails to help the disavowal of
heteronormative discourses stigmatising the homosexual. As a result, his work seems
to be the embodiment of Foucault’s heterotopia. Foucault likens heterotopias to a
mirror; it makes the place one occupies real when one looks in the glass and sees
himself / herself connected with the surrounding. However, the image is also unreal
and the mirror is a utopia as the reflection is in fact a virtual space, where the onlooker
is not (Of Other 24). Hollinghurst’s fiction is a mirror held up to the English society
under Thatcher’s administration, focusing on queer communities in particular, yet the
image seen is what the dominant heteronormative ideologies and discourses want to
see. The author is as if marking his gay characters by pink triangles for the
heterosexist society to identify them easily. What he achieves in the end is a
reproduction of the queer fantasies of heterosexual individuals; a hetero-utopia.
In Hollinghurst’s four novels, which comprise a tetralogy, there are four main
manifestations of closet: First, gay male characters are depicted in constant search for
sexual gratification in gay heterotopias; cinemas, bars, clubs, parks, public lavatories
or their home closets. Second, in the contemporary English novel, they still face
homophobia and violence, not only psychological but also physical. Third, they are
imprisoned into and portrayed in relationship chains where one sleeps with and
desires any other gay. Last but not least, they all deal with cliché gay jobs tailored for
them by the biased society or not having to earn a living, they just idle about. This
image is an end product of the minoritizing view of homosexuality, which takes it for
granted that there is a homosexual identity which is fixed and stable and this is valid
for all individuals involved in this category. However, this view is in contrast with the
universalising view, which argues
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that sexual desire is an unpredictably powerful solvent of stable identities; that
apparently heterosexual persons and object choices are strongly marked by
same-sex influences and desires, and vice versa for apparently homosexual
ones; and that at least male heterosexual identity and modern masculinist
culture may require for their maintenance the scapegoating crystallization of a
same-sex male desire that is widespread and in the first place internal.
(Sedgwick 85)
This

incoherence is

the author’s

dilemma underlying his

conventionally

heteronormative depiction of homosexuality. On one hand, he attempts to give voice
to homosexuality and normalise same-sex male desire; on the other hand, he affirms
antihomosexual ideologies by reproducing heteronormative clichés regarding the
reified homosexual identity. The inevitable consequence of the reproduction of these
stereotypes is that he portrays the homosexual as a distinct minority group consisting
of individuals with a stable identity.

3.1 Closeting the Gay Male: Modern Heterotopias
Foucault puts forth that a society “can make an existing heterotopia function in
a very different fashion; for each heterotopia has a precise and determined function
within a society and the same heterotopias can, according to the synchrony of the
culture in which it occurs, have one function or another” (Of Other 25). Similarly, in
Hollinghurst’s fiction, gay male heterotopias have a function both for the closeted
individuals and for the closeting society. A cinema is one of these heterotopias in
Hollinghurst’s novels. There are two main types of heterotopias; crisis and deviation.
Foucault defines crisis heterotopias as privileged, sacred or forbidden places allocated
for people who are in a state of conflict with the society they live in, e.g., adolescents,
menstruating women, pregnant women. This form of heterotopias is a place like the
nineteenth century boarding school or military service, where the first manifestations
of sexual virility are experienced or it is like the pre-mid-twentieth century tradition
for girls which was called “honeymoon trip,” where the young woman’s deflowering
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took place. These spaces, both for men and women, had to be somewhere else than
home (Of Other 24). The second type of heterotopias is called heterotopias of
deviation, which are the modern versions of the former indeed. These spaces, such as
rest homes, mental asylums and prisons, are reserved for people who fail to conform
to the norms of the society they live in (Of Other 25). The gay cinemas, in
Hollinghurst’s novels, are involved in the latter; they are ghettos allocated for the
stigmatised non-conformist gay. In The Swimming-Pool Library, for example, there is
a cinema called Brutus in Soho, in Frith Street, which, for William and many other
people functions as closet. In Brutus, as the name itself implies, customers set their
“beastly” desires free and do “brutish” things. William admits that “[i]t wasn’t so
much to see a film as to sit in a dark, anonymous place and do dark, anonymous
things” (SPL 47). People did not go there to see porn only; what they looked for was
random sex and affection perhaps, which they were denied—since it was
‘anonymous’—in the heteronormative world outside. The fondness for anonymity
stems from the unfortunate fact that homosexual love is the one that dare not speak its
name and that is doomed to remain anonymous. The cinema building itself, where
these anonymous and polyandrous happenings occur, is depicted like closet built
underground as a ghetto:
The Brutus Cinema occupied the basement of one of those Soho houses which,
above ground-floor level, maintain their beautiful Caroline fenestration, and
seemed a kind of emblem of gay life.… One entered from the street by pushing
back the dirty red curtain in the doorway beside an unlettered shop window,
painted over white but with a stencil of Michelangelo’s David stuck in the
middle. This tussle with the curtain –one never knew whether to shoulder it
aside to the right or the left, and often tangled with another punter coming
out—seemed a symbolic act, done in the sight of passers-by, and always gave
me a little jab of pride. (SPL 48)
The cinema, consisting of a small cellar room hid behind a dirty red curtain
disarticulating it from the normalised world of heterosexuals, is emblematic of
homophobia and of its end product closet. The curtain is dirty and it gives an insight
into how the straight world sees the GLBT individuals, or rather, how they fail to see
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it, since it is hid behind a curtain and closeted. Another thing about these cinemas is
the pictures. William finds the introductory scenes of these pictures the most touching,
since men on the street or the beach killing time or doing some kind of work all of a
sudden transform into lustful daemons the audience’s fantasy world demands of them
(SPL 50). The transformation might be the same with straight porn industry; however,
gay male subjectivity is still defined on the basis of same-sex sexual activities and the
conception of relationship between two men is not the same as the one between a man
and a woman, for the former is always identified with bestial sex, in sharp contrast
with the ancient Greek and Roman notions, which are represented with the stencil of
Michelangelo’s David in the cinema depicted. The conflict between pagan and
Christian understandings of sexuality is the reason behind this discrepancy:
Synecdochically represented as it tended to be by statues of nude young men,
the Victorian cult of Greece gently, unpointedly, and unexclusively positioned
male flesh and muscle as the indicative instances of “the” body, of a body
whose surfaces, features, and abilities might be the subject or object of
unphobic enjoyment. The Christian tradition, by contrast, had tended both to
condense “the flesh” (insofar as it represented or incorporated pleasure) as the
female body and to surround its attractiveness with an aura of maximum
anxiety and prohibition. (Sedgwick 136)
The stencil in the cinema is, therefore, a symbol of the yearning for the sexual liberty
and pro-homosexual ideologies in ancient times. The dirty red curtain, on the other
hand, is like the censorship of eroticism and nudity in the Middle Ages and the
location of the stencil is similar to the removal of statues from outdoor areas to public
baths or the castration of statues which were found obscene in the Middle Ages.
Summers analyses the abjection of the homosexual and states that the homosexual
subjectivity “is frequently accompanied or preceded by feelings of guilt and shame
and by a sense of (often quite justified) paranoia” (14). The homosexual’s selfdefinition and self-recognition is based on one’s interaction with others and his own
other, as in the mirror phase and the emergence of ego. Therefore, this recognition is
not only a personal but also a social one. The latter is also a misrecognition since it is
based on the illusory abject image of the homosexual as pervert.
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Besides the uncanny representation of the gay male, camp cinemas apparently
provide freedom and space for gays. William notices a man about sixty-five years old
in the cinema and remembers seeing him before. He likens the man to a schoolgirl
taken to a romantic picture and concludes that he must be looking forward to this
weekly outing, for which he must set aside from his pension: “Could he look back to a
time when he had behaved like these glowing, thoughtless teenagers, who were now
locked together sucking each other’s cocks in the hay? Or was this the image of a new
society we had made, where every desire could find its gratification?” (SPL 51). The
dirty cinema seems to be the only place for the old man to try to make up for the years
he lost, just in terms of casual sex, and wail in self-pity. However, one should
problematise the fact that these cinemas have become one of the major ghettos where
the stigmatised homosexuals are allowed to meet, have random sex, and desperately
seek jouissance. These people cannot naturally meet someone or fall in love with
someone, with whom they can hold hands in public and be visible. That is why they
ghettoise themselves in these dirty dark campy anonymous places.
The Line of Beauty is the other novel which perpetuates the theme of man-toman intimacy in camp cinemas. When still in a relationship, Leo and Nick decide to
go to the cinema to see a film with an “enormous length, 170 minutes, each one of
which appeared to Nick like a shadowy unit of body heat, of contact and excitement.
They would be pressed together in the warm darkness for three hours” (LB 144). The
movie is not porn in fact, yet Nick’s expectations lay bare how the banished gay man
perceives being with his partner in the shielding darkness of a cinema. Since cinemas
in the author’s novels are gay heterotopias of deviation for cruising and sex, it is not
hard to realise that even ‘heterosexual cinemas’ suggest sex to gay characters in the
novel. Nick watches the movie feeling Leo’s warmth his hand in his lover’s open fly.
They had only made love in parks, or public lavatories, or once in the back of
Pete’s shop, which Leo had kept a key to, and which felt even more furtive
than these cinema handjobs. The thing about the cinema was that they seemed
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to share in the long common history of happy snoggers and gropers, and Nick
liked that. (LB 146)
As the quotation makes clear, same-sex sex in cinemas is a ritualised act which has a
long historical background. Kissing and fondling male genitals is depicted as a
historical tradition passing down from generation to generation. The author’s
persistent depiction of gays looking for and having sex in cinemas unfortunately
affirms the stereotype gay stigmatised and labelled by heteronormative ideologies.
In Hollinghurst’s novels, in addition to cinemas, gay bars and clubs, which are
Formal Public Sex Contexts, are ghettos commodifying same sex desire, too. These
spaces also function as glass closet, or open secret. Sedgwick uses the latter “as a
condensed way of describing the phenomenon of the ‘glass closet,’ the swirls of
totalizing knowledge-power that circulate so violently around any but the most openly
acknowledged gay male identity” (164). Glass closet is the state of in-betweenness;
not being out but not remaining fully in the closet either. It is a way of leading a gay
lifestyle without confirming one’s own sexual orientation. This is why it is an open
secret. Gay bars and clubs are places where both out and closeted gay individuals go;
however, once inside everyone can tell they are queer. In The Swimming-Pool
Library, most characters regularly go to such places without the need to come out to
gratify their needs—not only sexual but social and psychological—and socialise. The
Shaft is one of these bars. William admits that when he was with Phil, he found
himself isolated from the “normal” gay world, just because he did not go there for a
couple of months. He is one of the regulars there:
I had been an addict of the Shaft. If I was out to dinner I would grow restless
towards eleven o’clock.… The Shaft itself I hardly ever left alone, and I had
made countless taxi-journeys down the glaring, garbage-stacked wasteland of
Oxford Street and along the great still darkness of the Park, a black kid, drunk,
chilled in his sweat, lying against me, or secretly touching me. (SPL 192)
William goes there to have a good time and find tricks to spend the night with. The
bar provides a sense of so-called liberty for him. He can act there freely and sees it as
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an opportunity to be himself, which he cannot do in the heteronormative world. It is
true that power produces discourses stigmatising homosexuality, which, in return,
undermine the heteronormative discourse itself; it grants recognition to it by defining
and naming. In this respect, these gay places could be considered loopholes in the
symbolic realm and gay space which may be argued to subvert heteronormativity.
However, the characters are not aware of the fact that by feeling free only in
designated areas restricts freedom and limited freedom is not freedom at all.
Accordingly, the customers enjoy the aphrodisiac atmosphere and do not mind having
sex in the lock-ups of the bar.
The Volunteer is another bar ghettoising and commodifying homosexual
identity in the novel. It is, for Will, a second-division local gay pub, which he likens
to “the waiting room of a station on a branch line where the last rain was not expected
for quite some time” (SPL 17). It is a place Will stops off at and drinks a beer while
going home; he is one of the regulars. He is one of those voluntarily ghettoised and
commodified gays who endorse the dominant order with its capitalistic and
opportunistic entrepreneurialism. In addition to the bars, the Corry is an alternative for
the gay characters with relentless quest for recognition, affection, and sex: “The Corry
featured in these days as a lucid interlude –with an institutional structure that time in
the flat entirely lacked. I tended to stay late or go to a bar afterwards, not for sex, but
for the company of strangers and for talk about sport or music” (SPL 31). Will, like
many gay characters, lives a life among his house, the club, and bars. The Corry “was
a place [he] loved, a gloomy and functional underworld full of life, purpose and
sexuality” (SPL 9).
Higgins states that homosexuality was extremely common in Roman society
and in the Roman world bathhouses and gymnasiums were the arenas for same-sex
sex encounters (19). This is why the Corry is chosen as the gay closet; the depiction is
a continuation of the traditions of the antiquity and a desire for the sexual liberty lost.
However, the club’s gloomy and aphrodisiac air and its seclusion from the oppressive
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dominant ideologies render the club closeted, rather than enabling total freedom.
Another club serving as a ghetto to separate the heterosexuals from the other is the
Wicks’s. It is one of the closet spaces, for Will, where
people of a certain kind gather together as if to authenticate a caricature of
themselves –their freaks and foibles, unremarkable in the individual, being
comically evident in the mass. As spoonfuls of soup were raised tremblingly to
whiskery lips and hands cupped huge deaf ears to catch murmured and clipped
remarks, the lunchers, all in some way distinguished or titled, retired generals,
directors of banks, even authors, lost their distinction to me. They were
anonymous, a type –and it was impossible to see how they could cope outside
in the noise and race of the streets. How much did they know of the derisive
life of the city which they ruled and from which they preserved themselves so
immaculately and Edwardianly intact? (SPL 41-42)
These people live double lives; outside they lead their lives in a masquerade. Foucault
puts this need to masquerade down to the nineteenth century discourse on sex, which
was not only infected with old delusions but also with systematic blindnesses to
homosexual identity. Evading the truth produced by these discourses was possible
only by masking it (Sexuality 1: 55). The characters, who mask their sexual
orientation outside the closet, are teachers, professors, managers, generals, and so on,
yet when they get into gay space they strip off their roles and statuses, which render
the space carnivalesque. In the heteronormative world some GLBT individuals even
get married and have children, sometimes just in order to meet the expectations of the
normative society and hide their queerness, whereas in these closeted places they do
not have to act and they can be themselves. Charles’s uncle is one of these gay male
individuals who have to use cover-up girlfriends to conceal his sexual orientation and
identity. He pretended and was known to be “a terrific lady’s man, and carried on very
chivalrously and was seen a lot with the great beauties of the day and all that. But
really, of course, he was nothing of the kind; and used to tool about with guards” (SPL
158). These people can survive only if and as long as they manage to disguise their
ex-centric and marginalised subjectivities. Nevertheless, the fact that these gay male
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individuals can only be themselves in disguise and/or in the ghettos specified by the
heterosexist society is not liberating at all.
The Folding Star is a novel whose name directly refers to closet since the word
‘fold’ denotes ‘to confine, to close, to enclose and to cover’. The name is an allusion
to Milton’s Comus; it refers to the time when the sheep are all put in the fold, Edward
explains to Dawn, in a retrospective conversation scene. Dawn asks: “What about
putting the boys all safely in their tent?” (FS 254). Their dialogue, in which ‘the
shepherd’ is a metaphor for the agents of heteronormative system and ‘the sheep’ for
gay characters, reveals the closeted lives they lead. Not being given options to choose,
the gay male characters in the novel are supposed to lead lives tailored for them by the
non-gay society. In fact, closet starts where one divides people into homosexuals and
heterosexuals, which, Higgins claims, equals mirroring conventional sexual theories,
for it is like dividing mankind into sheep and goats (5). This image may also be a
result of the increasing concern and quest of social scientists, starting from the
twentieth century, to discover the reason for homosexuality, define the word
homosexual, and create a homosexual personality (Higgins 11). The novel, building
up the homosexual identity, affirms and re-establishes the minoritising view of the
Homosexual.
The major gay heterotopias reinforcing a reified homosexual identity are gay
bars in the novel, which prove that there is no distinction between England and
Belgium regarding the gay male individual’s struggle for recognition and
liberalisation. Higgins claims that if one wanted to find a better system to foster
homosexual tendencies or acts than the Western system operating for centuries, it
would be hard because many social, political and educational institutions have been
organised along the division of sex (13). This division promotes or enables
homosexuality in such institutions as monasteries, armed forces, and schools, he
claims. However, the existence of homosexual acts in single-sex institutions does not
mean recognition and acceptance of them by the society. Similarly, the apparent lively
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and liberal atmosphere in Belgium does not give Edward the freedom and satisfaction
he has been yearning for. Edward, full of expectations in the new city, goes from one
bar to another in search for sexual gratification. The Cassette, the Golden Calf,
Wanne’s Bar, or the Bar Biff soon become his second home, where he is doing
nothing but chasing oblivion, as he himself admits (FS 74). He has been anticipating a
sudden change in his life on his arrival in a new city, yet it does not take him long to
understand that there will not be any major difference. The Bar Biff, for instance, is a
club in the basement of a house. Edward has seen pictures of the place with some cute
guys and an overweight barman with his arm round a peroxided fairy, which, he
admits, are identical to those in England. He feels familiarity but also a sense of
disillusionment:
Once inside the heavy sound-proofed door with its little wired judas I was in a
place so familiar that I would not have been surprised to see my old friends
Danny and Simon….There was the same mad delusion of glamour, the same
overpriced tawdriness, the same ditsy parochialism and sullen lardy queenery,
and underneath it all the same urgency and defiance. We none of us wanted a
palace: we liked this humming little hell-hole with its atrophied rules and
characters, its ogres and mascots…. And of course young regulars don’t all
look for novelty: maybe they’d like to score with some strange angelic beauty
but they know that heavy truck-driver with brown teeth and a famous dick will
give them what they’ve been waiting for all week. (FS 22)
All the attributes and words the author uses show what these gay ghettos are like;
heterotopias of deviation. They are commodified ghettos providing the gay male with
the liberty they cannot find outside in return for high entry fees and prices. For Allan
Bloom, closet space is both internal and marginal to the culture, representing its
passions and contradictions, even while marginalised by its orthodoxies. He puts most
of the blame on the post-Stonewall gay movements, for they set gay people as a
distinct minority group demanding rights just like other minority groups. However, for
Bloom, the minoritising modern movements were a recession compared to the
glorious past (qtd. in Sedgwick 56). Gay bars are also end products of these
movements, which reproduce the conventional binarism heterosexual / homosexual.
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These places are indeed places like holes serving on Friday and Saturday nights to
meet the customers’ sexual needs which build up during the week. There are basically
two needs to satisfy; the first one is to socialise with gay friends, something hard to
achieve in the heteronormative world outside. The second is to find a trick to spend
the night with and fulfil sexual needs. Gay bars are heterotopias of deviation and they
have a precise and specified function in a society—like a brothel, i.e., the gratification
of socially unacceptable desires. Thus, the apparent showiness and indifferent
attitudes transform into a struggle and race to find someone in the later hours of the
night, in order not to sleep alone. Similarly, Edward, at the end of the night, finds
himself trying to choose between Cherif and Ty. When he is fed up with the same
people, having tasted most of them, he goes to the other bars for a change.
A closet is a small confining place off a larger room which is used to hide
things, and it is “a spatial force” (Brown 3). Being in the closet is, thus, both for
protection and hiding for the gay, which culminates in the alienation and further
marginalisation of the closeted individuals. Wanne’s bar is itself closeted, with its
location among deserted quays and canals, broken-down cottages, and wooden
boathouses; being a heterotopia, it is a real space, yet invisible and unreal at the same
time. Entering the bar, Edward notices that it is not only the location but also the place
itself is the embodiment of closet, thanks to the “curtain inside the door, and beyond it
a narrow brown room with men at the counter listening to a football match” (FS 15).
Actually Cherif mentions this bar to Edward, who just wants to give it a try; however,
his quest results in longing for Cherif, who was not there. The vicious circle the gay
characters in the novel go through becomes visible in the depiction of a gay bar in
England. When back home for the funeral, Edward meets his old friends Danny and
Simon and they go to a bar. Edward envies their steady relationship and resents his
being back in the unchanged bar with the same customers, some of whom he has
already slept with (FS 238).
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In the novel, the Town Baths –Formal Public Sex Contexts—are another form
of gay heterotopias commodifying people’s sexual identities and orientations. They
are heterotopias of deviation dating back to Roman bathhouses, which eclipsed even
gymnasiums in same-sex encounters. The gay characters in the novel follow in their
Roman ancestors’ footsteps; while swimming, Edward’s trunks keep coming down
and Matt, who took him to the baths, puts his hand into Edward’s trunks rubbing his
crotch, to which Edward reacts and reminds him that they are not in the Bar Biff (FS
80). His attitude is pretentious because the reason why he liked the idea of going to
the baths was in fact his desire to get naked with Matt. Moreover, he knows that
public baths and saunas are also gay ghettos. One day he even comes across Luc,
Patrick, and Matt, after Matt has made friends with the boys in France. Edward
desperately longs to see Luc naked, since the closet turns him on and triggers his
voyeuristic desires. Men saunas and baths also seem to be places to look for friends in
the novel, which again comes from ancient Greek society where it was common for
the mature men to cruise in gyms and bathhouses, and for the young ones to use their
charm to impress the older ones. After the funeral in England, Cherif sees him in a bar
and asks where he has been. Since he could not see him for a long time, he went to the
men’s sauna looking for him (FS 269). These gay ghettos, surprisingly, have become
the second home and address for gay characters in the novel, as if there was no other
means of communication.
The Spell is the story of the magical two-month period in Alex’s life, the
beginning of which was marked by his visit to Dorset in love with Justin and return to
London in love with Danny. In love with Danny, for two months, he was under a
beautiful spell; however, as his friend Hugh tells him, the problem with spells “is that
you don’t know at the time if they’re good ones or bad ones. All black magicians learn
how to sugar the pill” (TS 107). The novel portrays how gay characters, indeed all of
them under spell, never realise their closetedness by the heteronormative society and
how they further closet themselves. Like the closet structure in the other novels, gay
characters in this novel are closeted in heterotopias such as bars and clubs, which
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demonstrates the spatial aspect of the closet. This image supports Summers’ view that
homosexuality, which used to be a sexual subculture, transformed into a community
“based less on sexual activity than on shared cultural experience” (17). The portrayal
of the gay characters sharing similar or the same socio-cultural values and taste
implies that gay men form a category different from the non-gay ones and this
prescriptive representation of the campy image of the homosexual reinforces
homophobic discourses. In fact, the notion of a distinctive homosexual type or
personality, a camp subjectivity, which Higgins states has a long pedigree, is nothing
but a myth, for it is “impossible to find significant common characteristics…in a
group of men who practise homosexual sex” (3).
Gay bars are the major heterotopias in the novel. At the beginning of the novel,
Robin’s guide in the U.S., an Indian youth, takes him to the town he will stay in.
Robin, even before going to his room, gets into the Blue Coyote, a bar his guide
recommends. Butler states that “there is a linkage between homosexuality and
abjection, indeed, a possible identification with an abject homosexuality at the heart of
heterosexual identification. This economy of repudiation suggests that heterosexuality
and homosexuality are mutually exclusive phenomena” (Bodies 111-112). Each pole
excludes its other since it sees the other as transient and imaginary. However, the
Indian boy takes Robin to a gay bar, which reveals that the non-gay society is aware
of the heterotopias of deviation it designates:
The Blue Coyote had no windows, and so saw nothing of the boulevard-raking
sunset, or the gorgeous combustion westward over the mountains…. Any light
in the room was husbanded and shielded –by the fake overhanging eaves of the
bar and the hooded canopy above the pool table. Even before the door shut
behind him, Robin felt at a disadvantage. It was the gloomiest bar he’d ever
been in and seemed designed to waken unease in the stumbling newcomer,
eyed from the shadows by the dark-adapted regulars. (TS 7)
The bar is the embodiment of closet; it is gloomy and shielded, i.e., concealed, from
the heteronormative world outside. Each regular sitting inside is another closet for a
stranger like Robin and he feels threatened and underprivileged. In addition to the
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closety portrayal of the bar, Robin’s going there in haste, even before going to his
room to unpack, shows how he himself is willing to ghettoise himself in the locations
heteronormative society designates and allocates for them. Robin meets Sylvan there
and even hearing from Jane and learning that she is pregnant by himself does not
excite him; the only thing he wants is sex with Sylvan. Butler refers to the light
psychoanalysis sheds on tensions between homosexuality and citizenship / manhood,
and highlights the fact that it is a prerequisite to reject, repress or transmute “an
always imagined homosexuality” in order to become a subject (Excitable 108).
However, Robin subverts this process and does not repress his feelings and fails to
meet the expectations of the orthodox view.
Another gay bar ghettoising the characters in the novel is the Chepstow Castle,
a bar in London, in Danny’s, now a twenty-two year old gay individual,
neighbourhood. Alex, in love with Danny, wonders if Danny “ever used that gloomy,
velvet-curtained pub, the Chepstow Castle –though of course gay men nowadays were
meant to use bars, where there was nowhere to sit down and the drinks cost twice as
much” (TS 70). Hollinghurst’s bars are always closety gloomy ghettos where one
cannot even find a seat. However, the crowded atmosphere is not problematised since
the objective of people going there is cruising and finding a trick. The two-fold price
of drinks shows how the heteronormative system renders gay individuals prey to
commodification. The Drop is another gay ghetto to which gay characters are attracted
as are fireflies to light. Danny, after getting fired from work because he was caught
buying cocaine in the gents, goes straight to the bar. The bar is packed when he
arrives and he pushes his way through to the bar and orders a drink. He is served by
Heinrich, whom he’s had a brief sexual relationship with (TS 147). The bar seems to
be a place where he can take refuge in case of a crisis which he cannot handle, for he
finds relief, excitement, and satisfaction there. He is a gay-bar addict, a night creature
who sometimes goes to bars which do not open till three or four in the morning but
still in an unbelievable alertness for sex (TS 142). However, the depiction of the place
is again significant; with the “mysterious dim passageway which started outside the
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lavatories and went round two corners before ending up by the front door and the cold
draught down the stairs from the street above” the bar is another incarnation of a
heterotopia. It is dim and gloomy, just like the others in the novel, which suggests that
the gay ghetto appeals to the dark faculties of the brain satisfying the libido.
The Line of Beauty, in line with the other three novels, deploys the male gay
characters in gay ghettos, all of which turn out to be heterotopias of deviation. As a
result, the novel affirms cliché misconceptions and the minoritising view about the
homosexual and perpetuates the cultural stereotype of the gay male subjectivity. The
major gay ghettos in the novel are, typical of Hollinghurst, gay bars. Chepstow Castle
is one of them, where gay characters enjoy their make-believe freedom of same-sex
desire. There is a gay bar in The Spell which has the same name, which shows the
author’s deliberate repetition of the gay scene with a distinct identity. The depiction of
the place lays bare the closety atmosphere and nature of the bar: Walking to meet his
first date, Leo, Nick
fixed his thoughts for the hundredth time on the little back bar of the Chepstow
Castle, which he had chosen for its shadowy semi-privacy –a space incuriously
glanced into by people being served in the public bar…. There was an amber
light in there, among the old whisky mirrors and photographs of horse-drawn
drays. He saw himself sitting shoulder to shoulder with Leo, their hands joined
in secret on the dusty moquette. (LB 25)
The space is secluded from the public bar, which is obviously the domain of the
heterosexual. The public section of the bar is outside, which shows how normalised
and acceptable heterosexuality is, while the shadowy gloomy gay section is inside.
Gay section is the part to be closeted and concealed from public eye, for it is the
heterotopia of deviation. This is why it is badly illuminated. However, even in this
gloomy and closety atmosphere secrecy is highlighted and the stigmatised gay
customers are under the judgmental gaze of the heterosexual ones sitting outside.
The characters’ inevitable attraction to gay bars and their ineptitude to
socialise without gay bars surface in the conversation among Nick, Leo and Pete. This
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is Pete’s first meeting with Nick and when he learns that he has been in London only
for six weeks, his tone becomes a bit critical:
‘I see. You’ll still be doing the rounds, then. Or are you just shopping local?
You’ve done the Volunteer.’ Leo saw Nick hesitating, and said, ‘I wouldn’t
want him going to that old flea-box. At least not till he’s sixty, like everyone
else in there.’ ‘I’m exploring a bit,’ said Nick. ‘I don’t know, where do the
young things go these days?’ ‘Well, there’s the Shaftesbury,’ Nick said,
naming a pub that Polly Tompkins had described as the scene of frequent
conquests. ‘You’re not so much of a pubber, though, are you?’ Leo said. ‘He
wants to get down the Lift,’ said Pete, ‘if he’s a bit of a chocoholic.’ (LB 97)
Escaping from the boredom and loneliness in Barwick, Nick closets himself in
London, a huge gay ghetto itself. Pete indicates that there are two options for a
newcomer; they can go to various gay bars and make ‘friends’ or they can remain
within their own neighbourhood or class meeting people only in their own circles. In
either case, though, the queer cannot get out of the closet. The closet itself is a
heterotopia; it is not an accessible public place. Either the entry is compulsory or there
are rites to submit to. Once inside, it is impossible to leave it for good.
The gay bars in Hollinghurst’s work are ghettos, yet they are the only places
where the characters feel safe. On his first date, Nick actually sits with Leo outside
the bar and finally they find a bench. However, once out of the gay ghetto and among
heterosexual people, Nick “found himself wondering how they looked and sounded to
the people around them . . . It was all getting noisier as the evening went on, with a
vague sense of heterosexual threat. Nick guessed Leo’s other dates would have met
him in a gay pub, but he had flunked that further challenge. Now he regretted the
freedom he would have had there” (LB 29). The characters cannot help having the
sense of paranoid, a kind of fear of the normative heterosexual. They can feel free and
be themselves only out of the criminalising stigmatising and pathologising
heteronormative gaze. The Y and Heaven are such places serving as a shelter for the
queer, yet they are also cruising places, and thus lead to arguments, like the one
between Nick and Wani: “‘You didn’t say where you were last night.’ ‘Oh, I went to
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heaven,’ said Nick, with mild apprehension at telling an innocent truth. ‘I wondered,’
said Wani, without looking round. ‘Did you fuck anyone?’ ‘Of course I didn’t fuck
anyone. I was with Howard and Simon.’ ‘I suppose that follows,’ said Wani” (LB
188). Wani’s utterance reveals the nature of gay ghettos; the sole purpose of going
there for the characters is to find a trick and gratify sexual needs. Gay characters in a
relationship do not go there with their boyfriends, yet some of them do so without
their boyfriends. In this way, the characters in fact ghettoise themselves in these bars
for the sake of sex.
Apart from the bars, the gay characters also take refuge in a nudist yard,
another Formal Public Sex Context in the novel. The place is allocated for the
lecherous hedonistic gay loiterers and it possesses the aphrodisiac air which is often
found in the author’s gay space depictions:
Nick went ahead on the path and held the gate open for Wani, so that for
several seconds the outside world had a view of naked flesh before the gate,
with its “Men Only” sign, swung shut behind them. It was a small compound,
a concrete yard, with benches round the walls under a narrow strip of roof. It
was like a courtyard of the classical world reduced to pipes and corrugated
iron. There was something distantly classical, too, in the protracted nakedness,
and something English, school-like and comfortless in the concrete and tin and
the pond-water smell. (LB 159)
The gate isolates this gay heaven reminiscent of the classical antiquity from the
oppressive patriarchal world outside. The author refers to the classical era because
homosexuality was not stigmatised then and it was even considered superior to
heterosexual relationships, which were regarded as natural, procreative, and thus
bestial. The remoteness of the image is due to the stigmatising and normalising
heteronormative discourses ongoing in modern times, which are, as Foucault points
out, in sharp contrast to the discourses before the seventeenth century. In this yard,
gay men get naked, swim, sunbathe, cruise and have sex freely, which shows the
extent to which Hollinghurst is under the influence of the function of gymnasiums and
bathhouses in the ancient Greek and Roman homosexual subculture. However,
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freedom in confined spaces is not freedom; in contrast, it means the ghettoisation,
effacement and relegation of the queer.
In Hollinghurst’s novels, just like cinemas and bars, public conveniences in
parks and bars are also frequently used as heterotopias allocated for the abjected
queer. This image is related to the reified urban homosexual subculture which has
always been restricted in certain districts since antiquity. Casper, the German forensic
scientist writing in the 1860s claimed that in all big towns in Europe cruising and
same-sex sex acts go on in secrecy and there is no inhabited place where it does not
happen. Moreover, he adds that writers have for a long time specified;
“certain peculiarities in the walk, look, demeanour and voice” by which such
men “may be recognised.” He reported that one informant, who seems to have
been exaggerating just a little bit, told the curious doctor that “We discover
each other at once, at a single glance, and by exercising a little caution, I have
never been deceived”.... It takes one, as the old saying goes, to know one.
Cruising is a venerable tradition, and the city offers anonymity and
opportunity. (qtd. in Higgins 13-14)
This notion, in line with the minoritising view of homosexuality, is nothing but
another effort to closet the gay male in the space designated by the non-gay. It is
common in Hollinghurst’s novels to find gay characters cruising in such places and
cottaging.

To illustrate, William met Charles in a cottage, while he was loitering

and following an Arab boy. Since there were not any decent and acceptable means of
meeting other homosexuals in the past, desperate gays looking for something
memorable went to parks and public toilets. In this way, the stigmatising,
criminalising and psychologising dominant discourse paved the way for the exile of
the homosexual.
In The Folding Star, public lavatories are used by the author as cruising places
where gay men ghettoise themselves, which shows that closet is not only a metaphor
but has spatiality. Edward, when he goes to the station to meet his friend Edie, has to
wait there for a while and he describes his mood while waiting: “It was one of those
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vacant interludes, when pleasant boredom mixes with anticipation, and six or seven
minutes of anonymous sex in the mopped and deserted Gents is what you would like
best” (FS 153). It is weird to see that Hollinghurst still portrays cottaging as
something attractive and common. Cottaging for Edward is not only theoretical; he
puts it into practice when he finds an occasion. For example, in the Bar Biff, when the
young boy he likes and stares at goes to the lavatory, he follows him. However, the
boy pees in a lock-up stall and he cannot do anything (FS 23). In this way, gay
characters in the novel voluntarily closet themselves in gay ghettos without noticing
that they are ghettoising themselves.
The function of the gents is exactly one of the principles of heterotopias of
deviation; it has a specific service in a society. Moreover, a public lavatory is a
juxtaposition of several spaces; it provides public with two basic needs; excretion for
the non-gay and sex for the gay. This is why, in The Spell, Danny, while working for a
company as a security officer, goes to the gents frequently to masturbate, sometimes
up to three times a shift. Once when he is there for the same purpose, another man
working there comes in and goes into a cubicle. “Danny couldn’t check on him, as the
partitions came prudishly down to the floor –there was no opening for the quick bold
contacts you could have in American rest-rooms. Still, he heard the knock of the seatlid being closed, and just made out the rustle of paper and the hurried chopping noise
of a plastic card on the china cistern; then a pause and a couple of sniffs; and then the
chopping and the sniffing repeated” (TS 144). The process of chopping cocaine and
snorting a line is almost ritualised and gay characters’ alertness in public toilets is
another striking point in Hollinghurst’s narrative. After listening to the man in the
next cubicle, Danny begins the transaction and offers him money in return for some
cocaine, as a result of which his boss fires him. Then he goes to another gay bar and
chops and snorts cocaine in the gents there. These homophobic depictions create the
impression that gay characters will perform any stunt for sex and/or drugs.
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Public lavatories in gay bars are ghettos within ghettos and they are frequent
cruising places in Hollinghurst’s work. Butler sees performativity as “that reiterative
power of discourse to produce the phenomena that it regulates and constrains” (Bodies
2). Thus, the repetition of the same heterotopias is of great significance to
heteronormativity in the process of reifying, deploying, and subjectifying
homosexuality. In the Blue Coyote, where young Robin met Sylvan years ago, Robin
admits that the gents is bleaker and more functional than the bar itself, adding that
when he went to “the lavs at Parker’s Piece or in the Market Square, eyebrows raised
as if at the exploits of someone else, he always seemed to find gratification at once,
from a man who clearly was a loiterer, and had probably been loitering for hours” (TS
10-11). The bar area seems to be allocated to cruise and meet people, whereas
consummation takes place in the lavatories in Hollinghurst’s novels. Closeting gay
characters in this vicious circle is itself a sign of homophobia and unfortunately it
affirms heteronormative myths about the Homosexual. The use of sex and public
lavatories together should be problematised because the public lav is a negative
reinforcing stimulus and it reinforces the traditionally unnatural and stigmatised
deployment of same-sex sex acts. The depiction of sex scenes in an unhygienic
atmosphere like a cubicle in public lavatories is humiliating, which has to do with the
power assumed by medical discourse since it emerged as;
the supreme authority in matters of hygienic necessity, taking up the old fears
of venereal affliction and combining them with the new themes of asepsis, and
the great evolutionist myths with the recent institutions of public health; it
claimed to ensure the physical vigor and the moral cleanliness of the social
body; it promised to eliminate defective individuals, degenerate and
bastardized populations. (Foucault, Sexuality 1: 54)
The medical discourse stigmatised the gay individual as the degenerate, defective, and
unclean. As a result, the gay male, victim and vector of AIDS, was deployed as a
threat to public health and hygiene. Another problematic scene in line with
homophobic medical discourse is when Alex is in a gay bar with Danny; he loses
track of him there after a while and wonders where he is. He goes to the lavatories and
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notices that people were very “busy here, men in pairs queuing for the lock-ups” (TS
86). The people queuing up to have sex in the cubicles with the men they pick is far
from being realistic and hard to be found even in heterosexist myths about the
homosexual. Sedgwick, in her analysis of Dorian Gray, compares the dead body of
Dorian to his portrait and suggests that at the end of the novel the old, ugly, dead man
on the floor is “the moralizing gloss” on his beautiful portrait (131). The sharp
contrast between the two shows that the beautiful portrait is only an illusion, a utopia,
whereas in the world outside a homosexual is regarded as the horribly ugly and sinful
dead man on the floor. The discrepancy also reveals Oscar Wilde’s own castration by
Victorian society and Hollinghurst’s repetitive use of heteronormative myths uncovers
the author’s own castration in the twenty-first century.
Cottaging, therefore, is a very common theme and there are so many scenes in
Hollinghurst’s novels where readers find men looking for and having sex and cocaine
there. As Justin puts it, when he finds out that Alex and Danny will spend time in
Robin’s country house in Dorset: “It’s called Love in a Cottage, darling. Make the
most of it, because it doesn’t last long” (TS 170). Here, by using the word ‘cottage’,
he refers to the country house in a literal sense. However, the capitalised word
suggests that the cottage refers to the act of cottaging, which does not last long. The
use of the word love, again capitalised, is also important in that it reveals how the
characters cannot tell apart between sex and love. Justin is a cottaging addict himself.
During his trial separation from Robin, he goes to Soho and makes most of his
freedom, going from bar to bar and sleeping with various men. One day he goes into
the gents at Oxford Circus, this time from need, where he sees that the skinny black
guy he sucked off years ago is standing in exactly the same place and gives Justin the
same sneaky look (TS 193). Hollinghurst depicts the desperate and miserable gay men
seeking pleasure in public conveniences and the black guy Justin sees is in the same
place and gives him the same look, which reveals the vicious circle and the circular
plot structures these characters are confined in. In this way, the author re-presents the
minoritising view of the homosexual and endorses the post-Stonewall attempts to
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create a distinct gay identity with rights granted to other minority groups, as if it were
a category. Kim Duff agrees that Hollinghurst’s fiction represents minoritising view
of homosexuality because he “pursues the kinds of problematic, and often reductive,
representations of gay and transgendered identities in 1980s Conservative Britain”
(181). The campy group of individuals the author depicts form a minority group with
a distinct identity and subculture to be exploited. The gay heterotopias springing up
actually mean the commodification of same-sex desire and the tolerance to the
existence of such heterotopias of deviation is a consequence or requirement of “a new
kind of consumerism and national identity borne of Thatcherite neoliberal and
privatizing policies” (Nunn qtd in Duff 188).
In The Line of Beauty, gay male characters have sex in public lavatories,
common ghettos reiterated frequently in the author’s work. For example, in the nudist
yard Nick and Wani meet Leslie and his partner Andy. Leslie says that his boyfriend
is devoted to him, but after a while Nick sees Andy coming out of a cubicle with a
“mischief in his eyes” and out of the same cubicle comes a grey-haired man (LB 168).
Once again Hollinghurst depicts couples cheating on each other and having sex with
others in lavatories. Lavatories are also blind-date and cruising places for the
characters. Once Nick goes to the Shaftesbury, when Wani is abroad, and comes
across Joe, a man he remembers from the Y and from the showers. “Then he went
downstairs to the Gents, and found, when he peeped sideways along the reeking
trough, that the man had followed him; so they stood there for a bit, in a tense delay
whilst other people came and went, until the man nodded towards the empty lock-up”
(LB 369). The consummation of their brief ‘love’ does not take place in the end and
they go to Joe’s place in Soho. The incident shows that there is a well-established
ritual among gay men; after they meet and make a pass at someone, the only thing
they are expected to do is walk into the toilets and wait for the other. As soon as they
find an empty lock-up, they can consummate their ‘love’. Having sex in bathrooms
and lavatories is so common in the novel that even when Wani and Nick rent Tristão,
they go to Nick’s bathroom, snort cocaine, and have sex there (LB 336). Hollinghurst
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seems to be obsessed with associating public conveniences with gay sex; however,
portraying gays constantly loitering and having sex in these places means ghettoising
and closeting them in heterotopias.
Besides certain cinemas, bars, and cottages, queer individuals are also closeted
in their own houses, hotel rooms, or homeland by Hollinghurst. In The SwimmingPool Library, Will and Arthur’s relationship is a totally closeted one; they spend
almost all their time, when together, at home. Home is the only space where they can
be lovers. Talking about their relationship, Will says that their first week was “a week
spent in bed, or trailing naked from bedroom to bathroom to kitchen; sleeping at
irregular times, getting drunk, watching movies on the video. I was engrossed in
him.… Perhaps he felt stifled in the flat. After hours of languid vacancy he would
spring up and run from room to room” (SPL 13). There is no life outside home for a
gay couple and they are imprisoned there eternally leading a self-enclosed life.
Arthur’s feeling stifled is also significant; it shows the suppression and the need for
concealment he suffers from. Especially after Arthur kills his brother’s mate and
begins to live with Will, Will feels closetedness more and more. He identifies his life
in his flat with the feelings of love and guilt: “At home it was always very hot; the
central heating throbbed away as if we feared exposure, and often, though high up and
not overlooked, we kept the curtains drawn in the daytime, only a mild bloom of
pinkish light penetrating into the rooms from outside” (SPL 28). The fear of exposure
and the function of the drawn curtains are significant as they show the extent to which
the couple isolate themselves from the oppressive and hazardous life outside and that
they can feel secure only at home. They barely talk and just take refuge in the warmth
of the darkened flat. In this sense, their house also turns out to be a heterotopia for
them since it is real, though outside all other spaces constituted by heterosexist
ideologies.
Charles’s house is also depicted like a heterotopia alienated from the
heteronormative world outside: It was closed to traffic and was no longer marked in
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the London maps. It had an air of privacy and exclusion, too. Charles admits the
closeted nature of his house: “We don’t get any sun here –only in the attic. Those
houses block it out. We’re very cut off here, of course” (SPL 73). The house, closed to
traffic and not getting any sunshine, symbolises closetedness, which stems from
homophobia. The heteronormative society persecutes Charles, puts him into prison
only because of his identity, and then imprisons him in such ghettos as clubs, bars,
and his house. William, when first invited to Charles’s house, feels obliged to pay
extreme attention to his clothes and manners:
I’d put a suit on, smarter perhaps than I needed to be, but I enjoyed its
protective conformity. I so rarely dressed up, and not having to wear a suit for
work I seldom took any of mine off their hangers. My father had had me kitted
out with morning suits and evening dress as I grew up and I had always
relished the handsomeness of dark, formal clothes.… Entering the smokingroom I felt like an intruder in a film, who has coshed an orderly and, disguised
in his coat, enters a top-secret establishment, in this case a home for people
kept artificially alive. (SPL 34)
The meticulous manner in his clothing reveals how he perceives Charles’s house and
the social atmosphere there. Surprisingly, he finds wearing a suit protective. This
might be significant in that feeling secure in a suit shows that he does not feel so when
he is in his everyday clothes. This is another indication of the level of oppression gay
male individuals are subjected to. Clothes of course do not refer only to clothes in a
literal sense; on the contrary, they refer to the visibility of the homosexual and shows
that they cannot be themselves.
Another ghettoised house belongs to Sandy. He appears in Charles’s diary as a
special friend who Charles wanted to have to himself, yet failed to do so. Sandy was
apparently absorbed in Otto Henderson, an artist. Charles, in his notes, depicts
Sandy’s house in Soho as closet, which he identifies with lasciviousness:
I was at Sandy’s studio in the afternoon when without a word he & Otto tore
off their clothes & clambered on to the roof.… there was something so prurient
about the nudity when I compared it to days on tour when all our party wd stop
at a river, & the men strip off their shirts & drawers to wash them & spread
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them on the boulders to dry. I nursed those little idylls to myself, & thought of
sitting among the bushes with my pipe while the men dived & splashed, or
roamed through the muddy shallows. Then we were many miles from
civilisation. (SPL 151)
Sandy uses the roof as a place where he can sunbathe naked with his friends, get
drunk, and act freely. The space the roof provides is a temporal heterotopia. Unlike
heterotopias of indefinitely accumulating time such as museums and libraries, these
heterotopias are not oriented toward the eternal, but they are linked to slices in time –
heterochronies- in their temporary, transitory and precarious aspect. Foucault’s
examples for these heterotopias are Polynesian vacation villages which offer primitive
and eternal nudity to city-dwellers (Of Other 26). The roof, similarly, gives the gay
men who live in Soho a chance to experience freedom, in a limited sense though.
Charles, however, feels uneasy because of the aphrodisiac air, perhaps just because of
his jealousy. He, then, compares his present life, in 1925, to the old days when he
went on tours in the countryside with his friends, which he finds relatively innocent.
However, there is no difference at all between the days in his past and present; those
days, he says, he lived away from civilisation, and likewise, now he lives in Soho but
still away from civilisation. Civilisations are based on heteronormative and patriarchal
grounds, which always cast the odd one out. This is why Sandy lives in Soho, but at
the same time “he” does not. For Lacan, the subject pronoun “I” does not have a
stable referent and he claims “I” is not “me” (qtd. in Homer 45). The referent of “I”
could be the subject—constituted in the symbolic order, the ego or the unconscious.
That is why in Sandy’s case, “he,” the one living in Soho, cannot be “him.” “He” does
not exist so far as he is not visible outside and he is closeted in his flat and roof.
In the title of the novel, the use of the words of ‘swimming pool’ and ‘library’
together to refer to the space William and his friends used for their polyandrous samesex sex acts is “a notion fitting to the double lives [they] led” (SPL 141). A pool is a
real place, yet a library is a heterotopia of indefinitely accumulating time where time
never ceases to build up (Foucault, Of Other 26). In Hollinghurst’s work, the
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characters feel free only in the designated heterotopias like gay bars, cinemas, parks
and public lavs, and their flats. Heterotopias are not
freely accessible like a public place. Either the entry is compulsory, as in the
case of entering a barracks or a prison, or else the individual has to submit to
rites and purifications…. There are others, on the contrary, that seem to be
pure and simple openings, but that generally hide curious exclusions. Everyone
can enter into these heterotopic sites, but in fact that is only an illusion: we
think we enter where we are, by the very fact that we enter, excluded.
(Foucault,
Of
Other 26)
The designated places in the novel are in fact public places and they are accessible for
anyone. However, one cannot simply go there and get into the closet itself; it would be
only an illusion. For the ones within the closet, entrance was compulsory and they had
to submit to some rites to get accepted. Thus, the outsider is bound to be excluded, yet
even in this exclusive atmosphere, Hollinghurst’s characters still face homophobia and
violence in the heteronormative society due to homosexual panic and the consequent
gay-bashing.
In The Folding Star, gay characters’ hometowns or homelands, where their
families live, turn out to be their closet. It is, therefore, families rather than places that
give the characters the impulse to run away. Edward, the protagonist, is an
Englishman from Rough Common, a small town in south of London. He moves to
Belgium for a temporary job but when his mother asks for an explanation, he fails to
give a plausible one. However, looking for a room in Belgium, he dismisses some
alternatives because they are “too pinned and stifled with rules and considerations for
someone who ha[s] finally left home” (FS 13). The sense of relief and freedom he
feels away from home and family shows that all those years he lived in the closet and
was desperate to leave. After settling in Belgium, he realises that the life out of the
closet he has been seeking so far is available there. “For most men, it is important that
they hold a tourist visa in their pocket that guarantees an exit…. Most travellers are
drawn to foreign countries because they hold out the fantasy that possibilities exist in
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that country that they cannot realize in their own domestic land” (Bernstein 721). For
Edward, accordingly, Belgium functions as the foreign exotic country where he can
do anything and everything he cannot back home. He goes to a gay bar and finds kids,
even some under eighteen, snorting cokes. He states that it is acceptable in Belgium,
unlike in his homeland, and puts it down to “the classical, commonplace good sense
of Europe” (FS 22). England, representing the castrating symbolic register, is
contrasted to the uncanny represented by Belgium, which also has implications of the
pre-symbolic. When Edward unexpectedly returns home after two friends of his, Colin
and Dawn, die in a car crash, to attend their funeral, he realises much better why he
left home: “In a few minutes I would lose the surprise, the disconcerting and exact
sameness of everything in the house I had lived in all my life. My mother was out, it
was dusk, and this was the silence that had been around us all the time.… I hadn’t
meant to be back so soon in my room with its wall of second-hand books, its air of
determined privacy and make-believe” (FS 196). The highlighted privacy and silence
imply the closeted life Edward led in his hometown. When a gay individual in a
homophobic environment comes out, both sides may get injured due to the doubleedged weapon and a child’s coming out may plunge the mother into the closet in her
conservative community (Sedgwick 80). That is why Edward cannot come out but
instead he flees from his hometown. He has a traditional family and he is so tired of
his life in England that he does not even miss it. Willie, one of his obsessions, is now
married to Alison and they have a baby, Ralphie. Edward still has a crush on Willie,
as he tries to kiss him but gets rejected once again. Comparing such societies as
China, Japan, India, Rome, and the Arabo-Moslem to the Western societies, Foucault
contrasts their ars erotica to scientia sexualis the Western epistemology practices. The
latter, for him, have been producing discourses on sex to create and tell the truth for
centuries (Sexuality 1: 58). The desire for the lack of ars erotica disturbs Edward and
it underlies his yearning for the escape from England. He knows that he cannot change
anything there; he has a tedious life, a traditional family, and friends, which render
England the closet he wants to get out of.
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The reasons underlying Edward’s desire to flee are the same as those for Luc
in Belgium. After his getting expelled from school, because of the obscure event with
the sailors on the ship, Luc wants to improve his English to leave for England. He
talks about it to Edward:
“‘So you’ve had to go back to England?’
‘I’m afraid so.’
‘Then you prefer it here?’
‘I suppose I must do,’ I said, thinking how I had been sick to return, and how
odd these personal questions were from him, who had never shown so much
curiosity before. But he turned aside again to a bleak comment of his own.
‘I would prefer to be there. I am looking forward to going to the University of
Dorset, if I can get permission.” (FS 275-276)
Just as Rough Common is closet for Edward, his homeland signifies the same for Luc.
That is why Edward is teaching him English. Luc does not find it nice to be in his
hometown where he has lived all his life and where his family have lived for
centuries. Anne-Marie Fortier asserts that queer diaspora is related to the feelings of
exile and estrangement experienced by queer subjects and that these feelings deploy
them away from the heterosexual family, nation and homeland (188). That is why
both Edward and Luc believe that freedom is somewhere away from the
heteronormative home.
Paul Echevin, Marcel’s father, cannot be said to be a heterosexual, but his life
is also closeted and he seems to be a patriarchal figure now. Edward sees his study in
the Orst Museum and he likens it to a cupboard, which is reached through a brick
tunnel. Then he sees Paul’s portrait photograph on the wall; “a lean-faced man of
fifty, with a short, pointed silvery beard, sitting with cheek tilted towards the jewelled
knob of a cane: the fastidious ironic look of the heterosexual bachelor, half dandy and
half clergyman, and an air of steely enigma” (FS 37). His portrait represents the
mainstream life style of a Belgian father. Belgium is not of much difference from
England indeed; the existence of closet does not depend on the country one lives in. In
contrast, it depends on who you live with. Sedgwick argues that
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a lot of the energy of attention and demarcation that has swirled around issues
of homosexuality since the end of the nineteenth century, in Europe and the
United States, has been impelled by the distinctively indicative relation of
homosexuality to wider mappings of secrecy and disclosure, and of the private
and the public, that were and are critically problematical for the gender, sexual,
and economic structures of the heterosexist culture at large. (71)
Homosexuality, for centuries, has been related and relegated to secrecy and privacy
since it has been regarded as something to feel ashamed of. This is the reason why
Edward, as soon as he arrived in Belgium, found a new closet for himself, while he
was actually trying to escape from it: “The room I chose was so hidden away that it
gave me the sensation of having entered, with dreamlike suddenness, into the secret
inner life of the city” (FS 13). He has chosen a room away from public attention and
scrutiny in order to regain his freedom and live as he wants to. However, soon he
discovers that in Belgium he is not safer than he was in England. When he meets Rose
in a bar, he feels the risks and danger he is exposed to, and he realises that the man is
a con trying to fool him, a fresh fool who knows nothing about himself. He went there
as he thought that the city was famous for its music and pictures, so this new
awareness puzzles him: “I couldn’t quite admit to myself the uncertainty I felt already
at its deadness, its air of a locked museum” (FS 7). This new recognition shows him
that Belgium is not what he dreamt of; it is not a place where he can get rid of the
closet he suffered from in England. The closet haunts him no matter where he goes
because scientia sexualis is practised by individuals as well as by social institutions
like family, not by countries.
Before Edward rents a room, he stays in a hotel, where he booked a room
before coming. He had seen it advertised in the English gay press; its name is
Mykonos. Mykonos is a Greek island commodifying GLBT identities and attracting
many gay tourists every year; therefore, the name of the hotel is quite significant.
Those days he meets Cherif in the Town Museum, where Cherif always cruises men,
and takes him to his hotel room. He feels the receptionist might know Cherif because
he may have brought his tricks there. The room, a safer closet, turns Cherif on: “The
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moment I had locked the door he was on to me, chewing and stuffing my mouth and
knocking my glasses up skew-whiff over the top of my head. He was an animal (FS
10). The hotel is like a gay ghetto where people bring their tricks or even customers,
and Cherif’s soaring libido once inside the room shows how sharply closet differs
from the world outside. After leaving the hotel, Edward rents a room far from public
eye. While describing the room, Edward in fact defines closet itself word for word:
All down one side of the room ran usually deep cupboards, each with an
enamel number, and a door that shut with a boom….The facing wall was a
partition, rough with nail-holes and nail-heads hammered in, that made me
wonder what had been stored here, what work had been done here, and when it
had come to an end. It seemed an encouraging setting for my own projects, the
bits of writing I was going to take up again. (FS 13-14)
The room is the embodiment of closet and the consummation part is to be carried out
by Edward with his projects. He states that he means writing but he will never start
writing and his projects will consist of bodies he has had in that room. His room will
be like the garden his room overlooks; a garden to which no door leads. He wants to
get down there, yet decides to leave it unvisited for ever, for he thought the “beauty of
it lay not so much in itself as in its solitude; like any high-walled place” (FS 14). The
essential feature of closet is that one can never get out of it completely; each new
occasion or circumstance builds new walls for the gay individual to climb. However,
the gay man oppressed and stigmatised by the normative society also feels safer
among high walls around himself. This is why the enclosed garden attracts Edward
but then he decides to leave it untapped. His room is his secret garden; he feels
different and much better when he comes in: “I was in my room and closed the door.
It felt warm and remote there, like a room left behind when everyone has gone to
church” (FS 47). Being free from the churchgoers and being alone at home when they
are absent shows Edward’s attitude towards traditions which constantly attempt to
normalise and transform him into someone who is not him at all.
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Matt’s house bears similar characteristics to Edward’s room as it functions as
closet for him, where he carries out his underground business and leads a hedonistic
life out of public eye:
The house he was at the back of belonged to an elderly and reclusive woman,
deaf and cat-loving. Matt, it appeared, was not allowed to use her front door or
to go into her part of the building at all; so access to his rooms was through the
back yard and a glassed-in porch full of half-dead plants. It was odd that we
both lived hidden away behind old people whom we never saw; comforting
too, as if it allowed us to be children again, free and disadvantaged. (FS 100)
Using the back yard and not being allowed to use the front door symbolises the
banishment of the queer from the heterosexual’s world. Their not seeing the old
people renting them their rooms shows that traditions do not accept ex-centric figures,
and likewise, these individuals ignore the heteronormative culture with its oldfashioned traditions. That is why Matt and Edward feel like children, disadvantaged
but free. This is how the system works; it imprisons the queer in closet but lets them
feel free within the borders of the closet, which brings mutual benefits, apparently.
The Spell also depicts gay male characters closeted in their houses. Robin’s
house and life in the country, in Dorset, which symbolises closet in contrast to campy
life in London. When Alex arrives in the country, Justin says: “This is the country….
You can tell because of all the traffic, and the pubs are full of fascists. Apparently
there’s another homo moving into the village. We’re terribly over-excited” (TS 17).
Justin is bored to death in the country since he is fond of gay ghettos and every single
change, no matter how tiny, is noteworthy in the monotony of the country life. This is
why he is excited to have learnt that another gay man is moving into the village. He
blames the local people of being fascists because they tend to be oppressive and
monolithic, denying the existence of the queer and pretending to be consisting of
rigidly uniform heterosexual individuals. The closety atmosphere in the country
makes gay individuals feel lonely. Justin “longed for crowds and the purposeful
confusion of the city; he wanted shops where you could get what you wanted, and
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deafening bars so full of men seeking pleasure and oblivion that you could hardly
move through them. It was deadly still here” (TS 43). He looks back on his life in
London and misses the gay ghettos teeming with new men and new hopes. It is true
that with the oppressive heteronormative air, the country life is a closet for the queer,
formed by the power and discourses external to the queer individual. However, once
in the gay scene allocated by the same sources and agents of power, the queer
individual deliberately closets himself in a gay ghetto. Justin, a self-ghettoising gay,
especially when Robin goes out of town, goes almost hysterical and makes a pass at
other men, accusing Robin of leaving him locked up there, just like a slave or a
mistress (TS 93). He feels as if he had the right to cheat on his lover, who left him
alone in the loathsome country. He finds it difficult to understand how anyone could
prefer living in the country, “with its cows and sheep, both literal and figurative” (TS
193). When he temporarily breaks up with Robin, he goes to Soho and loiters from bar
to bar having sex with numerous men, some of whom are rent boys. When the trial
separation period is over, he comes back to Robin and admits that he is “a city girl”
(TS 204). Alex, on the other hand, loves the country life, and disagrees with Justin:
“Well, we think it’s marvellous being in the country” (TS 170). Alex uses the first
person plural pronoun ‘we’, including Danny as his boyfriend; however, Danny,
another ‘city girl’, at that time is rolling a joint, for he cannot stand country life or a
monandrous life without drugs.
In addition to cinemas, bars, and public conveniences, certain parks, bushes,
and woods are also accepted and designated –by dominant ideologies— as gay
loitering and cruising closets. A heterotopia juxtaposes several spaces in a single real
place, just as the theatre or cinema does. A stage or screen brings together a whole
series of places incompatible with one another (Foucault, Of Other 25). Likewise,
parks and public lavatories function in the novel as the juxtaposition of diverse
meanings. Whereas they are public facilities for non-gay societies, they serve as a
heterotopia of deviation for gay communities to gratify sexual needs. In The
Swimming-Pool Library, Will’s six-year-old nephew Rupert knows about such places:
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“I went for a walk. A really long walk, actually, up that very steep path, you know—
where homosexuals go” (SPL 58). Rupert knows that his uncle has gay friends, though
Will does not tell him he himself is gay, and he definitely has gaydar. Rupert is not
homophobic, yet it sounds weird for a child at his age to be aware of not only gay
individuals but also gay closet. His awareness implies that the society stigmatises and
confines gay individuals to certain paths and parks so obviously that even children
know these places. However, this acceptance does not mean legal recognition or
safety for the homosexual. Charles was imprisoned, though the actual reason looks
ambiguous, because of cottaging. He spent six months there and after leaving the
prison, he sees long and logical dreams of being back there, variations of his arrest. In
one of them, he discovers that the cottages he is looking for have long been closed or
demolished and replaced with a highly respectable shop. His dreams show “how all
closures, all endings, give warning of closures, greater yet, to come” (SPL 250).
In The Folding Star, the use of parks and public lavatories as gay heterotopias
is reiterated by Hollinghurst, functioning as gay ghettos specified and stigmatised by
the heteronormative society. The repetition of the same spaces is an influence and
consequence of the transformation of the pre-modern concept of sodomy into the
modern concept of homosexuality and of the minoritising view and taxonomic identity
discourses trying to establish a fixed homosexual type. Hermitage is the main park
where polyandrous intercourses are observed in the novel. It is a heterotopia
juxtaposing a park as a public place and stigmatised same-sex encounters. Matt is the
one taking Edward there for the first time; as soon as they climb the walls, Matt
disappears, and Edward is alone in the dark gardens where he cannot see a sign of life
at first. After walking for a while, he hears some music and finally sees someone with
a torch, like an usher in a cinema. He sees couples having sex in the dark and meets
some people, his excitement and desire increasing every minute:
Each yew-niche was a place of available secrecy, and I loitered round the
circle, finding out what was going on. From some came steady little rhythms,
or muttered encouragements, or deep, delayed intakes of breath, as pleasure
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turned serious. From some came girlish giggles and whispering....You never
knew what to expect. You never knew what they expected. You hadn’t had the
advantage of being at college together, or persuading yourself you fancied him
over drinks and supper, or knowing each other’s name, or anything. The
absolute black ignorance was the beauty of it, and the bore. (FS 56-57)
Secrecy and darkness are emphasised in the description of the place, which shows the
closet aspect of the park. It is anonymity what gives the event an aphrodisiac air and
mystery. Darkness also functions as the Lacanian Real for the characters: It is a part of
social reality, yet it resists symbolisation. Its origin remains beyond symbols and it is
pre-symbolic in this sense; a space without light and away from the scrutiny and gaze
of heteronormativity. However, it also brings its own threats and risks, since these
people do not have the advantages of heterosexuals. In the novel, it is implied that
heterosexual individuals enjoy the opportunity of meeting outside, getting to know
each other, and start flirting if there is mutual fondness. However, closeted gay people
live in a world of threats with people they do not know and they cannot easily trust.
This ignorance is the beauty of it for some, yet it also brings one despair and
loneliness.
Paul knows Hermitage, too. He has been there once and met a twenty-five-year
old boy, Willem. He was still very young and did not know what to do, so he just
followed Willem into the trees. It was an ideal place to meet him; he used his visits to
old Edgar Orst as a cover to go there, and Willem came from a nearby village. Their
relationship, Paul tells Edward, went on for a couple of months and though he was
hesitant at first, they did everything later on (FS 425). A similar place is seen in
Rough Common, too. Edward remembers that years ago his brother Charlie was home
and he said the queers went up by the wood at night for cruising. This revelation
intrigued and fascinated young Edward. Soon he was there to come across Dawn: “’I
should have known I’d meet you up here,’ he said, with a hint of routine school
jeering, and a hint of flattery too . . . . ‘I’m always up here,’ I said, to encounter any
suggestion it was his place, not mine” (FS 224). Charlie, representing heteronormative
society, knows and designates a ghetto for the non-heterosexual, which the non144

heterosexual Edward adopts immediately. Being closeted, on the other hand, gives the
gay characters in the novel pleasure. While talking to Willie about the secret he shared
with some other boys at school, Edward likens themselves to night-sighted animals:
You need to do it when you’re a lad and you feel like part of a secret society,
and an old, country thing, standing still and seeing night-sighted animals
busying about.... After a while you are [night sighted] I can’t remember the
individual nights, isn’t it awful, the whole phase of my life has somehow
rendered down to a few scenes. (FS 243)
He describes the pleasure he had as levitation, which reveals that these gay characters
do not mind being closeted at all so long as they can meet their sexual needs. This
ironic situation indicates that it is not only the heteronormative society but also gay
male individuals themselves closeting the Homosexual. Higgins states that sometimes
self-styled homosexuals feel superior to others just because they are homosexual and
puts it down to the nineteenth century, when a homosexual tradition was established
under the influence of Johann Winckelmann, the German art historian who
appropriated and celebrated a distinct homosexual aesthetic shaping the growth of a
homosexual identity (4). In the extract above, Edward likens themselves to animals
with night vision and, just like night-sighted animals, they go hunting at night. Day
light symbolising the dominant sexual ideology is disturbing and oppressive for them.
After the funeral in England, once again a park and darkness are chosen by the author
as the setting for Edward’s cruising and sex scene. Towards midnight, he is rambling
home from somebody’s house, another trick probably, when he decides to walk in a
park. He finds a bench and sits next to a guy. After the exchange of a couple of
sentences about the weather, they start to kiss and have sex there in darkness and fog
(FS 264).
Parks, bushes, and woods as gay heterotopias appear in The Spell, too. The
male gay characters in the novel often go cruising and have sex in such places, which
reveals the author’s –perhaps unconscious yet homophobic—tendency to closet.
During Danny’s birthday party, in Robin’s country house, there are many guests most
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of whom Robin, as the host, does not know. Robin walks with Lars across their
garden and all of a sudden an Arab-looking boy runs into them, “coming back from
doing who knew what under the trees” (TS 130). Outdoor sex might be far from
appealing to some gay individuals, yet the author time and again portrays prurient
male gays having sex in such places as parks and woods. Another incident, confirming
the representation of gay men seeking fun in such places, is the one involving Alex
after Danny dumps him. One day, he gets a bit drunk and goes to the Heath to see if
he can meet someone. He sees a nice man with short grey hair and begins to follow
him in the bushes:
There were a number of men mooching about in the bushes. He couldn’t see
the man he had followed…. He walked on, had a look at his watch, wondered
if he should just go home after all, and then within a few seconds he had
stumbled into a large and still relatively leafy bush with a dark, thickset man,
and was kneeling in the sex-litter and soft loam with the stranger’s stiffening
cock in his mouth. The man chewed gum and looked around, apparently
indifferent to the exquisite thing that was being done for him. Occasionally he
said ‘Yeah’, like someone on the phone. Then he pulled his hips back quickly,
and nudged out a little load over Alex’s cheek and nose. (TS 247)
Apparently there are a lot of loiterers, each looking for moments of pleasure, but the
pleasure, something exquisite for some, is a bore to others. People seem to be going
there daily, find someone, actually anyone will do, ejaculate, and go back home; it is
like having routine sex, the sole aim being to gratify biological needs, which does not
bear any special meaning for the participants. Garden, for Foucault, is one of the
oldest examples of heterotopias merging and juxtaposing contradictory sites (Of Other
25). Just like other heterotopias, gardens have different functions in different
heterochronies. Whereas a garden was a sacred space for the Persians, in
Hollinghurst’s novel it serves as a space for homosexual encounters. Gardens, bushes,
and parks are repetitive heterotopias the author employs to strengthen the identity
ascribed to the homosexual.
Parks, gardens and woods also appear frequently in The Line of Beauty as
places where gay characters meet and have sex. On their first date, Nick and Leo, not
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living alone and unable to host each other, go to Kensington Park Gardens and enter
the garden where only the key holders are allowed. They walk towards the gardener’s
hut, which they find locked, and instead they have sex in the shadowy area beside the
hut (LB 34). Darkness once again helps the couple keep out of public eye and the bush
becomes their closet. In many Anglo-American novels and stories forests and bushes
symbolise the evil, conflicting desires and dark motives. Similarly, in Hollinghurst’s
work, the use of such places is significant because gay characters can express their
hidden impulses and achieve self-fulfilment only in these dark places. Whereas
visibility and daylight stand for heterosexual relationships, darkness seems to be
representing the unacceptable, unspoken, and thus invisible.
Last but not least, Hollinghurst employs the pool in The Swimming-Pool
Library, which is the metaphoric closet in the novel, representing the space where
marginalised individuals achieve self-realisation and act as they desire, which subverts
and challenges the external heterosexist world, instead of doing what the society
demands. For William, the place enabled the space he needed to lead his double life:
A quarter of a mile from the school buildings, down a chestnut-lined drive, the
small open-air bath and its whitewashed, skylit changing-room saw all my
earliest excesses. On high summer nights when it was light enough at midnight
to read outside, three or four of us would slip away from the dorms and go
with an exaggerated refinement of stealth to the pool. In the changing-room
serious, hot No 6 were smoked, and soap lathered in the cold, starlit water,
eased the violence of cocks up young bums. Fox-eyed, silent but for our
breathing and the thrilling, gross little rhythms of sex –which made us gulp
and grope for more—we learnt our stuff. (SPL 140)
The space, though functioning as camp, is a consequence of homophobia and it turns
out to be a heterotopia for the gay characters in the novel; a heterotopia of deviation as
the gay characters can exist there as they are, unlike in the heteronormative world
where they are obliged to wear masks and pretend to be what they are not. Analysing
closet’s exhaustive and exacting ontological demands, which rule that one cannot
exist unless they are someone who they are not, Brown argues that “the closet is a
spatial metaphor: a way of talking about power that makes sense because of a
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geographic epistemology that is largely taken for granted” (1). The homosexual poses
an ontological threat and challenge to the epistemological world where his existence is
denied. The symbolic register feels safe when it ghettoises the uncanny felt in the
homosexual individual in the closet. Hollinghurst’s gay male characters resemble the
termite colony in the documentary which Will sees the Brutus Cinema attendant
watching. The cinema actually serves porn enthusiasts, but when Will goes there one
day, he finds the attendant watching a documentary which
contained some virtuoso footage shot inside a termite colony. First we saw the
long, questing snout of the ant-eater outside, and then its brutal, razor-sharp
claws cutting their way in. Back inside, perched by a fiber-optic miracle at a
junction of tunnels which looked like the triforium of some Gaudi church, we
saw the freakishly extensile tongue of the ant-eater come flicking towards us,
cleaning the fleeing termites off the wall. (SPL 48)
Ants live underground to avoid visibility and to protect themselves against predators.
However, the ant-eater, just like the heteronormative discourse, puts its nose into their
space, invading their privacy to sweep them away. What makes homosexuals a
distinct community—like that of ants—is not a shared sensibility like camp, but the
inevitable sense of alienation, oppression and otherness they suffer from (Summers
15). Gay characters in The Swimming-Pool Library are, like ants, imprisoned in
ghettos and they are still persecuted in various ways and by various tools.

3.2 Homo-phobia: Fear of the Same
The second aspect of closet is direct homophobia, such as physical attacks and
violence. One reason for this is homosexual panic, a term coined by Edward J Kempf
in 1920, which refers to the psychosis suffered because of unsolicited same-sex sexual
advances. Another reason is homosexual panic defense, which is forensically
employed by or in favour of gay-bashers. Sedgwick suggests that this defense stems
from the distinction between anti-gay crime and other bias-related antiminority crime,
and she adds that the irrational fear of homosexual advances is in fact a consequence
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of individuals’ –latent homosexuals- insecurity about their own masculinity or
heterosexuality (20). Homosexual panic and the awareness of the possibility of using
it as a justification of violence form the grounds on which gay-bashers are allowed to
do anything.
In The Swimming-Pool Library, Charles falls prey to gay-bashing; his diary
shows that he was harassed in his first week in college. He was a teenager and not
used to getting naked in public and he had never seen a mature boy naked before.
Thus, he was staring at other boys’ penises, particularly Strong’s, and this must have
been taken as a sign. After that, other boys, especially Stanbridge, begin to harass him
verbally and physically. They call him names like ‘tweake’, which do not make sense
to him at all. The rough mocking, harassment, and torture continue until one night
Stanbridge finalises it in the dormitory:
He came over to my bed & put his hand down under the blankets. I shrank
away, but he reached for me, and felt me fiercely. He was a wiry, humourless,
red-headed boy. Then he got into the bed too, though he was fully clothed, &
still had his shoes on.… He made me bite on a handkerchief while he buggered
me. I cannot remember much about it except that I cried and cried, in a
soundless, wretched way, & the hot pain of it, & an agonised guilt, as if it had
all been my fault, about blood on the sheets –though no one ever said anything
about it. Later it became obvious to me that other men in the dormitory had
known about it. I was deeply aware that it was not a thing that could be
appealed against. Also after that the teasing stopped, & I was shown a
companionable respect. (SPL 110-111)
As soon as the boys discover that he is gay and different from them, they start calling
him names and bullying him. A non-manly man, after all, is a ‘woman’ for the
heteronormative mind and a woman is considered subject to a man. This is why the
boys feel free to do anything to Charles, and Stanbridge even rapes him in the
dormitory. The portrayal of the rape scene is touching and reveals the extent to which
the incident was traumatic for Charles. Surprisingly, after the rape, they accept him
into their community and stop teasing. Foucault suggests that power masters not only
discourses but also silences, and that repression at the level of language begins with
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the seventeenth century, when the need to control sex emerged. “Without even having
to pronounce the word, modern prudishness was able to ensure that one did not speak
of sex, merely through the interplay of prohibitions that referred back to one another:
instances of muteness which, by dint of saying nothing, imposed silence. Censorship”
(Sexuality 1: 17). After the rape, the boys do not talk about the event or ask about the
blood on Charles’s sheets. Sex, especially if same-sex, cannot be mentioned. The
silence replacing teasing is a kind of ‘don’t ask don’t tell’ policy, lex non scripta,
regulating the relationships in this male community and in heteronormative societies.
After a while, Strong gets closer to Charles and the two start hanging out
together, which attracts the attention of the other boys. Their relationship is glass
closet, an open secret, and the other boys’ homophobic reaction marks the beginning
of Charles’ need to re-enter the closet. Charles feels as if their secret had been
revealed, though he himself does not know the secret as he is not aware of his actual
feelings for Strong. They go for a walk, wander arm-in-arm, and in fact fall for each
other further every day. People tease the couple: “’You look a bit stiff, Strong’ &
somebody else said, ‘You two look fairly tweaked.’ There was a general impression
that we had made love to each other, which was pruriently celebrated by the other
boys, as if on the morning after a wedding” (SPL 112). Hollinghurst’s use of
vocabulary is significant in that it implies and refers to the nuptial act, and thus, the
traditional binary Man \ Woman. The word ‘stiff’, used for Strong, shows that the
boys think Strong tops Charles and they feminise Charles. Sedgwick states that anal
sex was the main signifying act of same-sex male intercourse before the visibility of
oral sex between men increased and that oral sex is more difficult to define in bipolar
terms like active / passive and male / female (237). However, these binary terms must
not be taken as an identity. In ancient Greece a man’s femininity meant his submission
to pleasure and there was no equation between being bottom and femininity or
between being top and virility. Therefore, the parallelism drawn between Strong’s
being top during the sexual intercourse with Charles and his manliness is arbitrary and
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misleading. It does nothing but re-establishes and strengthens the bipolar terms manly
/ womanly.
Charles feels obliged to re-closet himself when he meets Webster, the first
black man in his life. Charles takes up swimming only because the man he likes
swims. One day, after a race, Charles lounges beside him and putting his arm round
his shoulders says: “’That was damned close’ but thinking inside ‘I love you, I love
you, I love you’” (SPL 114). This seems to be a significant aspect of closet; one
cannot voice his love for a same-sex person easily as there are social, legal, religious,
medical, and even psychological barriers to overcome to be able to express and accept
same-sex love. For this reason, unreturned love may be a very common trauma for a
gay individual. Another aspect of closet is what the other people say and think, which
influences the first aspect in return. The others’ opinion, i.e., homophobia, is seen in
Charles’s relationship with Webster, too, when “other men commented on [their]
being together, & called [Webster] cruel, unthinking names” (SPL 114). However,
Charles did not even bother to argue with them or need to justify his being with
Webster.
Another incident of homophobia in which Charles was involved is sighted
when a number of American soldiers come to Winchester during the last year of the
World War. One day Charles goes to a bar with his friends, where a tall black soldier
comes over and asks them where he could get a girl for the night. As he cannot get an
answer and most probably understands they are gay, he humiliates and swears at them.
Later, in the pissoir of the pub, the black soldier follows Charles and starts talking to
him, which excites him indeed:
He was looking at me, grinning. My eyes darted about & I just made out that
he was stroking his penis. He took his hands away from it & reached towards
me, leaving his brutal, aching sex massive and erect. I fled from that pissoir &
joined my half-drunken friends for the walk back to College, the awkward,
well-tried climb back in, my head ringing with the unutterable shock of it. It
had been too sudden an offering of what I too deeply desired. I never saw the
soldier again. A thousand, thousand times I’ve wished I had. (SPL 115)
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Charles wanted him but he could not do anything because he was shocked. The
apparent homophobic attitude of the soldier suddenly turns out to be reaction
formation arising from the latent same-sex desire he wants to repress. It is “entirely
within the experience of gay people to find that a homophobic figure in power has, if
anything, a disproportionate likelihood of being gay and closeted” (Sedgwick 81). To
be configured in the symbolic and to gain full humanness, the initial step is to repress
same-sex desire or latent homosexuality and this is why homosexual tendencies are
often denied or concealed. Another implication of the scene is that the soldier wanted
to have Charles just for the sake of sex and this is more worrying for the deployment
of the homosexual; for the straight the homosexual is a sex toy, a toy boy, who is
always considered suitable. This misconception results from the conventional sexbased definition of the homosexual.
In addition to these incidents in Charles’s past, William suffers from
homophobic assaults at present. After a long time without Arthur, he is worried about
him and fears that he might be dead, so he decides to go to his neighbourhood and
make a visit. The neighbourhood Arthur and his family live in is a poor and dangerous
slum area. He goes to their building but decides to give up at the last minute, and
while he is walking back, he comes across some skinheads. The guys want to mug
him but they also begin to insult him calling him such names as “poof, shit-hole
wanker, and nigger-fucker” (SPL 172-173). They beat him badly and the attack results
in a lost tooth, a purple cheek, a swollen lopsided mouth, a broken cut nose, and a
narrowed eye. All his life Will has lived in his closet and never been exposed to
homophobic attacks or harassments before. This is why the incident leads him to
contemplate about and acquire an insight into the life in the world outside the closet:
The pavements were normal, the passers-by had preoccupied, harmless
expressions. Yet to me it was a glaring world, treacherous with lurking alarm.
A universal violence had been disclosed to me, and I saw it everywhere –in the
sudden scatter across the pavement of some quite small boys, in the brief
mocking notice of me taken by a couple of telephone engineers in a parked
van, in the dark glasses and cigarette-browned fingers of a man –German?
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Dutch?—who stopped us to ask directions. I understood for the first time the
vulnerability of the old, unfortified by good luck or inexperience. (SPL 176177)
William, mugged, beaten badly, and insulted, acquires a new awareness; now he has
encountered homophobia and realises how comfortable he has been in the closet. For
the first time he understands that 3il n’y a pas de hors-coffre. The closet he lives in is a
direct result of homophobia, yet he has lived there all his life without noticing. In fact,
even his using love and sex interchangeably is a sign of the invisible power and
oppression originating from heteronormative discourses. For instance, in the showers,
upon James’s noticing his erection, Will says, “Of course I’ve got an erection. I’m in
love” (SPL 117). Since a gay male individual’s identity is defined based on his sexual
orientation and object of desire, sex itself seems to overweigh in a same-sex
relationship. However, since this is not socially acceptable for the normative society,
the gay characters in Hollinghurst’s novels, just like the ones in real life,
unintentionally blur the boundary between the two terms and replace the latter with
the former, rendering their relationship more socially-acceptable through sublimation.
These novels in fact follow the footprints of the minority gay canon, the beginning of
which can be traced back to 1891, argues Sedgwick. It is the year, she explains, in
which discourses of homosexuality in medicine, psychiatry, language and law
flourished, and A la Recherche du Temps Perdu, Death in Venice, Billy Budd, and
Dorian Gray became foundational texts of modern gay culture which “mobilized and
promulgated the most potent images and categories for (what is now visible as) the
canon of homophobic mastery” (49). In other words, these novels established the
terms and definitions for the modern homosexual identity as a stable one, and they
endorsed the minoritising view of homosexuality as a homogeneous group of
individuals with distinct manners, looks, and style.
William’s grandfather is a symbol and agent of the minoritising view in the
novel, for he was involved in Charles’s arrest. His homophobia is disclosed in his talk
3

There is no outside-the-closet
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to Will and James when they go to the opera. During the interval, they have a chat
about the opera, Billy Bud, but the two boys cannot express their feelings
straightforwardly. James, for example, says he is enjoying it, yet Will knows that the
real topics
he would want to talk about would be the suppressed or (in his usual term)
deflected sexuality of the opera. We must all have recognised it, though it
would have had an importance, even an eloquence, to James and me that
would have been quite lost on my grandfather. He had spent all his adult life in
circles where good manners, lofty savoir-faire and plain callousness conspired
to avoid any recognition that homosexuality even existed. The three of us in
our hot little box were trapped with this intensely British problem: the opera
that was, but wasn’t, gay, the two young gay friends on good behaviour, the
mandarin patriarch giving nothing of his feelings away. (SPL 120)
Billy Bud is an opera from a libretto written by E. M. Forster and Eric Crozier, based
on a short novel by Herman Melville. The three main characters, all of whom are
male, are gay but when the libretto was written homosexual acts were still regarded as
crime, and thus homosexuality is only implied. It is the story of a young charming
man, Billy, falsely accused and victimised by a villain who is in love with him;
Captain Vere, also in love with Billy, cannot save Billy’s life and signs his death
sentence. The opera is not openly gay but definitely reveals homoerotic feelings.
Thus, the grandfather’s avoiding any gay interpretations means imposing silence and
it is definitely a homophobic attitude. He is within the dominant ideology favouring
lofty savoir-faire and callousness which requires deflecting sexuality, especially if it is
same-sex.
The Folding Star depicts homophobia and violence which lead the characters
to surrender and get back into their closet. One of the major issues related to external
oppression is the dilemma and trauma Edward goes through. He has liked Luc since
he first saw his photo, even before coming to Belgium. However, after meeting him in
person, he has fallen for him further day by day. He decides to give one of his poetry
books to Luc, so that they could study poetry, he thinks; “without his knowing how
their phrases ran through my past, the melancholy secrecy of reading. It struck me I
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should buy him other books as well, they would be presents, too musty to be
recognised as such, with invisible inscriptions” (FS 46). Edward loves Luc, but he is
employed as a teacher by Luc’s family and this conflict brings him despair, as well as
inciting his desire. The closet in this respect is twofold: First, it would be a
relationship between a middle-aged teacher and a teenage-pupil; and second, it would
be a same-sex relationship. Therefore, such a relationship would never be accepted by
the society. Alan Bray suggests that until the Restoration, homophobia in England was
religion-based, but by the end of the eighteenth century, with the emerging male
homosexual role and culture, “a much sharper-eyed and acutely psychologized secular
homophobia” had replaced the former (qtd. in Sedgwick 184). This is what makes
things more difficult for Edward. Therefore, he can only imply his love through
poems and his invisible messages between the lines of those poems: “‘I love you.’ He
looked down at his exercise book and aligned his red, black and blue felt-tip pens with
its upper edge. I pumped off a few more rounds of silent ‘I love you’s” (FS 59). It is
difficult for him to voice his love also because he knows his love is unreturned and
thinks Luc is in love with Sibylle.
Paul is another closeted mystery character in terms of his sexual orientation.
He is married with a son and he seems to be a traditionally protective father figure.
However, he had an affair with Willem when he was young and it was his first love.
This might be the reason why he does not express a strong disapproval of Edward’s
being in love with Luc. However, Paul never came out of the closet and kept his affair
a secret all his life: “I’ve never told anyone about my first affair, because it would
have caused distress and served no purpose…. Oh, in my case it was a summer’s
passion, when I was seventeen too, as it happens –with an older man” (FS 420-421).
Like many gay or bisexual men, he preferred to get married and have a family, instead
of facing the heteronormative oppression all his life. His preference reveals what
happens in a gay man’s life; dominant discourse stigmatises, criminalises,
psychologises, psychiatrises and marginalises him. Thus, the gay male sometimes
takes refuge in a heterosexual family unit rather than struggling with the normalising
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society. Telling Edward about his meeting Willem that night in the woods at
Hermitage, Paul does not try to hide his actual feelings:
Well, they were the first shocks of sexual reality for me –a man’s large hands,
a man’s rough chin and cheeks, as well as all the rest. I was not a little
confused, my dear Edward, and terribly aware of doing wrong. But I found I
was excited by the risk. And then afterwards what inflamed me, as much as the
guy’s big prick and everything, was his gentleness, like being cradled and
protected by some great giant. (FS 423)
Paul tries to put his desire down to his adolescence and lack of experience. However,
summer and adolescence passion cannot be considered excuses for having same-sex
sex acts. He went to Hermitage intentionally and did everything with the man he met
there. Moreover, he fell in love with Willem and his relationship with him continued
for a couple of months. It is obvious that he was sexually attracted to his own sex. His
feelings about the dentist he met in Munich also show that he is gay or has latent
homosexual feelings. He meets the man at a party at the big Symbolist show and
having heard of Paul’s Orst connections, the man says he has bought a painting which
has the EO monogram on. They go to his flat to see the painting but the dentist
appears without his jacket and tie in the doorway of his dimly lit bedroom. Paul has to
get into the bedroom to see it. Later on Paul admits he has had to be flirtatious to
convince him to lend the painting to the museum, which Maurice finds a ghastly
experience. However, Paul’s answer is significant: “He was quite a handsome dentist”
(FS 94-95). He does not have any homophobic attitudes or opinions and though he
does not state explicitly, he might have had sex with the man when he went to his flat.
However, he has a family and a status in the society, so he seems to be partly
concealing facts. He works for a museum, which, for Foucault, is a heterotopia of
indefinitely accumulating time, and which connects and juxtaposes different
heterochronies. He is not homophobic, yet he is now within the mainstream ideology,
just like a library, juxtaposing different heterochronies. For instance, he knew
everything about Edward’s obsession with Luc, but Edward thinks Paul “simply,
kindly held back from touching on a situation which he could only see as futile and
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perhaps improper” (FS 296). This is a typically homophobic attitude of apparentlyliberal but conservative-in-essence systems; they pretend not to see homosexuality, by
way of which they do not grant it recognition. Another example proving Paul’s
location in the mainstream thought is the guide he has prepared for the museum. Orst
had syphilis, a venereal disease, but when Edward asks why he has not mentioned it in
the guide, Paul acknowledges that he is of the school disapproving of publicising
artists’ private lives (FS 289). In other words, he prefers to closet some facts if they
are socially unacceptable and related to heterosexuals, which increases the likelihood
of his closeting his own sexual orientation.
Luc’s unreturned love and the pain he suffers because of his unfulfilled desire
are also related to the closet they live in. Desire has been manipulated and reconstituted by heteronormativity, and just like homosexuality, desire today does not
signify what it used to. Aristophanes’s account of sexual attraction is quite significant
in that it deploys desire as the pursuit of the whole. In his account, originally there
were three sexes, men, women, and hermaphrodites, but these human beings were a
rounded whole, with double backs, flanks, faces, genitals, four hands, and four legs.
As a consequence of their hubris, one day they attacked gods and Zeus cut each of
them in two:
Those men who are halves of a being of the common sex, which was called, as
I told you, hermaphrodite, are lovers of women, and most adulterers come
from this class, as also do women who are mad about men and sexually
promiscuous. Women who are halves of a female whole direct their attention
towards women and pay little attention to men; Lesbians belong to this
category. But those who are halves of a male whole pursue males, and being
slices, so to speak, of the male, love men throughout their boyhood, and take
pleasure in physical contact with men. Such boys and lads are the best of their
generation, because they are the most manly…. When they grow to be men,
they become lovers of boys. (qtd. in Higgins 22-23)
This was the Greek world depicted in The Symposium; a notion of sexuality and desire
totally different from modernity. Whereas it was something to be proud of, it has
become an embarrassing situation to be closeted in the course of history. It is hard to
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come out of the closet and express one’s love to a person of the same sex, especially if
one fears losing the beloved. Butler analyses this fear referring to Freud’s “On the
Mechanism of Paranoia,” he associates the suppression of homosexual drives to the
configuration of a social being, and “On Narcissism,” in which Freud explains the
constitution of the social feeling:
The “ego-ideal,” he writes, has a social side: “it is also the common ideal of a
family, a class or a nation. It not only binds the narcissistic libido, but also a
considerable amount of the person’s homosexual libido, which in this way
becomes turned back into the ego. The dissatisfaction due to the nonfulfillment of the ideal liberates homosexual libido, which is transformed into
sense of guilt (dread of the community). (Excitable 109)
The individual is supposed to disavow same-sex desires in order to be configured as a
subject and recognised as a “full” man in the symbolic; otherwise, there is the fear of
castration, which, in this case, refers to losing the love and respect of other people.
The same fear prevents Luc from coming out and declaring his love in the novel.
Since same-sex love is traditionally ignored and its existence is not accepted, gay
individuals are regarded as friends and most of the time they are not given a chance by
the beloved, who never question their heterosexual position. Heterosexuality is taken
for granted and it is never questioned; it is an obligatory and acquired identity. This is
the reason for Luc’s unbearable pain: “It’s that very bad thing, where you are in love
with somebody and think about them all the time but they are also your dear friend
and you see them all the time too. But they are not in love with you. And every time
you see them you feel more in love” (FS 335). Edward thinks the one he is in love
with is Sibylle, but later on he learns that it is Patrick. Towards the end of the novel,
Luc runs away from home and Edward finds out that what Luc is trying to escape
from is his feelings for Patrick and the cost he suffers from. Patrick, like Paul, had
same-sex sex acts in the past, with Luc, yet he states that he cannot do such things any
longer. He is, therefore, another transformed heterosexual who leaves homosexuality
behind to gain access to the symbolic, and thus, he does not want to talk about his
latent homosexual feelings any more.
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Foucault mentions the diversity of the nature of sexuality referring to the
sexualities ascribed to different ages, particular tastes and practices, different roles and
relationships, and even those attributed to specific spaces such as home, school, or
prison, and he suggests that all these diversities are related to the procedures of power.
He argues that these “polymorphous conducts were actually extracted from people’s
bodies and from their pleasures; or rather, they were solidified in them; they were
drawn out, revealed, isolated, intensified, incorporated, by multifarious power
devices” (Sexuality 1: 47-48). In this way, power intrudes, invades, and possesses
bodies and pleasures whereby it produces truths and stigmatises identities and
practices which do not conform to the constructed truths. The stigma attached to the
nonconformist bodies of the gay male becomes visible in various minor scenes in the
novel. For instance, at Wanne’ bar, Edward asks the barman if he knows Cherif. The
barman says that Cherif or any of ‘his type’ is not welcome there (FS 16). This is
definitely a homophobic attitude banishing the gay from the non-gay space.
Luc’s school case is another example to lay bare homophobia and the tendency
to closet the gay male. After he was found on a ship out at the port with some
Norwegian sailors in the early hours of the morning, he was required to leave school.
Instead of investigating the case and supporting their son, the parents try to keep the
event out of the newspapers and help their son escape to England, which is also an
instance of closeting the gay. The privileged status of the non-gay is also a factor in
the configuration of closet. There is even a defense strategy –homosexual panic
defense—which is frequently used to avoid conviction or to lighten sentencing of gaybashers. This defense justifies antigay violence by implying that the responsibility of
the accused diminishes due to a pathological psychological condition. Sedgwick
argues that the wide acceptance of this defense in the world reveals the misconception
that all gay men may be charged with making advances to strangers and that hate
crimes targeting homosexuals are more typical and public than other disadvantaged
groups (19). This is the fear underlying the parents’ not being able to support their son
and not taking legal action against the school.
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The external pressure makes the gay male conceal his identity and lead a
double life. Leading a life between gay ghettos seeking sex and teaching at two
dignified households, Edward feels disoriented at times and complains about his “own
sense of dislocation, out of breath after running between one world and another, a
smoky bar with a juke-box and the silent elegance of an unknown house” (FS 35). The
closet he lives in is a heterotopia; it juxtaposes several sites which are in themselves
incompatible. He is a relentless predator at night cruising for sex here and there like a
nymphomaniac, whereas during daytime he is the decent English teacher. He is indeed
torn between two different worlds; a socially accepted real space and a heterotopia of
deviation. He looks back on his school days, when he was in a relationship with
Dawn, and regrets that other boys, i.e., the straight ones, had girlfriends and they did
not hesitate to share every single detail with their friends (FS 255). There is no
privacy when straight boys talk about their experiences with their girlfriends, but the
process works differently for gay men, who are bound to be excommunicated if he
attempts to come out of his closet. The self-recognition and the acceptance of
homosexual identity is “a gradual and frequently torturous process” and it is the
“culmination of intense introspection and evaluation” because of the feeling of inbetweenness (Summers 14). The same disturbing process, the incompatibility between
the two lives, forced Gerard, a young musician Edward meets at the bar, to marry a
girl when he was seventeen. He states that “she was a strong, demanding girl and had
almost convinced him that he was straight. But after a year or so he found his thoughts
were turning all the time to other men, as they had done before he met her” (FS 50).
The couple got divorced soon, yet the extent to which normalising heteronormative
discourses can spread is frightening. It is a tragedy, not only for the gay but also for
the straight marrying the latent homosexual, when the marriage is an arranged one
used as a cover.
In The Spell, despite living in gay heterotopias of deviation, Hollinghurst’s gay
male characters still face external oppression and homophobic attitudes. Homophobia
is most visible in the country. On Danny’s birthday, the Halls drop in for a drink with
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a present for Danny. Robin is pleased to see them since “they were among the few
people in the village who remained friendly and hospitable after Simon’s death. Not
that they could be said to revel lubriciously in the reported details of gay life. On
occasion they were merrily caustic” (TS 117). Simon died of AIDS and the village
people’s changing attitude right after his death is definitely homophobic. Moreover,
the ones who remain friendly in fact do not approve of homosexuality and at times can
be very harsh. While leaving before the party begins, Margery Hall says “I don’t
know who they’re going to find to dance with” (TS 121). Robin cannot make sure
whether she is just joking or not. The incident shows that even the friendly Halls
intend to ‘normalise’ the gay; they cannot accept them as they are. Heteronormativity,
represented by the village people including the Halls, is monolithic and cannot tolerate
diversity. These village people seem to be aware of the reason for Simon’s death, and
thus, of Robin’s and his friends’ sexual identity; however, they still try to configure
them in relation to the opposite sex. After the party, Justin talks to Alex about the
people and explains how their attitude has changed:
‘I should warn you that we’re hideously unpopular down there.’
‘Since the party?’
‘They weren’t mad about us before, but they loathe us now. There were formal
complaints. PC Bertram Burglar came round and gave us a wigging.’
‘Did he darling?’ Alex was sorry to have missed that. ‘It was only noise,
wasn’t it?’
‘It was homosexual noise. That’s what they don’t like.’ (TS 156)
It is obvious that the village people are homophobic and they can tolerate difference
so long as it is invisible. Becoming visible is the point where homosexuality starts
challenging the heterosexuals’ own identities, which they relentlessly and futilely try
to differentiate from the other. Justin admits that Mrs. Dodget is still with them, and
the Halls, who are themselves outcasts yet “only play Gregorian chant” (TS 156).
Gregorian chant is a liturgical chant of the Roman Catholic Church; it is
unaccompanied and monophonic. The properties and definition of the chant hold a
mirror to the homogenous and homogenising structure of heteronormative societies.
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Even outcasts themselves keep invisible and do not stand out in the normative crowds.
The pretentiously conservative attitude reappears when the Halls pay another visit to
Robin and Justin. Margery finds Danny too silent and Justin puts it down to the
country air, adding that Danny would rather have a cloud of LSD. Margery and
Adrian Hall say they do not believe Danny would do such a thing. When Adrian asks
if Danny sees such drug business in London, Danny thinks “it would be absurd to lie.
‘Oh yeah,’ he said warmly. He could be nice to them, he guessed, but he hated the
silly compromises that were forced on you when you entered the remote moral
atmosphere of closety old bores” (TS 232). Even the few friendly people in the village
are old-fashioned and prejudiced; this makes life harder for campy gays in the
country. The country turns out to be another closet for them.
Danny is aware of the sharp distinction between life in London and that in
Dorset. That is why he hates to be called darling by Alex in public. He believes that
Alex “was so conditioned to a world in which everyone was gay that he found it hard
to bear in mind, down here, a hundred miles from London, that almost everyone
wasn’t” (TS 213). His tendency or feeling obliged to closet his identity in the country
exposes how closety life style there differs from the heterotopia in London. A role of
heterotopias is “to create a space that is other, another real space, as perfect, as
meticulous, as well arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed, and jumbled,” which
Foucault calls heterotopias of compensation (Of Other 27). Gay characters want to see
all the other sites like London, the heterotopia of deviation, and perhaps better.
Nevertheless, a heterotopia of compensation for the homosexual is a utopia; it was
real only in the golden age of antiquity and it is impossible to re-establish any
civilisation similar to the ancient Romans’ or Greeks’.
Due to the difference between the urban and rural subcultures, Alex finds it
difficult to closet his identity, as seen in the dinner party scene in Wandsworth. He
found the atmosphere too straight and the people, though contemporaries, much older:
“He wanted to tell them about his new impromptu life, so remote from these pleasant
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predictable evenings, and he noted their nostalgia and worry when the talk touched on
what their teenage children did, but he kept it to himself” (TS 157). Alex is out in
London and also among gay people in the country; however, since each new
encounter leads to a new closet, he has to readapt himself to the environment and their
expectations. Thus, he cannot express his feelings or opinions at the dinner party; he is
invited to dinner as apparently-straight Alex. Otherwise, he would not be a guest. Mrs
Badgett, another outcast, perhaps only because she went rock’n’roll dancing every
week when she was young, criticises the village people, too: “They’re a lot of stuffy
old buggers in this village. When did they last go out dancing, I wonder? They’ve got
no idea of how to have fun, most of them” (TS 159). In the country, most people are
biased and they marginalise anything different; the gay male is not an exception.
Facing homophobia whenever they attempt to come out, the gay male
characters give up trying after a while. Simon, for instance, is able to say he loves
Robin in the presence of his sister and father for the first time only hours before he
dies (TS 34). This is the obligatory silence of same-sex love. Alex’s grandmother also
symbolises heteronormativity in the novel. She gives him a chain, which Alex gave to
Danny. The chain was left to Alex by her grandmother and she thought Alex would
give it to his future wife (TS 214). Such icons passed down to following generations
are actually intended to ensure the maintenance of ritualised heteronormative
traditions. The chain is nothing but an indicator of a grandmother’s worries about a
single grandson and her wish to marry him off before her death. The external
oppression is quite influential on the gay individual indeed and sometimes he ends up
closeting and even denying his sexual orientation. For instance, Gordon, one of
Danny’s sex partners, talks to Robin during the birthday party and tells him he has
spoken to Arthur Conan Doyle through a friend of his, a medium. He seems to be
under the influence of the mysterious event, since Doyle gave him some information
about his future and his earlier lives in the past:
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‘He also told me that I’m not really gay. I just happen to be attracted to certain
men. It’s a spiritual thing, in fact, a spiritual magnetism; usually we’ve known
each other in another life. Arthur said what I really have to find is a wife, he
was strict about that.’ And here Gordon too looked round the room with a tinge
of anxiety. ‘It’s the woman’s destiny to support the man,’ he said. (TS 140)
Doyle represents the literary canon and Western epistemology in a macrocosmic
context. Under the influence of the apparition, or the alleged conversation, Gordon is
convinced that people live as homosexuals in some parts of their lives, but they are
not homosexuals. This is very close to the notion of homosexuality before it was
stigmatised, criminalised, and psychiatrised; it was considered an act, not an identity,
i.e., doing, rather than being; thus, Gordon’s leading a homosexual life without
defining himself as gay is an open secret, glass closet. Moreover, his attitude towards
homosexuality, while sleeping with men, is self-contradictory and his inner conflicts
result from the oppression he suffers from.
Oppression begins where the gay subject becomes visible; nevertheless,
remaining invisible is another source of trauma for him. Alex, for example, hates the
obligation of secrecy and being imprisoned in glass closet. When he goes to a bakery
to buy a cake for Danny’s birthday, the baker proudly says that it is a lovely wedding
cake and wants to know whether Alex is the lucky man. “‘I do feel quite lucky,’ Alex
said. He had the eerily restful country feeling that his homosexuality was completely
invisible to these people” (TS 113). The words Hollinghurst chooses to describe
Alex’s feelings are noteworthy; the tranquillity and the safety arising from the covered
gay male identity in the country is indeed a temporary heterotopia and aware of the
temporality, gay men always feel frightened and strange anticipating homophobia
sooner or later. Even in the bakery scene, the baker’s question aims to put Alex into
the heterosexual frame and being considered outside the frame all the time is
traumatic for him.
In The Line of Beauty, the gay characters are victimised and persecuted by
homophobic dominant ideologies and the novel depicts the late twentieth century,
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when the homosexual, unlike the heterosexual, banished from public visibility, did not
have any means to meet and make friends with other gays apart from going to gay
ghettos or giving ads in some magazines. Nick meets Leo through Leo’s lonely hearts
advertisement; “Black guy, late 20s, v.good-looking, interests cinema, music, politics,
seeks intelligent like-minded guy 18-40” (LB 8). The homosexual does not have the
privileges the heterosexual individuals are granted. They cannot meet someone, fall in
love and declare their love to the beloved. Because same-sex love is a crime, a sin, or
just a socially unacceptable situation, the beloved considers himself a heterosexual
from birth and does not even expect to be the object of desire for his own sex. Thus,
the homosexual’s desire is bound to remain invisible and unexpected for those
regarding themselves as intrinsically straight.
Halperin takes coming out of the closet and the increasing visibility as
freedom in the sense of resistance, but not in the sense of liberation (30). The
increasing visibility and partial acceptance of gay bars, clubs, saunas, marriages and
various related rights are actually exclusive and restrictive. Even gay marriages, if it is
a right, should be taken as a reconstruction of Western phallocentric epistemology
since it prioritizes coupling and excludes single gay individuals. For Ingraham,
marriage is “the primary requirement for social and economic benefits and access”
(77). If one, gay or straight, does not take his place in the system, he cannot have
access to any social, economic, or legal rights. These apparently liberating facilities
and rights are nothing but agents of modern oppression and strategies of modern
homophobia; and they feed and broaden the gap between homosexuality and
heterosexuality. The closet in urban space is a production of heteronormativity and
capitalism; therefore, the places where the closet materialises are “produced not
merely for the stimulation and satisfaction of desire, but also for potential profit”
(Brown 60). In this way, same-sex relations are successfully commodified by the
dominant ideologies and heteronormative cultural representations are endorsed.
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Family is one of the major agents of homophobia in the novel. Power is not
visible at the level of the government; family unit, at the bottom of the chain, is the
place where obligatory heterosexuality is taught and homosexuality is forbidden. Nick
does not live with his own family, so the Feddens’ attitude towards homosexuality
should be analysed to gain an insight into the closet Nick lives in. Gerald and Rachel
pretend to be open-minded about homosexuality, like the government policy during
those years, yet they are essentially conservative. Once Leo calls Nick and Gerald
answers the phone, giving Nick a stern and disappointed look, “as if to say that the
brute reality of gay life, of actual phone calls between shirtlifters, was rather more
than he had ever imagined being asked to deal with” (LB 108-109). As a matter of
fact, the facts of gay life remain a taboo with Gerald and he cannot reconcile with
them. In the changing world he is in a pretentious acceptance of the situation, yet he
does not approve of it wholeheartedly. Catherine is the one who makes Nick come out
in the household, for she tells her parents Nick is dating Leo. “It was annoying to have
her frankness applied to his tender plans, and a treacherous reward for his silence
about her affairs. He coloured, and felt a further crackle of social static pass through
the room. Everyone seemed to be humming, doubtful, encouraging, embarrassed, he
couldn’t tell” (LB 24). Nick can never make sure of whether the Feddens are
homophobic or gay-friendly, perhaps partly because of the paranoia the ambivalent
policies of the government created.
Nick cannot share his happiness, despair, or any other feelings, neither with
the Feddens nor with his own family. The homosexual does not have a voice; he can
never enjoy the freedom and ‘normalcy’ the heterosexual possesses. Nick, though
Rachel and Gerald know that he is gay, always fears that someone will understand he
is gay. The couple know that Nick is gay, but they never talk about it, or his
boyfriend, straightforwardly. They are in a blissful ignorance of the unpleasant
situation, which they do not accept but just bear. Catherine, for instance, has
boyfriends and she can freely talk about them to her parents, which makes Nick wish
that “he was in a position to speak about Leo as freely as she spoke about Russell”
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(LB 52). Nick is quite restrained and guarded when he is with the Feddens, especially
after the Hector Maltby case. Maltby, a married junior minister in the Foreign Office,
was caught with a rent boy in his car and had to resign from his post immediately.
When Toby brings up this subject, Nick, thinking of his own closetedness, blushes
and feels the apprehension in the household:
‘Well, I don’t see why he had to resign,’ Catherine said. ‘Who cares if he likes
a blow-job now and then?’ Gerald smoothed this over but he was clearly
shocked. ‘No, no, he had to go. There was really no alternative’…. Gerald
frowned, and pulled a bottle from the cardboard crate. ‘You have the oddest
idea of what might do people good,’ he said, musingly but indignantly. ‘Now I
thought we might have the Podier St-Eustache with dinner.’ ‘Mm, lovely,’
Rachel murmured. ‘The thing is, darling, quite simply, that it’s vulgar and
unsafe,’ she said, in one of her sudden hard formulations. (LB 23)
What makes the minister resign or what Rachel refers to when she says ‘vulgar’ and
‘unsafe’ is homosexuality. It would not be the case if the minister was caught with a
female hustler; however, homosexuality cannot be tolerated, especially by the
Conservatives.
The homophobic attitude forces Nick to retreat into his closet and this is why
he cannot come to terms with his relation with Leo. Heteronormativity is so wellestablished that most gay individuals have difficulty reconciling with their identities.
It is difficult for them to accept the idea of a male couple. When Nick comes across
Toby and his girlfriend Sophie in the street, Sophie asks him about Leo, but her query
distresses Nick, who “just hadn’t got used to it yet, to the idea of anything so secret,
so steeped in his own fears and fantasies” (LB 113-114). Heterosexual relationships,
for they are normalised, are not directly associated with fantasies or sexuality itself,
yet homosexuality is considered just a same-sex desire and a fantasy. This is the
reason why Nick feels marginalised and stigmatised, though Sophie’s attitude was not
in the least homophobic.
Leo’s mother is also homophobic. When Nick goes to Leo’s house in the
suburbs, he sees that Mrs Charles is a pious woman whose house is full of religious
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souvenirs. She expects Nick to be a regular churchgoer, too. Upon learning that Nick
has already met Pete, she feels surprised: “It’s a small little world… He was a great
help to my son. He helped him with getting through college, and with the job on the
council. And he didn’t stand to get nothing from it –leastways not in this world. I
always say to Leo he’s his fairy godfather” (LB 137). The world is really small for the
characters closeted into gay ghettos and rendered invisible elsewhere. Because Leo
can not come out and tell his mother that he is gay, Mrs Charles thinks Pete is just a
good friend to her son. After Leo dies, Leo’s sister Rosemary comes to see Nick with
her girlfriend Gemma and reveals her mother’s nature and critiques her desire to take
his son to the altar:
‘Well, he’s been to the altar now,’ said Rosemary with a harsh little laugh, as
though it was her mother’s fault. ‘Almost, anyway.’ . . . ‘She doesn’t accept he
was gay. It’s a mortal sin, you see,’ said Rosemary, and now the Jamaican
stress was satirical. ‘And her son was no sinner.’ ‘Yes, I’ve never understood
about sin,’ said Nick, in a tone they didn’t catch. ‘Oh, the mortal ones are the
worst,’ said Gemma. ‘So she doesn’t think AIDS is a punishment, at least.’
‘No, it can be,’ said Rosemary. ‘But Leo got it off a toilet seat at the office,
which is full of godless socialists, of course.’ (LB 355-356)
Mrs Charles cannot accept the fact that both her children are gay and it seems that she
has tried hard to marry him off. She puts her son’s death down to a so-called
contagious disease which her son got off a toilet seat. Her case shows the likely
consequences of the double-edged weapon of coming out. Her son was in a glass
closet in fact, but this even is sufficient for her to feel in the closet in relation to the
homophobic world outside.
Another family closeting their son is the Ouradis. Wani leads a double life in
fact just because he is not and cannot be the one his family expects him to be. When in
an open relationship with Nick, his life is clearly divided into two halves;
A couple of nights a week Wani spent uncomplainingly at his parents’ house in
Lowndes Square. Nick had been ironical about this at first, and piqued that he
seemed to feel no regret at passing up a night they could have spent together.
The family instinct was weak in him –or if it flared it involved some family
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other than his own. But he soon learned that to Wani it was as natural as sex
and as irrefutable in its demands. On other nights of the week he might be in
and out of the lavatories of smart restaurants with his wrap of coke, and roar
home in WHO 6 for a punishing session of sexual make-believe; but on the
family nights he went off to Knightsbridge in a mood of unquestioning
compliance, almost of relief, to have dinner with his mother and father, any
number of travelling relations, and, as a rule, his fiancée. (LB 178)
Wani, a drug and sex addict, lives a life full of hypocrisy. He plays the decent
heterosexual son who dotes on his parents, though he does not feel any commitment to
them. What forces him to lead this life based on lies is the heteronormative structure
in his family. In fact Wani’s mother knows that his son is gay but she cannot tell the
heterosexist patriarchal father. Instead, she gives Martine –the cover fiancée—an
allowance to play her role. The father is not told about the situation since marrying his
son off is “his last illusion” (LB 383). The gay male subject facing homophobia in the
heteronormative world often needs to pretend to be heterosexual to fit in. Not
everyone can come out and even if they do, it takes time to come to terms with the self
and to stand up against the society.
Maurice and Sally Tippers, friends to the Feddens, also attempt to closet the
homosexual employing the stigmatising and homophobic discourses produced by the
mainstream ideologies. They visit the Feddens right after Pat’s death and the topic is
inevitably his death and AIDS. Sally seems to find his death, since he slept around,
quite predictable. Nick, asked questions by Sally related to Pat, wonders if she knows
he himself is gay. He cannot decide whether he should put her coldness down to her
homophobic attitude or accept that she is just blind to his own sexual orientation:
There would be the social strain of coming out to such people in such a place,
and the wider matter of AIDS concerning them all, more or less. He said, ‘I
think I heard you say your mother had a long final illness.’ ‘That was utterly
different,’ Sir Maurice put in curtly. ‘It was a blessed relief,’ said Sally, ‘when
she finally went.’ ‘She hadn’t brought it on herself,’ said Sir Maurice. ‘No,
that’s true,’ Sally sighed. ‘I mean, they’re going to have to learn, aren’t they,
the…homosexuals.’ (LB 295)
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The Tippers identify AIDS with homosexuality and show the syndrome as the
fulfilment of divine justice; the tragic end the homosexual brings on himself. The
homosexual’s death from AIDS is horrible and infernal, whereas that of the
heterosexual is blessed and heavenly. The Feddens also pay attention not to use the
word AIDS as if it were synonymous with sleeping around. Sedgwick critiques the
arbitrary identification between AIDS and homosexuality:
One of the many dangerous ways that AIDS discourse seems to ratify and
amplify preinscribed homophobic mythologies is in its pseudo-evolutionary
presentation of male homosexuality as a stage doomed to extinction…. The
lineaments of openly genocidal malice behind this fantasy appear only
occasionally in the respectable media…. A better, if still deodorized, whiff of
that malice comes from the famous pronouncement of Pat Robertson: “AIDS is
God’s way of weeding his garden.” (128-129)
The heteronormative discourses ascribing AIDS to homosexuality ignore the great
number of cases stemming from direct heterosexual transmission because
identification of a deadly syndrome with this minority group will be another point in
antigay movements and gay-bashing. When Maurice first asked how Pat died, “Gerald
made a sort of panting noise, and Rachel said quietly, ‘It was pneumonia, I’m afraid.
But he hadn’t been well, poor old Pat’” (LB 292). They do not want to admit the fact
that Pat, for he was an old friend of Rachel’s, liked anonymous sex and they try to
conceal the reason why he died.
The Feddens’ masked homophobia comes out when newspapers find out and
write about Gerald’s affair with her assistant Penny, Wani’s illness and the gay sex
link to Gerald’s house. Nick feels sorry for the shame he brings on his parents. To
make things worse, Barry comes to visit Gerald and insults Nick calling him names,
for he believes wholeheartedly that Nick is the only reason for all this trouble. Barry
also blames Gerald for hosting a gay for more than four years:
‘I mean, what’s the little pansy doing here? Why have you got a little ponce
hanging round your house the whole fucking time?’…. I know the type. Never
says anything—always nursing his little criticisms. I remember sitting next to
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him after dinner here, years ago, and thinking, you don’t fit in here, do you,
you little cocksucker, you’re out of your depth. And I’ll tell you something
else: he knew that. I could see he wished he was upstairs with the women.’ . . .
‘They hate us, you know, they can’t breed themselves, they’re parasites on
generous fools who can. Crawling to you, crawling to the fucking Ouradis. I’m
not remotely surprised he led your poor lovely daughter astray like this,
exploited her, there’s no other word for it. A typical homo trick, of course. (LB
416-417)
His speech shows how much he has missed and how mistaken he is. He does not
know what has been going on in the household, and thus, puts all the blame on Nick.
He does not know about Catherine’s life, her suicidal attempts, or her boyfriends. As
for Gerald’s disclosed cheating on Rachel, he remains silent. This is the
heteronormative tendency to cover up wrongdoings as long as they are within the
heteronormative and patriarchal framework; however, once an individual is regarded
as ex-centric, he is easily stigmatised as the scapegoat. Gerald agrees with Barry on
every accusation he has made and insults Nick saying “it’s an old homo trick. You
can’t have a real family, so you attach yourself to someone else’s. and I suppose after
a while you just couldn’t bear it, you must have been very envious I think of
everything we have, and coming from your background too perhaps…and you’ve
wreaked some pretty awful revenge on us as a result” (LB 420). He never questions
his own position in the chain of scandals. Surprisingly, Rachel does not react and
Penny is determined not to leave Gerald claiming they are in love. The events and the
characters’ reactions show that mistakes or crimes are easy to whitewash so long as
they fit in gender roles. Gerald’s adultery is ignored by his friends and family,
whereas Nick, whose only ‘wrongdoing’ is his being gay, is banished from the
Feddens’ pretentiously conservative life.

3.3 Closetedness in Polyandrous Happenings
The third form of closet in the novels is the gay relationship chains, which is
seen in love/sex triangles, or rather polygons. In Hollinghurst’s work, gay characters
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sleep with one another and they do not mind having an affair with the partner of a
friend. Their notion of a relationship resembles the competition between Basil
Hallward and Lord Henry Wotton for Dorian Gray’s love. The plot of Dorian Gray
“seems to replicate the discursive eclipse in this period of the Classically based,
pederastic assumption that male-male bonds of any duration must be structured
around some diacritical difference –old/young, for example, or active/passive—whose
binarizing cultural power would be at least comparable to that of gender” (Sedgwick
160). Moreover, in Ancient Greece the young beloved was always free to choose
another lover since he did not belong to anyone. As for the mature lover, he was not
supposed to love the young boy forever; his love for the boy was until the boy grew
up. This is the traditional precarious nature of same-sex relationships depicted since
the antiquity. This image illustrates how gay individuals internalise closetedness and
they closet themselves into these conventional vicious circles.
The Swimming-Pool Library follows the pattern in classical texts. Bill, for
example, is referred to as the ‘pillar’ of the club and he knows everyone. It is not
surprising, thus, to find him in love with Phil. However, Will desires Phil only
because Bill fancies the boy (SPL 24). This attitude is in accordance with the ancient
Greek stylistics Foucault mentions in The History of Sexuality; the competition for the
young beloved. Will finally has Phil and they start dating. However, after a while,
Will begins to be jealous of his beloved because he does not have any authority over
the boy; the young beloved is always free to choose. When Will is invited to Staines’s
house, for instance, he takes Phil with him. Bobby is another guest in Staines’s place
and when Staines offers to show Will around, Will hesitates: “We were going in, and I
dithered on the sill as to whether I could leave my darling Phil with Bobby. Phil
looked resigned –or perhaps actually didn’t mind: I had been surprised and shamed by
his tolerance of people to whom I took an unhesitating dislike” (SPL 159). As he
himself is not reliable, ready to make a pass at anyone, especially more valuable if he
is somebody else’s beloved, he cannot trust people and hesitates to leave his boyfriend
with another man. This attitude of Will’s is almost paranoia and it shows how gay
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characters in Hollinghurst’s work turn into a consumer society commodifying sex. On
the other hand, Phil has many other suitors at the club and Will time and again suffers
from twists of jealousy:
The men at the Corry came in for particular attention. ‘I really dig that Pete /
Alan / Nigel / Guy’, he would quietly celebrate as we dressed after a shower,
or emerged on to the evening stress again. The wonderfully handsome, virile
and heterosexual Maurice seemed to excite him in particular. ‘What a pity he’s
straight, man,’ Phil would say, with charming and earnest shakings of the
head…. In the pool one evening I’d introduced him to James, who had clearly
fallen parasitically for him at once; but I saw no danger there. There were more
reckless propositioners, like the laid-black Ecuadorian Carlos with his footlong Negroni sausage of a dick.… I had heard him, forgetful or careless of this,
say to Phil: ‘Hey, you got a really hot ass, boy.’ (SPL 142)
The depiction of the pool bears resemblance to the antiquity and reveals the author’s
own personal fantasies of a long-departed golden age. Higgins refers to The
Symposium and contrasts the image of the ancient world as a homosexual paradise to
ours:
Homosexual love is presented as superior to heterosexual passion, and all the
speakers in the dialogue are chiefly interested in young men. Greek society at
that time supported institutions and practices which fostered relationships
between older and younger men as an important element in what modern
social scientists would call “the socialisation of the young citizen.” Physical
beauty and athletic prowess were highly prized, and many men regularly
visited the gymnasium to spy out the talent. Younger men, in the manner of the
starlet, used their beauty to capture the affections of powerful and influential
older men. (18)
Precariousness and the underlying competition were major, perhaps indispensable,
elements of love affairs in the Classical world and it is not surprising that the gay
characters in the novel follow the traditional types. Because of the very nature of their
relationship, i.e., precarity, Will neither trusts his boyfriend nor the other gays around.
He behaves as if Phil may cheat on him any time. This small group of gays go through
circular plot structures in their ghettos because they have been closeted into
polyandrous and endogamic happenings by the patriarchal system. They are not
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allowed to socialise or become visible wherever they like; thus, they acquire this habit
of going to the same heterotopias of deviation and as a result they end up with the
same men.
The gay characters in The Folding Star are also closeted in relationship chains,
heterotopias of deviation. This is a result of the ghettoisation of the gay male
subjectivity; since they are imprisoned in certain places, they end up falling for or
sleeping with one another. This minoritising view of the homosexual results from the
nineteenth century strategies which formed four major concerns: the sexualisation of
children, the hysterization of women, the regulation of populations, and the
specification of the perverted (Foucault, Sexuality 1: 114). The gay male, regarded as
pervert, had to be distinguished from the normalised monogamous heterosexual and
this is why the gay characters in the novel are depicted as polyamorous prurient men.
Hollinghurst, as a gay writer, cannot avoid the influence of heteronormative
discourses and the stigmas attached to the homosexual. For example, the night
Edward meets Ty, Cherif is also in the bar and Edward cannot decide which one of
them he should take home, while he claims to be in love with Luc. Talking about
Matt’s porn and fetish objects business, Edward reveals his own thoughts about love:
“Love was blindly introduced and as a prefix was fully interchangeable with fuck:
love-poles were destined as a rule for love-holes, and at the end it was geysers of
white-hot love-juice that (paradoxically) cooled the lovers down” (FS 132). This is
how Hollinghurst’s gay characters view love, and ironically how they fail to tell apart
between love and sex. This is another consequence of homophobia and closet. Since
gay individuals are marginalised and stigmatised, they do not have the chance to
experience all the steps in the process of a heterosexual relationship. Sedgwick
expresses her astonishment at the fact that
of the very many dimensions along which the genital activity of one person
can be differentiated from that of another (dimensions that include preference
for certain acts, certain zones or sensations, certain physical types, a certain
frequency, certain symbolic investments, certain relations of age or power, a
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certain species, a certain number of participants, etc. etc. etc.), precisely one,
the gender of object choice, emerged from the turn of the century, and has
remained, as the dimension denoted by the now ubiquitous category of “sexual
orientation.” (8)
Among so many sexual taxonomies, somehow the homosexual got identified with
decadence and perversion and only homosexuality got transformed into an identity by
heteronormative discourses. Edward, while in love with Luc –i.e., desiring Luc, has
sex not only with Cherif and Ty but with many others like Frits and Matt. He even
wants Martin Altidore and Patrick. Similarly, Matt has Cherif and Luc, while he is
after Patrick. People in a way exploit one another and lead a life in this world of deceit
and lust, which shows how they are closeted by the society and how they endorse and
expand the borders of closet. Moreover, attachment, loyalty, or long-term affairs in
gay relationships is not allowed by heteronormativity lest they would blur the reified
binary Heterosexual \ Homosexual. It is an attribute attached to the straight only and
granting it to the non-straight would weaken the constructed distinction.
The Spell is also repetitive regarding the depiction of gay relationship chains,
which are also forms of heterotopia, into which the characters imprison themselves
unintentionally. Danny and Justin seem to be sleeping with the most men in the novel.
Alex, George, Hector, Aubrey, Terry, Gordon, Heinrich the barman, Lars, Luis and
Edgar are some of the characters only Danny sleeps with. As for Danny’s affair with
Alex, they are in a relationship for a while, though “Alex felt the incongruity of
chasing after Robin’s son. He wasn’t sure if he was taking a devious revenge on
Robin for stealing Justin” (TS 70). However, Danny does not waste time thinking
about such ethical issues. He is in his early twenties and despite his young age he is
quite experienced with men. Even when he is with Alex, he is not in love with him.
His lack of interest becomes clear in the restaurant scene:
They had a table in the window, and Danny sat breaking up bread and looking
out past Alex’s shoulder at the parade of pleasure-seekers outside. At first he
said ‘Yes…yes’ with distracted regularity while Alex was telling him sweetly
self-deprecating stories about the office: he had never had any special arts of
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courtship, being very nice was his only technique. He watched Danny’s cool
grey eyes slide from right to left, passing briefly over the obstacle of himself.
(TS 74-75)
Danny, just like most of the young lustful queens in Hollinghurst’s novels, is too
young to settle down and what he is looking for is not a relationship indeed. When
Terry asks what he sees in Alex, Danny says he has not got a type, for his “utopian
policy was to have everyone once” (TS 222). Another trick for him, George was the
one who introduced him to the world of drugs. They were together for a while, but
then remained friends. In the novel, like George and Danny, quite a few sex partners
remain friends and carry on seeing, sometimes even sleeping with, each other. This
form of relationship between friendship and sex creates the image of love and sex as
games. Sex does not have any special meaning, so after sex partners do not mind
seeing each other as friends. In this way the circle of acquaintances, consisting of exlovers or ex-tricks transforming into friends, steadily expands, adding new members
each and every day.
In accordance with the other novels, in The Line of Beauty, the author depicts
the gay characters sleeping around and forming sex chains in their small world—a
heterotopia, which is another way of closeting the gay. Nick has had a crush on Toby
and obviously still desires him, yet as soon as he meets Gerald, he notices his firm
body, brown legs, muscled buttocks, and his sexual potential (LB 21). Likewise, he
feels attracted to Gerald’s friend Badger. He sees them after they play tennis and calls
them “two big hot boys” (LB 105). Meanwhile, Nick is in a relationship and in ‘love’
with Leo, of course. He transforms his desire for other men into passion for his
boyfriends. For instance, when he notices the sexual potential in Gerald, he puts it
down to his excitement before meeting Leo. Similarly, the “love he ha[s] felt for Toby
ten minutes before migrate[s] into a sudden hungry imagining of Leo” (LB 65). Those
days he also has a crush on Tristão, arranges a meeting after Toby’s birthday party,
yet he manages to rent him only after he starts his relationship with Wani. In this new
phase in his life, Nick picks people for threesomes or sometimes gets a rent boy, for
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Wani is really into it (LB 307). By forming these chains, gay characters shrink their
already-small world and closet themselves further. As a result, they use phrases like
“Don’t I see you at Bang last week?” (LB 163) and “Didn’t I see you in the Volunteer
last week?” (LB 165). They all seem to know one another, at least by sight, and this
familiarity makes their confined heterotopias even more compact.

3.4 Closet and Occupation: Stereotyping the Gay Male Subject
The last medium of closeting fictional gay characters is attributing to them
particular jobs, or no job at all, which is a minor theme in Hollinghurst’s novels.
Sedgwick, analysing the incoherence and conflict between minoritising and
universalising views, states that “[t]o be gay in this system is to come under the
radically overlapping aegises of a universalizing discourse of acts and a minoritizing
discourse of persons” (86). A minoritizing view suggests that homosexuality is of
primary significance to a certain group of actual homosexuals, who have ‘stable’
homosexual identities. A universalizing view, in contrast, argues that homosexuality is
a concern for individuals across a wide range of sexualities.
Hollinghurst’s attribution of specific kinds of employment or total
unemployment and parasitic life to his characters in The Swimming-Pool Library is in
line with the minoritising view and he fails to reach the universalising discourse of
acts. William, to start with, is idle and he is not looking for a job:
I wasn’t in work—oh, not a tale of hardship, or a victim of recession, not even,
I hope, a part of a statistic. I had put myself out of work deliberately, or at least
knowingly. I was beckoned on by having too much money, I belonged to that
tiny proportion of the populace that indeed owns almost everything. I’d
surrendered to the prospect of doing nothing, though it kept me busy enough.
(SPL 3)
He leads a hedonistic life seeking pleasure only and he is well aware of the fact that he
is in the privileged class. He studied history at Oxford and now he spends his time,
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remaining from his pursuit of sex, going to galleries and looking at pictures. He
admits that he is spoilt and that he has too much money. Writing Charles’s biography,
or rather accepting to write it, is the only thing he does in the novel. Hollinghurst’s
depiction of the gay male as campy élite is problematic; it not only portrays them as
idle, spoilt, and parasitic, but also closets them to a particular image, strengthening
dominant anti-gay discourses and myths. James critiques his friend’s attitude: “It’s too
pathetic. I know you think you’re too grand to do any work, but you’ve got to commit
yourself to something. Otherwise you’ll end up an old-young queen who’s done
nothing worthwhile. Famous last words of the third Viscount Beckwith: ‘Fuck me
again’” (SPL 87). It seems that, in this depiction, narcissistic gay characters think the
world of themselves and just idle about. In addition to this image, the gay male is also
closeted in a certain group of jobs and fields such as fashion, design, cinema, theatre,
singing, photography and so on. All of these attributed jobs are more or less related to
fine arts, which is traditionally identified with the Woman. In the novel, this myth is
confirmed by the author. Ronald, for example, is a photographer, a job associated with
taste and style. As Charles states, all his “society is pretty bloody interesting” (SPL
41). The need to depict the homosexual as marginal to grab attention unfortunately
culminates in closeting them. For instance, there are books on the greatest
homosexuals in history, which Higgins does not find politically correct and likens to
the “proletarianisation of ‘homosexual history’” (15). Repeating the heteronormative
clichés like most gays are artists does nothing but reinforce homophobia and closet.
These characters are closeted in cliché gay jobs, dealing with arts most frequently, and
in this way the scope of the closet expands and heteronormative myths about the
homosexual are affirmed. In this way, the homosexual becomes a personage, a type,
with the author’s minoritising approach and the novel itself becomes a hetero-utopia.
The Folding Star is another example of Hollinghurst’s closeting his gay
characters by way of assigning them cliché gay jobs or parasitic lives without a job at
all. Gore Vidal, a writer fighting against the use of the word homosexual as a noun,
argues that there is no such thing as a homosexual or heterosexual identity, nor can
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there be a gay sensibility. For him, homosexual “is just an adjective that describes a
sexual act between members of the same sex, an act as normal, whatever that may
mean, or natural—clearer meaning—as that between two members of the opposite
sex” (qtd. in Higgins). They all are constructs produced by the minoritising view and
heteronormative

discourses.

The

repetitive

“stereotypical

associations

of

homosexuality with effeminateness or, at certain periods, with hypermasculinity are
time-bound, culturally reinforced social constructs,” just like other stigmas—such as
AIDS—attached to queer characters and the author cannot avoid this conventional
image (Summers 15). The first example in the novel is Rose; the con Edward meets in
the bar. He is interested in Edward’s money and when Edward admits he is not rich,
Rose is put off: “I offered him a cigarette, but he shook his head contemptuously.
‘I’ve got to get hold of some money,’ he said, looking away from me, pretending to
accept my plea of poverty. I saw it was all over, I hadn’t worked out for him” (FS 8).
When he sees that Edward is not wealthy, he does not even tell him his name; Edward
calls him Rose because of the four letters –R,O,S,E— tattooed on his fingers. Another
example is Ty, the model who, Edward thinks “was obsessed by his career and
seemed to feel destined for success in London, and that I would somehow be able to
bring this about” (FS 23). These characters hope to live off other people, offering their
flesh in return. The theme of male prostitution is also an extension of the Roman
traditions. The Roman state “taxed male prostitutes, who also enjoyed an official
holiday each year, allowing them to take a short rest from their labours” (Higgins 19).
Hollinghurst’s novel has affinities with the classical literature in his portrayal of the
homosexual subculture. Dawn is also a parasitic character; after the relationship he
had with the editor of a magazine, he lost his job, too. Then he was idling about and
Edward notices “his giddy footing and fucking around, of the various older, richer
men who needed to look after him. It was 1983. When we met again he was different,
flamboyant, high on sexual deceits. Then it started to go adrift –a lover of his died
with incomprehensible swiftness. Suddenly he didn’t have any money” (FS 213). He
was a gigolo satisfying his boyfriends and using their money in return for his services.
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Some characters even turn into criminals. Matt, for instance, steals people’s
items and sells them as fetish objects. He also deals in porn movies and so on. The
two guys in the showers are also criminals. The dark one was hot and Edward liked
him a lot. The skinny one with long fair hair was his accomplice; while the dark one,
Mark, was talking to Edward and distracting him, his partner was stealing Edward’s
wallet. Luckily, he caught the boy and did not report them, especially because Mark
promised to do anything Edward likes on condition that he not report. Edward realised
that Mark “was a better criminal than his accomplice” (FS 84). It is a world of makebelieve; gay characters are closeted and they also closet themselves in this world.
Hollinghurst’s frequent depiction and use of such characters also means closeting the
gay male subjectivity in a certain image and affirming heteronormative myths about it.
However, writers and theorists still try to resolve the conceptual incoherence
between minoritising and universalising views, and claim that ‘homosexual’ is not a
category. Sedgwick underlines the constructed nature of the taxonomy: “For surely, if
paradoxically, it is the paranoid insistence with which the definitional barriers
between ‘the homosexual’ (minority) and ‘the heterosexual’ (majority) are
fortified…that most saps one’s ability to believe in ‘the homosexual’ as an
unproblematically discrete category of persons” (83-84). The more heteronormativity
tries to stabilize homosexuality as a category, the more it lays bare its own constructed
naturalness and loopholes; however, Hollinghurst insistently depicts the gay male as a
distinct category of being with a distinct culture of its own, which closets the
homosexual subject and serves mainstream ends.
The Spell is also rich in gay characters who engage in jobs traditionally
attributed to the homosexual or who do not work at all. Justin, to start with, is a
parasitic character idling about and living off other men. Alex, when invited to Robin
and Justin’s house, buys some gifts for Justin, but Justin only shows some surprise, for
“he was still unable to say thank you, which was a perverse flaw in someone who
lived so much by taking” (TS 22). Justin, at the age of thirty-four, does not have a
steady job and claims that he has worked as an actor. However, in the novel, he is not
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doing anything apart from idling about and seducing men. On his visit to the country,
Alex looks back on his relationship with Justin and remembers “the things his friends
had said about Justin, with funereal relish, after he had gone –how he was a cheat and
a bore and a drunk and an ungrateful slut, and actually they’d always thought so” (TS
26). What is more painful for Alex is his knowing that his friends were right and that
duplicity is Justin’s nature. He is a kept boy who lives off the backs of his boyfriends
and the author feminises him throughout the novel, not only in his sexual but also
social life. Defining same-sex desire and homosexuality on a gender basis is
antilogical, yet it is a common representative of the minoritising view of the
universalising majority. Even by 1902, the new German gay rights movement was in a
dilemma and could not know if a man desiring men should be regarded as
feminised—as in the proto-modern English molly-house culture, or virilised—as in
the Greek pederastic model (Sedgwick 134). Hollinghurst’s fiction is based on the
former; couples are depicted like straight couples, one ‘masculine’ and one
‘feminine’, i.e., the giver and the taker, respectively.
Danny thinks that he is different from Justin and he wants to stand on his own
feet, yet his self-analysis is nothing but a tragic irony. He does not have a steady job
and he is a lustful junkie who, Justin thinks, is “rudderless, doing bits of work here
and there, sharing a house that smelt of smoke and semen with various other young
pill-poppers and no-hopers” (TS 44). He is young and does not want to settle down in
any sense. He gets bored easily and constantly needs a change. This is why, towards
the end of the novel, he makes up his mind to leave for the United States to live with
his mother, who will help him get a job there.
Another character affirming the minoritising view of homosexuality is Dave,
who deals in porn stuff and drugs. Danny takes Alex to his shop when they want to
buy cocaine. When they walk into the shop, Alex sees Dave sitting “among the shiny
flesh-colours of shrink-wrapped pornography and rubber sex-aids like a big black
deity in a garish little shrine” (TS 79). He sells a wide variety of porn videos and
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magazines in addition to drugs. George is another character with a cliché gay job; he
deals in antiques. Finally, Robin, is an architect with a PhD degree. In conclusion,
Hollinghurst’s gay characters are either doing nothing and living as a group of stock
characters parasitic upon their partners or they are doing jobs attributed to the élite
homosexual, such as dealing with antiques, arts, literature, and so on.
The Line of Beauty affirms the minoritising view of homosexuality by
portraying gay characters idling around, leading utterly vagabond parasitic lives, or
dealing with illegal stuff. Nick is a well-educated young man pursuing his graduate
studies; however, the life he lives is that of a junkie wanderer. He lives with the
Feddens and sometimes with Wani. He does not have a proper job and a steady
income, yet he pretends to be working for Wani in their Ogee office to publish a
magazine. This is the cover he uses to his family and the Feddens; in fact he is Wani’s
marionette responsible for seeing drug dealers and arranging orgies, in return for
which he gets paid. Wani’s father, Bertrand, calls Nick ‘the aesthete’ of the magazine
and hopes they will make money soon. Nick reacts to this expectation:
‘I’m the aesthete, remember! I don’t know about money side of things.’ He
tried to smile out through his blush, but he saw that Bertrand’s little challenges
were designed to show him up in a very passive light. Bertrand said, ‘You’re
the writing man—’ which again was something allowed for, an item in a
budget, but under scrutiny and probably dispensable. Nick felt writing men
were important, and though he had nothing to show for it as yet he said again,
‘That’s me.’ (LB 195)
This is Nick’s make-believe world of extreme self-esteem and self-delusions. He does
not work and does not even write a single word for the so-called magazine, yet he
feels very important. He is the prurient, dandyish, junkie, hedonistic male gay stock
character Hollinghurst frequently employs in his novels.
Another stock character is Ricky, the boy Wani and Nick meet at the nudists’
yard. He is an idle man who seems to be living off other people. Nick invites him to
their place and asks him to pretend to be married or to have a girlfriend at least.
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“Ricky shrugged and shook his head. ‘I’ve got a girlfriend.’ ‘Have you?’ Nick stopped
for a second with his chin tucked in, while Ricky stared at him and then winked.
‘Quick on the uptake, aren’t I?” (LB 169). He is just like an actor, one gifted by birth,
and accepts the invitation without any hesitation. He volunteers to take his part in
Wani’s fantasy world, where he seduces the ‘straight’, who sometimes is not straight
at all. For Hollinghurst’s gay characters, there is a clear cut boundary between the
homosexual and the heterosexual. However, Ricky’s case shows that just like gender,
sexual orientation and identities are performative, too. Homosexuality can be
performed and reconstructed by the heterosexual and similarly heterosexuality can be
reconstructed by the homosexual. The so-called binary between the two is in fact
constructed and Ricky’s case blurs the boundary. However, it affirms the
heteronormative misconception that the homosexual is indiscriminate in the choice of
sexual partners and can do anything and everything for pleasure.
As a conclusion, in all four novels, Hollinghurst depicts two agents of
closeting; the dominant heterosexist order, i.e., the external one, and the gay male
characters themselves, i.e., the internal factor. As for the gay heterotopias, such as
bars, cinemas, and parks, they are products of the dominant heterosexist system
designed in order to keep the homosexual out of their way and render them invisible.
Going to these places, of course, means the gay men’s endorsing the heterosexist and
capitalistic plots against themselves. Homophobia, aiming to push the gay back into
his closet, is another form of closeting the homosexual in the novels, stemming from
external power relations and homosexual panic. As for the gay jargon used by some
characters, it is a direct result of homophobic reactions and attacks. Gay characters’
sleeping around and forming sex chains appears to be an internal form of
ghettoisation, yet it is actually a consequence of the homosexual’s being detained and
confined in such marginalised places. Finally, the author’s preoccupation with the
intellectual and wealthy or idle, criminal, and parasitic gay characters exemplifies the
heteronormative notion and conceptualisation of the gay male subjectivity. Thus, the
blame cannot be put on the system only but also on gay individuals, to a certain
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extent, who internalise homophobia and reconstitute the closet by ghettoising
themselves. However, the author’s repeated use of same or similar attributes in his
depictions of gay life, paves the way for the minoritising view of homosexuality.
Furthermore, there is no queer person or persona in the texts and the texts are not
interplays

between

the

minoritising

and

universalising

understandings

of

homosexuality. As a result, Hollinghurst’s fiction is constituted of a distinct minority
group consisting of types with similar tastes, lives, and personalities. The novels do
not pose any questions or challenges to heteronormativity; in fact, they depict
characters longing for and trying to re-establish the golden days of antiquity in a
modern hostile environment. This hostility stems from male homosexual panic, which,
Sedgwick suggests, has to do with paranoid Gothic4, “in which homophobia found its
embodiment and a genre of its own…through a more active, polylogic engagement of
‘private’ with ‘public’ discourses, as in the wildly dichotomous play around solipsism
and intersubjectivity of a male paranoid plot like that of Frankenstein” (186-187). She
especially highlights the importance of intense homosocial desire in this genre. Gothic
genre involves such elements as setting in a dark gloomy castle, horror, stock
characters, and desire. Hollinghurst’s fiction bears resemblances to paranoid Gothic,
too. He employs dark gloomy gardens, rooms, bars or cinemas as heterotopias of
deviation in his depiction of the closet. His characters are inflicted with the precarious
nature of gay relationships, which is the fear and suspense element in his work. His
characters are stock characters and many of them are just types, as in gothic novels.
Finally, Hollinghurst’s fiction has not only intense homosocial but also homo-sexual
desire. In this respect, homophobia and the minoritising view of homosexuality also
find their embodiment in his work.

4

By “paranoid Gothic” Sedgwick refers to Romantic novels in which a male hero is in a close and
usually murderous relation to another male character, who may be his double and to whom he seems
to be mentally transparent.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

This thesis is an attempt to analyse camp and closet in Alan Hollinghurst’s
four novels with the intention of discovering whether the author employs a queer
narrative style subverting heteronormativity or his fiction is just an extension of the
dominant heteronormative discourse in England in the 1980s. Hollinghurst has been
chosen in this study not only because he is a gay male writer writing about gay issues
but also because he is a well-educated contemporary writer who studied gay fiction
and his own work could give an insight into the development of gay fiction. His
novels, though they do not depict the twenty-first century queer identity, portray the
late-twentieth-century atmosphere in England and demonstrate how the governing
ideology closeted the homosexual, while recognising their visibility at the same time.
In the first chapter, the author’s deployment of camp is put under scrutiny in
order to find out whether his use of camp intends to parody heteronormative values or
it fails to go beyond the clichés ascribed to the homosexual. Hollinghurst, in all four
of his novels, employs camp as an exclusive characteristic of the homosexual; he
depicts an illusory world belonging to the homosexual only and the non-homosexual
has no space there. Moreover, his gay characters are hedonistic, dandy,
nymphomaniac and flighty junkies who sometimes lead parasitic lives living off other
men. This representation reinforces the conventional portrayal of the homosexual as
essentially different from the heterosexual and confirms the misrepresented
stereotypical gay male subjectivity. Finally, camp shows itself in the transgender
jargon, which is used by the male gay characters in the novels. It is full of humour,
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self-mockery and fun, which distances camp from its serious and political origin and
renders it an anti-serious and apolitical sensibility—i.e., Sontagesque camp. Ross
Chambers considers the author’s work within the tradition of ‘loiterature,’ a genre
that, she claims, is concerned with the ordinary and the trivial. In these works, the
narrator or the protagonist, who is mostly a man, is depicted “as an engaging,
entertaining ne’er-do-well, a descendant of the ancient parasitus and the early modern
picaresque hero—a social misfit who...has time on his hands and uses it to explore the
sensations of the present, moment by moment, to recall the experience of the past (he
is a man of memory), and to write” (207). The concern with the trivial and the
loitering hedonistic gay male narrator is also in accordance with the apolitical nature
of the Sontagesque camp, which adds to the reification of the gay male stereotype in
Hollinghurst’s novels.
As for the closet, in Hollinghurst’s fiction there are four main indicants: First,
the male gay characters are imprisoned in a relentless search for sexual gratification in
gay heterotopias; cinemas, bars, clubs, parks, public lavatories, or their home closets.
Second, they still face homophobia and violence, not only psychological but also
physical. Third, they are portrayed in relationship chains where one sleeps around and
can never achieve satisfaction. Finally, they all deal with cliché gay jobs tailored for
them by the prejudiced heterosexist society or they simply do not have to earn a living
as they just idle about and live off other men.
Hollinghurst’s novels are reflections of the conflicts and ambiguities which
gay individuals suffered in England in the 1980s. The 1980s was a period of
oscillations, contradictions and attempts to find a mid-way. The move toward
privatisation and free-market economy gave the gay community power and
recognition to some extent. Homosexuality was decriminalised in this period and there
were even gay ministers in the cabinet, which proved that Thatcher’s administration
was not homophobic. Nevertheless, the addition of Section 28, which involved the
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prohibition of the promotion of homosexuality, disappointed and confused gay
individuals harming their trust in the government.
The confusing and ironic attitude towards homosexuality underlies in all four
novels of Alan Hollinghurst. He is, after all, a gay novelist who experienced the life in
London in the 1980s and his first novel The Swimming Pool Library was published in
the year when Thatcher’s government enacted Clause 28. Despite the law, Thatcher
was not totally homophobic. The government’s move toward the privatisation of
formerly state-owned enterprise was an opportunity for wealthy individuals, including
the stigmatised or marginalised homosexual people as well the racial, ethnic or any
other minority groups. Duff uses Wani, in The Line of Beauty, as an example to reveal
the irony of the situation, who, as an immigrant, was given access to become a
member of the Conservative upper class especially thanks to his closeting his sexual
orientation by using a cover fiancée. In fact, “material wealth allows Wani and his
family to overcome the kinds of ethnic roadblocks that Stuart Hall wrestles with,
while Nick’s obvious homosexual identity relegates him to be the perpetual ‘guest’
despite being from an ‘English’ family from the country” (186). Through his fiction,
Hollinghurst reveals the socio-political contradictions of the period, which is quite
similar to what Oscar Wilde did under the rule of another matriarch. Wilde depicts the
other Victorians with all their extremities, yet this portrayal of the existence of campy
life does not question or subvert the bourgeois values and heteronormativity.
Likewise, Hollinghurst represents the late-twentieth-century camp and closet in
England, especially under the rule of Thatcher and Blair. However, his depiction
represents only one leg of the conventional homosexual / heterosexual binary and it
excludes the heterosexual world. Moreover, it does not queer, challenge, or subvert
heteronormative values; instead, his fiction represents minoritising view of
homosexuality as he employs the problematic and reductive representations of gay
subjectivities in 1980s Conservative Britain. The campy group of characters portrayed
by the author form a minority group with a distinct identity and subculture to be
exploited. The gay heterotopias springing up are nothing but the commodification of
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same-sex desire and the tolerance to the existence of such heterotopias of deviation is
a consequence of the new understanding of consumerism and national identity
resulting from the neoliberal and privatizing policies which were introduced by
Thatcher’s government. The two-faced approach and attitude to the homosexual is in
line with Thatcher’s own ambiguous and confusing attitude; the conflict or
contradiction between her private self, which was apparently not homophobic, and her
public persona, which was under constant gaze and was supposed to be homophobic
in Conservative England. Hollinghurst’s fiction is an embodiment of the
contradictions of the period and of Thatcher herself; this is why one can find not only
camp but also closet in his four novels.
As a result of the consumerism and privatisation in England in the 1980s,
sociopolitical contradictions emerged related to the status and deployment of the
marginalised minorities. The deployment of homosexuality is also related to the
transforming ideas of public and private ownership, and public and private space.
With privatisation, public places turned into privately owned places serving public,
culminating in private public –or public private—spaces. However, with the
privatisation of British identity and spaces, homosexual identity was also privatised
and was closeted in privatised heterotopias of deviation, which frequently appear in
Hollinghurst’s novels in form of Formal Public Sex Contexts such as gay bars,
cinemas and clubs or Informal ones such as parks, gardens and public conveniences,
which serve the campy white upper class homosexual mainly.
David analyses the outrageous consumerism sweeping through the 1980s and
argues that in the early 80s gay individuals prospered as much as their straight
equivalents. For him, it was an era of “boom and buoyant property prices — of wellpaid 'service industry' jobs in estate agency, retailing, the music business; of holidays
in Sitges or Playa del Inglés arranged by the gay tour company Uranian Travel; of
'tasteful' dats furnished from Peter Jones and the Habitat catalogue. Style was all;
details were important” (253). This is the social, political and economic atmosphere
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which constitutes the background in Hollinghurst’s four novels and the atmosphere
creates the obligation to camp for gay individuals. To exist and gain public
acceptance, the homosexual had to use their social or economic status. When Labour
Party and Blair came to power in England in 1990, Hollinghurst continued employing
the 1980 London as his setting because he was disappointed and disillusioned with the
new political term. Therefore, “writing during Blair’s cabinet in 2004, Hollinghurst
takes aim at the ways Thatcherite policies of privatization, immigration, social reform,
centralization, and issues around gay rights still haunt British culture” (Duff 195).
Foucault implies the ironic interaction between camp and closet, though he
does not name it, by suggesting that discourse produces and transmits power but it
exposes and undermines it at the same time:
There is no question that the appearance in nineteenth-century psychiatry,
jurisprudence, and literature of a whole series of discourses on the species and
subspecies of homosexuality, inversion, pederasty, and “psychic
hermaphrodism” made possible a strong advance of social controls into this
area of “perversity”; but it also made possible the formation of a “reverse”
discourse: homosexuality began to speak in its own behalf, to demand that its
legitimacy or “naturality” be acknowledged, often in the same vocabulary,
using the same categories by which it was medically disqualified. There is not,
on the one side, a discourse of power, and opposite it, another discourse that
runs counter to it. (Sexuality 1: 101)
Foucault’s analysis of the overlapping spaces of anti-gay and pro-gay discourses is
significant in the analysis of camp and closet in Hollinghurst’s work. It reveals the
contradictory

status

of

the

homosexual

during

Thatcher’s

administration.

Homosexuality was, on one hand, decriminalised and gay individuals were allowed to
have social, economic, and/or political power. On the other hand, under the same
government, gay individuals were threatened and marginalised as seen in the
acceptance of Section 28.
As a consequence of the affinities between the period he lived in and his four
novels, both camp and closet are observed in the four novels written by Hollinghurst,
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who could not keep away from the socio-political atmosphere of the era. Brookes
includes Hollinghurst on his list of the first generation of post-Stonewall gay novelists
and contrasts these writers to the post-AIDS period gay fiction writers, who do not
confine themselves to gay-themed fiction and the experiences of gay characters only
(191). These writers extend the boundaries of gay fiction and do not limit themselves
to heteronormative clichés about homosexuality. However, Hollinghurst, though still a
productive author, cannot go beyond the established norms and representations of the
campy, closeted, and self-closeting homosexual. His fiction is within the domain of
the logos, and thus, it follows the restrictive and prescriptive notion of a
heteronormative centre, which a gay male author writing about the gay experience
with an alleged gay perspective is expected to challenge and undermine. It is not a
concern of Hollinghurst’s to investigate into how meanings, origins and truth are
produced. Instead of questioning and posing a challenge to the Truth, he seems to
prefer being in the true without attempting to problematise or redefine it. For this
reason, he may be considered totally political in terms of phallogocentrism, whereas
he remains apolitical regarding queer movement and expectations. His novels, in other
words, satisfy and affirm the dominant logocentric discourses and this may be a factor
underlying his being awarded the Somerset Maugham Award for The Swimming Pool
Library in 1989, the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for fiction with The Folding
Star in 1994, and the Man Booker Prize for The Line of Beauty in 2004. Rather than
subverting the minoritising view of the gay male and problematising such identity
categories as homosexual, top (homosexual) and bottom (homosexual), he disregards
the existence of dominant ideology, along with its end product heteronormativity, and
creates a hetero-utopia, which is far from being realistic. Due to the hetero-utopia he
cretaes, his narrative dehistoricises and universalises the minoritising view of the gay
male subject. Moreover, he depicts phallogocentric relations among his male gay
characters, which culminates in his remaining imprisoned in the binary trap, and his
narrative fails to address specificity and subjectivity, which are ontological issues
pertaining to the reified gay male identity and subculture. By looking at these features
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of Hollinghurst’s use of camp and closet, this thesis comes to the conclusion that
Hollinghurst does not write with a queer approach or narrative style but remains
within the heteronormative framework. However, his work is significant among the
first generation post-Stonewall novelists as it is almost a declaration of the end of
coming-out novels of the mid-twentieth century which were no more than the gay
versions of the bildungsroman. In his dissertation, Hollinghurst studied Hartley,
Forster and Firbank, who wrote when they were not allowed to write about
homosexuality. Alderson states that “[d]espite obvious differences, these figures are
very much the literary and ideological antecedents of Hollinghurst’s work, informing
his perspective on history, sexual identification and subcultural life” (30). The only
distinction between the work of these novelists and Hollinghurst’s fiction is quite
similar to the one between homophile movements and gay liberation movements;
whereas the former was based on the principle of similarity since it aimed to present
an acceptable image of the homosexual within the heteronormative framework, the
latter antagonised and disturbed the society highlighting the difference. In
Hollinghurst’s work, the gay male characters’ self-recognition, coming to terms with
their sexual orientation and identity, and their coming-out processes are not major
themes. Instead, the characters enjoy the freedom granted mainly in the designated
gay heterotopias and sometimes outside their closets, which may give the heterosexist
reader a piece of jouissance. Thus, Hollinghurst’s fiction does not have a queer
approach and it cannot be regarded as a part of queer movement, yet it could be taken
as a result and celebration of gay liberation movements in that it depicts and
recognises the existence of a distinct gay male identity with a distinct subculture; and
even though it does not subvert sexual identity categories, it does invert the traditional
heterosexual / homosexual binary, naturalising and foregrounding the formerly
shadowy leg.
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APPENDIX B
TURKISH SUMMARY

BASMAKALIP ERKEK EŞCİNSEL İMGESİNİN İDAMESİ:
ALAN HOLLINGHURST’UN ESERLERİNDE
ERKEK EŞCİNSEL ALT KÜLTÜRÜN İFŞA (CAMP) VE TECRİT (CLOSET)
EDİLMESİ
ÜZERİNE BİR ÇALIŞMA

Bu tez çalışması ifşa ve tecrit terimlerini Alan Hollinghurst’ün eserlerinde
analiz etmektedir; zira yazarın romanlarının dördü de - The Swimming-Pool Library
(1988), The Folding Star (1993), The Spell (1998), ve The Line of Beauty (2004) –
yirminci yüzyıl sonlarında eğreti deneyimini irdelemektedir. Bu iki terimin
Hollinghurst’ün eserlerinde analiz edilmesindeki hedef, yazarın merkezsiz mi yoksa
esas varsayılan heteronormatif yapıyı yeniden kurgulayarak merkezden mi yazdığını
ortaya çıkarmaktır. Eğreti kimlikler bu çalışmanın odak noktasını oluşturmaktadır
ancak bu durum tez çalışmasının bir kimlik politikası ürünü olması anlamına
gelmeyecektir. Kimlik politikaları esasçılığın maşasıdırlar ve salt kurgudan başka bir
şey olmayan toplumsal cinsiyet, ırk, ve etnik kimlik gibi soyut kavramları sabit ve
biyolojik olarak kati görmektedirler. Bu nedenle, kimlik politikaları merkezden
kovulan ve marjinalleştirilen kimlikleri yeniden merkezleştirmeye çalışırken batının
bilgi kuramının temelinde yatan ikili karşıtlık yapısını yeniden kurgular. Bu tez
çalışması ise, kimlik politikalarının aksine, eğreti kimlikleri yapısalcılık-sonrası bakış
açısıyla ele almaktadır ve çoğulculuk prensibiyle hareket etmektedir.
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Tezin ilk bölümü kuramsal altyapıyı hazırlamakta, geçmişten günümüze eğreti
cinsel kimliğin bir seceresini sunmakta, okuyucuyu öncelikle Eğreti Kuram ile
tanıştırıp, ardından İngiliz-Amerikan kurgusunda eğreti kimliğin

gelişimine

değinmekte ve son olarak da Alan Hollinghurst’ün eserlerinde eğreti kimliğin ifşa ve
tecrit çerçevesinde temsiline bir giriş özelliği taşımaktadır. Eğreti çalışmalar
heteronormatif eserleri, metinleri, akımları ve edebi türleri tersyüz ederek cinselliği
heteronormatif kurgulardan, baskılardan ve kurumlardan kurtarmayı hedeflemektedir.
Başlangıçta eşcinsel özgürlük hareketiyle ortaya çıkan eğreti akımlar, New York’ta 28
Haziran 1969’da ortaya çıkan Stonewall eylemlerini kendilerine bir başlangıç noktası
olarak almaktadırlar zira bu tarih kurumsallaşmış zorunlu heteroseksüelliğe ilk büyük
ve toplu direniş hareketine tanıklık etmiştir. Bu toplumsal ve politik girişimler
kuramsal altyapılarını ise Sigmund Freud, Louis Althusser, Ferdinand de Saussure,
Jacques Lacan, Michel Foucault ve Judith Butler gibi kuramcıların eserlerine
dayandırmıştır. Bu yazarların getirdiği yapısalcılık-sonrası bakışın gelişmesinden önce
eşcinsellik belli nedenlere dayandırılmaya çalışılmış, bir klinik vaka olarak
tanımlanmış ve eşcinsel bireyler tek tip bir kimlik üzerinden temsil edilmeye
çalışılmıştı. Yapısalcılık-sonrası düşünceyle bu tutum yerini eğreti kimlik kadar
heteronormatif cinsellik kurgusunun ve heteroseksüel kimliğin kendilerinin de
sorgulanmasına bırakmıştır.
Eşcinsel kelimesi aslında oldukça yeni bir kelimedir zira on dokuzuncu yüzyıl
sonlarına kadar hemcinslerine ilgi duyan bireyleri kategorize eden bir terim
kullanılmamıştır. Eşcinsel ilişkilere ve arzuya antik çağ metinlerinde dahi sık sık
rastlanmasına rağmen bu metinlerde eçcinsellik modern zamandaki gibi ayrı bir
kimlik olarak görülmemiştir. İngiltere tarihinde de eşcinsellik ancak Viktorya
Çağı’nda eylemsel tanımından uzaklaştırılmış, bir varoluş şekli ve kimlik olarak
tanımlanmaya başlamıştır. Güdülen bu kimlik politikaları eşcinselliği tek tip bir
tanıma sığdırmaya çalışmış ve onu klinik, yasal, sosyal ve dini söylemlerle
ötekileştirmiştir. Bu baskı ve dışlanma karşısında eşcinseller özellikle 1950lerden
itibaren homofobiyle mücadeleye başlamış ve örgütlenerek sosyal ve yasal
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platformlarda hak, özgürlük ve eşitlik arayışına girmişlerdir. 1960lardan sonra,
özellikle Stonewall eylemleri sonrasında, eşcinsel özgürlük hareketleri daha saldırgan
bir özellik kazanmış ve eşcinseller kendilerini heteroseksüel bireylerin yanında
varolan farklı bir sınıf olarak tanımlamaktan ziyade heteronormatif yapının kendisini
sorgulamaya başlamışlardır. Bu değişim aynı zamanda cinsellik üzerinden
tanımlanmış “eşcinsel” (homosexual) kimlikten “sefih” (gay) kimliğe geçişin de
habercisi olmuştur ve bu geçiş hemcinsine ilgi duyan bireyleri salt cinsellik üzerinden
tanımlayan ve kısıtlayan eş-cinsel terimine de bir son vermiştir.
Eşcinsel ilişki İngiltere tarihinde ilk olarak 8. Henry tarafından yasa dışı ilan
edilmiş ancak ilişkiden kastedilenin net bir tanımı bu dönemde yapılmamıştır. On
yedinci yüzyılda ters ilişki tanımı bu yasaya eklenmiş ve eşcinsellik anal ilişkiye
indirgenerek sadece erkek eşcinselliğiyle tanımlanmıştır. Özellikle 1960 ve 70lerde
yaygınlaşan “sefih” terimi (gay & lesbian) 1980ler itibariyle yerini “eğreti” (queer)
terimine bırakmıştır zira “sefih” terimi de, tıpkı “eşcinsel” terimi gibi, zamanla baskın
toplumsal, dini, yasal ve klinik söylemlerin kontrolü altına girmiş ve damgalanmıştır.
Sefih kelimesi köken olarak zaten sefadan gelmekte ve kimliği zevke sefaya
düşkünlük ve uçarılık üzerinden tanımlamaktadır. Oysa “eğreti” terimi, her ne kadar
günümüzde eşcinsel ve sefih terimlerinin eş anlamlısı gibi kullanılsa da, aslında sabit
ve tek tip görülen cinsellik kurgusuna bir başkaldırıdır ve esasen baskın ideolojilerle
çatışan,

bu

ideolojilerce

marjinalleştirilen,

ve

ötekileştirilen

tüm

oluşları

kapsamaktadır. Geniş yelpazesiyle ve merkezsiz duruşuyla tanımların ötesine
geçebilmesi sayesinde de “eğreti” kendini baskın söylemlerin damgalarından ve
egemenliğinden koruyabilmektedir.
Heteronormativite, bilimsel, tıbbi, psikolojik, dini, toplumsal ve yasal
söylemler yoluyla kendini meşrulaştırır ve eşcinsel kimliği kendisinin karşıtı olarak
temsil eder. Evlilik örneğinde olduğu gibi, sosyo-ekonomik kurumlarla da bu
ötekileştirmeyi güçlendirir, ve eşcinsel evlilik ya bir hak olarak hiç tanınmaz ve
tanımlanmaz ya da evliliğe paralel farklılaştırılmış bir partnerlik statüsü olarak
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belirlenir, ki bu durum eşcinsel çiftleri heteroseksüel çiftlerin faydalandığı haklardan
mahrum bırakır ve ötekileştirir. Eğreti Kuram ve akımlar Heteroseksüel /
Homoseksüel karşıtlığını merkez alıp, bu ikili karşıtlığı tersyüz ederek yeni bir
merkezci kurgu oluşturmaya çalışmazlar; aksine merkezci zihniyeti ve tüm merkezleri
yok etmek ve cinselliğin çoklu doğasını ve farklılıklarını ön plana çıkarmaya
çalışırlar. Eğreti kuramcıların hedefi de eşcinsel haklarını savunmak ve onları da
heteroseksüel bireylerin haklarına kavuşturmaya çalışmak değil, “kadın, erkek,
eşcinsel, sefih” gibi terimlerin tarihsel oluşumlarını araştırmak ve bu terimlerin nasıl
ve neden genellemelere vardığını açığa çıkarmaktır.
İngiliz-Amerikan

yazınında

eşcinselliğin

temsili,

eşcinsel

özgürlük

mücadeleleri ve eğreti akımlarla beslendikten sonra bir patlama yaşamıştır. Eğreti
kurgu, eşcinsel yazarlarca kaleme alınan, eşcinsel/eğreti karakterler içeren, ve/veya
eğretileyen bir bakışla ve üslupla kaleme alınan eserleri kapsayabilir. İngiliz
edebiyatında eşcinsel yazının başlangıcı Viktorya Çağı’nda cinsel kimliği nedeniyle
hapsedilen ve ilk eşcinsel kurban olarak nitelenen Oscar Wilde’ın eserleri kabul edilir.
Wilde eşcinselliği ifşa edildiği için hapsedildiğinde, İngiltere’de artık eşcinsellik idam
cezası gerektiren suçlar kapsamında değilse de, Oscar Wilde bu cezayla homofobinin
ilk günah keçisi olarak eşcinsel literatürde yerini almıştır. Eşcinsel yazın, yirminci
yüzyılın ikinci yarısına kadar bildungsroman özelliğinden sıyrılamamış ve yazılan
romanlar çoğunlukla heteronormatif söylemler ve toplum içerisinde hapsolmuş, cinsel
eğilimiyle yüzleşmeye çabalayan, ancak homofobik toplum baskısı nedeniyle bu
eğilimini gizlemeye veya inkar etmeye çalışan kahramanların kişisel gelişimlerini
konu almıştır. Dahası, bu romanlar da eşcinselliği Erkek / Kadın toplumsal cinsiyet
kutuplaşması üzerinden betimlemiş, eşcinsel bireyleri ya erkeksi (kadın) ya da kadınsı
(erkek) olmakla sınırlandırmış, ve heteronormatif söylemlerin ötesine geçmeyi
başaramamıştır. Bir yandan görünürlüğü giderek artan eşcinsellik eskiye nazaran daha
kabul edilebilir gibi algılansa da, aslında baskın söylemlerle hep ötekileştirilmiş ve
mahremleştirilmiştir.
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Bu tez, çağdaş İngiliz romanında eşcinselliğin Görünürlük / Gizlilik
ikileminden yola çıkarak Alan Hollinghurst’ün seçilmiş dört eserinde yirminci yüzyıl
sonları İngiltere’sindeki eşcinsellik olgusunu ve eşcinselliğin konumlandırılmasını
irdelemeyi hedeflemektedir. Hollinghurst’ün dört romanında İfşa ve Tecrit
terimlerinin irdelenme nedeni ise, yazarın şahsen deneyimlediği 1980’lerin
İngiltere’sinde eşcinselliğin hem ifşa edilmesi teşvik edilen ve görünürlüğü giderek
artan bir olgu olması, hem de gizlenmesi gereken bir kabahat veya mahrem olarak
konumlandırılmış olmasıdır. İfşa terimi bünyesinde ironi, teatrallik, kadınsılık,
eşcinsellik ve mübalağa gibi pek çok farklı anlamlar barındırır, ve görünürlük
üzerinden daha önceleri varlığı yadsınan eşcinsel kimliğin vücut bulmasına olanak
sağlayan bir kavram olarak on yedinci yüzyıl sonlarında ve onsekizinci yüzyıl
başlarında ortaya çıkar. Oscar Wilde’ın eserleri bu kavramın somutlaşmış ve vücut
bulmuş hali gibi algılanır ancak İfşa kendisine atfedilen eşcinsel kimlikten çok daha
fazlasıdır esasında; İfşa heteronormatif ve baskın söylemlere bir başkaldırıdır,
direniştir, bu söylemlerin bir parodisidir. İfşa ayrıca heteronormatif ideoloji ve
söylemlerin çarklarını, mekanizmalarını, maşalarını, boşluklarını ve kurgusallıklarını
açığa vuran, dile düşüren, reklam edendir. Geleneksel temsilde olduğu gibi sadece
eşcinsellere atfedilen bir duyarlık veya üslup değildir, aksine politik ve muhaliftir.
İfşa üzerine ilk akademik çalışma Susan Sontag’ın 1964 yılında basılan “Notes
on Camp” adlı makalesidir. Ancak bu eser, İfşa’yı politik ve eğreti kökeninden ayırır
ve onu apolitik, sahte ve gayriciddi bir duyarlık ve üslup olarak betimler. Oysa İfşa,
daha sonra David Halperin gibi kuramcıların da belirttiği gibi eşcinsel deneyime ait
bir icradır, ve esasen içinde bulunduğu sosyo-kültürel yapılara içeriden parodi,
mübalağa, edebileştirme ve teatrallaştırma yöntemleriyle bir direnç oluşturur.
Dolayısıyla İfşa aslında politik ve muhalif duruşuyla, suni Heteroseksüel /
Homoseksüel ikili karşıtlığını tersyüz eder ve anlamca içini boşaltır. İfşa aynı
zamanda toplumsal cinsiyet, cinsellik, sınıf gibi kategorilerin edimsel doğasını afişe
eder ve heteronormatif kimlik kurgularını eğretiler. İfşa bazılarına göre de
homofobinin bir sonucu olarak ortaya çıkmıştır ve bu bağlamda bu tezin bir sonraki
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bölümünün konusu olan Tecrit’e oldukça yakınlaşmaktadır. Bu bağlamda İfşa, eğreti
bireylerin heteronormatif parametrelerle arzularını ifade edebilmenin imkansızlığının
simgesi olarak algılanır ve bu nedenle de baskın ana akım ideolojilere ve söylemlere
içeriden bir tehdit oluşturur.
İfşa farklı kuramcılar tarafından farklı kategorilere ayrılır; İfşa ve
Popüler/Bayağı İfşa gibi. Ancak Meyer tek İfşa olduğunu ve onun da eğreti olduğunu
öne sürmektedir. Aslında İfşa türleri tek bir kavramın iki yarısı gibidir ancak Sontag
İfşa’yı eğreti özünden ayırarak Popüler/Bayağı

İfşa’yı ortaya çıkarmıştır; oysa

İfşa’nın popüler ana akım içinde yer alması söz konusu değildir. Sözü edilen iki İfşa
türünden ilki olan Yüce İfşa (High Camp) naif, doğal, apolitik ve kadınsı; diğeri
Bayağı İfşa (Low Camp) ise kasıtlı, züppelik, görkem ve tarz içeren bir farkındalıktır.
İkinci kategori eşcinsel bireylerin lehinde kullanılabileceği gibi onlara karşıt da
kullanılabilir. Örneğin televizyon yayınlarında kurgusal eşcinsel karakterlerin hep
kadınsı, süslü, makyajlı ve abartılı jest ve mimik kullanıyor olmaları aslında
heteronormatif ideolojilerin kurguladığı eşcinsel basmakalıbını doğrulamakta ve
eşcinselliği

heteroseksüellikten

farklılaştırmaktadır.

Bu

nedenle

eşcinselliğin

temsilinde İfşa’nın kullanım şekli ve amacı çok önem kazanmaktadır.
Eşcinsel bir yazar olarak Hollinghurst dört romanında İfşa’yı geleneksel
temsilinde olduğu gibi bir duyarlık ve yaşam tarzı olarak betimleyip kendi dünyalarına
hapsolmuş ancak bu dünya içerisinde bile heteronormatif değer yargılarının ötesine
geçememiş karakterler sunar. Bu nedenle yazarın kullandığı İfşa aslında Sontag’ın
tanımladığı İfşa kavramıyla örtüşmektedir. Bu alternatif dünyadaki hemcinsler arası
ilişkiler heteronormatif düzene bir meydan okuma gibi görünse de, bu dünyadan
Heteroseksüel / Homoseksüel ikili karşıtlığının ilk ayağının dışlanması, eski merkezin
yerine yeni bir merkezin benimsenmesinden öteye gidemez ve ikili karşıtlıklar üzerine
kurulu düşünce sistemini yeniden inşa eder. Bu bağlamda yazarın eserleri birinci
dalga eşcinsel romanların oluşturduğu basmakalıpların çok da ötesine geçemez ve
yazıldığı zamanın eğretileme ve tersyüz etme beklentilerini karşılayamaz. İfşa’nın
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amacı parodi ve mübalağa kullanarak, sistemdeki boşlukları ön plana çıkararak
ve/veya alternatif düzenler sunarak ana akım söylemlerini eleştirmek ve merkezden
uzaklaştırmak olmalıyken, Hollinghurst seks ve uyuşturucu bağımlısı olup muhtemel
sonu geleneksel olarak eşcinsellere atfedilen AIDS olan eşcinsel karakterleri sık sık
kullanarak heteronormatif söylenceleri adeta doğrular. Bu nedenle, yazarın eserlerinde
betimlenen eğreti bakış açısından yazılmış Yüce İfşa değil, eşcinsel azınlığa atfedilen
Bayağı İfşa’dır. Sontag’ın İfşa’sı da üst-orta sınıf toplumlarda görülen belirli
kesimlere özgü sınıfsal bir tarzdır, üsluptur, ve algıdır. Bu üslup bayağılık, haz
düşkünlüğü, cinsel özelliklerin abartılması üzerine kurgulanmış bir kimliktir ve
Hollinghurst’ün romanlarında görüldüğü gibi ayrı ve tek tip bir eşcinsel kimlik ve ona
has bir alt kültür ortaya çıkarmıştır. Bu nedenle, çalışmanın İfşa kısmında
Hollinghurst’ün eserlerinde İfşa kavramı Sontag’ın bakış açısı ve tanımlamaları
ışığında irdelenecektir.
İfşa kavramı eşcinsel bireylere bir aidiyet hissi verir ve basmakalıplar
üzerinden de olsa sığınacak bir kimlik temin eder. Ancak İfşa’nın götürüleri
getirilerinden fazla olabilir. İlk olarak, İfşa kimliği ayrımcıdır, afişe olmayanı hep
dışarda bırakır. Oysa bu kimlik sürekli barlara tıkılmış ve sürekli eğlence ve seks
peşinde koşan bir avuç eşcinsel bireyden ibaret değildir, ve bu kimliği bu şekilde
sınırlandırmak ve tanımlamak hem heteroseksüeller için hem de afişe olmayan eğreti
kimlikler için tecrit edicidir. İkinci sıkıntı, günümüzde medya organlarında Sontag’ın
İfşa’sı eşcinsellikle özdeşleştirildiğinden, eşcinseller hep hoppa, seks düşkünü,
kadınsı, züppe ve yozlaşmış homojen bir grup gibi algılanmaktadır ve bu imaj eğreti
kimlikleri marjinalleştirmeye devam etmektedir. Bu imaj ve heteronormatif söylemler
eşcinselleri heteroseksüellerden farklı bir kategori olarak temsil etmeye devam
etmektedirler. Üçüncü olarak, Sontag’ın söylemsel bir pratik olarak betimlediği İfşa
algısı zaman zaman kendisini eğreti karakterlerin dilinde de göstermektedir. Bu
jargonda kendini aşağılama, mizah ve güldürü fazla kullanıldığında eşcinsellerin
hiçbir şeyi ciddiye almayan yüzeysel bir grup insan olarak algılanmasına neden
olabilir. Dilin bu kullanımı eşcinsellere özgü bir jargon olduğundan eşcinsellerin
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marjinalleştirmesine katkıda bulunduğu gibi aynı zamanda eğreti bireyleri patolojik ve
aşağılık bireyler olarak da gösterebilir. Bu üç özellik Hollinghurst’ün romanlarında
sıklıkla görülmekte ve yazarın eserlerindeki İfşa kullanımını Sontag’ın İfşa’sı ile
sınırlamaktadır.
Tezin İfşa bölümünün ilk alt başlığında İfşa’nın dışlayıcı özelliği ve İfşa
haricinde kalan herşeyi tecrit edişi ele alınmaktadır. Yazarın dört romanında da beyaz
üst sınıf eğitimli elit erkek eşcinsel karakterler ön plandadır. Yazarın da benzer yapıda
bir aile hayatından geliyor olması eserleri ve karakterleri üzerinde etkili olmuştur.
Sontag’ın tasvir ettiği İfşa’dan öteye geçemeyip heteronormatif sistemi tersyüz
edemeyen yazar, İfşa’nın politik yanını da tamamen göz ardı etmiştir.
Yazarın ilk romanı The Swimming-Pool Library eşcinseller için kurulmuş
yazınsal bir cennet niteliğindedir. Örneğin romanın başlarında William eski dostu
James’e siyahi sevgilisi Arthur’dan bahsederken aynı zamanda bir gün parkta
dolanırken gözüne kestirdiği Arap bir çocuğun peşinden umumi tuvaletlere gittiğini
anlatır ve evde sevgilisi beklerken başka bir erkekle birlikte olmanın hazzından
bahseder. Umumi tuvaletlerde cinsel ilişki yaşama geleneği erkek eşcinseller için
Bayağı İfşa’dır ve yirmibirinci yüzyılda kulağa tuhaf ve küçültücü gelmektedir. Bu
kullanım aynı zamanda eşcinsel ilişkileri sadece cinsel birleşmeye indirgemekte ve
eşcinsel kimliği marjinalleştirmektedir.
Bir üslup ve algı olarak İfşa, yani Sontag’ın İfşa’sı, kendisini karakterlerin
yaşadığı muhit ve evlerde de gösterir. Lükse, refaha, maddiyata, konfora, seçkinliğe
olan düşkünlük Sontag’ın İfşa tanımlamasını doğrular niteliktedir. Bu özellikleri
taşıyan karakterlerden biri de William’ın parktaki tuvaletlerde karşılaştığı Charles,
yani Lord Nantwich’tir. Charles William’ı Sontag’ın tanımladığı popüler İfşa’nın
vücut bulmuş hali gibi görünen evine davet eder. Charles’ın kütüphanesindeki
homoerotik ve pornografik Klasik Çağ figürleri William’ı şaşırtır. Muhafazakar
İngiltere’de bir evde bu egzotik görünen figürlerin kullanılması aslında damgalayan
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heteronormatif kategorilerden ve normlardan kurtuluşa olan özlemi dile getirirken bir
yandan da eçcinselliği bir üslup, stil ve algı olarak sunmakta ve sınırlandırmaktadır.
The Folding Star romanı Belçika’yı muhafazakar heteronormatif İngiltere ile
bir arada sunduğundan, Belçika bu dolaylı kıyaslamada bir özgürlükler ülkesi
görünümüyle İfşa etkisi yaratmaktadır okuyucuda. Ancak bu tasvir yine tanımlayıcı,
kısıtlayıcı ve dışlayıcıdır zira yaratılan bu kurgusal alanda heteroseksüel ve İfşa
olmayan eğreti birey kendine yer bulamaz. Romanın anlatıcısı Edward Manners orta
yaşlı bir öğretmendir ve İngiltere’den Belçika’ya bir süreliğine iki çocuğa ders vermek
için gelir. Ancak çok geçmeden Edward kendisini eşcinsel barların, genç erkeklerin ve
sefih bir yaşantının ortasında bulacaktır. Orta yaşlı bir erkeğin genç oğlanların peşinde
koşması tasviri yine Klasik Çağ eserlerinde, örneğin Sokrates ve Eflatun’da, görülen
geleneklerin etkisi altındadır. Michel Foucault’ya göre erkek seven bir erkek, kadın
seven bir erkekten farklı görülmezdi antik Yunan toplumunda. Ancak bir erkeği
sevmek, bir kadını sevmekten farklı kabul edilirdi ve özel bir üslup ve koşullar
gerektirirdi. İlkin, iki erkek arasında yaş farkı olması gerekirdi. Olgun olan taraf
eğitimini tamamlamış ve toplumsal, ahlaki ve cinsel anlamda aktif olmalıyken, genç
erkeğin olgun olandan yardım, destek ve öğüt alması beklenirdi. Dolayısıyla
Edward’ın genç oğlan düşkünlüğü incelendiğinde bu karakterin aslında antik çağdaki
geleneklerin ve İfşa kavramının yeniden üretimi olduğu anlaşılır.
The Spell de tıpkı önceki iki roman gibi eşcinsellere ait büyülü bir dünya
kurmakta ve uyum sağlamayan her kimliği bu dünyanın dışında bırakmaktadır.
Hikayenin ana zaman diliminde Robin kırk yaşlarında, seçkin yaşlı eşcinsellerin evleri
üzerine çalışan İfşa bir mimardır ve oğlu Danny yirmilerinde bir genç delikanlıdır.
Robin, eski sevgilisi Simon ölüm döşeğindeyken tanışıp birliktelik yaşadığı Justin ile
beraber yaşamaktadır. Robin, tıpkı büyükannesinin ölümünden sonra da yaptığı gibi,
Simon’un ölümünün hemen ardından büyük bir cinsel uyarılma hissedip Justin’le
cinsel birliktelik yaşamıştır. O sırada Justin’in de Alex adında artık sıkılmış olduğu bir
sevgilisi vardır. Ölüm içgüdüsünü yaşam içgüdüsüyle bu şekilde cinsel dürtüleri
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serbest bırakarak yer değiştirmek ve ölüm korkusunun üstesinden bu şekilde gelmeye
çalışmak Sontag’ın tarifindeki İfşa’dır ve eşcinselliği abartılı şekilde ve salt cinsellik
üzerinden konumlandırır ve kurgular.
The Line of Beauty romanı yazarın eşcinsel kimliği hor gören, yargılayan ve
damgalayan heteronormatif çerçeve içerisinde konumlandırmasının ancak aynı
zamanda heteronormatif dünyadan da koparmasının son halkasıdır. Romanın isminde
geçen çizgi, kokaindir ve güzellik de uyuşturucunun sağladığı büyüdür aslında ve
romanın ismi bu romanda da eşcinsel kimliğin nasıl tanımlanacağı hakkında
okuyucuya ön bilgi sunmaktadır. Zira Hollinghurst bu romanda da eğreti kimliği seks
düşkünü, çok eşli, uyuşturucu ve alkol bağımlısı, sefih, züppe ve potansiyel AIDS
kurbanı olarak tasvir ederek geleneksel İfşa temsilini güçlendirir.
Romanın başkahramanı Nick Guest, üniversiteden arkadaşı Toby’nin evinde
misafir olarak kalmaktadır. Küçük bir kasabadan ve mütevazi bir aileden gelen
Nick’in kendine yer bulmaya çalıştığı bu ev ve yaşam tarzı ise İfşa’dır ve yine seçkin
sınıfa özgü bir üslup özelliği taşımaktadır. Yazar İfşa kullanımıyla bu romanda da
eğreti kimliği seks, uyuşturucu, alkol ve lüks düşkünü, sefih, züppe, aylak ve
potansiyel AIDS hastası olarak temsil etmektedir. Bu imaj aslında eğreti kimliğin
kendisine heteronormatif baskın söylemlerle biçilmiş edimsel bir roldür ve
Hollinghurst’ün romanlarında bu imajı sürekli tekrarlaması bu yaygın önyargılı ve
genelleyici söylemleri doğrular. Hollinghurst’ün erkek eşcinsel karakterleri özgün
karakterler değildir aslında; aksine bu karakter betimlemeleri antik çağ ve uygarlıklara
dayanan basmakalıp haline gelmiş olan eşcinsel temsilin bir uzantısıdır ve bu nedenle
de bir üsluptur, algıdır, ve İfşa’dır.
The Swimming-Pool Library romanında, İfşa eşcinsel kimliği cinsel istek
bakımından doyumsuz ve tatminsiz karakterlerle özdeşleştirir, ve romandaki
ilişkilerde cinsellik aşkın önüne geçer veya onun yerini alır. Aşk ve cinsellik ayrımı
erkekle özdeşleştirilmiştir; romandaki karakterler ise bu ayrımı yapamamaktadırlar.
Sontag’a göre İfşa da kadınla özdeştir ve bu bağlamda da karakterlerin İfşa niteliği
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ortaya çıkmaktadır. Bu karakterler aşk ile cinsel arzunun ayrımına varamazlar ve iki
kavramı eş anlamlı gibi birbirinin yerine kullanırlar. Bunun sonucunda karşılarındaki
karakterleri arzu nesnesi olarak görürler ve anlık zevklerle tatmin duygusuna
ulaştıklarını sanırlar ancak gerçek hazza asla ulaşamazlar. Örneğin William’ın
Arthur’a olan aşkı aslında salt tutkudur ve cinselliğe dayalıdır zira William Arthur’dan
ilk bahsedişinde ilk haftalarını sürekli yatakta geçirmelerinden bahseder. Bir gün
Arthur ile bir restoranda yemekteyken Arthur’u masada bırakıp gözüne kestirdiği
garson Massimo ile arka bahçede cinsel ilişkiye girmesi ise ilişkilerinde aslında
William’ın cinsel tatmine bile ulaşamadığını gösterir. Arthur’un William’ın hayatında
olmasının yegane sebebi Arthur’un çekici pasif bir eşcinsel olmasıdır ama bu bile
William’ın tek eşli bir hayata tahammül edebilmesini sağlamaz. Bu betimleme
eşcinsel ilişkileri salt cinsellik üzerinden tanımlar ve sosyal, ekonomik, psikolojik
veya dini tüm ögeleri göz ardı eder. Bu tasvir eğreti kimliği yine bir üslup, hayat tarzı,
ve estetik bir algı gibi sunduğu için Sontag’ın tanımladığı İfşa’dır.
İfşa çerçevesindeki tasvirlerde cinsellik hazır gıda gibidir; hazırlaması ve
tüketmesi çok hızlı ve kolaydır, ancak karakterler kısa süre sonra yeniden açlık hissine
yenik düşerler ve daha fazlasını ararlar. Örneğin sürekli gittikleri ve günlük
hayatlarının vazgeçilmez bir parçası haline gelen The Corinthian kulübünde bazen bir
bakış veya ufacık bir tebessüm bile yukardaki otelde bir odada sonlanmaktadır ancak
Lacan’ın da belirttiği gibi arzu asla tatmin edilemez. Anlık haz yaşayan karakterler
aslında düştükleri kısır döngü içerisinde kısa süreli zevkler peşinde koşarlarken
hazdan gitgide uzaklaşırlar ve yalnızlaşırlar. William aslında sabit bir karakterdir zira
hakkında edindiğimiz tek bilgi yirmi beş yaşında olduğu, geçimini sağlamak için
çalışmak zorunda olmadığı ve parasının büyükbabasından geldiğidir. Başkahraman
olmasına karşın William’ın kendisini diğer erkek eşcinsellerden ayırdedici hiçbir
özelliği yoktur ve bu özelliğinden dolayı da İfşa’dır. Zira eğreti kimliğin derinlikten
ve aile kavramından yoksun tasvir edilmesi bu kimlik hakkındaki heteronormatif
söylemleri doğrulayarak onları züppe, birbirinin tıpatıp aynısı ve seksten başka bir
derdi olmayan homojen bir grubun bireyleri olarak tanımlar.
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The Folding Star romanı da eğreti kimliği İfşa üzerinden tanımlar ve eğreti
bireylerin heteronormatif imajını yineler. Edward’ın Luc’a olan takıntısı başka
erkeklerle birlikte olmasına bir engel teşkil etmez ve bir gün müzede Fas asıllı Fransız
Cherif ile tanışır. Müzede tanışır tanışmaz ikili Edward’ın oteline gider ve birlikte
olurlar. Edward kendisini artık bir ilişki içinde tanımlamaktadır ancak aynı gün
eşcinsel barına giderek yeni avların peşine düşmekten de alıkoyamaz kendini.
Hollinghurst’ün bu erkek eşcinsellerden ve erkek erkeğe seksten ibaret dünyası
kökeninde erkek erkeğe arzunun karşı cinse olan arzudan daha üstün görüldüğü ve
çok yaygın olarak gözlemlendiği antik Yunan ve Roma toplumlarına dayanır. Genç
erkeklerin peşine düşen olgun erkek karakteri klasik metinlerde görülen deneyimlerin
bire bir kopyasıdır ve bu nedenle de yazarın anlatımı eğreti kimliğin İfşa çerçevesinde
edimsel ve geleneksel temsilinden ibarettir.
The Spell romanında da Hollinghurst eğreti kimliği cinsel haz üzerinden
tanımlar ve heteronormatif basmakalıpları yinelemekten kurtulamaz. Heteronormatif
söylemler günümüzde halen eşcinsel aşk ve evliliği tanımamakta direnmekte
olduğundan, eşcinsel bireylerin yaşamasına olanak tanınan tek şey cinselliktir ancak
yazarın bu ayrımcılığı irdelemektense eşcinsellere atfedilmiş olan homofobik imaj
üzerinden gitmesi eğreti kimliği yine İfşa’ya hapseder ve bu bağlamda gerçekleşen
İfşa Susan Sontag’ın Notes on Camp eserinde betimlediği İfşa kavramından öteye
geçemez. Örneğin Robin, Justin ile cinsel ilişki yaşadıktan sonra Justin’in o zamanki
sevgilisi Alex ile birlikte yaşadığı evinin önüne gider ve evi izlemeye başlar.
Beklentisi rakibini görmek ve ondan üstün olduğunu düşünmektir ancak Alex’i
beklediğinden çok daha çekici ve yakışıklı bulur. Alex’in kendisini cinsel anlamda ne
kadar tatmin edebileceğini düşünmesi, Robin’in daha eski sevgilisiyle birlikteyken
bile Justin’e olan aşkının ne kadar yüzeysel olduğunu gösterir.
The Line of Beauty romanı da, Sontag’ın haz peşinde koşmayla ve abartılı
cinsellik vurgusuyla özdeşleştirdiği İfşa algısına paralel olarak, eşcinsel karakterlerin
haz peşinde koştuğu, uyuşturucu kullanmadan yaşayamadığı ve sonunda AIDS olup
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öldüğü veya ızdırap çektiği İfşa bir dünya yaratır. Bir dergi ilanından tanıştığı Leo ile
aynı gün cinsel ilişkiye giren ve sonrasında görüşmeye devam eden Nick kendini bir
anda tanımlayamadığı bir ilişki içerisinde bulur ancak tek eşlilik İfşa parametreleri
içerisinde tanımlanan eşcinsel kimliğe uygun bir şey değildir ve Nick arzularına
Hawkeswood’da düzenlenen doğumgünü partisine kadar hakim olabilir ancak. Partide
gördüğü garson Tristão’dan gözünü alamayan Nick aynı partide üniversite yıllarından
beri ilgisini çeken Wani’yle de karşılaşır ve ona karşı olan hisleri de su yüzüne çıkar.
Bu sırada ilişki içinde olduğu Leo tamamen aklından çıkmıştır. Wani ile beraber
olmaya başladıktan sonra Nick Bayağı İfşa bir hayat sürmeye başlar ve hayatı
uyuşturucu, grup seks ve lüks üçgeninde geçmeye başlar.
Bu bölümün son alt başlığı, Sontag’ın İfşa tanımı ile transkimlik söylemini
karakterlerin kullandığı dilde irdelemektedir. Sontag’ın tanımında İfşa bayağıdır ve
kabadır; cinselliği de abartılı biçimde ön plana çıkarmaktadır. Karakterlerin kullandığı
transkimlik jargon eğreti kimliği heteronormatif düzenden iyice uzaklaştırıp eşcinsel
bir dünya kurgular. The Swimming-Pool Library romanında The Corinthian
kulübünde müdavimlerin kullandığı jargon Bayağı İfşa’dır ve eşcinsellere ait
kurgulanan dünyayı dış dünyadan faklılaştırır. Kulüpte eşcinsel karakterler diğer
erkekler hakkında konuşurken, İngilizce’de dişi şahıs zamiri olan “she”yi veya
“oğlan” kelimesi yerine “kız” kelimesini kullanırlar. Bu kullanım dışardan
bakıldığında ataerkil ve heteronormatif dile bir meydan okuma ve onu tersten okuma
gibi görünse de aslında bu kullanım erkek eşcinseli kadınsılaştıran ve kadın gibi
görmeyi arzulayan ataerk söylemlerin ekmeğine yağ sürmektedir.
The Spell romanında karakterlerin kullandığı dildeki aşırı mizah ve kendini
yerme de karakterleri kendine özgü bir üslubu ve algısı olan homojen bir eşcinsel
grubun birbirinin tıpatıp aynısı olan bireyleri gibi göstermektedir. Birbirlerini sürekli
sekse düşkünlük, basitlik ve sahtekarlıkla suçlayan karakterler kendilerini sahtekarlığa
ve cinsellik üzerinden kurgulanmış kimliklere mecbur kılan şeyin aslında
heteronormatif düzen olduğunu farketmezler. Özellikle Danny ve çevresindeki
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karakterlerin kullandığı jargonlar karşısında sevgilisi olan Alex bile kendini dışlanmış
hissetmektedir. Bu jargon heteronormatif söyleme karşı geliştirilmiş bir karşı söylem
gibi görünse de aynı zamanda karakterlerin cinselliğe aşırı düşkünlüklerini ve
kendilerini baskın söylemler doğrultusunda kadınsılaştırdıklarını açığa çıkarır.
Bu tez çalışmasının ikinci bölümü Tecrit, görünürlük ilkesine dayalı İfşa’nın
aksine, görünmezlik, mahremiyet ve gettolaştırılma kavramlarını irdelemektedir. Bu
kavramlar Michel Foucault’nun Heterotopya analizine atıflarla incelenmekte ve
romanda eğreti kimliğin nasıl ve hangi yollarla gettolaştırıldığı gözler önüne
serilmektedir. Foucault’ya göre alan ütopya ve heterotopya olmak üzere ikiye ayrılır:
Ütopya gerçek olmayan ve gerçeğin ya kusursuz ya da tersyüz edilmiş haliyle temsil
edildiği bir alandır. Heterotopya ise karşıt bir alandır ve diğer tüm alanların dışında
konumlandırılmakla birlikte aynı zamanda gerçekliğin de içindedir. Tecrit ise hem
heteronormatif düzenin içerisinde varolması hem de baskın söylemi tersyüz eden
tehditkar varlığının aslında kabul edilmemiş olması sebebiyle heterotopyadır.
Hemcinsler arası ilişkiler tarih boyunca hep varolmuştur ancak özellikle on
yedinci yüzyıl itibariyle bireyler arzu nesnelerinin biyolojik cinsiyeti üzerinden
tanımlanmaya ve kategorize edilmeye başlanmıştır. Bu sınıflandırma ikili karşıtlık
mantığı üzerinden heteroseksüelliği normalleştirir ve meşrulaştırırken eşcinselliği
damgalamıştır ve bu damgalama homofobiye yol açmıştır. Eşcinsellerin açılma süreci
hiçbir zaman tamamlanamayan bir süreçtir ve bir eşcinsel hiçbir zaman tamamen afişe
olamayacağı gibi hiçbir zaman tamamen tecrit edilmiş ve mahrem de olamaz zira
girilen her yeni ortam yeni bir açılım veya tecrit anlamına gelecektir. Sonu olmayan
tecritin bağlayıcılığı nedeniyle eğreti bireyler yeni ortamlarda cinsel eğilimlerini
gizlemek ve iki ayrı hayat sürmek zorunda kalabilmektedirler. Zira açılım çoğu zaman
ayrımcılık, tepki, fiziksel veya psikolojik şiddet ve dışlanma gibi sonuçlara yol
açabilmektedir. Zira heteronormatif sistem asimilasyoncudur ve aynı zamanda da
kapitalisttir. Kapitalist olmasının bir sonucu olarak da asimile etmeye çalıştığı eğreti
kimlikler üzerinden eşcinsel barı, sineması, hamamı gibi eğreti gettolar yaratarak çıkar
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sağlamaktadır. Bu mekanlar bireylere geçici ve sahte de olsa bir özgürlük alanı
sağladığı için bir yandan baskın ideolojiye karşı mütecaviz ve ihlalcidir. Ancak aynı
zamanda heteroseksist zihniyetin kendinden farklı olanı kendi tayin ettiği yerlerde
gettolaştırma çabasının bir ürünü olduğu için de tecritçidir.
Hollinghurst’ün bu tezde incelenen dört romanında eğreti kimliğin tecrit
edilmesinin dört temel göstergesi ve biçimi vardır: İlk olarak eğreti bireyler sürekli
olarak eşcinsel sineması, bar, sauna, park ve umumi tuvaletlerde seks arayışında
betimlenerek eğreti heterotopyalara hapsedilmektedir. İkinci olarak, yirminci yüzyılın
sonlarında geçen romanlarda eşcinsel erkekler hala fiziksel ve psikolojik şiddetle
karşılaşmaktadırlar. Üçüncü olarak, eğreti bireyler çokeşli cinsel ilişki zincirleri içinde
kısır döngüye hapsolmuş olarak tasvir edilmektedirler ve kimlikleri salt cinsellik
üzerinden tanımlanmaktadır. Son olarak, bu karakterler eşcinsel erkeklere atfedilmiş
klişe meslek gruplarına mensup veya tamamen aylak ve parazit yaşam süren kişiler
olarak betimlenmişlerdir.
Heterotopyaların belli toplumlarda belli işlevleri vardır ve bu işlevler hem
tecrit edilen hem de tecrit eden için geçerlidir. Örneğin Swimming-Pool Library’deki
Brutus adlı eşcinsel sineması modern bir heterotopya olarak hem eşcinsel porno
izlemek ve cinsel ilişki yaşamak için partner arayışında olan eşcinsel bireylere hizmet
vermekte, hem de bu marjinalleştirilmiş kimlikleri heteronormatif sistemin kendi tayin
ettiği yerlerde gettolaştırarak bir anlamda da kontrol altında tutmasını sağlamaktadır.
Sözkonusu sinema Soho’da bir binanın bodrum katındadır ve kapısı kirli kırmızı bir
perdeyle örtülüdür. Bu perde heteronormatif dünyanın eğreti kimliğe çizdiği hudutun
bir göstergesi olmasının yanısıra aynı zamanda da bir tiyatro perdesini anımsatmasıyla
heteronormatif söylemin eğreti bireylere biçtiği edimsel kimliğin de sahnesini temsil
etmektedir. Romanda sadece barlar, sinemalar gibi kamu alanları değil aynı zamanda
karakterlerin kendi evleri bile tecrit mekanı olarak kullanılmaktadır. Örneğin William
ve Arthur birlikte dışarda zaman geçirmezler ve gündüzleri bile perdeleri çekik loş
evlerinde kalmayı tercih ederler. Ev onlara sıcaklık ve güven hissini sağlamakta ve dış
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dünyadaki baskıcı damgalayan heteronormatif ideolojiden korumaktadır. Bu anlatımla
ev, bu iki karakter için hem dış dünyayla ilişkili hem de onun tamamen dışında bir
mekan niteliğinde olup bir eğreti heterotopyası özelliğini taşımaktadır.
The Folding Star romanı da eğreti kimliği aynı şekilde eşcinsel barlarında,
sinemalarında, parklarda ve umumi tuvaletlerde tecrit eder. Bunlardan romanda en
yaygın görüleni ise eşcinsel karakterlerin kendi ülkelerinde ve evlerinde tecrit
edilmesidir. Örneğin Edward aradığı İfşa hayatı muhafazakar İngiltere’de bulamamış
ve Belçika’daki hayat ona aradığı serbestliği sunmuştur. Öte yandan öğrencisi Luc ise
yaşadığı muğlak vaka sonrasında Belçika’da okulundan uzaklaştırılmış ve kaçışı
İngiltere’de aramaya başlamıştır. Bu koşullarda her ikisi için de öteki olan daha cazip
halde görünmektedir ancak bu algıları sadece bir yanılsamadır ve tecrit her yerde
eğreti kimliği baskılayacak ve marjinalleştirecektir.
The Spell romanında karakterler yine tecrit edici heterotopyalarda büyülü
ancak sahte bir özgürlükler dünyası yaratmışlardır ve bu dünyanın gerçekliğine o
kadar kapılmışlardır ki dış dünyanın aslında kendilerini ne denli mahremleştirdiğinin
farkında bile değillerdir. Bu romanda eğreti kimliğin hapsedildiği heterotopyalardan
biri Chepstow Castle barıdır. Bu bar kadife perdeli girişiyle dış dünyadan izole
edilmiş kasvetli, her daim kalabalık olduğundan oturacak yer bulmanın zor olduğu ve
içeceklerin iki misli pahalı satıldığı bir eşcinsel erkek gettosudur aslında ve eğreti
kimliği metalaştırmaktadır. Romandaki diğer barlar gibi burası da bir heterotopya
olarak hem erkek eşcinseller için çarka çıkma işlevini kolaylaştırmakta hem de barın
tuvaletleri müşterilerce uyuşturucu ve seks amaçlı kullanılabilmektedir.
The Line of Beauty romanında da özellikle eşcinsel barları başta olmak üzere
eğreti kimlik yine baskın ideoloji tarafından tayin edilmiş eşcinsel mekanlarda
gettolanmıştır. Nick, Leo ile ilk tanışmasında sıradan bir barın dışında buluşur ve daha
sonra bir bank bulup otururlar. Dışarıdan nasıl göründüklerini düşünen Nick Leo ile
bir eşcinsel barında buluşmamış olmanın pişmanlığını da yaşar zira bir eşcinsel barı
kendisini rahat ve özgür hissedebileceği tek yerdir. Eğreti karakterler içselleştirdikleri
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kurtulamazlar. Bu korkuyla başa çıkmanın tek yolu ise eğreti heterotopyalara
sığınmak ve eğreti kimliğin metalaştırılmasına izin vermektir.
Hollinghurst’ün dört romanında görülen ikinci tecrit göstergesi homofobidir.
The Swimming-Pool Library’de Charles homofobik şiddetin en iyi örneğidir zira
öğrenciyken duşlarda bir diğer öğrenci olan Strong’un cinsel organına baktığının
farkedilmesi üzerine erkek öğrencilerden hakaret ve şiddet görmeye başlar. Bir gece
Strong yatakhanede Charles’ın yatağına girerek zorla birlikte olur. The Folding Star
romanında da tecrit, karakterlerin eğilim ve hislerini saklamalarına ve gizli hayatlar
sürmelerine neden olur. Örneğin Edward iki boyutlu bir tecrit yaşamaktadır: Hem arzu
nesnesi olan Luc bir erkek olduğu için, hem de öğrencisi olduğu için hislerini
açmaktan çekinmektedir. The Spell büyülü bir eşcinsel dünyası tasvir ediyor gibi
görünse de aslında Londra hayatını Dorset kültürüyle karşılaştırmaktadır ve Dorset’de
yerel halkın eşcinselleri nasıl tecrit ettiğini de göstermektedir. Özellikle Robin ve
Justin’in Dorset’deki dağ evlerinde verdikleri açık hava partisinden sonra köylülerin
tutumları değişmiş ve şikayetler gelmiştir. The Line of Beauty romanı da seçkin
kesimde bile muhafazakarlığın boyutlarını gözler önüne sermektedir. Feddens ailesi
Nick’in eşcinsel olduğunu bilmekte ama bir yandan da görmezden gelmektedir.
Eşcinsellik görünür kılınmadığı sürece kabul edilebilir ancak görünür olmaya
başladığı an en büyük ayıp haline gelen bir olgudur. Zaten Nick’in Feddens ailesinin
evinden yıllar sonra kovulması da ancak gazetelerde Nick’in eşcinsel olduğunun
yazması ve Gerald Feddens’in bu haberler nedeniyle siyasi konumunu kaybetmekten
korkmasıyla gerçekleşir.
Romanlardaki üçüncü tecrit göstergesi ve biçimi eğreti bireylerin çok-erkekli
ilişki zincirleri içinde hapsolmuş olarak tasvir edilmesidir. The Swimming-Pool
Library romanında William aşık olduğu Phil’i sadece kulübün müdavimlerinden Bill
de arzuladığı için cazip bulmaktadır. Karakterler antik çağ metinlerinde olduğu gibi
birbirleriyle genç erkekler için kıyasıya mücadele ve rekabet içerisindedirler ve
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ilişkilerde güvenirlik yoktur. The Folding Star da birbirleriyle birlikte olmuş ve
herkesin herkesi tanıdığı sefih bireylerden oluşan bir eşcinsel topluluğu sunar.
Eşcinsel bireyler kısıtlı alanlarda özgürleşebildiğinden aslında bu son derece doğaldır
zira bu mekanlar dışında eğreti bireylerin yaşam alanları yoktur. Örneğin Edward
barda Ty adlı karakterle tanıştığı gece zaman zaman birlikte olduğu Cherif de oradadır
ve sözde Luc’a aşık olan Edward eve bu iki karakterden hangisini götüreceğini
bilemez zira iki arzu nesnesinin birbirinden farkı yoktur onun için. The Spell de aynı
heterotopyalar içerisinde hapsolmuş eğreti kimlikleri ilişkiler zincirlerinde betimler.
Bu zincirlerin ortak paydası özellikle Justin ve Danny’dir ve sadece Danny’nin
birlikte olduğu karakterler arasında Alex, George, Hector, Aubrey, Terry, Gordon,
barmen Heinrich, Lars, Luis ve Edgar adlı karakterler sayılabilir. The Line of Beauty
de bu çok erkekli ve gettolaştırılmış eşcinsel kimliğin bir temsilidir. Örneğin Nick Leo
ile

birlikteyken

aslında

üniversiteden

arkadaşı

Toby’ya

karşılıksız

hisler

beslemektedir ancak onların evine taşındıktan sonra Toby’nin babası Gerald Feddens’i
ve hatta Gerald’ın arkadaşı Badger’ı bile arzuladığını farkeder. Eşzamanlı olarak
Tristão ve Wani ile yaşadıkları ilişkiler de salt cinsel eğilim üzerine kurulan eğreti
kimlik algısını doğrular ve güçlendirir.
Yazarın dört romanında kullandığı tecrit göstergelerinin sonuncusu, eğreti
kimliği kendisine atfedilen ve uygun görülen belli başlı meslek gruplarıyla veya
tamamen aylaklık ve başkalarının sırtından geçinmeyle özdeşleştiriyor olmasıdır. The
Swimming-Pool Library’de William, örneğin, işsiz ancak üst tabakadan gelen bir
karakterdir ve geçinmek için çalışmasına hiç gerek olmamıştır. Oxford mezunu olan
William vaktini çarka çıkmak dışında sanat galerilerinde ve müzelerde geçirmektedir.
The Folding Star romanında Edward’ın barda tanıştığı Rose bir dolandırıcıdır ve
Edward’ın fazla parası olmadığını öğrendiğinde ondan uzaklaşır. Bir diğer karakter Ty
ise modeldir ve Edward’ı Londra’da bir kariyer edinmek için bir basamak olarak
görmektedir. Aynı romanda Matt de porno film işinde olmasının yanısıra sauna gibi
yerlerde kişilerin eşyalarını çalıp fetiş nesneleri olarak fahiş fiyatlarla satmaktadır. The
Spell romanında Justin otuz dört yaşında ancak hala birlikte yaşadığı erkeklerden
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geçinen bir karakterdir. Geçmişte aktörlük yaptığını söylese de romanda görüldüğü
gibi aslında parazit bir yaşam sürmektedir. Danny de aslında kendini Justin’den faklı
görse de bir işte dikiş tutturamamış ve son girdiği işinden de işyerinde tuvalette takip
ettiği bir çalışandan kokain alırken bir yönetici tarafından suç üstü yakalanarak
kovulmuştur. Son olarak, The Line of Beauty romanında Nick eğitimli ve Wani ile
birlikte çalışıyor gibi görünen ve üst sınıfa ayak uydurmaya çalışan bir karakterdir
ancak aslında Wani ile birlikte bir esrarkeş hayatı yaşamaktadır ve parasını tamamen
Wani’den temin etmektedir. Bu romandaki parazit yaşamlara bir örnek de Ricky’dir.
Ricky Nick’in çıplaklar plajında tanıştığı ve heteroseksüel rolü yapması koşuluyla
Wani için kiraladığı erkek karakterdir.
Görüldüğü gibi tecrit Alan Hollinghurst’ün dört romanında da dört farklı
şekilde ortaya çıkar: Sadece eşcinsellikle temsil edilen eğreti kimlik kimi zaman
modern heterotopyalarla, kimi zaman homofobik şiddetle, bazen çokeşli erkekler
topluluğu tasviriyle, ve bazen de kadınsılaştırılan erkeklere layık görülen meslek
grubu veya aylaklık çerçevesinde betimlenerek heteronormatif söylemden ve
mekandan uzaklaştırılıp marjinalleştirilir.
Sonuç olarak bu tez çalışması, Hollinghurst’ün dört romanının da Thatcher
döneminin izlerini taşımakta olduğunu ve bu nedenle de romanlarda eğreti kimliğin
hem ifşa hem de tecrit edilen olduğunu gözler önüne sermektedir. Zira sözkonusu
dönemde Thatcher hükümetinde eşcinsel politikacılar hatta bakan ve milletvekilleri
bile seçilmiştir ancak hükümet 1988 yılında çıkardığı bir yasayla eşcinselliğin
herhangi bir şekilde teşvik edilmesini de suç kapsamına almıştır. Bu çelişkili tutumlar
eğreti kimliği de hem ifşa edilen ve üzerinden kazanç sağlanan bir azınlık durumuna
getirmiş hem de onu ayıplanması gereken bir kimlik durumuna sokmuştur. İlk
romanını homofobik yasanın geçtiği 1988 yılında yayınlanan Hollinghurst’ün
romanlarında bu yüzden yazınsal karakterler İfşa ve Tecrit arasında sıkışıp
kalmışlardır. Tasvir ettiği Thatcher dönemi özelliklerini taşıyan bu romanlar, yirminci
yüzyılın sonlarına doğru güçlenen Eğreti Kuram ve bakış açısından uzak kalırlar ve
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geleneksel eşcinsel kimlik kurgusu üzerinden sürdürürler karakter tasvirlerini. Bu
bağlamda Hollinghurst aslında çağın gerektirdiği gibi cinsel kimliklerin kurgusallığını
irdelemektense heteronormatif sistemi yoksayarak eşcinsel bir dünya yaratır
eserlerinde ve karakterlerini eşcinsellikle özdeşleştirilen tüm olumsuz önyargılarla
betimler. Bu basmakalıp betimlemelerin dört romanda da idamesi sonucu Hollinghurst
eşcinsel kimliği heteroseksüel kimlikten farklılaştırır ve ona özgü bir kimlik ve alt
kültür sunar. Bu özelliğiyle yazar ve romanları, yirminci yüzyıl ortası yazılan eşcinsel
kurgu ile yirminci yüzyıl sonları ve yirmibirinci yüzyılda yazılan, eğreti bakış açısıyla
heteronormativiteyi ve kimlik politikalarını sorunsallaştıran romanlar arasında bir
geçiş özelliği taşımaktadır.
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APPENDIX C
TEZ FOTOKOPİSİ İZİN FORMU
ENSTİTÜ
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Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü

X

Uygulamalı Matematik Enstitüsü
Enformatik Enstitüsü
Deniz Bilimleri Enstitüsü
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